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Keeper's Introduction 

H ERE ARE nine Blood-Brothers-style adventures, 
scenarios designed to have no purpose other than 
fun, and to express nothing more than the love of 

movies. Some of these adventures are grotesque, several 
are comic, and more than several spill decent quantities of 
blood. All work as do the film genres which they recapitu
late, and the keeper should have the notion ofjilm clearly 
in mind before presenting each adventure. Player-charac
ters have varying chances for survival. Success comes not 
in surviving, however, but in staging a good f11m. 

The characters intended for players to use are in this 
book called player-characters, not investigators. These 
personalities are not carried over from scenario to sce
nario, nor do the scenarios have much to do with the 
Cthulhu Mythos, nor are the characters necessarily intel
lectual in any degree, nor are they even likely to be the 
sorts of people who investigate anything. Played properly, 
they bumble, stumble, hesitate, and mis-judge, even as 
you and I would, were we actually called into peril. 

The run-times of the adventures vary. Be sure to have 
in mind a second feature, in case something goes wrong. 
Stock up on projector lamps, and keep your sprockets 
clean! 

The movie posters for each film are drawn from actual 
posters of the era, in pose and lettering. Like the original 
posters, these posters are sometimes misleading, and usu
ally more sensational than the movie actually warrants. 
All the same, if you can, steer the events so that the scene 
depicted can more or less be confmned. 

Always show the movie poster-the players deserve 
the same kind of hint and preparation that the theater-goer 
gets. If you have time, photocopy the poster ahead of 
time, so that it can be passed around and looked at during 
play. 

If you present the trailers (Previews), put one or two in 
front of the feature, or in back, and let the players vote on 
which they'd like to do next time. Their early partcipation 
and anticipation will make the keeper's job easier and 
more fun. The movie passes at the back of the book are 
simply forms you can photocopy and mail to potential 
players. They're not necessary, but they're fun. 

There are thumbnail illustrations of all the player
characters, but no other illustrations illuminate the sce
narios. For better or worse, I felt that drawn images pur
porting to be from film or video simply do not succeed
drawings and photos do not have the same look. The 
movie posters, on the other hand, are traditionally drawn, 
and Earl's and Les' collaborations have worked out well. 

Mark Morrison created the prospectus for this book 
and negotiated for the original manuscripts. He also con
ceived of the movie passes and movie previews; other 
projects then called him away, leaving me with draft 
manuscripts and a fulsome hand-basket of clever notions. 
If you enjoy this book, he should share any applause. 

I tried to unify the presentations and to develop or 
extend them where needed to suit the various approaches 
to the idea of narrated films. In the process anywhere 
from traces (as in "Simply Red") to a third or more of the 
text was added as you have it Published faults, discrepan
cies, and errors are entirely my responsibility. 

Some adventures have 'continuity breaks' and some 
do not. They were Penelope Love's idea, and I infected a 
number of scenarios with them. Use or create as many 
breaks as you want. They mostly reinforce a mood or a 
threat, and do not tell an alternate story, but there is no 
reason (as in "D.O.A.2") that they cannot. It need not be 
loudly stated that when the keeper is at a sudden loss for 
a description, extra continuity breaks may be quite handy. 

The player-characters can be photocopied as printed 
and played as-is, but they'll be more handy and interest
ing if entered into copies of the investigator sheets pro
vided in the back of this book. If using the half-page 
sheets, note that no skills are pre-printed there: if the 
keeper wishes to channel play for novices by entering that 
material ahead of time, this is an unobtrusive way to do it. 

Most of the adventures continue to ask for Sanity 
losses, even though many characters are in little danger of 
even temporary insanity. As always, the point of this is to 
provoke random reaction from the player-characters and 
fresh roleplaying from the players, as well as to practice 
new players in the notion itself. If the mechanic seems 
pointless to your play, by all means ignore it. In the horror 
scenarios, the characters will run away anyway, and no
body goes seriously crazy in comedies. For the most part, 
players who actively want to participate in recreating the 
feel of such movies will need no prompting-here the 
play is literally the thing, pure unto itself. 

CALL OF CTHULHU 5th EDITION 
Blood Brothers 2 has been prepared using the skills list 
from the 5th edition of Call of Cthulhu, which differs 
slightly from previous editions. 

New Skills 
Art 

Biology 
Conceal 

Locksmith 
Martial Arts 

Medicine 

Natural History 
Navigate 

Other language 
Own language 

Persuade 
Physics 

Old Skills 
Sing 
Botany, Zoology 
Camouflage 
Pick Pocket 
n9W 

Diagnose Disease, Treat 
Disease, Treat Polson 

Botany, Zoology 
Make Maps 

R/W Language 
R/W English 
Debate. Oratory 
new 
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Previews 
We've written these film trailers as playlets. If the keeper wishes, he or 

she can read each out, or make copies and share them with the 
players. Several have distinct voices. Gestures, sound effects, and lurid 
expressions all will be appropriate. Naturally, "Nightmare In Silence" Is 

entirely written, not spoken. 

A Great Love . .. 
AgaInst a backdrop of Terrorl 

It v.ulks alone at nlght
At HIs blddlngl 

It strIkes agaIn and agaln
the police are helplessl 

What Strange Fate entwines 
them all? 

~t terrible doom dares sully 
the Innocence of Young Love? 

See NIGHTMARE IN SILENCE, 

starring Ernst Matla and Petra Roush. the most famous actor 
and actress to play the Courts of Europe In this century. 

together on the screen for the flrst time! 

Whatever You Do, 
Do Not MIss 

NIGHTMARE IN SILENCEI 

"The Greatest Rim Of The Vear' - New Vor1c Pillar-RIposte 

"iloughed-I crledl' - Moira Phalathrope. legion of Decency 

The proprietors earnestly ask OUf audience 

lJQt to disclose the Surprise Endlngl 

Coming Soon To This Theatrel 

Chateau 
of Blood 

[Fade in to ancient castle 
halL An Ol'istocratic-looking 
man speaks.rTonight you 
are my guests ••• in Chateau 
Karlenstein." [Thunderclap} 

[Cut to coachman and guard 
driving frantically through 
the night.} "Hans, more 
speed! More speed! They're 

gainingl" [Sound of a whip cracking again and again.) 

[Cut to two comely wenches in nightgowns, giggling in a 
darkened room.} "The Count didn't say we shouldn't." 

[Cut to afew wolves baying at thefuU yellow moon.} 

[Cut to the Ol'istocratic-Iooking man.] "Nonetheless, it is 
the. .. custom of this House that all shall be locked in 
their rooms at night." [Cut to lock after lock being 
turned and closed] 

[Cut to a hundred wolves baying at the full yellow moon.} 

VOICE: WHAT SECRETS DID THESE HALLS DEFEND? 

SECOND VOICE: WHAT TERRORS AWAIT A HAND
FUL OF TRAVELERS? 

[VOl'ious characters pile furniture to support a door buck
ling under thunderous smashes.} 

THIRD VOICE: WHAT DOOM THREATENS THOSE 
WHO DARE THE ... CHATEAU OF BLOODl 

[ Cut to woman in negilgee running down a stone hal~ 
screaming.] 

Starring Samuel Inabinet. Emrey Barnes and Usa Bachman. 

Coming with second feature soon. 



An Alien Kicked 
Sand In My Face 

(A perky tune plays bumba- bumba- bumba- bumba 
throughout the pitch as we watcb teenagers chase each 
other around the beach in black-and-white.) 

VOICE: THOSE FROLICSOME TEENS ARE BACK 
AGAINI [Cut to chaste beach-movie smooch.} 

"I love you, Dee-Dee." "I love you, Moon Dog." 

SECOND VOICE: AND THEY'RE AS MIXED UP AS 
EVERI [Cut to /emine hand smacking youthful cheek.} 

"I hate you, Moon Dog!" "Oww! Aw, gee, Dee-Dee
Angelique's just a friend." 

VOICE: SOO-OOME FRIENDI [Cut to statuesque blonde 
in bikini swinging down the beach} 

SECOND VOICE: CONFUSION IS EVERY
WHEREI [Cut twice, first to older beatnik 
beating bongos, then to handsome biker in 
leather jacket.} 

"Like, you girls are the most!" 

"I respect you, Dee-Dee-come away with 
me!" 

VOICE (laughing): AND IF THAT'S NOT ENOUGH
[Cut to winking circular light in sky.} 

"Was that a flying saucer?" "Uh, whatever it was, it 
landed around bere." 

SECOND VOICE: THEN CALL OUT THE MARINESI 
[Cut to a battalion a/marines hitting the beachfrom land
ing craft.} 

VOICE: EVERYBODY GETS IN ON THE FUNI [Cut back 
to teens on the beach.} 

SECOND VOICE: EVERY TEENAGER'S FAVORITE 
STARS, TOGETHER AGAIN I 

VOICE: IN THE FUNNIEST, FASTEST BEACH PICTURE 
YETI 

[Cut to teenagers trying to 
look through a hole in a 
wall.} "We really, really 
shouldn't be peeking, guys." 

SECOND VOICE: NO THEY 
SHOULDN'T, BUT YOU 
CANI 

VOICE: SEE 'AN ALIEN 
KICKED SAND IN MY 
FACEI' 

Previews 7 

[Song up and out.} "Wella, wella, an Alien kicked sand in 
my face; it really wasn't a big disgrace .... " 

Coming Soon! 

Alive Be Kicking 
[In black-and-white, night and swirling/og. We are above 
a seedy-looking man in a 
top coat who stands un-
der a streetlamp just out 
0/ the frame 0/ the cam
era. Dingy brick, stained 
concrete, and wet cob
blestones stretch in every 
direction. ~ zoom down 
on the man as he lights a 
cigareue with a match. In 
the glare, we see his eyes 
catch ours.} 

"Right. 1 expect you've 'eard about poor Tommy," he 
says in a Cockney sort of accent. ,uB were quite a player 
in his time. But Ie weren't not so much as 'e 'ad been, 
even before 'is ... accident" [Quick cut to a soccer 
match and back} "Ah, his accident ... a strange one, as it 
turns out." [Quick cut to blackness, and a squishy step
step-step sound] "And even 'is mates 'ad their own pe
culiarities." [Quick cut to darkish room with water 
splashing and men and women giggling.} "Still, 'e found 
a way." The camera swoops to his eyes, which begin to 
glow. "Didn't he? Didn't he?" he laughs insanely. and 
then a flood of titles chase each other across the screen: 

VOICE OVER: YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT IT-NOW BE 
THE FIRST TO SEE FOR YOURSELFI 

ALIVE AND KICKING! 
[A babble o/voices ensues:} "Gruesome!" "Horrifying!" 
"Controversia1!" "Disgusting!" "I couldn't believe my 
eyes!" "Absolutely terrifying!" "I wanted to see what all 
the talk was about." "I thought it was just a sports story
by Jove, it's certainly more than that!" 

ALIVE AND KICKING! 
BROUGHT TO YOU AS A SERVICE BY THE PRODUCERS, 

WHO WISH TO HELP PROTECT 

THE RIGHTS OF EVERY BRITONI 

ALIVE AND KICKING! 
VOICE: SEE IT NOW, AND BE UNASHAMEDI 
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EI Tigre 
The nger is back! 

And in wide-screen Super Vision Color! 

Mexico~ greatest hero • •• inside the ring! 

[cut to EI Tigre, in full leather tiger mask and black wres
tling rights, throwing opponents over the ropes as if they 
were made of straw.] 

••• And around the world! 
[Cut to silvery shape in the 
sky, sending out some sort of 
blue death ray onto some 
rock.] 

He's never daunted! [EI Ti
gre takes a smash to the 
mouth.] 

He always comes back! [EI Tigre throws the mouth
smasher out of the ring.] 

He's The 7iger, the toughest man in the world, out to 
stop new crime and put down new tUmgers to humanity! 
[Cut to EI Tigre driving his red MG down a highway, his 
tiger-skin cape swirling out behind him.] 

But this time he's got his work cut out for him! 

[Successive cuts show blonde women in SS uniforms 
helling each other in front of an Aztec pyramid and say
ing 'Jab Vohl: then a huge wrestling area jammed full of 
aliens with eye-stalks.] 

It's the ullimate grudge match, The TIger at the Pyra
mid of Destruction-EI7igre against the Universe! 

[EI TIgre stands silhouetted against the sky, and flexes his 
muscles.] 

Starts Friday at Most Theaters. 

The Evil Gun 
[A flute plays a musical signature that sounds like a far
away birdcalL The notes float over a stark ~stern land
scape, full of rocks, wasteland. and mountains. ~ zoom 
toward a dark figure walking steadily in our direction. 

[Cut, to two western geezers gossiping.} "That stranger 
took a room over at the hotel." "Downright quiet man. 
Don't say a word." 

[Cut, to the darkfigure striding nearer to us.} 

[Cut, to two sneering cowboys, 
hands just above their guns.} "I 
reckon this hombre ain't heard 
about trespassin" Rafe." "Yeah, 
he looks too dumb to know about 
it." 

[Cut, to two .45 gunbarrels firing 
and smoking.} 

VOICE: HE LEFT A TRAIL OF 
BULLETS AND BODIES WHER-
EVER HE ROAMEDI .... 'IltII~.-

[Cut, to hands emptying six-gun cylinders of spent car
tridges, and reloadingfresh ones.} 

VOICE: HE TOOK ON A TOWN, AND TAMED IT! 

[Cut, to three western geeZl!rs gossiping.] "That stranger 
shot down six of the McGoohan gang!" "Damnedest 
thing I ever saw." 

VOICE: AND THEN HE TOOK WHATEVER HE 
WANTED. 

[Cut, to dance hall gir~ trying to pull away from the tall, 
dark figure.} "No-I don't want to. I don't like that." 
"You don't have to like it, girl." 

[Cut, to her tearfulface, close up.] "Oh, ma'm, I'm afraid 
of him-so afraid!" 

VOICE: WHAT WAS HIS SECRET? WHAT POWER DID 
HE HOLD? 

--IN HIS GREATEST ROLEI 

--AT HER MOST FIERY! 

--IN HIS ACADEMY AWARD-NOMINATED ROLEI 

Coming Soon. 

Dead On 
Arrival 2 

[A totally blackened screen, then red 
letters begin to typewrite themselves 
across it, in bursts, while the same 
words go out in Morse code on the 
sound track.} 

'l'HIS xs LAB 171 CALLING 

THXS XS LAB 171 CALLING 

LAB 171 CALLING • • • • 

ANY STATXON REAl)XNG, PLEASE RESPOND 

ANY STATXON READING, PLEASE RESPOND 



RECEN'l' RESULTS SHOW GREAT PROHISE • • , 

GREAT PROMISE , , , , 

SCIEN'l'l:STS FORECAST AN END TO THE PLAGUE , 

[Though the bkzckness does not change, we begin to hear 
episodic scu/flings and smashings against what sounds 
like thick metal.} 

WE CAN 'l'RADE POR CERTAIN SOPPLl:ES , , , , 

WE NEED TO TRADE FOR NECESSARY SOPPLl:ES , 

WE THINK OOR SOLU'l'l:ON 1fl:LL WOlUt FOR YOU , 

THl:S IS LAB 171 CALLmG , , • • 

LAB 171 CALLmG , • • • 

[The hammering and smashing grow louder and louder.} 

ANY STATl:OH READl:NG, PLEASE RESPOND , • , • 

ANY STATl:OH READING, PLEASE , , • • 

[The hammering and smashes rain like thunder, blasting 
away any other sound Then the words vanish, the code 
dit-dats stop, only the white noise of an open mike, and the 
black, blackscreen.} 

VOICE: D.O.A.2. COMING FRIDAY. 

Carnival 
Knowledge 

[The rear of a brightly-striped 
circus tent. 1Wo young boys in 
blue jeans and sneakers kneel 
near a slit in the tent, backs to 
the camera, sneakers a peek into 
the darkness beyond] 
VOICE: WHEN THE CARNI

VAL COMES, DEATH IS THE HOLIDAYI 
[Suddenly the kneeling, their heads still inside the tent, 
begin to struggle, legs kicking the sand Muffled screams 
are heard but they are inexorably dragged into the dark
ness beyond} 
VOICE: CARNIVAL KNOWLEDGEI 
[A huge, leering clown face fills the screen, laughing 
evilly} 
VOICE: A TERROR NOT YET DREAMED OF! 
[A young, good-looking man stands near a smaU auto 
trailer, stained and rusted "Becky? Are you in there?" 
Cautiously he places his hand on the trailer door and 
begins to open it. Without warning, a huge boxing glove 
on a spring lashes out, smashes the man in the face, and 
knocks him back out of camera range. A close-up shows 
the boxing glove dripping with blood.} 

P~views 9 

VOICE: WHAT EVIL LIES WITHIN? 
[ A sobbing woman struggles to drag herself across an old 
wooden floor, attempting to reach a smaU pistol lying just 
a few feet away. Her hand is nearly on it when a huge 
polka-dot shoe, nearly two feet long and m-elve inches 
across, crunches down on her wrist. She looks up and 
screams.} 
VOICE: A WEEKEND OF FUN TURNS INTO A 
NIGHTMARE NEVER TO BE FORGOTTEN! 
[Quick cuts of a group of clowns silhhouetted against the 
moon hopping across a field, carrying some object 
wrapped in a blanket A laughing, white-faced clown 
swings an axe down repeatedly on something off-screen. A 
half-dozen leering clown faces in crowded close-up spin 
dizzily across the screen, laughing maniacally.} 
VOICE: CANNIBAL CLOWNS GONE CRAZY! 
Premieres Friday, nationwide. 
Available Monday at most video stores. 

Simply Red 
[A screaming woman~ face 
fills the entire screen, her 
voice blasting our ear
drums, her bulging blue 
eyes so near that they're the 
size of diesel tractor tires,} 

[She screams again, and 
again. Then blood spkzshes 
across her face, first in 
trickles and then in torrents. 
It soaks her blouse, her 
skirt.} 

[We cut to night and trees, and come back to her screams, 
cut away and come back again and again. Each lime the 
blood is deeper, around her ankles, then her knees, then 
her waist, then shefloats in blood] 

[Meanwhile her screams begin to blend over and echo 
each other, so that soon it is not one but many voices 
continuing to assault our ears.} 

[Then the blood rises so high that it fills the screen, and 
the screaming ends abruptly. There is a liquid, washing 
sound. The red screen slowly paints white dripping letters 
across it} 

f'MPLV RED 
f'MPLV RED 
f'MPLV RED 
rlYP1V RED 

• Now - on with the show! 
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Nightmare In Silence 
From the realm of words to that of Image and motion: we start when 

film-strip novelty Is transfigured Into cInematic art: statement and 
curiosity battle yet today. 

N IGHTMARE In Silence is based upon the mov
ies of the silent era, especially those works of 
1920s Gennan film-makers collectively known 

as the Expressionist ftlms. An attempt has been made to 
honor some of the conventions of the silent movie. While 
this adds to the scenario's atmosphere, it may make the 
adventure difficult to run for beginning keepers. Even 
experienced ones should have players who are willing to 
fall into the spirit of the game. Keepers may wish to warm 
their players up with some of the other scenarios in the 
book before tackling this one. 

Copies of these movies are sometimes difficult to 
fmd, but classics like M, MetropoUs, and the Dr. Mabuse 
fdms persistently show up in video rental stores. Make an 
effort to see at least The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari. If all 
else fails, a post-wwD classic, The Third Man, incorpo
rates many of the lighting tricks and upsetting camera 
angles of the earlier era, though the acting and story style 
is very ,different It is available almost anywhere. 

Running The Scenario 
Just as films today influence us, films of the 1920s influ
enced that era. Though Lovecraft was not much disposed 
to ftlms of his day, silent films may give valuable inspira
tion or insight to us concerning that era. 

If keepers want to emphasize the mood and feel of 
silent fdms, some of the following optional devices may 
help. Some are quite ambitious. Novice keepers may wish 
to dispense with them all together. 

o No Talking 
Since roleplaying is essentially a verbal pastime it is im
possible to do completely without chit-chat. However, 
keepers might request that it be kept to a minimum, or to 
declare that particular short scenes must be played out by 
gesture, or that players attempt to describe actions only, 
and in terms of gestures appropriate to the day. 

Characters in silent films spoke through title cards 
and mime. A page of blank title cards is included nearby. 
If it amuses the players, supply a quantity of these forms 
so that they can write out their dialogue on them, and then 
display them to each other. Only people in a scene get to 

have dialogue. At the least, title cards will make commu
nications more succinct. 

Depending on the players, this game may tum out to 
be a lot of fun. or may get tiresome. If people start to 
groan, go back to verbal description. 

@Mime 
Try miming the actions and reactions. The timing of this 
is quite difficult, but some people will be naturally adept. 
Not many players will be willing to paint their faces with 
white make-up and darkened eye and mouth make-up as 
was once done. Doing so accentuates facial expression. 
Silent fIlm-makers employed it so that audiences could 
better register actor expressions. 

e Keeper Scenes; Keeper Shots 
Some sequences in the scenario are designated 'keeper 
scenes. ' These are largely enacted by the keeper, with the 
players doing little other than reacting if their characters 
are in the scenes. They help set up the fIlm and establish 
tone for the keeper, and aid players in practicing mime in 
non-crucial moments. 

Some of these scenes are so short they are the equiva
lent of a single shot-a static scene in which something 
or someone is established. Keepers might deliberately in
terpose these elements in their narratives, to refer to tech
niques of cinematic editing. 

o No Sound Effects 
Refrain from describing sound. Always stress the visual 
and how a given thing will look. There are no strange 
noises-there are weird pictures instead. 

• Background Music 
But there is often live music, played according to scripts 
circulated along with the print of the film. It may be an 
organist, usually playing themes and tunes already 
known, occasionally new (and unremarkable) scores. 

<D Monochrome, Please 
Silent films were rarely shown in other than one color at 
a time, though some spectacular exceptions to the rule 
existed. Tmts of fIlm were not unusual-blue for night, 
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/ 

Blank Title Cards 
Players can use these to write out dialogue, then display them to each other. 
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ochre for the desert, and so on. The present mm is entirely 
black-and-white, without tint. Shades and shadows were 
used to devastating effect in the expressionist films; ex
ploit the tradition here. 

The Narrative 

8 Off.screen Violence 
Most violent acts take place off-screen. Keepers who can 
employ discretion come closer to hitting the right mood 
than using carnage and gore in order to shock. Describe 
the reactions of the characters involved or witnessing it, 
and the result, rather than the bloody incident itself. 

I N THE town of Bremen in the year 1920, a carnival 
arrives. It is a small, unattractive affair, boasting only 
a few sideshows and some dingy attractions. Among 

them is the Mysterious Doctor Grimoire. The good doctor 
is a fakir and specializes in predictions and strange feats. 
Recently the Doctor has added something new to his 
show: five strange cabinets which he pilfered in Eastern 
Europe. «3 Lost Scenes 

In any roleplaying scenario there are encounters or se
quences that are not presented, because the players or 
keepers made decisions which veer around these mo
ments. These are 'lost scenes.' Keep these scenes and 
sequences in mind, and describe them to the players after 
the game. For instance, "There is a rumor that a print of 
this film exists in which a scene exists in which your 
characters ...• tt 

He is experimenting with the cabinets. From the fIfth 
cabinet he has created a clay giant, Magog, a creature 
which can spring alive and obey the Doctor's every 
whim, including that of murder. In the meantime, the 
original owner of the cabinets, the vampire Count Vostok, 
is determined to retrieve his property. These dangerous 
forces aU converge in Bremen. and draw in the player
characters. 

The Expression Of Fear 

W HILE THE ranks of the Holly
wood silent horror picture were 

many, and despite the presence of 
that most alarming of horror stars, the 
great Lon Chaney, no American pic
ture in the sllent-film era had anything 
like the Impact of certain German 
films. 

In style and wisdom these films 
were unmatched, and their Influence 
upon cinema continues today. Among 
them they number some of the gl'98test 
films f1\/er made, silent or sound, horror 
or drama. 

The expressionist movement be
gan with The cabinet of Doctor cali
gari {1919}. This landmark film sought 
not to imitate reality, but used painted 
sets and narrative tricks to create a 
distorted alternate reality, one we 
learn Is that perceived by the protago
nist of the film. 

These films were not limited to 
horrific themes, as films like Metropo
Us attest, but expressionism's most 
striking successes lay where dread 
and fear had greatest scope. Expres
sionism became synonymous with fa
talistic stories, striking mls-en-scene, 
and superior camera workand compo-

sltion. Notes follow on four key expres
Sionist horror films. 

• THE CABINET OF DR CAL/
GARI [Das Kabinet des Doctor 
CaligarlJ (1919). Screenwriters 
are Carl Mayer and Hans 
Janowitz; director is Robert We
Ine. Callgarl Is a fairground magi
cian whose somnambulist Ce
sare commits murder on his or
ders. The seminal silent horror 
classic, this film's weird sets and 
the framing trick of the narrator 
being insane were just two of Its 
Influential devices. 

• THE GOLEM [Der GofemJ 
(1920). Screenwriters were Paul 
Wegener and Henrlk Galeen; di
rectors were Paul Wegener and 
Carl Boese. To protect his ghetto 
In Prague a rabbi builds a man of 
clay, but the creature and his as
sistant's lust for power become 
his undoing. A gloomy, moody 
masterpiece, The Go/em strongly 
Influenced James Whale's 
Frankenstein (1931). The film 
starred Its writer-director 
Wegener and was photographed 
by Karl Freund. Freund later 
went to Hollywood and filmed the 

LugoslDracula and then directed 
The Mummy (1932) and Mad 
Love (1935). 

• NOSFERATU, A SYMPHONY 
OF HORRORS (Nosferatu, eine 
Symphonle des GraunsJ (1922). 
Screenwriter Is Henrik Galeen; 
director is F.W. Murnau. Not so 
overtly e)(presslonlst, more real
Istic In tone, this film Is still a 
classic of the macabre. In this 
unofficial (and highly Illegal) ver
sion of Stoker's Dracula, Max 
Shreck plays Count Orlock, the 
vampire, as a fanged and feral 
horror. Yet his humanity shows in 
his fascination with the heroine, 
In whose boudoir he lingers too 
long, and is killed by the sun's 
rays at dawn. 

• WAXWORKS (Das Wachsfig
uren-KabinettJ (1924). Screen
writer Is Henrlk Galeen; director 
is Paul Leni. A fluid expressionist 
chiller, this film centers on the 
waxworks on display In cabinets 
and a carnival a la Caligari. A 
story Is tied to each of three fig
ures: Ivan the Terrible, an Arabian 
potentate, and Jack the Ripper. 
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Keeper Scene 1 
EXT. CITY STREETS, DAY - A large donkey
drawn cart lumbers down the street. It pulls over and 
parks. The street is crooked and dingy, its details plainly 
false yet startling-hypertrophied grotesquerie. On the 
back of the cart lay five cabinets, covered with tarpaulin 
and lashed against the elements. The driver of the cart is 
the player-character FULMINATO. His passenger is DOC

TOR GRIMOIRE, a short old man in a black frock coat, 
black cape, and battered black hat. His bottle-thick pince
nez glasses perch on his nose. He eases down from the 
cart and ambles off into a store. 

The moment he has gone, FULMINATO looks anx
iously about. Stealing to the rear of the cart, he climbs up 
and loosens a tarpaulin. One of the cabinets is revealed: 
this one plain iron and wood. 

Fulminato gingerly begins to lift the lid. As the lid 
opens more and more is revealed of the contents of the 
cabinet. At last a clay face stares at FULMINATO. In shock 
the hunchback reels back and drops off the cart, only to 
be staring in the face of DOCTOR GRIMOlRE. The Doctor 
scowls and lifts his cane to FULMINATO. 

YOU WOULD KNOW MY SECRETS? 

DOG I YOU ARE DISMISSEDI 

DOCTOR GRIMOIRE beats FULMINATO (the player may 
enact his or her character cringing and dodging the 
blows), takes the reins himself, and drives the cart down 
the street, towards a fairground. 

Keeper Scene 2 
INT. GARRET, DAY - A dingy garret. Thin streaks 
of light alternate with heavy slabs of shadow. Hunched 
over a desk the lean figure of player-character KONRAD 
presents a picture of artistic suffering. He stares long
ingly at a wonny apple. Suddenly, KONRAD reacts to 
something. He dashes from the desk and opens the door. 
A delivery man with a telegram is there. He hands the 
message to KONRAD. He may wait for a tip, but KONRAD 
has little means. The man sneers. The message follows. 

AS YOU ARE A LAW STUDENT r wrSH YOUR ArD 

STOP FrYE CABrHETS OWNED BY DOCTOR Gar

Koru AT CAlUUVAL GRD4C>rRE ARE NY PROP

ZRTY STOP RZPORT Hrs WHEREABOUTS AND 
PRESENCE OF CABrNETS STOP FURTHER rN

STRUCTrONS AND 100 MAR1CS HAVE BEEN wrun 
TO BREMEN POST OF1"rCE rN YOUR NAME STOP 

srGNED COUNT VOSTOK 

Delighted, Konrad dashes from the room, sweeping up 
his hat and coat as he goes. 

Keeper Scene 3 
EXT. GRUBER GARDEN, DAY - HANS GRUBER and 
his fiancee, the beautiful FREDA, are enjoying a game of 
croquet in the garden of Hans' parents' home. All is qui
etness and peace. 

They are interrupted by KONRAD, eagerly showing 
them the letter and the money, which he has now picked 
up. HANS pumps his hand in manly congratulations and 
FREDA bestows a friendly hug. 

Keeper Scene 4 
EXT. FAIRGROUND, EVENING - A sinister, peel
ing poster for the Carnival Grimoire. TILT to reveal 
beneath the poster hoarding the teeming carnival be
neath. Among the throng are FREDA, HANS, and KONRAD. 
Nearby is the unfortunate FULMINATO. 

Action 

H ANS AND Freda have come to the carnival to 
enjoy each other's company and keep a watchful 
eye on their somewhat impetuous friend Konrad. 

Konrad is keen to make some money of his own. Hans' 
parents are wealthy and helpful, but Konrad disdains 
charity. He is keen to ingratiate himself with the Count 
and earn further money. 

Fulminato has several possible motives, as his player 
chooses. Dismissed from the service of Doctor Grimoire 
before he could learn anything of the nature of the cabi
nets, he is consumed with curiosity and pique. But does 
he fall in with the heroes in order to reveal all to Doctor 
Grimoire and regain the Doctor's good graces? Or does 
he develop plans of his own. His is the only ambiguous 
character in the piece. Perhaps he is drawn by Freda's 
beauty and becomes their aUy. 

Carnival Of Shadows 
The player-characters are in the carnival, free to do as 
they wish. They have a few options before attending the 
Doctor's show, which occurs twice nightly. 

THE MIDWAY-player-characters may enjoy themselves 
here, though since this is a strictly budgeted film there is 
only one working booth, a target game: the rest are 
painted backdrops. The operator is a crook. The appar
ently empty tins are filled with sand and can't be easily 
knocked down by the tennis ball the proprietor offers. 
Only a Throw roll result of 01-05 succeeds in dislodging 
one. The prize is a stuffed piglet. 

THE HALL OF MIRRORS-the mirrors rely more on 
shadows than illusion. Many offer only disturbing half
glimpses of the viewer. The more the player-characters 
look, the less and less they can see themselves. If they 
remain here too long, aU will need Sanity rolls. Failure 
brings terror, as he or she believes they all are slowly 
fading away into non-existence: Sanity loss is 1/104 
Sanity points. 



THE FREAK SHOW-this tiny dingy hall has only a few 
occupants. As the player-characters one by one pass each 
exhibit, every one seems to bear a homble resemblance to 
whoever is viewing it. Sanity loss is 1/104 Sanity points. 

THE SHADOW GROUND-any time player-characters 
move away fonn the main areas to cross between halls, or 
go behind tents or buildings, they enter the shadow 
ground. Whoever tIaverses here has his or her shadow 
inexplicably altered to that of a bizarre shape or a weird 
beast Failing a Sanity roll the player-character continues 
to see this same bizarre shadow everywhere at the carni
val: lose I/ID4 Sanity points. 

The Doctor's Show 
The main attraction for the player-characters is the tent of 
Doctor Grimoire, where a crude sign announces the show. 

DOCTOR GRIMOIRE 

MASTER OF THE UNKNOWNI 

Tickets are taken by a large mustachioed barker with an 
evil glint in his eye and a nightstick at his waist. Inside the 
tent is a stage of planks and ten rows of seats. The shows 
are never more than half~full, even on the most crowded 
nights. (Keepers should remember that if player-charac~ 
ters stir up trouble and then mention the doctor's show to 
the press, the publicity will be great for his business.) As 
the show begins, the doctor shambles on stage, glaring at 
his audience. 

When he feels 'they have settled, he takes a set of keys 
from around his waist and moves to the middle of the 
stage. The curtains rise, revealing five cabinets standing 
side by side. Each of the cabinets is tall, the sizes and 
shapes approximating coffms. (A quick cut to Konrad 
establishes his interested reaction.) The first four are 
decorated with symbols: spirals, squares, triangles, and 
the sign of infinity, respectively. The Doctor unlocks each 
one in tum, though he does not open their fronts. The 
keys all look the same, but Grimoire always chooses the 
right key the first time. 

The last cabinet is of plain iron and wood, the same 
one Fulminato opened at the beginning of the film. (A 
quick cut to Fulminato establishes his interested pres
ence.) Grimoire opens the flfth cabinet and this time 
swings back the front, stepping away with a flourish. 
Magog, the giant man of clay, stands within. The golem 
stares at the audience. The audience stares as one, a visual 
gasp. 

The Doctor addresses the crowd. 

ASK WHAT YOU WILLI 

THE GIANT KNOWS ALLI 

If any question comes from the audience, including the 
player-characters, the giant ambles to one of the four 
closed cabinets, and looks in, ostensibly seeking the an-
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swers to the questions. It answers with cryptic, barely 
sensible responses. For example: 

- WILL I BE FAMOUS? 

-ONLY THE LIVING HOLD THE LIVING IN ESTEEM. 

All of the replies are of morbid or gloomy cast, referring 
to death and dissolution, or the transient nature of life. 
Concerning life and death or the meaning thereof, the 
giant always peers into the infmity cabinet. Again, his 
answers are strange and gloomy, except for one specific 
question, which he always answers directly. 

The Fated Question 
If none of the player-characters asks it, then one of the 
audience poses the question. 

WHEN WILL I DIE? 

On the first show this is posed by a small wiry man with 
a worried expression and battered suit. The golem flX.es 
him with a baleful stare and answers. 

YOU DIE TONIGHTI 

This happens once per night. If someone else poses the 
question, the giant simply acts as though it has heard 
nothing. Similarly, he ignores the question in the second 
show if it has already been asked in the first. There is 
inevitably one per night, some one desperate soul who 
poses the question. Once the answer-always the same
is given, the poor wretch is doomed, unless the player
characters interfere. 

The Final Display 
After the question period, the Doctor poses his question. 

MAY I HAVE A VOLUNTEER 

FROM THE AUDIENCE? 

If no player-character offers, then a random person from 
the audience comes forward. The Doctor encourages him 
or her to choose one of the four closed cabinets and to 
look within. As the volwtteer complies, the doctor winks 
and gestures silence to the audience, then steals behind 
the stooge, poised to push him or her into the chosen 
cabinet. (For the experience of entering a cabinet, see The 
Five Cabinets of Doctor Grimoire, nearby). 

The Doctor can be stopped from pushing in a victim 
by cries of warning from the audience, or by physical 
intervention, though the golem moves to halt anyone at
tempting to get onto the stage. Once the victim has gone 
into or looked into the cabinet, the results are as listed, 
except that the person always emerges from the cabinet if 
entering it. A player-character who enters a cabinet with
out the Doctor's patronage may not be so lucky. 

After a few tense minutes, the victim emerges from 
the back of the cabinet, visibly shaken, perhaps even in
sane, and is then dismissed to the shaky applause of the 
crowd. At this the show concludes. The curtain closes, 
leaving the golem and the Doctor on stage. Player-charac-
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ters may return for the following show, or conduct a little 
snooping. 

Subsequent Show. 
The subsequent show runs precisely as the first one did, 
presuming there is no player-character interference. The 
next night, if no other asks, then the victim of the Fateful 
Question is a timorous woman. She flees hysterically fonn 
the tent at hearing the doom-laden answer from the golem. 

The Man Doomed To Die 
For the poor man at the first show, time is running short. 
He has doomed himself with his foolhardy question, as 
the Doctor assures that the golem's predictions come true 
by sending out the golem to murder the questioner the 
same night Player-characters may leam more about the 
man by questioning him. The man is Oskar Schmee. He 
runs a small hotel in a poor section of town and has been 
ill with tuberculosis. Now he fears the disease will be his 
end. He flees home to his hotel as fast as he can. He may 
speak to player-characters if they offer him reassurance, 
otherwise he sees everyone as potential threats and runs, 
half-mad, into the night. 

H the player-characters follow him, see the later sec
tion, After The Show. 

The Five Cabinets 
Each cabinet contains its own weird world, save for the 
one which contains the golem. Each world has its own 
effect upon anyone who looks into it, or who enters it 

Once a player-character manages to exit from any 
cabinet, he or she steps through the back of the cabinet 
and is free, even though the back of the cabinet has no 
door or other exit 

The fifth cabinet cannot be entered. It is merely the 
resting place for Magog the golem. 

Squares 
SEEING: looking into this cabinet reveals a world of 
strange but orderly machine-like symbols and patterns. 
Require a sanity roll: loss is 0/ID4 Sanity points and the 
player-character must unthinkingly obey the ftrst order 
given to him or her. 

ENTERING: the cabinet lets into a shadowy world of 
strange shifting shapes, all moving with precision and order, 
but the order of an insane mind. Corridors of alternating 
black and white bands lead victims along until they are 
hopelessly lost. Creatures of cubic structure entrap victims 
within themselves and march the player-character to and fro. 
A player-character in this world may only escape by going 
through the very middle of any square shape (this includes 
creatures). Asuccessful Idea roll may suggest this to Hans or 
to Freda, but not to Konrad or Fulminato. 

INSANITY: entering the cabinet requires a successful 
Sanity roll. Failure means that the victim dreams of the 

shapes of squares and manifests megalomania upon wak
ing. Victims believe that only they have the answers to 
life's problems and that others are simpletons who would 
be lost without aid and being put right Eventually the 
victim loses all concern for the lives of others. 

Triangle. 
SEEING: a vaunting spire capping a huge pyramid soars 
into a desolate sky. Sanity roll, please. Failing, the player
character loses 1 Sanity point, gets dizzy, and passes out. 

ENTERING: the angles of pyramids and triangles inter
sect each other, creating more triangles. In this world of 
black-and-white sharp angles, the player-character must 
wander. Finally he or she is borne up and up on triangular 
steps to emerge to the sky glimpsed earlier, from here to 
look down upon a pin-point wall, and then sweep down 
the side of a massive pyramid, to enter again the world of 
triangles and begin the slow climb up. Finally only a 
successful Accounting roll (or INT x2) allows the player
character to compute the mathematics of escape. 

INSANITY: entering the cabinet requires a successful 
Sanity roll. Failure means that the victim dreams of the 
shapes of triangles and manifests delusions of grandeur 
upon waking. Victims believe that only they have the 
answers to life's problems and that others are simpletons 
who would be lost without aid and being put right Even
tually the victim loses all concern for the lives of others in 
an insane belief in their own imperviousness. 

Circle. And Wheel. 
SEEING: a dizzying spiral enfolds the viewer until he or 
she no longer can tell reality from illusion. Require a 
sanity roll. Failure means that the victim believes that he 
or she is dreaming, and that for the next 106 hours noth
ing that happens .is real. 

ENTERING: the circular world is strange and flowing and 
shadowy circles fold upon themselves. More fluid than 
the other world'i, the victim is swept along from circle to 
circle, into pools of alternating blacks and whites. Only 
when the circles begin to form into a corridor of hoops (a 
phenomenon which happens every teq minutes or so) can 
the player character dive through and escape. This re
quires successful Idea and Jump rolls. 

INSANITY: require a sanity roll. Failure means that the 
player-character forever doubts what is real or unreal and 
must receive successful Idea rolls to decide which. After 
some months, the victim will retreat entirely into a fan
tasy world of his or her own devising. 

Infinity 
SEEING: the strangest of the cabinets, the one bearing the 
inftnity symbols allows vistas of time and space, black 
and white stars, and endless tunnels black on white, white 
on black. Sanity loss for this is 1/106 Sanity points. Fail
ure causes the victim for 1 D 10 rounds to think himself or 
herself already dead, existing as mere spirit in this world. 



ENTERING: brings whoever enters to the threshold of 
death. If the doctor can, he tries to get Freda into this 
cabinet because he believes her great beauty will charm 
death itself. Anyone stumbling in here discovers great 
black-and-white tunnels rushing by without end. If the 
end does come, the traveler is dead. If rescued before 
then, by simply turning his or her back to the tunnel end 
to face the way come, then he or she is saved. 

INSANITY: a failed Sanity roll while inside the tunnel 
results in a collapse and a comatose condition. Treat it as 
temporary insanity. 

After The Show 

O NCB THE show is over, player-characters have 
several options. If they choose a new alternate, 
try to segue it into one of the following se

quences, or with a mm jump if nothing else. 

COMBING THE FAIRGROUND: searching the fair· 
ground itself brings no rewards. The fair is legitimate 
except for the doctor and his nefarious doings. Inquiries 
reveal that the doctor has been with the fair for some 
years, but only recently, since his return from the East, 
has he manifested his new dour personality. Show these 
questions in montage, to simulate film presentation: these 
are shots of the player·characters talking to various pea. 
pie, at the end of which the keeper can simply relate what 
the player-characters have learned. 

No one in the fair knows where the Doctor lives. That 
must be learned by following the Doctor. 

FOLLOWING THE DOCTOR: the Doctor leaves after the 
second show, taking the golem with him. The golem loads 
the cabinets into the back of the donkey trap and together 
the pair ride into the city, to a dingy mansion the Doctor 
occupies. Following the pair is easy enough, for they 
make slow progress, but if player-characters are too obvi
ous the Doctor may send the golem back to investigate 
who is following him. 

SEARCH THE DOCTOR'S TENT: this is made difficult 
by the Doctor's presence between shows, he may be lured 
out by some ruse or by Fulminato attempting to speak to 
him, if he is now allied with the player·characters. 
Searching the tent is simple once the Doctor has left for 
the night, but the cabinets have gone with him. 

The Barker remains on the fairground lot night and 
day, and can be attracted to the Doctor's tent by any dis
turbance. He can also be distracted, especially by Freda, 
but cannot be bribed. He is mean and brutal and does not 
stint at using his nightstick on the head of snoops. 

Searching the Doctor's tent reveals one clue, found 
with a successful Spot Hidden. It is a newspaper dated 
three weeks ago, and reports about the Carnival Gri-
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moire's stay in Berlin. It also reports six inexplicable 
murders, all stmnglings by someone of inhuman strength. 
The paper is found in a small carpetbag filled with string, 
wax, and useless junk. 

Night Of The Golem 
If the player-characters follow the Man Doomed To Die, 
they may witness or interfere with the following events, if 
they are courageous and opportune. Alternately they may 
stumble upon this sequence of events by following the 
golem from the Doctor's house. 

The golem is sent out to kill the person who asked when 
he or she would die. If this was one of the player-characrers, 
then it is one of them who is to be murdered. The golem is 
remorseless, but intelligent enough to know when it is in 
danger of being caught. It tries to attack only when the 
victim is alone, so that none will know it is responsible. 

If Oskar Schmee from the carnival is the victim, the 
golem follows him back to his hotel. The thing waits 
under a nearby bridge, watching the lights of the hotel 
until all go out except the front desk. Steallhily it ap. 
proaohes, letting itself into the front anteroom where the 
night clerk snoozes. Poor hotelier Schmee is astonished 
by its arrival and falls in a swoon, allowing the creature to 

do its terrible work without resistance. The golem then 
stalks out into the night. 

What About The Player·Characters? 
If they are watching, they are unlikely to be close enough 
to do anything. But if they have followed closely and 
attempt to halt the attack, the creature knocks them un
conscious. They wake hours later to find themselves in 
police custody. 

YOU ARE SUSPECTED OF THE 
MURDER OF OSKAR SCHMEEI 

Keepers should allow the golem an early escape if the 
player-characters gang up on it. It is important that the 
creature is despatched in a dramatically appropriate way, 
later in the piece. 

The Doctor's House 
Player-characters who follow the cabinets fmd it simple 
enough to learn the location of the Doctor's mansion. The 
gloomy old wreck is set back from the street amid over
grown shrubbery and tall dark trees. 

Just at this point the film jumps. steadies. then jumps 
again. The print of this scene has been damaged. There 
are many variations of tone in the shadowy sequence, 
sometimes blanching out, sometimes darkening so that 
the pJayer-characters can barely see. Interpolate any of 
these devices to add atmosphere. 

Later on, the keeper may decide another sequence is 
damaged, especially a long·winded player-character se
quence that can be shortened by leaping to its conclusion 
in a sudden lightning cut. 
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The Sinister Butler 
Vienke, the Doctor's butler, is in residence day and night. 
If the player-characters choose to visit the house when the 
Doctor is absent at the carnival, Vienke is more alert then. 
Vienke is as murderous as his master. He admits any 
player-character, then goes off ostensibly to make tea. 

But actually he watches them for a while. If they begin to 
search the house, he enters the myriad secret passages in the 
walls of the old mansion, and later pops out of secret panels 
to try to strangle the player-clIaJaL1cr unawares. 

The house is dark and shadowy, and if it is night, the 
lamps cast bizarre and bewildering patterns of light and 
darkness on the walls. This helps cast the mood for such 
homicidal sport, and Vienke is quite mad. 

The Garden And Exterior 
The garden and grounds to the rear are weed-infested and 
grows only broken stones in abundance. It resembles a 
cemetery. Perhaps it was. 

The Ground Floor 
Here is the entry hall and the central corridor only. Player
characters need only open doors on this floor-four doors 
in all-to have searched the rooms, for those interiors 
have not been constructed for the film. 

There is an impressive staircase which leads up to the 
second floor, and then further up to the attic. 

The next floor has a few nondescript guest bedrooms, 
their furniture caked in dust. 

The Doctor's Room 
The main feature is the Doctor's room, a big room at the 
end of the hall, whose door is locked. Behind the door 
stands a shadowy room, a heavy four-poster bed, and a 
small steamer trunk, also locked. In the trunk is an an
cient volume of dark lore. 

Magicks OjOld Prague is in medieval Latin, c. 13th 
century, anonymously written. The pages are brittle and 
crumbling, and in heavy Gothic script. This heavy, or
nately-covered book contains magic much older than the 
era in which it was written down. 

Skimming the book for a day or so reveals something 
of the cabinets. They are mentioned as Four Secret Clos
ets which were said to have been created by an ancient 
scholar from the East, and to hold the mysteries of the 
universe. Indeed, no one has ever substantiated this 
claim, since all who have possessed the cabinets have 
been driven mad or killed. 

The secret of the golem is revealed also in the book. 
This section relates the creation of golems, and how a 
rabbi once created one to defend the faithful poor of the 
city in which he lived, and of how his intentions were 
perverted. The spell Create Golem is found in the book: 
it requires a full cabinet of clay, as well as IDlO Sanity 
points and 5 POW in pennanent sacrifice to activate the 
creature. 

The Attic 
The central staircase leads further up, to a small cramped 
attic room with a dim skylight. It bears a superficial re
semblance to the garret in which Konrad lives (they are 
the same set, redressed). Slanting shadows cut across the 
room, even in nighttime for, if the moon is not high, a 
street lamp bums nearby. Here the cabinets rest when 
they are not on the Doctor's cart or at the fairground. The 
attic door has no lock, but it does stick slightly, and re
quires a good push to loosen it. 

The cabinets are locked, except for the fifth. The 
golem mayor may not be in residence. If it is a murder 
night, he will not be. The Doctor has the keys to the 
cabinets at his waist at all times, but the doors may be 
forced by vigorous enough efforts. 

The Butler Attacks 
Vienke will certainly attack in the Doctor's bedroom, if no
where else. Keepers should play up this scene, allowing him 
to pop out of panels and then retreat back in, since the grasp
ing crook'd hands from the sliding panel are one of the 
staples of silent horror. He is out to murder the player-char
acters once they begin snooping around. If they behave as 
normal guests he is placid enough, though still weird. 

The Next Day: 
Murderer At Large? 
The golem has probably claimed another victim during 
the night. If so, and if the police do not hold a player-char
acter as the CUlprit, the newspapers carry the story of a 
mysterious strangler and his unfortunate victim. The 
headlines are enough, lurid and blunt they paint a terrible 
picture. 

If the player-characters have learned about the activi
ties of the Doctor and his golem they may want to go to 
the authorities (Hans certainly should). 

The police are dubious about stories conceming clay 
giants stalking around strangling people, but they are cer
tainly interested in the Doctor, a.o; they have the bureau
crats' innate distrust of entertainers and travelers. 

A thick-mustached policeman strides up to the Doc
tor's house and demands to see him. If the player-charac
ters are present, the Doctor is so obsequious as to be 
nauseating. He does whatever the police ask and is the 
soul of obedience. He even shows them the golem, ex
plaining that it is a stage trick and demonstrating that the 
hulk is made of clay and incapable of independent move
ment. The police believe him. They can do little else with
out contradicting evidence, and treat further claims by the 
player-characters with great suspicion. 

The Second Show 
Should the player-characters attend another show by the 
Doctor and the golem today, another victim is set up. This 
time it is a widow, Frau Klauben, a tense woman who 



lives in a small cottage on the outskirts of town. Player
characters who witness this may try various ploys to save 
the woman: attempting to alert her, although she will be 
suspicious; telling the authorities (though, if they have 
already tipped their hand about the Doctor the police are 
loathe to trust them); or waiting out the golem. Again, the 
golem flees if the danger is too great. 

The Count 

MEANTIME, there is a new development. Count 
Vostok arrives in Bremen. No sooner had he dis
patched the letter to Konrad than his plans 

changed and he has come to Bremen to fmd the cabinets, 
though expects that Konrad has done much of the leg
work for him. The Count comes to town via the Plague 
Ship (see below). This happens off-screen, or with one 
quick cut to a ship sailing into a hamor. 

The first the player-characters learn of it is from Kon
rad. A message arrives, borne by his landlady. She indi
cates there is a strange man waiting for him. Naturally, 
this occurs at dusk, so it is likely the player-characters 
may be at the fair, but wherever they are the Landlady 
fmds them. She is too much disturbed by this man who 
claims to be Konrad's employer to do anything else. She 
hands Konrad a card, with the Count's seal upon it: The 
House of Vostok. 

Meeting The Count Alone 
Either Konrad goes alone, or he goes with company. If 
Konrad returns alone to his garret to meet the Count, his 
role as the Doomed Hero begins. The Count draws all the 
information he can out of him, while lurking in the shad
ows of Konrad's room. Once the Count knows about the 
cabinets and the whereabouts of the Doctor, Count Vostok 
reveals himself in all his feral glory. 

The Count is a thin emaciated figure with long hands 
that curve like wicked hooks and an enormous bulbous 
head. His teeth are long and pointed like a rat's. He has no 
hair. His eyes stare strangely. He is a goblin made flesh. 

He leaps upon Konrad and attempts to drink his 
blood. If Konrad escapes, the Count pursues until Konrad 
reaches some place of people and safety. Then Count Vos
tok turns his attention to the cabinets. Otherwise he bites 
and drinks the blood of Konrad. 

Kindly keepers may wish to have Konrad remain 
alive after he has been attacked by the Count. In that case 
Konrad became a thrall of the Count's. a slave to do his 
bidding and act on the COlmt's wishes, even against his 
friends. Konrad's player must remember to put the 
COlmt's interests fIrst. If the Count dies, poor pale Konrad 
is released from his servitude. but is physically weakened 
and must be nursed back to health. 
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If Konrad Is Accompanied 
If Konrad brings someone with him, the Count comports 
himself quite differently. He is gracious and urbane, off
setting his startling looks with deference and good man
ners. Should Freda be there, he is immediately struck by 
her beauty. From this moment on he is detennined to 
claim her as well as his lost cabinets. 

Count Vostok asks the player-characters if they would 
bring the cabinets to his ship, which waits in the harbor. 
He offers to reward Konrad handsomely and proffers a 
sack of genuine golden coins. He tells the player-charac
ters they must bring the cabinets to his ship by dawn, 
and-

THEN YOU SHALL GAIN YOUR REWARD! 

The Doctor's Gambit 
That evening the Doctor sehds the golem against the 
player-characters. He plans to kidnap the girl and glean 
information from her and to place her in the Infinity cabi
net. So struck is he by Freda's great beauty that he be
lieves it can conquer death. Presumably the player-char
acters should be busy deciding if they are or are not to 
take the cabinets from the Doctor and spirit them to the 
Count's ship. They may even decide to search the ship. 
Before they can however, the golem seizes Freda. 

The Rooftop Escape 
For no very good reason except to show off the stunning 
art direction of the movie, the golem flees across the 
rooftops with Freda. Heroines are incapable of offering 
anything but token defense at such moments. Later she 
may try to chann the golem, but is unable to until he has 
had her in his arms for at least ten minutes. The golem 
runs over a roofscape of twisted angles, painted vistas, 
alarming shadows, precipitous falls, and serpentine path
ways. He makes for the roof of the Doctor's house and the 
attic therein, where the Doctor waits for him. 

Should the player-characters pursue, they are led to 
the Doctor's attic. Freda has the opportunity of Charming 
the golem, and this may see the end of the creature. Oth
erwise the player-characters have the Doctor and the 
golem as well to contend with. Vienke, if not already 
dispatched, will come to help as well. 

If the golem is fought on the rooftops, he takes care to 
set Freda down before fignting. If he topples from the 
rooftops thereafter, he is dashed to pieces on the cobbles 
of the city streets. 

The Doctor's Demise 
If the Doctor is confronted with overwhelming odds by 
the player-characters, he attempts to escape and lure them 
to their doom via the Infinity cabinet But he drops the 
keys, as clever Hans or Fulminato notices. Player-charac
ters may pursue the doctor through various cabinets, but 
cannot catch him. 
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With an Idea rou. someone decides to lock the cabi
nets, to hold him within one of those terrors until the 
police can come. Once the key has been turned and the 
door locked, the next time the door is unlocked it swings 
open and the corpse trapped within tumbles out. 

Keepers with a bent for the spectacular may have 
Doctor Grimoire lead the player-characters on a chase 
through all four cabinets. 

Alternatives may include the player-characters bring
ing the police or even the Count to the Doctor's quarters. 

Should the Count and the Doctor come face to face, 
the Doctor is outclassed without his golem. Recognizing 
the Count's true nature, the Doctor shrieks, clutches at his 
heart, collapses dead. (Fights between monsters are not 
part of the silent film staple: they are best left to those 
emulating the Universal pictures of the 1940s.) 

The Plague Ship 

O NE WAY or another the player-characters must 
contend with the Count. It might be to save 
Konrad from his clutches, or even Freda, or it 

could be that they innocently deliver him the cabinets. 
Either way they must go to the Plague Ship, where the 
Count lurks. 

She is a large sailing vessel, moored in Bremen har
bor. Fog drifts up from the water and surrounds it, diffus
ing the scene with a fuzzy glow. Rats teem out of the 
ship; the streets leading to the docks are increasingly 
filled with them. By the time the player-characters reach 
the ship, they must walk over rats to get aboard, losing 
0/103 Sanity points. 

If the player-characters come to the ship by daylight, 
the Count is sleeping in the hold. The hold is in darkness, 
so if he is attacked he may wake and defend himself, or 
else flee if he is beset 

Otherwise, in the night hours, the Count stalks the 
bridge and the deck, an eerie spectral figure gliding 
along. If the player-characters bring the cabinets, he is 
delighted. He invites them to dine with him but, when 
they are Wlawares, will set the rats upon them after mak
ing off with Freda. If the player-characters do not have 
the cabinets, the vampire's true evil nature quickly 
shows: he becomes insistent, clutching at the clothes of 
the player-characters as he asks why, demands why they 
have not brought him the cabinets-

THEY ARE MY PROPERTYI 

FOOLSI WOULD YOU STEAL FROM ME? 

Should they still refuse, he is driven to violence, at
tacking them. 

Player-characters who have an opportunity to search 
the ship fmd no sign of crew. The vessel is a ghost ship. 

The Count has not planned to return with the ship, but 
wishes to use the cart of the Doctor, the one with the 
cabinets, and get away by road. To do this, he must have 
an ally, so he will certainly attempt to gain one, if the 
golem is destroyed and Konrad dead. Perhaps Fulminato. 

The Fate Of The Count 
The player-characters control his destiny. If it is to be an 
appropriate death, then he will escape with the cabinets 
and the girl, only to be lulled by his overpowering attrac
tion to her into letting down his guard. Perhaps she tricks 
him into exposure to sunlight. 

Back in Bremen, city authorities are certainly keen on 
burning his ship once they realize it is the source of the 
rat plague the city is now enjoying. Perhaps the player
characters point this out, or torch it themselves. It is de
crepit and almost completely wood: it burns like tinder. 

Once the Count is dead, his minions, the rats, keel 
over in their tracks. Player-characters will fmd a city of 
dead rats as they leave the scene. 

Should the Count escape with the cabinets, keepers 
can chalk up one of those open-ended stories, where the 
Count may return with his mysterious cabinets, or an
other mad doctor may get their hands on it. This is not 
necessarily failure, provided the murderous doctor and 
his golem, and the plague rats have been stopped, and 
provided that Hans and Freda are rejoined. Sometimes 
simply living is enough. 

FADE OUT. The last frames show the city returning 
to normal. The light of the dawn chases away the shad
ows of the serpentine streets, and the carnival is seen in 
the distance, dismantling. Peace has been restored. 

The Final Mghtmare 
But wait. Now all the player-characters, even the dead 
ones, must receive another Sanity roll. The movie is not 
over yet. Those who fail their rolls find themselves the 
narrators of this mad tale. They sit in an asylum garden, 
babbling about the Count and the Doctor and the golem. 
All of the people from the scenario are there in benign 
form: the golem is a statue in the garden; Doctor Gri
moire is the Head Doctor of the asylum; Count Vostok is 
the elderly gardener. The other, saner characters, are also 
there, as solicitous family or staff. The insane player
character has created the entire story from his delusions 
and is last seen being carried away by the very doctor he 
had dreamed was a demented madman. 

If no player-character fails his or her Sanity roll, 
keepers can consider this to be a rare print of the movie, 
the only one known without the famous ending where the 
entire story turns out to be a madman's ravings. This 
version was apparently added on by the producers for 
American distribution because they feared its original 
ending was too gloomy to be pleasing there. 

FADE TO BLACK. 



statistics 

MAGOG The Golem. It looks 1ike a handsome 
giant chiseled from clay, with a pageboy haircut 
and a pair of trousers and boots molded onto its 

form. In the middle of the chest is a Star of David. from its 
origins as the servant of a rabbi in Prague, in the Middle 
Ages. The golem obeys only Doctor Grimoire, but can be 
made to hesitate for a single round on a S\JCCe$£ul Persuade 
or Art (Song) roll The golem has two weaknesses: one is its 
Star of David. which acts as a heart and power source, and 
which may be plucked away. The second vuInerability is in 
falling from a great height. The Star of David can be plucked 
away but the golem is ever alert for this and bats away 
anyone but Freda, who may gently remove the Star without 
difficulty. Falling from a great height onto a haId smface 
shatters the golem, but a soft surface welcomes the clay 
giant and does no hann to it. 

MAGOG THE GOLEM,lnfantile Agent Of Vengeance 
STR 30 CON 30 SIZ 20 INT 2 POW 10 
DEX 10 APP 8 EDU 0 SAN 0 HP 25 
Damage Bonus: +206. 

Weapons: Ast/Punch 50%, damage 1D3+db 
Grapple 55%, damage strangle on successful Resistance Table 
roll STR against target's CON; STR against STR to get free 

Armor: 1 O·polnt hardened clay 

Skills: Track 75%, Climb 40%, Jump 25%. 
Visual Quote: Childlike Peace. Grim Vengeance. 

D
OCTOR GRIMOIRE. Despite his shabby and 
unprepossessing appearance the Doctor is a formi
dable foe, with the golem Magog at his disposal. He 

is an evil despot who resorts to murder to prove his petty 
fairgroWld show correct. He deludes himself that he is a 
great metaphysician but can barely Wlderstand the seaets of 
the cabinets, due to his narrow, tyrannical outlook 

DOCTOR GRIMOIRE, Age 67, Deranged carnival Fakir 
STA9 CON 8 size INT19 POW 19 
DEX 11 APP 7 EDU 21 SAN 0 HP 9 
Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Golem 100%, damage see Golem 
Cane 65%, damage 104 

Skills: Bargain 67%, Drive Carl 54%, Fast Talk 86%, Uslen 
65%, Occult 86%, Persuade 80%, Pharmacy 43%, Psychol· 
ogy 44%, Sneak 50%. 

Visual Quote: Wide-Eyed Leer of Triumph. 

COUNT VOSTOK. He confonns to the silent cin
ema idea of the vampire, and to his great precur
sor, CoWlt Orlock, the Nosferatu. He has little of 

the great strength of the classic vampire or of his skills, 
but relies upon his strange appearance to terrify and his 
wiles to see him through. He can be dispatched in the 
regular vampire way, stake or sunlight, but sunlight 
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makes him fade to nothing. The c1assic end is to be 
tricked by the heroine Freda, who has the ability to 
Charm him just as she does to the golem. The CoWlt 
wants his property back: the cabinets still give pleasure to 
his jaded palate. He acts subtly in comparison to the Doc
tor but is an evil fiend nonetheless. 

COUNT VOSTOK, Age 200+, Hideous Vampire 
STR14 CON 10 SIZ16 INT20 POW 20 
DEX 18 APP 3 EDU 19 SAN 0 HP 13 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Bite 65%, damage 1 04 first round + blood drain 
thereafter; POW vs. POO to put target under thrall 
Rats 100%, damage rat-pack acts on his command, as per 
rulesbook 

Visual Quote: Extends Wickedly-Clawed Hand. Snarls Full· 
Faced Into Camera. 

KLAUS. The Barker is a minor character, always 
willing to do the Doctor's bidding. He can be 
distracted, especially by Freda, but cannot be 

bribed. He is mean and brutal and does not stint at using 
his nightstick on the head of snoops. 

KLAUS, Age 42, Tough Sideshow Barker 
STR 15 CON 14 SIZ16 INT8 POW 10 
DEX10 APP9 EDU12 SAN45 HP15 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Nightstick 65%, damage 1 D6 +db 
FisVPunch 70%, damage 1 D3 +db 

Skills: Browbeat 55%, Uslen 45%, Spot Hidden 63%. 

Visual Quote: Glare. Be Obsequious. 

V IENKE. He is quite mad, a man as murderous as 
his master, Doctor Grimoire. He gladly plays cat
and-mouse with the player-characters, if they in

trude. He might accompany the Doctor in some scene 
other than at the mansion. 

VIENKE, Age 51, Creepy Butler 
STR13 CON 8 SIZ15 INT16 
DEX15 APP7 EDU13 SAN 0 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

POW 12 
HP12 

Weapon: Grapple 55%, damage strangle on successful Resis· 
lance Table roll of STR against target's CON; victim must make 
STR VS. STA to break free. 

Skills: Uslen 90%, Spol Hidden 90%, Sneak 95%, Weird 
Looks 76%. 

Visual Quote: Frowns Sideways Inlo Camera. 

Player Characters 

FREDA SHICKER. Freda is the heroine par excel
lence. Silent movie heroines are always pure, exist
ing to be worshiped alike by the hero and often by the 

villain. Yet these heroines are a doughty breed, and tougher 
physically and mentally than many of their talkie sisters. 
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They survive nearly everything-nothing short of total 
catastrophe can bring Freda down. She is deeply in love 
with Hans and completely 
devoted to Konrad. Her m0-

tives are always pure, her 
actions never suspect, and 
her beauty like a beacon. 

FREDA SHiCKER, Age 19, 
Pure And Of Deep 
Sentiments 
STR 11 CON 13 SIZ 9 
INT13 POW16 DEX 12 
APP 20 EOU 10 SAN 80 
HP 11 

Damage Bonus: O. ~f!I~I~I=~ Weapons: Charm 85%, lasts at 
least ten rounds, usually eventu
ally fatal to vilalns 
Pwnmel With Rsts 85%, damage ineffectual 
SkIlls: M (Song) 45%, Bargain 25%, Climb 43%, Dodge 75%, 
German 50%, Hide 45%, Sneak 55%, Spot Hidden 38%. 
VIsual Quote: Desperate Pleading TInged with Nobility. 

FULMINATO- He is the devious ex-employee of 
Doctor Grimoire. Seeking revenge, or information 
for purposes of blackmail, or perhaps even hoping to 

get into the Doctor's good graces, the wily hunchback is a 
foil for the uprightness of the other lead characters. Depend
ing on his player, Fulminato has any number of motives. He 

is a wild card. DistrtEsed by 
Doctor Grimoire before he 
could learn nature of the 
cabinets, he is consumed 
with curiosity and pique. 
But does he wish to seem to 
ally with the heroes in order 
to reveal all to Doctor Gri
moire and to gain the Doc
tor's good graces? Will he 
make plans to his own ad
vantage? His is the only am
biguous character in the film: 
he may be played either as 
comic relief or as a smooth 
villain. Perhaps Fulminato 

simply notices the interest the trio has in the doctor, or
drawn by Freda's beauty-he becomes their ally. 

FULMINATO, Age 43, Wily Rogue at Failure 

STR14 CON 10 SIZ8 INT16 POW 15 
OEX 9 APP 10 EOU 19 SAN 75 HP 9 

Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Oagger41%, damage 106 
Whip 30%, damage 103 

Skills: Bargain 30%, Dodge 50%, Fast Talk 48%, German 
70%, Hide 25%, Italian 55%, Usten 49, Natural History 25%, 
Occuh 37%, Pharmacy 12%, Psychology 27%, Sneak 37"10, 
Spot Hidden 44%, Track 34%. 

Visual Quote: A Sniggering Leer. 

KONRAD GRIESS, Konrad is a more diligent stu
dent than Hans, and a poorer one. His constantly 
alanning state of fi

nances does nothing for his 
already highly-strung tem
perament. He is the dark to 
Hans' light. Morose. moody, 
given to fits of depression and 
evidencing the occasional 
nervous tic, Konrad is fatalis
tic and wony-prooo. Never
theless he cares deeply for 
Hans and Freda, whom he 
treats like the brother and sis
ter he was too poor to have. 
Konrad, as the Doomed Hero, 
dies during the picture. The 
player should not om him as suicidal, but he is given to 
taking appalling chances with his own safety in the name 
of morbid cmiooity. If all else fails, perhaps the entire adven
ture is too much for his nervous system and he falls dead at the 
end of the last reel. 

KONRAD GRIEss, Age 24, Law Student & Doomed Hero 
STR13 CON 10 SIZ14 INT15 POW 9 
OEX12 APP15 EDU14 SAN45 HP12 
Damll9& Bonus: ... 104. 
Weapons: none. 
Skills: Accounting 30%, German 70%, Hide 29%, Law60%, U
brary Use 50%, Usten 33%, Occult 27%, Persuade 70%, Sneak 
25%, Spot Hidden 39%. 
Visual Quote: Doomed and Anxious Expression. 

HANS GRUBER. He is a young medical &udent, 
but he cares less for his studies than for his fiancee 
Freda, on whom he dotes as only a silent-movie 

character can. 
Re is loyal to his friend 

Konrad and utterly without 
subterfuge. Stalwart, solid, 
and dull Hans is often inef
fectual but always noble and 
well-meaning. 

HANS GRUBER, Age 20, 
Hero & Medical Student 
STR 12 CON 14 SIZ 13 
INT12 POW 12 OEX 14 
APP 16 EDU 14 SAN 60 
HP14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: FlsVPunch 55%, 
103 +db 

Skills: Biology 20%, Chemistry 20%, Climb 50%, Dodge 35%, 
First Aid 55%, German 70%, Hide 25%, Jump 40%, Ubrary Use 
47"10, Medicine 45%, Pharmacy 34%, Psychology 38%. 
Visual Quote: Guileless Innocence. Strong.Jawed 
Oetermhation. • 
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Chateau Of Blood 
A costume adventure, wherein a bond of travelers unwittingly 

shelter In a lonely chateau. None will ever forget thIs place-If any 
should happen to survive. 

I T'S SOMETIME in the 19th century, when the Age of 
Reason still bashes at the gates of superstition in the 
ancient Duchy of Karlenstein. This is a 'Hammer 

house of horror' adventure, where the silk clothing is 
stained only by blood. 

The coach holds five passengers, luggage, mail, Johann 
the coachman and two guards, Hans and Boris. 

Advice At The Inn 

Keepers, please note that player-character gender is of 
special importance in this scenario, and preview the ad
venture with that in mind. 

The innkeeper, burly and mustachioed, hurries the prepa
rations for the journey. He pulls Johann aside and mutters 
instructions which everyone overhears. 

"Just follow the wheel tracks. You cannot miss them," 
he growls SlavicaUy. "Watch out for the wolves. They'll 
be starving and ready for anything, the devils. If you hear 
them howl from one direction, then do nothing. But if you 
hear howling from both sides. whip the horses and don't 

PlayeHharacters are provided at the end of this ad
venture; existing investigators may be substituted for 
them. Peripheral characters are developed, to allow play
ers of slaughtered characters to shift to new ones, and 
remain in the game. 

These player-characters are 
individuals thrown together by 
the accident of travel, and do not 
have common goals or back
grounds. Though the players 
may decide that they do, the in
tent of the scenario is to allow 
these characters to act without 
reference to each other. 

Hammer Horror Films 

The stage Post 
We are in the yard of a vaguely 
European inn. It is in late winter 
of a severe season. The year is 
sometime in the 19th century. 
This part of eastern Europe is so 
backward that it makes no dif
ference whether the date is 1810 
or 1870. Progress does not exist 
here. Here the old ways are un
challenged. 

A coach is setting out to 
cross the mountain border into 
the Duchy of Karlenstein, to 
reach its capital, Karlensburg. 
The coach is leaving at night, 
as locals fear more snow will 
fall before morning, blocking 
the pass for days or weeks. 

H ammer horror movies are the ar
chetypal B-movies of the 1960s 

and earlier 1970s. They were made 
rapidly (Hammer studios at one time 
turning over a film a week) on exceed
Ingly low budgets. 

Small budgets for horror and sci
ence fiction were features of the time, 
and this would not begin to change until 
the isolated success of 2001 in the late 
1960s. The smash-hits Stars Wars and 
Close Encounters a decade later 
caused producers to re-evaluate the 
profitability of spectacle. expensive 
special effects soon became a chief 
characteristic of such films. 

Trademarks of the Hammer films 
include the plunging necklines of the 
actresses, generous quantities of fake 
blood, cheap special effects, ludcrous 
dialogue, wooden acting, creaking piot, 
Indifferent direction, and Irritating gypsy 
violin scores. 

We may well scom uninspired efforts, 
but in comparison the level of American 
work at the jrre-Caltiki (1959) and Crea
tll9 fran the Haunted Sea (1961) come to 
mind, for instance-the Hammer films 

were eye-openers and trend-setters. 
They were In color. for one thing, and for 
another the sets didn~ qUver every time 
someone walked past. 

The best of Hammer combined 
genuine horror and sharp psychological 
observation, and were informed by a 
grisly appreciation of the similarity be
tween puritanical obsession and unre
pentant evil. It is their exuberant clicM, 
black humor and occasional terror that 
this scenario wishes to honor. 

Great Hammer horror films (UK ti
tles only) include The Curse 01 Franken
stein (1957), BrldeofDracula (1958), The 
Mummy (1958), and The Curse 01 the 
Werewolf (1961). Kiss of Evil (1962) is a 
weird classic. The ~ed lesbian vam
pire trilogy, The Vampire Lovers (1970). 
Lust for a Vampire (1970), and Twins 01 
Evil (1971) are of note, \\flh the first fam 
the best. The worst are leglon. The prize 
for most skin shown is probably won by 
Vampire Circus, thoroughly bowdlerized 
In its U.S. videotape release. 

There are so many Hammer films, 
however, that each person's list of best 
and worst will be quite different 
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draw rein till you are safe in Kadensburg. " He shakes his 
head. "The horses won't need much urging. And here," he 
adds, fumbling in his shirt and coming up with a small 
crucifix on a silver chain, "Here, take this. May God bless 
you, Johann. n Both cross themselves and cast dark looks 
into the night. 

Local Knowledge 
If any of the player-characters ask questions or strike up 
conversations, the villagers stress two things about the 
mountains. The fllSt is that the innkeeper's warning about 
the wolves is accurate. The second is that the mountains 
are uninhabited apart from the lands and chateau of a 
mysterious recluse, Count Karlenstein. Concerning him 
the villagers know only a salacious story, that the Count 
hires female servants only, and for the obvious reawn. 

The Mountains 

T HE COACH lurches up the mountain, thelights of 
the village receding behind. The horses have to 
work hard. and Johann frequently pauses to rest 

the six-horse team. After several hours comes the last and 
longest uphill pull, and the gentlemen are asked to disem
bark to lighten the load. As they do, a wavering howl 
comes from ahead. 

"Wolf," says Boris, passing around his hip flask. 
The narrow road winds upward. Except for Johann, 

the men trudge slowly behind the coach, huddled against 
the cold. The clouds break for a moment, and a nacreous 
moon discloses a horrifying gorge only inches to the right 
of the coach's slowly-turning wheels. To the left,1he bar
ren rock is mostly swept clear of snow by never-ceasing 
winds. Wolves make no appearance: perhaps nothing liv
ing can long survive here. 

Boris talks of vampires, werewolves, things that go 
bump in the night, phantom carriages, bloodstained 
ghosts, and disembodied hands. In the midst of this he 
inserts a lewd reference to a race of werewolves which 
are all females-in the heat of passion, these last are said 
to change into wolves at the ultimate moment, and there
upon tear apart their dismayed human partners. 

The moon disappears and the night deepens. At last 
they reach the crest of the pass. The half-frozen men 
eagerly crowd back into the coach. As the last to do so, 
Boris looks back and gasps in horror. "Vladniki!" he 
cries, and dives head-frrst into the coach. 

He refers to a few slow-turning, feathery plumes of 
luminescent mist, almost like snow crystals eddied by the 
wind .. As the travelers descend the pass, the darkness is 
more and more broken by thousands of these things, all 
glimmering just at the edge of perception. 

A wide-eyed Boris whispers, "Battles between believ
ers and infidels raged through these mountains: many 
died cruelly. Some dead souls become vladniki. Each 
mistiness marks a dead infidel who has remained on earth 
to take his devilish revenge." 

The horses are happy not to linger. But as they trot 
past the spiraling. spectral mists. terrible sounds corne 
from behind and beside them. It is the howlings of not 
one but many wolves. 

The Chase 
The coach must reach the valley far below before gaining 
safety in Karlensburg. Watchers glimpse wolves every
where, blacker shadows in the night These beasts are 
slinking, famished, murderous brutes the size of ponies. 
They keep pace effortlessly with the coach. 

The passengers hear the crack of the whip and feel the 
coach accelerate. Someone calls out, "Don't be a fool, 
Johann! You'll wreck us all!" In order to control the pan
icked horses and hold the coach on the steep road, the 
keeper might openly roll Johann's Drive Carriage skill. 
Depending on the result, play out Johann Loses Control 
or Johann Keeps Control, following. 

Johann Loses Control 
The coach accelerates, and immediately the passengers 
know that their peasant driver is a bumbler. The coach 
fails the frrst turn-not by much, but it slowly tips onto 
its side and scrapes to a halt. The wolves close in, padding 
silently across an icy crust of snow, almost smiling, their 
great tongues exposed, their cold eyes glittering like stars. 

Within the wrecked coach, each occupant must re
ceive a successful Jump roll or lose 106 hit points as it 
smashes against a low embankment. 

Each outside rider must receive a successful Luck roll 
(to avoid being pinned beneath the carriage or tangled 
among the flailing, panicked horses) and a successful 
Jump roll (or lose 206 hit points). If pinned or tangled, he 
is unable to free himself without help. The wolves close 
in. To free those trapped, one person helping needs five 
combat rounds. two people helping need three rounds 
together, and three or more need one round. 

Meanwhile the wild-eyed horses rear, kick, and floun
der. The frigid air is steamy with their panic. If not cut 
free within 104 rounds, they drag the wreck of the coach 
and anyone trapped inside or tangled in the harness for 
two more rounds (successful Luck or Dodge roll to avoid 
losing 204 hit points more) before snapping the har
nesses themselves and bolting away. 

The wolves pursue the hoISes rather worrying at the 
humans, some of whom may have begun to fife pistols or 
muskets. In any case. when the travelers manage to kill 
three wolves, or whatever number the keeper thinks fair, 
the pack retreats. 
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A roll of INT x3 or less detects dim lights further down 
the mountain-the lights of a chateau. There lies aid and 
protection from the children of the night 

.Johann Successfully Handles the Coach 
The coach accelerates, and immediately the passengers 
perceive Johann's great skill at driving. This man is no 
bumbling peasant, but a paragon of coachmen, one fit to 
serve a royal house. The coach gains on the wolves. The 
pursuers periodically appear and vanish on the winding 
road. Then, as the ground becomes more level, the brutes 
begin cutting comers on the road-bound coach, and close 
the gap! Boris shouts that the once-distant lights of Cha
teau Karlenstein are now much nearer. 

But at the next curve the white teeth of the lead wolf 
are also waiting. He snaps at the rear guard and just 
misses as the coach whips past. The wolves, encouraged. 
plunge into the forest again. 

On the next-to-Iast curve. the beasts swirl around the 
coach, leaping and snapping at the traces, the horses, and 
at anyone on the outside. The horses scream and put on 
one last spurt, out-distancing the wolves. who fall behind 
and fade into the forest again. 

A carriage-way leads off the road at this comer. The 
rusted and leaning open gates admit to the estate of Count 
Karlenstein. Wrought in iron, arching over the gateway is 
the Karlenstein family motto. 

If the coach takes the carriage-way toward Chateau Kar
lenstein, the wolves do not follow. If the coach does not 
enter the estate. the wolves catch up on the next stretch of 
road, the horses balk, and the coach overturns. with the 
same consequences as if the Drive Carriage roll for Jo
hann had failed in the first place. 

GIANT WOLF LEADER 
STR 18 CON 18 SIZ 13 POW 10 
DEX 18 INT 5 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapon: Bite 75%, damage 1 DB +db 
Armor: 2-po1nt fur. 
Skills: Dodge 56%, Spot Hidden 60%, Track by Smell 80%. 

PACK OF GIANT WOLVES 
There are dozens of the brutes. Rs-use the stats as needed. 
Weapon: Bite 65%, damage 108 +db 
Armor: 1-polnt fur. 
Skllll: Track by Smell 70%, Spot Hidden 50% 

one two three four 
STR 16 15 14 13 
CON 15 16 17 16 
SIZ 11 10 9 8 
DEX 15 14 13 12 
HP 15 13 13 12 

STR 
CON 
SlZ 
DEX 
HP 

Ove six seven eight 
12 11 12 14 
15 14 13 12 
7 6 7 8 

11 12 13 14 
11 10 16 10 

Chateau 
Karlenstein 

TI GATES open to a long. elm-lined drive. dead 
and drear in winter. Undisturbed snow covers the 
drive, slowing the horses and muffling the sound 

of the coach wheels. A single cry of frustration marks the 
end of the pack's hunt. Tonight they may go hungry. Mist 
seeps through the silent trees. Frothing and steaming. the 
horses stagger through a courtyard gate to the chateau 
itself. 

The chateau is a remodeled medieval fortress. Long
broken battlements have not been repaired. Diamond
pane glass windows glitter in upper stories. T'my ground
floor windows, far too small for wriggling through, are dark 
and shuttered. But a light shines in a window higher up. 

Both the chateau and the newer stables are of solid 
stone. the former fortress bemg many centuries older. The 
buildings are set around a courtyard in which the snow is 
drifted and lUlcleared. Over the front door is chiseled the 
shield of the Karlensteins: opposed, two wolves rampant. 
The stable doors are locked and unyielding. 

After Johann smashes an enormous brass wolf's-head 
against the massive door, a light begins to move upstairs. 
It grudgingly reappears at the main door to the chateau. A 
pistol in one hand and a lantern in the other. a handsome 
if sullen man of later middle age flings aside the oaken 
door, and takes in the situation at a glance. His strong. 
confident tenor voice demands, "Who seeks aid from the 
house of Karlenstein?" 

Count Karlenstein 
Johann recognizes the reclusive Count; he has seen him 
once before, at an important assizes. He immediately 
drops to one knee and haltingly tries to justify the intrusion. 

The Count wears a black cloak with red trim lining, 
and a white silk shirt with lace ruffles at his sleeves and 
throat. The cloak enhances his shoulders, but his slim 
hands belie any promised bulk of body. He has swept
back black hair, and a handsome, smooth, fresh-looking 
face with sullen brows. His lips are narrow, and preda
tory. His accent is Continental, vaguely French. There is a 
glamour about him, part arrogance and part a rakish. dan
gerous sex appeal. 



The Count gestures away the coachman's stam
mexs, and searches among the travelexs. His eyes 
alight on Philliped'Isigny, landless nobleman. To 
the COWlt, d'Isigny's breeding is self-evident "I 
am COWlt Karlenstein," he says, and thereafter ad
dresses d'Isigny as the natural and rightful leader 
of the party. 

Beyond, the wolves sound again. They are back 
on scent, ready to risk approaching the chateau. 
Their howls echo. "The wolves ••. the wolves are 
rulers now, until the Spring," he mutters to 
d'Isigny. "You may shelter here, if you wish. Have 
your coachman unhitch the horses." 

Crossing the courtyard, the COWlt passes the 
hoxses. Perhaps because of the renewed cries of the 
nearby pack, they rear violently. Steaming and 
shaking, the horses attempt to bolt, and only a suc
cessful Drive Carriage or Ride roll soothes them. 

If the roll for Johann fails, the COWlt turns and 
quiets the team with a single deft gesture. "Coach
man, your hoxses need a sterner ... hand," he ad
monishes. (He has a trick of speech, a significant 
pause based on Bela Lugosi's "I never drink ... 
wine." With it, Karlenstein can make the simplest 
utterance sinister.) 

The horses are cowed and nervous for the re
mainder of their stay. 

The Count unlocks a side door to the stable. 
Four women tumble out. 1\vo are twins, young and 
beautiful; the other two are decades older, burdened with 
life and experience, their sly eyes swivelling and probing 
for advantage. 

The Count snaps orders. The twins, Maria and Frieda, 
aid Johann with the horses. The older servants, Sencha 
and Valeria, go to the chateau to prepare food and rooms 
for the guests. As Sencha hobbles past the travelexs, she 
murmurs, "Next time, the wolves will get you sure," and 
pauses to watch pretty little Belinda gasp and squirm. 

The travelers are safe, for the moment. 

Inside The Chateau 
The great hall is furnished simply and richly, suggesting 
both wealth and good taste. Armor and medieval weapons 
hang from massive racks-swords, spears, axes, and 
shields. Boar and stag skulls line the walls. Bear skins 
cover the stone flags. There are no wolf skins. If asked, 
the Count replies, "I do not hunt ... wolves." 

A huge fire is set in the hall. There is a long table 
seating sixty or more. All but two seats are dusty and 
disused. A boar spear, two battle axes and two muskets 
are ranked above the fire place, surrounding a massive 
shield which depicts the Karlenstein family arms: op
posed, two wolves rampant. and holding (as the travelexs 
now can see) crossed swords and wearing golden spurs. A 
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The Count's Secret 
The Count is intelligent. wily, and not easily fooled or bluffed. 
He has survived suspicion and Ignorance. He has the natural 
arrogance and manner of an aristocrat. But he has one secret, 
big enough to kill him. He Is no man, but a woman: she Is 
Lythia's mother, disguised as earlier generations of Karlenste· 
ins have been, disguised because local folklore knows that 
werewolves are always female. 

Rorenz, Count Karlenstein, lives in these remote moun· 
talns to ralse her daughter Lythia in isolation and security. She 
has kept her frorn men that her child's passions not be raised, 
and has not yet introduced her to the dire nature of the Karlen· 
stein Inheritance. Rorenz has sworn her daughter to secrecy: 
together they maintain the fICtion that Rorenz is male. So it has 
been for the rulers of Karlenstein for three hundred years, but 
Rorenz has chosen exile, so that her child may be raised as 
female. She no longer cares that this may marK the end of the 
Karlenstein line. She Intends soon to tell Lythia the truth, when 
Lythla seems old enough to understand. That day will end 
whatever Innocence Lythla may claim. 

The Count Is aided by Lythia's somnambulism. Asleep, the 
girl has been able to act out her desires for flesh, and to run 
from the human world and join the wolves of the Karlenstein 
mountains. Yet in the morning she recalls nothing of the night 
before except red washes of pleasLR'e. The Count believed that 
this balance could continue indefinitely-tlow unfortunate that 
these mortals have stumbled Into Lythia's lifel 

successful History roll reminds playexs-charactexs that 
golden spurs are a symbol of knighthood. 

The Count sits at the head of the table. neither eating 
nor drinking. D'Isigny is called to the place of honor on 
the Count's right. Other travelexs of decent dress are 
seated far down the table, where their convexsation can
not intrude upon the aristocrats, but for all the plates and 
cutlery service are of solid gold. 

Uncouth commoners such as Johann and the guards 
are seated in the kitchen-fme with them, as it is warmer 
there. and closer to second helpings. Their service con
sists of wooden trenchers, steel spoons and knives, and 
their fmgexs. 

The servants bring in hot food, then vanish to make up 
the beds. The Count is grim and quiet, resolutely courte
ous in inquiring as to d'Isigny's heritage and present 
comfort, but disdaining much conversation. In return, he 
claims that the Karlensteins descend from Charlemagne, 
that he is a widower. and that he has one daughter, Lythia, 
who thereupon entexs. 

Enter Lytbia 
Lythia chooses to appear at the moment most likely to 
draw attention to her. She appears yawning and bulging 
out of her night dress, her robe insecurely drawn in an 
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Sencha 
Sencha Is the one wilfully evil person In the chateau. She Is a 
grim, seemingly pious woman in her mid-forties, a sadist who 
takes delight In mental torture. 

She knows what the Count and Lythla are. She does not 
fear them, not do they pose a threat to her. The other servants 
live under her rule, In a state of permanent fear of the supematu
ral world with which Sancha has surrounded them-disembod
led hands In the wash-water, vampires tapping at the windows, 
dead children lurking by the well at night, demon bears scram
bling across the wood-pile. 

She attempts the same tactics of control with the player
characters, hinting, Implying, and shocking with sibylline fits and 
portents. 

Sancha has been encouraging Lythia in her adolescent 
revolt, as she sees in the child's powerful sexuality the key to 
control of her, and thus the great Karlensteln estate after the 
Count dies. 

Sencha dreams of fleeing with Lythla to Vienna, and Dvlng 
In luxury on the proceeds of the sale of the estate. In that she Is 
wrong. and has seriously misjudged the strength of her charge's 
character, which will quickly crave wilde mess and wolves. 

unconvincing attempt at modesty. Every man's attention 
swings to her. 

The Count glares at any man whose eyes linger upon 
her. She pays attention to d'Isigny, and perhaps to Dro
zopczech (who is youthful and lithe) -at least until she 
hears the latter's uncouth speech. In either case, her real 
desire is to stir the Count, who introduces her with the 
briefest of coW1esies. "My daughter ... Lythia." 

She is a dark-haired, attractive girl, rather tall and 
strong-limbed, who often dresses in low-cut gowns and 
tight corsets chosen to anger her parent. Lythia is sixteen 
years old, and has a great curiosity about sex, a dawning 
realization of her own social and sexual advantages, and a 
very great desire to tonnent a parent who restrains her 
from most human intercourse save the printed word. 

Shortly after, Sencha appears to say that the rooms 
have been prepared. The Count states that he has long 
kept eccentric hours, and so will be awake reading for 
most of the night. His guests, however, must be tired, and 
should now retire. 

He insists upon one thing. The chateau, being partly in 
ruins, is not safe to wander through at night. And there are 
some places, particularly in the cellars, where wolves 
have entered in the past. It is his will therefore that each 
guest's room be locked until morning. "I assure you, your 
safety is uppennost in my mind." Nonetheless, those who 
cannot comply with his demand must leave Chateau Kar
lenstein immediately. 

The coachmen and guards are shown cots above the 
stables. In a little while they learn that Maria and Frieda 
wholeheartedly approve of this development. 

Good Night 
Sencha, hobbling and muttering to herself, looking 
particularly lean-nosed and witch-like, leads each 
player-character to his or her room by the light of 
a single guttering candle. The occupant settled, she 
locks the door. All the doors are of massive oak, 
with enormous locks, and all open into the corri
dors, so the hinges are on the outside. 

Each bed chamber is cold, high and draft-ridden. 
The new-lit ftres stirring in the grates do little to 
dispel dampness that has mustered for years. Each 
room has a double feather bed of dank luxury, and a 
table, chest, and armoire of dark old creaking wood. 
There is also a pitcher of water, a basin, and a lidded 
china receptacle under each bed. 

The Count has deliberately chosen rooms far 
apart for the player-characters, separated one from 
the next by a set of stairs, the full length of a 
corridor, or a random compass direction. 

Count Karlenstein remains awake for the rest 
of the night. For the ftrst hour he is in the library of 
the chateau, where any undue noise will alert him. 
He is absent from the library after that, for reasons 
outlined in the sub-section The First Night, below. 

Sencha Strikes 

If they wish it, Belinda and her mother may share a room. 
Sencha stays with the women, ostensibly to wait on them. 
However her real aim is to terrify pretty Belinda, by grab
bing ber unexpectedly with a bony, hard-calloused hand, 
and saying, "You had better take care, for the Count 
loves fresh, fair-haired girls, the younger the better. 
You would be a succulent morsel for him to gulp, God 
help you, yes!" 

The Werewolves 
Both Aorenz and Lythia are of a race of werewolves 
bom in the terrifying wars of religion that again and 
again have washed across these lands. 

This raee once were innocent brutes. They ran on 
four legs and devoured flesh raw. Now they walk on 
two legs, and tum Into creatures of horrifying ferocity 
on sexual union, or if sufficiently maddened with rage 
or grief. They then slaughter whoever is at hand, 
males always first, but often females as well. 

This change has nothing to do with the phases of 
the moon. They dislike silver (Lylhia without really 
knowing why), but suffer no harm from it unless in their 
wolf-form. 

With good reason. mankind fears them and hunts 
them down. These sports are near oblivion. The Count 
Is of one of the few lines who avoided dying young and 
Violently. She wishes for her daughter to escape this 
fate also. 



She then begins to laugh, and this laughter metamor
phoses slowly into a spectacular nervous fit of twitches 
and drooling from which she can be revived only by the 
combined efforts of both women. 

Revived, Sencha swears she remembers not a thing 
and totters out. muttering indistinct warnings and impre
cations to trust in God. She locks this door, too. Her hand 
has clasped Belinda's arm hard enough to leave a vivid 
red mark, which has bruised come morning. 

The Stables 
The Count marches the coachman. guards, and female 
servants across the courtyard and locks them in the stable. 
The rooms above the horse stalls are cramped but they are 
also warm, and the straw mattresses and bedding clean 
and comfortable. 

Having told a blood-curdling story about a cannibal is
tic ghost, Sencha shows the men her shiny, razor-sharp, 
L-shaped ecraseur-"for the animals"-and warns the 
strangers to keep their distance. 

Having re-established a reign of telTOf, Sencha falls into 
the sleep of the righteous, and snores through the night. 

Maria And Frieda 
They are a pair of buxom identical twin, orphans taken in 
by the Count. They fear Sencha but rebel against her 
controL Their catch phrase is "No, I'm Maria, she's 
Frieda,'" and they are mischievous enough to delibemtely 
swap names to confuse the inquirer. 

Their other worry in life is the Count's odd stipulation 
that no men stay at Karlenstein-"no fun," sighs Frieda. 
They consider the Count a good master, who even brings 
back dresses for them from Karlensburg on his infrequent 
visits there. He has the usual bad taste of a man. "Al
though what is the use of pretty dresses if there are not 
men to admire you in them?" pouts Maria. 

Sencha's heavy sleep causes Maria and Frieda much 
disrespectful amusement, and allows them time to play. 
They sneak past Sencha once she is asleep, to take advan
tage of the coachmen and guards. During the night, 
Valeria wakes up and spies on them. Seeing her watching, 
the twins threaten her with a variety of Sencha's super
natural horrors, and Valeria breaks into tears. 

The First Night 
During the night, a successful Listen roll awakens any 
player-character in the chateau. Each hears the soWld of 
someone walking about the house, trying every door in turn. 
The footsteps descend the stairs, then leave the chateau to
ward the stables. 

With a Listen roll result of 01-05, the listener hears 
two sets of footfalls, not one. The frrst is bare-foot, the 
second is stealthy and booted. If the listener looks out, he 
or she sees a white-clad female figure in a sleep-walker's 
pose stepping dreamily across the courtyard. A successful 
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Continuity Break 
Every time there is a need to edit a scene, or Indeed any 
time the action is flagging, Insert one of the following. 

o A qUick, eerie shot of the Karlensteins' coat of 
arms, with a torch being directed at the wolves eyes 
to make them shine (the light wobbles somewhat). 

@ Lythla sleep-walking through a pine forest. The 
Inadequate day-for-nlght-filter makes it clear thaI the 
scene was shot In daylight 

e Above a model castle, a full moon Is gnmpsed 
fitfully through low, scudding clouds. 

o Wolves pace restlessly on a snow-covered ridge. 

Spot Hidden detects a black and indistinct form following 
her. 

The night has cleared, the cold moon is bright, and the 
night-shadows are long and confusing. The somnambu
list drifts to the stables and tries the door there. It is 
locked. Balked, she turns away and heads through a 
ragged, bare-limbed orchard toward surrounding moun
tains beyond. The shadow follows, flitting from tree to 
tree. 

Should any player-character interfere. the sleepwalker 
proves to be Lythia. If the character is a woman, the lurk
ing COWlt stays his hand, allowing her to wake Lythia. 
Lythia is dazed and confused, nothing more. 

If a man intervenes, the Count intercepts him, pounc
ing from the shadows and demanding the intention. A 
successful Persuade roll is needed to allay his wmth. If 
this roll fails, the Count's brows bulge inhumanly and a 
green light stirs in his eyes. The hairs on the back of the 
character's neck lift, provoking a nominal 011 Sanity loss. 

Then the Count's fury dies. If it is dtIsigny who has 
followed, be declares that Lythia is a somnambulist, and 
that he follows to protect her when she walks. She must 
not be disturbed until she awakens naturally. D'Isigny 
understands that this is a family matter, and withdmws 
gracefully and without protest. If necessary, have the 
player roll his Code Of Honor skill to make the point. 

If the player-character is any other man, the Count 
orders him to return to the chateau immediately. Lythia, 
walking rapidly, head lifted and eyes unseeing, disap
pears in the direction of the howling wolves. 

If no player-character follows, the two complete a cir
cuit of the grounds and return to the chateau about an 
hour before dawn. At the same time it starts to snow. 

The Next Morning 
Sencha brings everyone hot drinks, but awakens them 
discourteously early to do so. She pretends sympathy for 
Belinda's bruise, but a successful Psychology roll notices 
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that she is actually gloating. She loyally whispers a warn
ing to Phillipe about the hollow female devils who haunt 
the pine forests, and at the same time manages to impugn 
his masculinity. 

She vigorously accuses everyone in the servants' loft 
of depraved activity, watching closely to see where her 
words strike home. The atmosphere in the kitchen is si
lent and hostile. Valeria creeps around, not daring to raise 
her eyes or speak. Sencha is in fme fonn. 

Later, out of Sencha's hearing, Frieda and Maria are 
cheerful and raucous, offering risque promises for further 
entertainment tonight 

Han'. Flight 
If Hans is not required for the sub-section Lythia's Alterna
tive (see below), he flees during the night He leaves a 
saawled warning for Johann and Boris, declaring that this 
place is evil, a 'chateau of blood,' and that his comrades 
should likewise flee. Why he believes so is left unsaid. 

The Weather; Travel 
Flurries of snow fall until late in the day, and strong winds 
pile the snow in great drifts about the chateau. At dusk, 
the skies clear and the temperature plummets. 

It is 16 miles to Karlensburg. Travel is dangerous. 
Anyone who tries suffers severe exposure, and may die. 

In these conditions, Karlensburg is a ten-hour walk 
and a seven-hour horseback ride. Travel by coach is im
possible. Roll D100 each hour. Initial CON xS roll or lose 
1 hit point the fll'St hour, in the second hour, the loss for a 
missed CON roll is 2 hit points, in the third hour 3 hit 
points, and so on. Further, each time a CON roll is failed, 
thereafter lower the multiplier by one: thus one failed 
CON roll lowers the multiplier to x4. 

Lythia 
Lytbia appears late in the morning, looking tired but 
cheerful. Today her sexuality is muted. She spends the 
day befriending Belinda, subconsciously seeking to di
vert her only rival for the eyes of the men. She invites 
Belinda to her room for a private chat 

Exploring The 
Chateau 

Ground Floor And Cellars 
Even a cursory inspection finds bolt holes and ruined 
rooms through which an animal could easily gain access, 
confuming the Count's story of the night before. 

The downstairs rooms principally in use are the 
kitchen and associated pantries, the great hall, and a 
morning room. The morning room contains an out-of-

tune harpsichord. There are no mirrors: this guards Lythia 
against vanity, although the players may suspect other 
reasons. There are no silver objects. 

The kitchen is warmed by an enormous red-hot wood
fired stove with two large ovens. The servants wait in the 
kitchen when not serving or cleaning. Maria and Frieda 
cajole the men into chopping wood and fetching water 
from the ice-rimmed well. Sencha gleefully tells them 
hair-raising stories about what else is in the well. 

There are strings of onions aplenty, but a successful 
Idea roll fmds no garlic. If asked, Valeria says the Count 
does not like it. 

A Particular Cellar Room 
In the cellar, one passageway recently has been bricked 
up, but the room beyond can be reached from the outside 
through overgrown rubble. The player-characters likely 
never fmd this spot on their own, but the Count or Lythia 
might choose it as a refuge. 

In the cellar are dozens of human skeletons, all males 
by their comparative size and pelvic structure. Count Kar
lenstein has long-prepared a colorful story for the con
tents of the room, intending to claim that slain Thrkish 
invaders were thrown here to 'water the foundations of 
the castle.' A successful Medicine roll observes that the 
skeletons are relatively new, and that some jawbones ex
hibit German dental work. 

The skeletons represent some of the Count's victims. 
In fact, one was Lythia's father. 

Upstairs 
There are scores of rooms on the second and third 
floors, a succession of abandoned sleeping chambers 
mostly containing dust-sheeted, rotting remnants of 
fme furniture. Between suits of armor, furs, fungus
decorated mounted animal heads, antique weapons, 
and enough bullet molds to stave off Napoleon, tap
estries rot upon the walls. 

The Library 
Next to the great hall, the most impressive room in the 
chateau is the library. It contains thousands of books, 
two ornate reading stands, a small table piled with vol
umes the Count has recently read, lamps, chairs and a 
carefully-laid, slow-burning life. Only here does the 
pervasive dampness of the chateau seem warded off, 
undoubtedly to protect the shelved armies of leather
clad volumes. The titles are in more than a dozen dif
ferent languages, ranging from Latin, Greek, Hebrew, 
and Arabic to Serbian, Rumanian, Czech, Gothic, Ger
man, Magyar, and Polish. 

Their subject-matters do not ease player-character 
minds. The Count has an excessive interest in morbid 
European folklore. Some books speak of the /crvopijac, 
the Bulgarian vampire whose grave may only be discov-



ered by a naked, adolescent virgin mounted on a black 
foal. Many discuss the 15th-century vampire, Countess 
Bathory of Hungary. Two startling volumes discuss the 
bruxsa, a Portuguese vampire that is a woman by day and 
a bird by night Other books attest to the Serbian Mulo, 
who boils women in a great cauldron. There is as much on 
werewolves as the rest of the lore combined: the Russian 
volkulaku, the Portuguese labomlz, the Slovenian volodak, 
the vukod/ak of Montenegro, the French loup-garoux. There 
are even several rare volumes of 13th century Arabic were
wolf lore translated into French, or in original Arabic. The 
CoWlt's library embraces thousands more. 

A successful Library Use roll in this room uncovers a 
book on any occult topic desired. Most texts contain re
ports of cures and measures to destroy the occult horrors 
they discuss, as well as merely describing them. Their 
lore can consist of whatever the keeper wishes to convey 
to the players. 

The Count's Chambers 
The Count spends his days here, asleep. He wakes if 
someone enters the room. His rooms are the fmest and 
richest in the chateau, with many objects d'art and a four
poster bed of sumptuous proportions. For warmth, the 
Count sleeps with the curtains drawn. 

With a successful Spot Hidden roll, the player-charac
ter notices a tarnished brass box of about quarto book size 
among other curios on a bedside table. The box is or
nately engraved with a wolf-pack as hunting companions 
to a mounted knight, just as hounds would be normally. 
The box's lock has been forced, and where it was forced 
the metal is shiny. Opened, the box is empty, but smells of 
dry parchment and old ink. (It contained The Pamphlet 
before Lythia's as-yet unnoticed theft: see below.) 

Lythia's Room 
The room is large. There is a bed and a linen press. Excel
lent rugs cover the floor. Framed etchings of wilderness 
scenes hang on the walls. A baltered wooden rocking 
horse rests in a comer. A cabinet contains a bald, crack
faced Venetian porcelain doll, as well as a stack of recent 
fashion magazines from Vienna and Paris. The shuttered 
and curtained windows open upon a vista of snow-cov
ered pine trees and mountainous crags. 

Lythia's conversation with Belinda is a curious mix
ture of girlish gossip and sophisticated attempts to unset
tle her, modeled after Sencha's techniques. Lythia says 
that often in the night she throws open the shutters and 
listens for the wolves. She loves to hear them howl, she 
says. She sits at the window, and dreams about what it 
would be like to be far from Karlenstein, in Paris, or even 
Angleterre. She says that she envies Belinda, so traveled 
and adult She continues, in softened tone, saying that last 
night she dreamt of leaving the chateau forever. She awoke 
with tears in her eyes, thinking that her heart was breaking. 
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Femina Mutabilis, 
excerpts 
Is It not so that Woman Is ever Vile, Evil? I offer you 
Proof of the basest and most lecherous kind. that the 
Devil even now walks among us, and many offer 
foothold In their hearts for hIs evil sport. 

For the first proof, Is It not known that the very 
wolves of the mountains have so glutted themselves 
upon this windfall of our dead from Wars and Pesti
lence that they have come to pl'9fer human flesh 
above all others? 

Forthe second, is it not so that these same wolves 
have taken on human understanding from their most 
foul feasts, so that they walk on two legs Instead of 
four, and walk unmolested amid us, In human guise? 

For the third, this new breed of wolf Is only 
Woman, for In the savagery of their deslre they tear 
aparl that with which they couple, and so fall any men 
whom they ensnare. 

Thus I say unto you, 0 Eve, by whom Adam fell, 
Is thef9 no end to your Sinfulness? By Woman, Surely 
Is the World doomed to Sln and Depravity, to the 
Pestilence and Never Ending War. Only ff we cleanse 
our hearts, and Say unto God, 'No More. We Trust in 
thee Redeemer, Rid us 01 Woman. Then we shall 
have Peace.' 

Femina Feminae Lups Estl 

The Pamphlet 
If Belinda is chummy, Lythia shows Belinda her newest 
treasure, the pamphlet she stole from the Count. The text 
is in Latin, which Belinda does not know, but the gro· 
tesque woodcuts are easily understood. Looking at all the 
plates costs 0/104 Sanity points. 

Belinda blushes, and continues to look. Suddenly Lythia 
grabs the old tract and slips it under a pillow, hissing that 
someone is outside. Lythia sneaks to the door and flings it 
open. A surprised Sencha stands outside, eaves-dropping. 
During the diversion, Belinda can steal the pamphlet with 
a successful roll of DEX x4 or less. Failure, or leaving 
Lythia unattended in the course of the day means that 
Lythia notices the theft and draws the obvious conclusion. 

The pamphlet, Femina Mutabilis Excidium Mundi, is 
20 pages long, brittle with age, and printed in Latin in the 
Wmter of 1769, by a priest, Father Janos. Sanity cost to 
read is 0/104 Sanity points, adds 2 percentiles to the 
Occult skill, and contains no spells. 

The grotesque wood-carvings depict figures which 
are half-wolf, half-women. They dance around bonfires 
in the manner of witches, consorting with the devil, lurk
ing in ambush to leap upon surprised huntsmen, coupling 
with them and then devouring them. The last plates depict 
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the monsters being hacked apart by a mob and then being 
burned, in stomach-churning detail 

A successful History roll recognizes Father Janns as a 
famed orator of his day who inspired mob attacks on 
women in the region, until brought to trial in Kar
lensburg. He was proven to have gained fmancially from 
his victims' deaths, and was convicted in ecclesiastical 
court. He was able to preach so long only because his 
reign of terror coincided with a time of unrest and war. It 
is said that be died laving in a prison cell, accompanied to 
the end, so he screamed, by "a Phantom Invisible to oth
ers, a Vile and Detestable Woman." 

Lythia's Visits 
Dusk falls in mid-afternoon. An early supper is set out in 
the great hall, and the candles are lit. The fireplaces have 
been burning all day. As the player-characters sit, the 
Count descends from his chambers. 

He sits at the head of the table and starts to eat, asking 
polite questions about their day, apologizing for his ab
sence and repeating his assertion of the night before
that as a lone householder he has become used to pleasing 
himself, keeping eccentric hours. 

The Count thinks that tomorrow the snow will begin 
to melt The horses are rested. The travelers may be on 
their way. he suggests. Lythia is disturbed to realize that 
the player-characters will leave so soon; she asks her fa
ther to please have them stay. "It is so lonely here." 

The Count demurs. He has his work to do. He is com
piling an encyclopedia of the folklore of Karlenstein. He 
is a man of reason, and does not believe in such things, 
but the people of the region possess many curious super-

Lythia The Werewolf 
It takes LythJa two rounds to fully change shape. The 
cost to view this change Is 1041108 Sanity points; the 
cost to see her as a werewolf Is 0/1 D8 Sanity points. 

In werewolf form, Lythla remains more or less up
right Her long dark hair fans out into a stiff, mane-/lke 
ruff around her shoulders, framing her altered face. Her 
hands and feet tum Into claws. Her face is covered with 
short, bristling fur, and her upper Up thickens and sprlls, 
showing unduly red gums, a long tongue, and white 
devouring fangs. Her eyes tum yellow. 

She can be killed only by fire or by sliver. A success
ful Occult roll or Insane Insight can suggest this If the 
Investigators fall to tJy these media. Other weapons will 
damage, but not kill her, and she quickly regenerates 
lost hit points. 

If her total STR plus rolled damage exceed the 
SIZ+STR of her victim, the defender Is knocked back 
that number of yards equal to thia difference. Asuccess
ful Dodge roll Is needed to stay standing. This knock
back attack also can be used agalnst her. 

stitions. A successful Psychology roll indicates that he 
believes some of those superstitions to be true. 

At the end of the evening, the Count once again insists 
on escorting everyone to their rooms and locking them in. 

The sleep of some is doomed to be fatally interrupted. 
Tonight, Lythia, fearing tonight is her last chance, steals 
the Count's keys and sets off on a mission of discovery. 

A Discreet Knock 
Fresh and beautiful, young Lythia visits in tum each man 
staying in the chateau, until one betrays his host and se
duces her. She chooses the most attractive first: d'Isigny, 
then Drozopczech, and only then sleazy Berrodczeck. 

For each visit she knocks on the door, and then ~ 
the stolen keys to get in. If she still has the pamphlet, she 
uses it as a pretext, saying that she has often wondered 
what it is, and that the Count will not translate it for her. 

If she does not have the pamphlet, she asks if they 
know anything about its loss, inventing a lie to cover her 
possession of it. Then she says she is frightened or cold, 
and uses that as an excuse to slip into the man's arms. 
Regardless of the success of this venture, if Lythia still 
has the pamphlet, she leaves it forgotten in the last bed
room visited in the chateau. 

When a player-character makes love with her, ecstacy 
is fonowed by sudden and dismembering pain. The char
acter takes 106 damage to the neck in the first round, and 
the player must successfully roll SIZ against Lythia's 
werewolf-form STR on the Resistance Table to avoid her 
full attack in the next round, costing 108+ ID4 hit points. 
The roll failing, Lythia tears the character apart in the next 
round. With a success, he Dodges or defends himself. 

Once this attack takes place, Lythia's wild nature 
overcomes her entirely. She leaps out the window and 
into the courtyard. Once out, she heads over towards the 
locked stables, tearing down the door in two rounds and, 
unless distracted, attacking the servants. 

If the three men in the chateau deny her, Lythia 
leaves the house through her bedroom window, and goes 
to the stables. 

Shortly after she enters, there come dreadful 
screams-from the horses, servants, but most of an from 
the unfortunate extra who is being horribly slaughtered. 

The Count's 
Reaction 

COUNT Karlenstein is in me library, reading. It is 
early yet for Lytbia to wander, and her new activ
ity catches the parent off-guard. The Count 

moves swiftly, aiming entirely to protect Lythia. This he 
accomplishes by arming himself, standing in the corridor 
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or at a strategic door, and threatening to 
shoot whomever would interfere. 

He rages at the target for falling prey to 
desire and at himself for giving any man 
shelter. He refuses to let anyone flee from 
the house. If the hOlTOJ'S occur in the stables, 
he orders the player-characters to bar the 
windows and doors, and to Slay together 
until moming. 

Sample Medieval Weapons 
Minimum STR 10 to pick up and wield these weapons. 
Sword, 15% base chance, damage 108+1, 20 hit poInts 
Boar Spea"', 15% base chance, damage 306+1, 12 hit points 
Mace, 20% base chance, damage 106+2, 20 hit points 
Shield, 25% base chance, blocks an attack, 12 hit points 
Crossbow", 20% base chance, damage 204+2,12 hit points. 

"It is an affliction of our family," he ex
plains. "The daughters of the Karlensteins 
die of it. I thought that if I kept her here, 
kept her pure, then she might never need 
pay this cast" 

• If the. boar spear Is set against a charge, the chargers damage 
bonus IS added to the spear's damage. 
- A successful Know Roll Is needed to figure out how the crossbow 
works. It takes two rounds to load properly. 

Sample Potential Weapons 
Accepting The Count's Advice 
lf they barricade the house and make no move 
to aid those saeaming in the stables, then the 
deaths of the two men in the stable cost 2D3 
Sanity points. Lytbia has no motive for 
slaughtering Maria, Frieda, or Valeria, and 
they may escape or not, as the keeper wishes; 

Poker, 25% base chance, damage 1 D8 (+1 D41f hot), 20 hit pts. 
Pewter Candlestick, 25% base chance, dam. 106+1, 15 hit pts. 
Chair. 15% base chance. damage 106+1. breaks on impact 
Chair Leg, 25% bass chance, damage 106,6 hit points 
Female Fingernails, 25% base chance, damage 102, 15 hit pts. 

if they die, they die piteously, their cries inti
mate and heart-wrenching, costing another 
3D3 Sanitypoinls as the listeners clearly hear each one 
attacked and slaughtered in tum. 

Whether or not the other women die, Lythia does 
not kill Sencha, who runs for her life to the house and 
commences to beat on the kitchen door, pleading for ad
mittance, shrieking that Lythia the werewolf is coming to 
destroy her. The Count storms at the door, saying that 
Sencha deserves death for all her scheming and lies: did 
she really think she could take Lythia to Vienna and man
age to control this whirlwind of death? 

Sencha's voice changes. She admits her schemes and 
pleads for forgiveness. In a broken whisper she says that 
she hears Lythia, and please, for the Count to let her in. 
The Count strides off' in disgust, then collapses in grief. 

If the player-characters open the door, Sencha is 
thrown in by Lythia, bowling over everyone standing in 
the doorway. Lythia follows her in. lf the player-charac
ters do not open the door, Lythia assaults it furiously. 
breaking it down after three rounds. 

Further barricading and defense should be based 
STR against SIZ Resistance-Table rolls. If the travelers 
successfully bar or block aU entrances, then Lythia 
prowls the surrounding area until dawn, when she re
turns to herself. Resolution of this outcome is left to 
individual keepers. 

Ignoring The Count's Advice 
Since the Count can only guard one location, any who 
wish to leave the house can depart by another door or by 
a short jump from a second-floor window into a snow 
drift-no injury from the fall. The servants and horses 
flee the stables if given the chance. 

There are a large number of weapons in the house. A 
suit of armor takes 20-DEX rounds to put on. It protects 
against 20 points of damage but the wearer cannot Dodge 
and is liable to Knockdown attacks. Once down the 
wearer cannot get up again without help. 

The Hunt For Lythia 
This section presumes that the ptayer-characteIS armed 
themselves and went to the stables to help those in direst 
need. 

Lythia is already gone from the disembowelled mess 
on the bed (1/106 Sanity points to see). The shutters are 
open, and a howl comes from the ruined battlements of 
the chateau. Lythia is momentarily silhouetted against the 
moonlight and then gone. 

Now is time for a hunt in and out of the stable, court
yard, and chateau, in and out of shadows and moonlight. 
Lythia drops from trees and ceilings, and batters down 
doors. driven with blood lust. 

Whether there is a mad scramble across the chateau 
and grounds, or a careful hunt depends on player styles 
and how closely they hew to the characters they are play
ing. Only d'Isigny is likely to organize a hunt, and he may 
wish flfSt to converse with the Count. Only Lythia can 
force a battle. 

However events evolve, don't be afraid to improvise 
and devise situations, even comic effect, on the run. Now 
is the time for the stock stereotypes of horror films to be 
adopted-characters who sneak backwards without look
ing behind them, turn their backs on open windows and 
doors, etc. 
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Any player-character killed should be given the statis
tics for a surviving servant, coachman, or guard. Boris 
can come back, for instance, from wherever he tried to go. 

Belinda Confronted BV Lvthla 
If Belinda receives a successful Persuade roll, and satis
fies the keeper with a short, sincere speech, Lythia mo
mentarily remembers her humanity and ceases her attack. 
A tear gleams a moment in her feral eyes. However, once 
she has loped off, the urge to kill cannot be resisted, and 
she returns to attack survivors, although she will not at
tack Belinda, Sencha, or the Count. 

The Death Of Lythia 
This fight is most likely to finish with Lythia going down, 
one against many. She fights until the end. Dying brings 
her release from the family curse, as her limbs relax and 
her head falls back, and the wolf fonn ebbs from her 
now-peaceful face. Having become Lythia again, she 
looks at the player-cbaracters and whispers with her dy
ing breath her final, central confusion: "Mother." 

The Count's Revenge 
The Count appears, and takes Lythia in his arms. Those 
watching are doubtless exhausted; however, their strange 
trial seems over, for their knowledge should indicate that 
the curse afflicts only women. The Count cradles his 
daughter, face hidden, weeping and calling her name. 

Give the investigators enough time to relax, but not 
enough time to become suspicious (since the narrative is 
running on, not concluding). The Count speaks, in a voice 
broken by grief, and thick with rage. "Oh, Lythia, I al
lowed these strangers into our house and so ended your 
life and our line. Lythia, will you forgive me?" Lythia 
remains silent 

"Oh Lythia, Lythia," he says to the corpse, "There is 
one thing your murderers do not know," and here the 
crack in his voice starts to suggest lunatic laughter, 
"There is one thing you do know. 1 am not your father." 

Raising his head and tearing his shirt, so they can see 
the fleshy truth beneath the cloth, and the change even 
now stamping itself upon his face, "I am your mother!" 
she howls, and then leaps upon them: Sanity loss 
2/104+ 1 to experience this unexpected terror. 

This finale is bloody and horrendous, and could be 
the end of all of them. The Count, unlike the impetuous 
Lythia, is a creature of cunning and patience who will 
not risk open attack on superior numbers unless in the 
extremity of grief. The Count is more fully a wolf than 
young Lytbia ever could be, and prefers to draw pursu
ers out of doors if she can. She runs on all fours as fast 
as the wind. 

Strategic Withdrawal 
Those last left alive probably have little heart to deal with 
this new threat. The snow has frozen by now and travel is 

fast although heart-stopping, paced by the howls of 
wolves. Especially if Lythia has been killed with a silver 
bullet, the Count does not close on them hastily. 

As the survivors enter the safe streets of Karlensburg 
and rouse the townsfolk to their aid, they hear a last sad 
and hungry howl, and look up see the Count momentarily 
on the horizon, accompanied by the slinking, fawning 
shadows of wolves. A last glimpse and then the mist 
swirls and all the figures are gone. She has returned to the 
wild 

Conclusion 
Reward the survivors with 108 Sanity points for killing 
Lythia. The defeat of the tem'ble Count earns IDIO+I 
Sanity points. If characters seem distraught by Lytbia's or 
her mother's unnatural fate, they get less, or none. Every
one gels I D6 Sanity points for having faced the horrors of 
the night and survived. 

The Count's Occult Library 
The Count's library of occult of Europe Is a smatter
Ing of lore drawn from 'A Continent of Horrors' by 
Peter Jeffrey, published In the Horror on the Orient 
Express scenario supplement for Call of Cthulhu. 

statistics 

COUNT* KARLENSTEIN, Age 57, Cursed Aristocrat 
• though raised as a male from birth, she is actUally female. 
STR 14 CON 17 SIZ 14 INT 17 POW 18 
OEX 17 APP 14 EOU 17 SAN 0 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapon: Sword 55%, damage 10B+1 +db 

Skills: Code Of Honor 85%. Dodge 56%, English 20%. First 
Aid 30%. French 72%. German 80%, Greek 30%. Hide 80. His
tory 80%, Jump 50%, Latin 70%, Ubrary Use 80%, Listen 90%, 
Magyar 60%, Persuade 75%, Occult 90%, Rumanian 65%, Ser
bian 30%, Spot Hidden BO%. 

Quote: 'Usten to the wolvesl' 

WEREWOLF FORM of Count Karlensteln 

STR 22 CON 17 SIZ 14 INT17 POW1B 
OEX 17 Move 12 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapon: Bite 75%, damage 1 DB +db 

Armor: 2-point fur. Can permanently lose hit pOints when dam
age by silver, fire, or enchanted weapons, but otherwise regen
erates 2 hit points per round. 

Skills: Lurk 75%, Stalk 85%, Track by Smell 65%. 

Sanity Loss: 104/1 DB Sanity points to see. 



L YTHIA, Age 16, Heiress to the Curse of the 
Karlensteins 
STR 10 CON 16 SIZ 12 INT 13 POW 15 
DEX 16 APP 18 EDU 15 SAN 75 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: none. 
Skills: Coax And Charm 39%, Code Of The Aristocracy 65%, 
Dodge 28%, English 40%, FUrt45%, French 40%, German 
70%, Hide 48%, History 40%, Jump 25%, Ubrary Use 26%, Us· 
ten 45%. Occult 25%, Persuade 50%, Sneak 37%, Spot Hid
den 40%. 
Quole: 'You never take me anywherel' 

WEREWOLF FORM of Lythla 
STA15 CON16 SIZ12 INT13 POW 15 
DEX16 Move12 HP14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapon: Bite 35%, damage 108 -tdb 
Skills: Lurk 30"~, Stalk 20%, Track by SmeH 15%. 
Armor: 2-point fur. Can permanently lose hit points when dam· 
age by silVer; fire, or enchanted weapons, but otherwise regen
erates 2 hit points per round. 
Sanity Loss: 104/108 Sanity points to see. Lythla loses 
1 DS+4 Sanity points each time she is aware of changing and 
not sleep-walking, until she too Is permanently Insane. 

SENCHA, Age 52, Evil Servant 
STR 10 CON 13 SIZ 11 INT 13 POW 11 
DEX 12 APP8 EDUS SAN55 HP12 
Damage Bonus: none. 
Weapons: Hat Pin 15%, damage 103 
Scratch 20%, damage 1 hit point 
SkIlls: Bargain 75%. Bash Bible 90'%, Bully Other Servants 
70%, Dodge 2.0%, Feign Spectacular Fit 90%, Feign Piety 
90%, First Aid 30%, Hide 25%, History 20"10, Invoke ReBgious 
Hysteria 90%, Usten 45%, Occult 56%, Sneak 50%. Torture 
(MentaQ 90%, Torture (Physical) 50%. 
Quote: 'The rats are very hungry, I think: 

VALERIA, Age 35, TImid Thran 
Valeria Is a mouse-like plump woman, Seocha's drudge and 
spy. She provides the one physical luxury Sanche aUows 
herself, a daBy massage 01 Sancha's homy yellow feet. 
STR 9 CON 11 SIZ 9 INT 9 POW 7 
DEX 13 APP 11 EDU5 SAN45 HP10 
Damage 8onu.: O. 
Weapon: Statuette of MIllY 35%, damage 104+2 
Skills: Dodge 40%, Hide 40%, Invoke Saints 90%, Massage 
Feet 90%, Obey Orders 90%, 0<x:uIt 20%, Sneak 40%, Spy on 
Marla and Frieda 40%. 
Quote: 'But i tri9d so hard: 

MARlA, Age 21, One ofl\No IdenticallWln Servants 
STR 13 CON 14 SIZ 12 iNT 11 POW 10 
DEX 14 APP 16 EDU 5 SAN 50 HP 13 

FRIEDA, Age 21, One of l\No Identical1Win Servants 

STR 13 CON 14 SIZ 12 INT11 POW 10 
DEX 14 APP 16 EDU 4 SAN 51 HP 13 
Damage Bonus: 104. 
Weapons: Scratch 45%, damage 1 hit point 
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Shriek 15%, damage special" 
• the twin's SCl'Nms a18 80 piercing that everyone within 
earshot must make a Sanity roll. Failure indicates that the 
hearer Instinctively flees the Immediate area, fearing for his or 
her hearing. 
Skills: Intimidate Valeria 60%, Confuse Admirers 90%, Display 
Charms 90%, Dodge 50%, Dodge Senche 75%, Fast Talk 40%, 
Flirt 65%, Hide 50"10, Locksmith 25%, Occult 10%, Sneak 60%, 
Spot Hidden 75%. 
Quote: 'He's very handsome." 

Player 
Characters 

ANTON BERRUDCZECK. He is clever, cow
ardly, sly, fat, and ugly. He loves his belly more 
than any human be

ing, although he dotes on 
the memory ofhis deceased 
mother. Anton is a mer
chant traveling on urgent 
business-a bank bill that 
he must present within the 
week at Karlensburg, be
fore news reaches the capi
tal that the bank has 
crashed. He has brought 
with him his pupil in trade, 
his distant cousin Yurik, 
whom he considers foppish 
and over-educated. 

Cooking and wine are dreadful in provincial Karlell
stein. Berrudczeck has with him a case of good red wine 
and a sackful of garlic, in the hope of making his stay 
tolerable. 

ANTON BERRUDCZECK, Age 45, Shady Merchant 
STR14 
DEX10 

CON 14 SIZ15 
APP6 EDU8 

Damage Bonus: +104. 

iNT16 
SAN 70 

Weapon: Blackjack 45%, damage 106 +db 

POW 14 
HP15 

Chloral Hydrate (Knoc\(·Out Drops), two doses POT 17, 
damage unconsciousness In 1 D3 minutes 
Skills: Accounting 60%, Bargain 80%, Credit Rating 30%, Fast 
Talk 75%, French 30%, German 55%, Hide 20%, Law 25%, Us
ten 45%, Lock Smith 40%, Psychology 45%, Serbian 45%, 
Sneak 45%, Spot Hidden 65%. 
Quote: 'I like to b8l'galn about everything: 

BORIS STURKL The senior guard. Sturkl is a 
burly, unshaven, solidly-built man. When sober 
he is brave, suspicious, and observant. When 

drunk, he is lecherous and cowardly. He is often drunk, 
trying to forget his fiance. Lotte, who mysteriously van-
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ished ten years ago in the 
Karlenstein mountains. 
Taken by wolves, people 
said The English girl on the 
coach, Belinda Chadaver, 
bears an uncanny resem
blance to his lost love. 

He has a hip flask ful) of 
vodka, a musket with powder 
and shot, and a horn whooe 
blast is recognized on both 
sides of the mo\Dltain. There 
is 50 pounds worth of mail on 
the coach in a pouch which he ==;.;...;.....;....;....;...~-_~ 

is personally responsible for. He rides at the front of the 
coach. next to Johann, the coachman. 

BORIS STURKL, Age 33, Mall Guard 
STR 15 CON 15 SIZ 14 INT 12 POW 12 
DE)( 11 APP 12 EDU 8 SAN 60 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Musket· 40%, damage 101 t>+-4 
Flsvpunch 60%, damage 103 +db 
• the musket can be fired once every two rounds. 
Skills: Bargain 50%, Credit Rating 15%, Dodge 40%, Drive 
Carriage 15%, German 60%, Magyar 20%, Hide 35%, Hold Uq
uor 30%, Usten 60%, Pick Pocket 45%, Ride 40%, Rumanian 
25%, Spot Hidden 60%, Throw 40%. 
Quote: 'Have a drink.' 

H ANS WINKLE
MANN, He is the 
second guard, a 

thin, dark man with pictur
esque handlebar mustaches. 
He rides on top at the back 
of the coach, and chiefly 
helps push the stage over 
rough places and up the 
banks of streams they must 
ford. He is a kind, reflective 
man who sees in Belinda, 
Phillipe, and Yurik copies 
of his own, grown children. 
He fixes them hot drinks at the inn stops, and always 
double checks that their baggage is securely stowed. He 
has a musket with powder and shot, and a large club 
tucked into his belt, to protect against wolves and bandits. 

HANS WlNKLEMANN. Age 42, Supernumerary 

STR10 CON 13 SIZ9 INT12 POW 12 
DEX 12 APP 10 EDU 8 SAN60 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Large Club 40%, damage 108 +db 
Musket" 40%, damage 1010+4 
• the musket can be fire once every four rounds. 

Skills: Dodge 40%, Drive Carriage 15%, EngHsh 10%, First Aid 
35%, German 60%, Hide 50%, Usten 60%, Psychology 35%, 
Ride 20%, Sneak 50"~, Spot Hidden 50%. 
Quote: 'Yes, sir.' 

J OHANN the Coach
man. He is big, blond, 
loyal, brave, and 

strong, with the constitu
tion, strength, and unfortu
nately the brains of an ox. 
He does know a lot about 
horses, but he is a true lout, 
incapable of rising above 
himself. A local resident, he 
is taking the coach over the 
mountains to Karlensburg 
tonight for the first time. 
since the regular coachman 
injured himself. Johann has a long horse-whip, a brace of 
pistols and plenty of shot and powder to protect the 
horses against wolves and bandits. 

JOHANN STRUDDLEHAUSER, Age 27, Coachman 

STR 18 CON 18 SIZ 18 INT 9 POW 10 
DEX 10 APP 8 EDU 3 SAN 50 HP 18 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: AsVPunch 55%, damage 106 +db 
Aintlock Pistol (two) 35%, damage 106+1 
Horse-Whip 40%, damage 102 
Skills: Bargain 20%, Climb 80%, Dodge 40%, Drive Carriage 
45%, English 10%, German 45%, Hide 20%, Jump 80%, Usten 
50%, Mechanical Repair 45%, Ride 70%, Spot Hidden 45%, 
Swim 80%, Throw 8C%. 
Quote: 'Do not wo1Ty1 You are perfectly safer 

Miss BELINDA CHADAVER. She is a modest, 
innocent English girl, not 100 clever, pretty and 
fashionably 

dressed. She longs for a girl
chum, someone to confide 
in, like the ones she left at 
her dear boarding school. 
While not mercenary, she 
believes that her chance for 
success in this world de
pends on an advantageous 
marriage. She travels with 
Mama to the town of Kar
lensburg, where Papa has 
accepted a minor diplomatic 
position. 

BELINDA, Age 18, 
Dutiful Daughter 

STR 10 CON 14 SIZ 10 INT 11 POW 11 
DEX12 APP14 EDU12 SAN 55 HP12 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Hat Pin 55%, damage 1 03 
Angernails 45%, damage 102 

Skllls: ACCOUnting 10%, Art (Sing) 40%, Art (Watercolor) 
25%, Botany 25%, Dodge 30%, Fast Talk 45%, French 
45%, Hide 35%, Natural History 30%, Obey Mama 75%, 
Ride 40%. 

Quote: 'Yes, ma-mahl' 



Mrs. BEATRICE 
CHADAVER. She 
is a formidable 

English matron, genuinely 
fond of her daughter, Be
linda, but also is vain, hypo
critical, and without good 
taste, as her overly-berib
boned clothing, and ostenta
tious jewelry betray. Chief 
amongst the jewelry is a 
heavy silver chain and cru
cifix fashionable this season 
in Sl Moritz. 

She lw; two things on her mind. The fust is an advan
tageous marriage for Belinda, and secondly the forthcom
ing meeting with her husband in Karlensburg, whose 
small salary cannot support her current level of income. 

BEATRICE CHADAVER, Age 37, English Matron 
STR10 CON 16 SIZ15 INT10 POW 10 
DEX 13 APP 8 EDU 12 SAN 50 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: 104. 
Weapons: Hammer With Silver Crucifix 35%, damage 104 
Fingernails 45%, damage 1 02 
Skills: Art (Plano) 40%, Art (Sing) 10%, Bargain 55%, Credit 
Rating 45%, Dodge 35%. Envy 90%, Fast Talk 65%, French 
20%, Hide 15%. Persuade 20%, Psychology 45%, Sing 10%, 
Sneak 60%. 
Quote: 'That Is hopelessly out of fashion.' 

~
IPE d'ISIGNY, 

Baron. He is hand
some, charming, and 

melancholy. He is sadly re
duced in circumstances, his 
ancestral lands lost in the 
Revolution, his inheritance 
squandered by his father, 
his own earnings spent to 
pay numerous debts of 
honor after his father's sui
cide. He is traveling to take 
up a position as secretary 
to the French ambassador. 

Chateau Of Blood 37 

This duchy is an outpost of civilization. The journey 
lw; been rough, the food dreadful, and the company lack
ing all flair-an ignorant English woman and her imma
ture daughter (to whom his code of honor demands that 
he attend), a boorish merchant, and the merchant's com
moner pupil. Phillipe longs for gentle company. 

PHILLIPE d'lSIGNY, Age 24, Penniless Nobleman 
STR12 CON 11 SIZ13 INT14 POW 13 
DEX 14 APP 16 EDU 18 SAN 65 HP 12 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Dueling Pistol 35%, damage 106+1 
Sabre 55%, damage 108 
Skills: Art (Oratory) 60%, Art (Schubert Ueder) 35%, Astron
omy 30"10, Code 01 Honor 90%, Credit Rating 40%, Dodge 
40%, Fast Talk 40%, French 70%, German 40%, Hide 35%, 
History 40%, latin 35%, Ubrary Use 50%, Ustsn 45%, Occult 
25%, Persuade 50%, Psychology 40%, Ride 60%, Spot Hidden 
50%. 
Quote: 'Some day I will restore my fortunes.' 

E DROZOPCZECH. This youth is plain, de
termined, intelligent and scrupulously honest, al
though extremely poor. He has been taken into 

trade by a distant relative, Anton Berrudczeck, for whom 
he intends to work hard, although he has had already 
occasion to note the other's 
shoddy business practices. 
He informs his cousin 
whenever he spots opportu
nity for innovation or ex
pansion in the business. 

YURIK DROZOPCZECH, 
Age 18, Idealistic Clerk 
STR 15 CON 14 SIZ 14 
INT15 POW 9 DEX 14 
APP 11 EDU 12 SAN 45 
HP14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapon: Club 45%, damage 
108 +db 
Skills: Acx:ountlng 40%, Art 
(Oratory) 35%, Bargain 40%, Climb 65%, Credit Rating 35%, 
EngUsh 25%, Arst Aid 35%, French 20%, German 40%, Hide 
40%, Usten 45%, PoBsh 75%, Serbian 15%, Spot Hidden 65%, 
Throw 55%, Track 55%. 
Quots: 'For why do we have ali these forks, Uncle?' • 
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An Alien Kicked 
Sand In My Face! 

Lef's see: unbuttoned Kingston Trio shirt, check; blanket, check; 
board, check; board \tVOx, check; crew-cut wax, check; sunglasses, 

check,' best gIrl, yup; big bulky radio, check . ... 

THIS STORY happens one summer sometime dur
ing the late 1950s or early 1960s, and it stars a 
sanitized version of Southern California's adoles

cent surf culture. The model teens of the story engage in 
all the pastimes of their era: love, politely rebellious mu
sic, flirting, bad surfmg, and wonying about pimples. 

This is an excellent scenario with which to introduce 
role-playing, and could be presented at a small party. 
There are plenty of good roles for women, and many 
people understand the conventions of teen surf movies. 
The run-time of this fllm will probably be less than two 
hours. Nonetheless, its casual structure demands consid
erable attention from the keeper, who might pay particu
lar attention to the mistaken identities and motives (which 
activate all farce), as well as bow to stage the isolated 
episodes in the section The Story Develops. 

Do not forget the roots of this adventure: it is a musi
cal teen surf horror movie, and each of those themes must 
be developed and made fun. Fortunately, the player-char
acters are Hollywood's idea of average teens of the time: 
all the actOls are really ten years older than they are sup
posed to be, they never have pimples, never talk about 
sex, and they say and do things so stiffly and stupidly that 
no real teen would ever dream of being like them. 

Background 
For instance, in this sort of movie the lead players speak 
straight English and use interjections like 'Gosh; 'Darn it!' 
and 'Gee whiz, , since people who could be their parents and 
grand-parents are writing the lines. Sayings such as "Like 
wow, daddy-o!" "Dig that gone chick!" "Cool!" "Groovy!" 
and other 1950s hipster expressions are only usable by pe
ripheral characters not intended to be role-models. 

It is endless summer at the beach, where boys flex 
muscles and girls sport bright two-piece suits decorated 
with buttons, rufiles, and scallops. A 'bikini' in this time 
and place is a two-piece suit cut just below the navel. 
Beach-film star and Good Girl Annette Funicello sticks to 
one-piece suits. Later on, nascent hippy beach girls would 
dare to wear actual bikinis (and bad hippy girls would 

have fringe a-dangling). Nice girls do not display their 
belly-buttons in the 1950s, though it is pennissible if the 
suit slips that a wink be granted. Those navels that are 
glimpsed are always innies. Guys wear trim boxer-style 
trunks; only lifeguards and poseurs can wear tank suits. 

Our heroes and heroines are petty, selfish, shallow, 
and melodramatic. They get to spout homilies at their 
teen audience, alienate them, and help widen what will 
become known as the generation gap. Their screen r0-

mances always are as G-rated as any parent could ever 
want. The cast is white-skinned. Social discussions in
clude how to ease the anxieties of someone who is embar
rassed about being poor or, more rarely, the pitiable case 
of someone who persists in being bad. The main villainies 
are jealousy and being stuck up. 

The player-characters sing, swim, indulge in horse
play, fall in and out of love every day or so, and get 
suntans so dark that, when they are 45, their stretched and 
wrinkled kneecaps will hang like turkey wattles. 

Keeper Information 
Aliens from outer space want to infiltrate and take over 
America, because whoever rules America rules the world. 
After studying the situation through their hi-tech TV sets, 
they think that the nation is ripe for the plucking. They 
plan to duplicate and then to take the place of America's 
Best Teens, who will one day be America's Best Leaders. 
This process of duplication is called doppelganging; to 
learn about it, see the nearby box with that title. 

Because the plot is so flimsy, a lot of character inter
action is essential for the flavor and enjoyment of the 
game. These interactions are set by the genre and revolve 
around Dee-Dee and Moon Dog, a sweet couple who are 
now Going Steady. For most of the game, their increasing 
jealousies drive each other to greater acts of petty teen 
vengeance, until the end of the story where they kiss and 
make up. For the game to work properly, it is vital that 
Moon Dog be a player-character, and very desirable that 
Dee-Dee be a player-character too. 



United Universal International 

Presents 

-COOL CATS- VS. 
SPACE MONSTERS! 



--------------------
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The keeper fosters jealousies and complications by 
using the non-player-characters Erik von Rottweiler (teen 
biker Bad Boy) and Angelique (uninhibited exchange stu
dent from Prance). These two have crushes on Dee-Dee 
and Moon Dog, respectively, and compete for theiratten
tion. Moon Dog can be made jealous of Erik, and Dee
Dee can be made jealous of Angelique. 

The teen beauty problems can be described as direly 
as the keeper wishes, but in the mm the victims' hair is 
just a little mussed-nonetheless, nobody can recognize 
them. 

The Twists 

Since Aliens grasp Teen Surf Culture even more 
poorly than do human adults, the Aliens constantly make 
mistakes with the language, exposing their ignorance 
concerning surfboards, sun-cream, hamburgers, and 
school gossip. 

The Aliens envy America and everything that it stands 
for. They Want Our Women, and will go to any length to 
acquire them. Apparently the Aliens have no gender of 
their own; nonetheless, they are jealous of everyone who 
is good-looking. 

To start with, only non-player-characters and unused 
investigators should be doppelganged, but later on the 
keeper should try to doppelgang everybody. There is no 
way to un-doppelgang characters until the end of the 

. story, when Moon Dog and the Marines save the day. 

Their favorite vengeance is to duplicate a victim by 
obtaining genetic material through intimate contact. 
After a teen is doppelganged, the victim is left alive, 
but suffers terrible teen beauty problems, while the 
doppelganging alien takes on the personality opposite 
to the original. Doppelganged, sweet Dee-Dee be
comes a Bad Girl, wholesome Moon Dog becomes a 
Bad Boy, dumb Moose gets smart, nerdy Marvin turns 
hip, tomboy Gidget becomes seductive, and pushy 
Connie becomes sweet and kindly. Flexible roleplayers 
may enjoy playing the doppelgangers of their charac
ters, as well as the originals. Be sure to explain what is 
happening to the players. 

The Narrative 

SUMMER vacation has cornel Dee-Dee, Connie, 
Gidget, and their girlfriends have headed to Sandy 
Beach in Dee-Dee's father's convertible. They go 

there each summer to get a suntan and boys. Likewise, 
Moon Dog, Moose, Marvin and their buddies have 
headed for the surf and sun. Moon Dog drives a nifty 
modified Model-A with an ah-ooo-gah hom and an en-

Teenage Horror At The Beach 
~s scenario Is blended from three 
.. popular genre film premises. The 

first Is Hideous Things Want Our 
Womert This premise Is as old as film: 
titles as diverse as Flash Gordon 
(1936), King Kong (1933), The CIea
ture from the Black Lagoon (1954), 
The Phantom of the Opera (1925), 
Mars Needs Women (1966), and Hu
manoids From The Deep (1980) do 
not begin to show the frequency of this 
motif, the kernel of which pops up in 
every sort of genre-war stories, 
James Bond films, etc., changing only 
In the depiction and character of the 
Hideous Thing. 

The second Is that People Are Be
coming Aliens. This notion became 
popular with Invaders From Mars 
(1953), Invasion of the Body-Snatch
ers (1956) and It Came From Outer 
Space (1953). and fructifies In the 
1970s 8'ld 1980s with an avalanche of 
demon-possession and zombie pic
tures, but fine earlier films such as 
Dracula (1931) and Svengali (1931) 

display the theme, as does for Instance 
the very different The Haunting (1963). 
The obverse theme, of the protean 
allen, seems to have been run to ex
haustion In the remake of The Thing 
(1982) and In the origlnaiAUen (1979). 
The Idea has become a way to Intro
duce special effects, and is no longer 
used to dscuss human perception and 
consciousness. 

The third premise Is that Utopia Is 
A Beach, With HoDywood's discovery 
of the teen market In the 19508 also 
came the realization that the only ac
ceptable way to undress them was to 
put them in swimsuits at the beach. 
Beaches were at hand. The crucial 
tension In the films predlctablv Is be
tween the apparent sexual accessibil
ity of the teenagers and their resolute 
transcendence of carnal desire In fa
vor of forbearance and good reputa
tion. Beach Party (1963), Muscle 
Beach Party (1964), Bikini Beach 
(1964), and Beach Blanket Bingo 
(1965) are the classics. all starring 

Frankie Avalon and Annette Funlcello . 
These sorts of films (with considerably 
less clothing on the females) are stili 
being made, and In the same mindless 
manner. Wherever horror was not an 
Important marketing feature, teen mu
sic was. And this scenario also In
cludes some of that. 

Representative teenagers-facing
monsters- at-ths-beach films Include 
The Cape Canaveral Monsters (1960) 
and Horror at Party Beach (1964). De
spite the title, Beach Girls and the 
Monster (1963) Is not recommended. 
The greatest teenage horror epic, The 
Blob (1958), did not happen at the 
beach, since small-town settings were 
required, but Its portrayal of teenage 
angst and adult stupidity Is archetypal. 
The best recent 'teenage' evocation of 
the era, though not the beach, is John 
Water's tongue-In-cheek Halrspray 
(1988). made for the adults those pre
vious teenagers had become. By then 
Sonny Bono Is monster enough. 
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Doppelganging: Cause & Effect 

Aliens doppeIgang the tsenagers by French KIssing 1hem. In this era. 
wery teen knows lhat French KIssIng Is something so ~'I:/ (and so gross) 
that wen dating teens do It only under blankets, behind bushes, or In the 
dark. Because each Allen is incredbIy ugly, getting a teen to French Kiss 
is understandably dllficun, and requires great guile and cleverness. 

The usual Allen doppeIganglng tactic Is to try to make out with a teen 
at night In some daJk spot Qike behind bushes or under a beach blanket) 
where the Allen's hideousness wW not be noticed. If an Allen gets to Rrst 
Base with a partner, !he Allen then attempts a French K'ISS by gulle or by 
force. (No Good Boy would think: of doing this.) 

Once the target has been French Kissed, he or she lo~s 1020 APP 
In the form of warts. greasy complexion, bad breath, skin blemishes, and 
untidy hair. Teeth may spring back to the way they would have been had 
not braces been applied. In consequence, most victims natLlrally hide In 
their rooms and I9fuse to come cut. 

The ARen Invnedlately assumes the appearance that the victim had 
before French KIssing, and Is ready to enter Teen society. This Alien can 
then lura another teen Into a darkened spot, and then switch with a second 
Allen so that the new one can French Kiss and metamorphose. 

The victimized tsen Is immediately hardly recognizable, and with a 
negative APP costs ~ D4 Sanity points to see. The Aliens do not kDl the 
victims lhat they duplicate, since that would make the movie too serious. 

o Erik von Rottweiler sits on a grassy hill. 
leaning against his cool lOOcc Honda mo
torbike, drinking something that might be 
beer but that is never so-identified. 

o Angelique serves fdes at the Coco-Hut, 
sneering at nice teenagers who order p0-

litely. 
o Daddy-o, the Coco-Hut's owner, strokes 

his goatee, picks up his bongos, and begins 
to wail. 

Describe these characters in a line or two, 
and list the people who play them as your 
favorite stars from the era. Finally, the title 
of the film appears, An Alien Kicked Sand 
in My Face, and our story begins. 

Tbe Aliens Land 
The sun sets into the sea Cut to a bonfire 
on the beach, with all the gang gathered 
around. It is night, and Sandy Beach is 
swanning with teens. There are guitars, 
bongos, burgers, bottles of unlabeled colas, 
hula-hoops, and surfboards in evidence. 
There is no beer. No one smokes. No one 
curses. Boys who say anything risque im
mediately are slapped. But bulky beach-

gine capable of making lunar orbit. Every summer 
has been and will always be like this. 

blankets conceal necking couples, and 
other couples stroll hand-in-hand into the dWles and grass 
that separate the beach from the parallel highway beyond. 

Credits 
Through a spaceship porthole the audience can see a 
shiny, wooden-looking planet Earth turning slowly 
against the flat. painted stars. On the wall of the space
craft the shadow of a fISh-man gestures maniacally. Be
neath the porthole is a high-tech black and white televi
sion set with three vacuum tubes on top. It displays a 
grainy picture of Moon Dog and Dee-Dee on Sandy 
Beach. The scene cuts to the real beach, where all the 
teens are dancing vigorously to an inane theme song. 
Keepers, pick your favorite surf song and hum it, or make 
one up. Jan & Dean's "Surf City" ('Two girls for every 
boy-oy-oy') works well. Try to frod a way of including 
our title line, • An alien kicked sand in my face. '* 

The cam~ zooms in on each player-character as the 
theme song plays. 
Each player-character speaks a line that introduces them 
to the audience. If nothing else, each can use his or her 
quote. For example, Moon Dog might say, "Let's go neck 
by the water, Dee-Dee" And Dee-Dee might reply, "But 
Mom said I have to be in by nine, Moon Doggy." Ask 
each player-character what he or she is doing while utter
ing the line. Meanwhile. the perky title music continues 
to play. 

Though this is pretty advanced editing for the time, all 
the major non-player-characters are also introduced now. 

Title Song Lyrics 
Here are some words, but you'll have to make up the 
music yourself. Imagine that Pat Boone is singing. 

Wella, wena, an allen kicked sand in my face; 
It really wasn't a great disgrace; 
I might have tried it In his place, 
'Cause my beach-lovin' Dee-Dee's 

So prettyl 
[CJwrus: make weilrl gestures like aliens do] 
Ooh, those A·li-ens, those A-U-i!ns 
-on a weekend from Mars 
They liked our girls and our cars
Ooh, those A.JI-i!ns, A·II·ensl 
[verse] 
Wella, wella, the cat was only three feet tall, 
Not big enough to throw a beach ban, 
But he sura knew how to make the best call, 
'Cause my beach.Jovin' Dee-Oee's 
So prettyl {And so on.} 

[Fel/as, D&e-Dee gets her name In the verses bfr 

cause she's the star, but you can substitute YOUR 
gal's name. Come on, all join In.} 
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Up the beach are two palm-frond beach huts, a 
wooden female's swimsuit hanging in front of one, and a 
wooden male's swimsuit hanging from the other. These 
are change rooms as well as toilets, big enough that each 
sex has a private and decent place in which to discuss 
important events. 

Not far away are the neon lights of the Coco-Hut, 
where the gang likes to gather. Looming in the distance, 
half a mile out to sea is infamous Devil's Rock, into 
which legend has it that many a surfer has been washed 
by the rare but deadly 'Zuma Undertow. 

Around The Bonfire 
All the player-characters are sitting around the fIre, along 
with lots of extras of both sexes. The number of these 
extras proves the popularity of the Sandy Beach gang. 

As usual, Connie, Marvin, Moose and Gidget are 
without dates. Many of the male extras show interest in 
Connie (too thin), but not Gidget. Female extras shun 
Marvin (he wears glasses) but are interested by Moose's 
bulging muscles. Dee-Dee and Moon Dog cuddle on a 
blanket together, gazing out to sea at haystack-shaped 
Devil's Rock. 

One of the guys (call him Hooch) takes Moon Dog be
hind a dune where a friend jumps out wearing a Fish-Mon
stermask. Hooch has several more. He bought them to scare 
the girls with, as a joke. Does Moon Dog want wear one? 

Angelique 
This deep conversation is interrupted by wolf-whistles from 
down the beach. All the boys at the bonfire tum and ogle at 
a stacked blonde dressed in a navel-revealing two-piece ruf
fled suit and an open shirt with the collar pulled up. An
gelique has come down to the beach because she heard that 
there was a party. All the girls sneer among themselves. 

AngeJique makes all the girls jealous and all the boys 
depressed and love-sick. She is an exchange student from 
France holidaying at Sandy Beach. She has a part-time job at 
the Coco-Hut making the best french-fries in town. 

Angelique is friendly to all the boys, but because she's 
French, all the guys think that she's 'easy,' and so they are 
afraid to ask her out, since they're all Good Boys. Male 
extras snared by Connie instantly abandon her in favor of 
Angelique. 

Cowed boys swagger and report that "I couldn't get 
to fIrst base with that chick, .. even though they never 
asked her out. "I bet Moon Dog could," replies a friend. 
"Wise up, meat-heads!" says a third chum, "Moon Dog 
only digs Dee-Dee." 

Meanwhile the girls pout and say things like, "I asked 
Hooch what she has that I don't, and he said, 'Bigger 
rufflesl'" The other girls commiserate with her. 

Angelique is interested in the hula-hoops, as she's 
never seen one before. She wants to learn how to use one. 
A dozen boys run to help her learn, and any of the player
character boys can be fIrst. Now is a chance for them to 
show off APP x4 roUs, Fast Talks, even Credit Rating rolls 

Devil's Rock 
The tiny island where the flash of light occurred is 
known as DevU's Rock. Many surfers have been in
jured trying to surf aroood It The beach patrol has 
declared It publicly unsafe because of hidden rocks 
and rip tides. A prominent sign warns swimmers away. 
That is why the Aliens have landed there. 

Anyone attempting to swim or surf around the 
area Is dLmped by great waves that crash over the 
rocks, doing 1 D6 damage. A successful Surfing or 
Swim roil halves the damage (round up). The heavy 
swells persist much of the game. The deadly 'Zuma 
undertow is strongest here. 

in order to impress her and be the one who fIts the hoop 
around her bare waist. 

When Moon Dog gets his chance, request a DEX x3 
roll for him: failing, he slips in the sand and AngeUque's 
vigorous swing of the hula-hoop roll smacks Moon Dog 
right in the temple, stunning him for a few moments. 
Keepers, this incident is important: it sets up the schlocky 
'Was it all a dream?' ending. 

Something Unusual Happens 
Cut to the night sky, where a faint moving light grows 
brighter and brighter. We immediately understand that 
this steady light is nothing like an airplane, because 
strange music suddenly begins to sound, a theramin play
ing 0000-0000-00000 in a minor key. 

Marvin's telescope lies in the sand. Anyone using it 
and receiving a successful Idea roll notices that the weird 
light looks like a flying saucer. 

Hooch jokes weakly about someone stopping pointing 
the flashlight into the sky, but the joke goes flat. If any of the 
player-characrer girls receive failing POW x3 rolls, they ask 
to cuddle closer with their boyfriend<;. If any of the player
character boys receiving failing results, they all gulp to think 
they might actually have to protect their girls. 

And as the camera zooms toward the dark bulk of 
Devil's Rock, light begins to wink from behind it. We 
cannot see the source: 0000-000-00000 once again. 

At The Pentagon 
Meanwhile, in another part of America, an American flag 
flutters in the wind, and reverently rhythmic martial music 
plays. While the music continues, we cut to a stock aerial 
shot of the Pentagon, and then to a command center inside, 
where one private laboriously pecks on an enonnous black 
manual typewriter while four more privates man a ham ra
dio, a spark generator, two television sets, a round traffic
control-style radar screen showing all of North America, and 
a Heathkit oscilloscope. An emergency alarm sounds and a 
sign flashes: UFO Alert! 



One of the young, earnest, well-shaven PFCs says to 
the no-guff-but-kindly three-star general in charge, "Ali
ens, Sir!" 

"Where, son?" is the stem-but-competent reply. 
The PFC puts his fmger on a large winking circle on 

the screen. It's in Southern California! 
"Increase the resolution, son. " 
The map of North America changes into a map of Los 

Angeles. One portion of Malibu is labeled Sandy Beach. 
A big X flashes there. 

Another private fetches an mM punch card. "Here's 
the analysis, sir. Sandy Beach!" 

The general swiftly comprehends its significance. 
"Oh my God! Sound the scramble! x-s priority! There 
are teenagers out there I" 

Sandy Beach 
We cut back to the beach where doppelganging is already 
under way. A couple is necking under a blanket. We see 
some restrained but potentially sexy movements, then a 
dim human figure emerges, and runs away screaming. 
Then a girl, the Alien doppelganger, emerges from under 
the blanket, fixes her hair, and smugly walks away. 

Tracking on, we come across her boyfriend. who 
wakes groggily in the grasses twenty feet away, rubs his 
head where he was konked, and calls out in bewilder
ment, "Suzie? Suzie, what happened? Suzie, where are 
you?" . 

And tracking on another fifty feet, we see two Aliens 
peering over a dune. watching 1he proceedings. The Ali
ens arc slimy, rubbery, fish-like hwnanoids with yellow 
(well, they would be yellow if this fibn weren't in black
and-white) stitted eyes. They have two rows of tiny, 
pointed teeth surrounded by broad, bulbous lips. Their 
probing tongues are a little looger than a human's. Al
though they look slimy, their skin is dry and slightly scaly 
to touch. 

Fortunately, even though they do not understand us, 
they speak English. "Commander Zarko, our plan ap
pears to be succeeding," one says. 

"Do not be so sure, lieutenant, " the other replies. "We 
have much yet to accomplish, and the humans may prove 
to be clever foes. " The scene fades. 

The story 
Develops 

THE FOLLOWING scenes should be run in a 
quick, slapdash fashion, in any desired sequence. 
The story will evolve whether or not there's a.plot, 

so relax and have fun. Since there is so much misidentifi
cation, most incidents are better set at night-it's hard to 
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believe, for instance, that all the doppelganged teens can 
otherwise wander around Sandy Beach without being 
spotted by keen-eyed Agent Chip. 

Pcgama Party 
This set of scenes lets players get used to their characters, 
and in the fibn gives the female player-characters another 
chance to look cute. Non-player-characters can provoke 
reactions, but let the players get into character and build 
up loyalties toward each other first. 

Daddy-o has agreed to close the Coco-Hut for one 
night so that all the girls can hold a pajama party there. 
The boys overhear, and organize a late-night visit. 

The Coco-Hues signs are off. A big notice on the door 
reads: 

CLOSED TONIGHT ONLV-PRIVATE PARTY 

Inside, the Hut is a big room decorated with rattan furni
ture, fake palm leaves, and big cut-out paintings of danc
ing Central American peasants. Candles in empty wine 
bottles inundated with cascades of old wax are on each 
table. Some tables have been shoved aside so that cots 
can be set up side by side, like a dormitory. 

Daddy-o is so hip that he has left the cola cooler open, 
and invited the girls to make burgers for themselves ... Just 
you hip chicks remember to clean the grill. dig?" He ad
justs his beret, straightens his sun glasses and, snapping 
his fmgers, dances out into the night. 

All the girls (even AngeJique, since they're at the Hut) 
attend. They change out of their white pedal-pushers into 
their best baby-doll pajamas, and sit curling their hair, 
spinning platters, talking about boys, and telling spooky 
stories in the candle-light. Outside the Hut, the boys are 
listening in, barely stifling giggles and gratefully study
ing the cute girls in their demure sleep-wear. 

The boy extras nudge each other, but get no lines. 
Everyone thinks that Dee-Dee is a knockout in a nightie. 
Eventually some boys try to get Moose to poke more 
holes in the wall so that they can see in, too. If Moose 
does this, then the wall likely caves in. 

Angelique provokes the anger of the other girls by 
making comments about all the boys. She doesn't see 
why they all fuss over Moon Dog (who's so short), or 
Moose (who lacks intelligence) and Marvin (who wears 
glasses and is a Brain). The eaves-dropping boys gasp to 
learn that the girls talk this frankly about them. 

Donna, the Alien-who-is-now-a-girl, is also present. 
She tries to learn as much as possible about teen culture 
and who or what is the Great Cahouna. She asks a lot of 
personal questions about Moon Dog: how long is his 
surfboard? does he have a mate? is he a great leader? how 
many men does he command? what sort of arms does he 
have? 

Hopefully her questions leave the girls confused, and 
asking questions of their own, so we cut to the moonlit 
surf, where eery wakes in the sea forge toward shore. The 
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Aliens move unnoticed up the beach. Slimy, rubbery, 
webbed hands reach out. 

Call for a DEX x3 roll for Moose. With a success, he 
does not stumble and push the wall in. but the Aliens 
begin to doppelgang isolated boys to the accompaniment 
of more weird music. With a failure, he does push in the 
wall, and the boys crowd in, whooping, while the scream
ing girls throw their pillows. 

Play the scene out as desired. 1)rpicaIly, either all the 
girls would be insulted and thereafter give the boys the 
cold shoulder for a while, or else the boys would apolo
gize for barging in and the teens would stage an im
promptu dance. (The girls had brought along their crino
line skirts just in case.) 

Significantly in either case, the player-characters need 
only successful Idea rolls to notice that some of the teens 
now seem stiff, and awkward. and definitely seem to be 
having no fun. 

Some Doppelgangings 
Teens neck all the time, for any excuse. Now whenever 
teens start to neck, Aliens lurk nearby to attempt a dop
pelganging. Here are some ideas for such scenes. 
o Some boys have brought funny masks to scare the girls: 

Hooch's fISh-monster masks which looks amazingly like 
the Aliens, and offer great possibilities for confusions, as 
well as Dracula, Frankenstein and all the classic Universal 
monsters. They sneak up on the girls at midnight, when all 
the girls have on their mud-packs. When the boy puts his 
head in the window, the girl looks up in surprise. Each of 
them loses 0/106 Sanity points in shock. Later, a girl can 
mistake an Alien as a boy in a mask. 

o During a necking-under-the-blankets scene, an Alien 
sneaks under the blankets to take the boy's place. The girl 
doesn't notice, except that the boy is especially amorous. 
Once the alien has French-kissed the girl, she suffers the 
APP loss mentioned, and the alien slips away, looking like 
the girl. 

o A boy and girl get changed to go swimming. They undress 
on opposite sides of a rock, throwing clothes up onto the 
rock as they go. While they are talking, an alien sneaks up 
on the boy and taps him on the shoulder. As the boy turns 
around, the alien French Kisses him before he realizes that 
it's not his girlfriend. Meanwhile, the girl notices nothing. 

Erik, Moon Dog, & Dee-Dee 
Erik is Moon Dog's biggest rival. He is jealous of Moon 
Dog's love for Dee-Dee. Sometime during a romantic 
interlude, or perhaps at the pajama party, Erik and his 
gang break in on Moon Dog and Dee-Dee cuddling to
gether. Erik wants to impress Dee-Dee by intimidating 
Moon Dog and by taking her for a ride on his Honda 
motorbike. 

After enough blustering and posturing, Erik leaves, 
threatening dire consequences to Moon Dog. With an INT 

x5 roll, Dee-Dee sees in Erik's crude competition a way 

to make Moon Dog jealous, and a way to punish Moon 
Dog just a little for ogling Angelique. 

If Dee-Dee rides off with Erik, then he tries to take 
liberties with her, until she must either leave him or re
ceive a Sanity roll (lose 1/1010 Sanity points) for un
Good-Girl-like behavior. 

Donna-the-Alien is impressed by Erik's leadership 
qualities. She might try to go with them in order to dop
pelgang Erik, and Dee-Dee might want her there to keep 
things from getting Serious. 

The Fright In The Dunes 
Eerie rustling in the dune grasses tum out to be a bewil
dered hag who claims to be Angelique. Angelique has 
been doppelgangedl The poor girl has APP -4! She throws 
herself on Moon Dog and Moose, pleading incoherently 
for help; call for Sanity rolls for both (costing 1/104 
Sanity points, and require a POW x 1 or less D 100 result or 
each runs shrieking down the beach. 

If one of them is able to stay, Angelique has just been 
able to convince him that Something Strange is happen
ing at the beach when Alien-Angelique appears to deny 
everything. Then she shyly asks if the boy would like to 
stroll with her down the beach. Anyone necking with An
gelique will be doppelganged. 

Ominously, the next day the fake Angelique's french
fries taste awful. 

Special Agent Cbip 
Secretly, to avoid needlessly alarming the public, the Pen
tagon quickly despatches forces toward Sandy Beach. 
While the convoys roll and airmen scramble to their P-
86s, Special Agent Chip of the FBI is able to reach the 
scene. He is to investigate and report on Alien activity 
detected. Special Agent Chip's suspicions are quickly 
aroused by the strange behavior of the teens. Their con
sumption of strange foods (Pizza), their weird alien de
vices (surfboards, bongos, 4Srpm records), and their 
strange Alien music (Bill Haley or Little Richard show up 
and do a one-song cameo 'on the radio') all confinn his 
worst fears. 

The brave Special Agent attempts a one-man covert 
operation at the Coco-hut to snatch Daddy-o, whom Chip 
believes to be the Master Alien. 

This scene is best run when some of the player-char
acters are at the Coco-Hut or on their way there. Special 
Agent Chip does not explain himself to the player-charac
ters (why bother? -they're all Aliens). 

He leads Daddy-o from the cafe "for a quiet chat" 
Daddy-o is inftnitely cool and convinces the player-char
acters that all is well. 

But Alien-Angelique acts concerned for Daddy-o, and 
insists that the player-characters rescue him. Actually, of 
course, she is afraid of being found out, and wants to 
continue to divert Special Agent Chip's attentions. 



Chip has commandeered a laundry truck. He puts 
Daddy-o in the back, ties him up with ripped sheets, and 
drives up the beach for an interrogation. That night 
Daddy-o could stumble aroWld in the dark, covered with 
a sheet and be mistaken for a ghost. 

Erik The Rat 
As the teens are doppelganged one by one, Erik-the-Alien 
appears. This new Erik is gentle, suave, and courtly
Dracula in leather. He now leads the gang at the beach. 
Those left as their true selves are too dumb for the Aliens to 
want to doppelgang, and too dumb to notice the changes. 

As Erik arrives, the dunes are crawling with fish-mon
sters, each drooling for a chance to doppelgang. Erik tries 
to lure the girls; he especially has his eye on Dee-Dee, but 
may try flISt for Gidget, to test his approach on a more 
vulnerable specimen. 

Erik. tries hard to make friends and apologizes for his 
previous Badness. To prove he isn't lying, he has brought 
chocolates to sniff and flowers to eat (he's an Alien, re
member). He hides these behind his back, but the girl can 
still see what they are. 

"Hold out your hands and shut your eyes, and I'll give 
you a surprise," he says. As soon as the girl shuts her 
eyes, Erik places flowers in her hands, and an alien leaps 
out and French Kisses her. 

Helpl Helpl 
What's happened to all the teens who already have been 
doppelganged? They wander up and down the beach hid
ing from passersby, or else are in their rooms at home 
hiding from everybody. So would you, if you suddenly 
turned inexplicably ugly. 

Doppelganged, a teenager loses 1020 APP. If a teen's 
APP becomes zero or negative, each time a nonna! teen 
sees their lank, greasy hair, crooked yellow teeth, and 
blemish-pocked faces, the nonna! teen loses 0/104 San
ity points and needs a D 1 00 roll of POW x3 or less not to 
scream and run away. Parents and other adults do not 
seem to notice 'any difference, but what do they know? 

Doppelganged extras hide in the dune grass and peek 
out at player-characters, whimpering and adding to the 
confusion about monsters at Sandy Beach. 

Doppelganged player-characters will ask help from 
their friends, but the norma1-seeming teens often tum out 
to be Aliens who lie through their teeth about who the 
ugly teens are. "Oh, that's Walrus Winnie, my sister. 
Daddy doesn't let her out of the house because she's 
soooo embarrassing to me, but she got out anyway. Just 
ignore her." 

Doppelganged teens have mouthfuls of crooked teeth, 
so normal teens have difficulty understanding what they 
are saying, and must receive successful Idea rolls ftrst. 
But the ugly teens can hear each other normally. 
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Chip Strikes Again 
Having failed to make sense of Daddy-o's alien speech 
patterns ('Like wow, my man, be thou of the coolest
these kids are hip!') Special Agent Chip bags himself a 
player-character to question. 

Ideally he kidnaps Marv~ Connie. or Moose, since 
these characters leave the worst initial impression on him. 
Chip is so strangely dressed (black suit. black tie. white 
shirt, white socks. black shiny shoes) that they may mis
take him for an alien. 

The interrogation should be rW1 as a farcical set of 
misunderstandings. Chip's questions include: "Who is 
your leader?" "Where are your fellows?" "How many are 
you?" "Where is your vehicle?" "What propulsion sys
tem does your vehicle use?" "What do you hope to gain 
by resisting us?" By the time that the player-character 
realizes that Chip is also looking for aliens, he may 
damned by his own queries. 

Another Reason For True Love 
Every teen couple maintains a psychic link which is gen
erated by True Love. Were Dee-Dee kidnaped, Moon Dog 
would know it immediately. If a pair are not quite a cou
ple, the one who should be attracted (such as Gidget for 
Moose, or Moose for Gidget, or Marvin for Connie or 
Connie for Marvin) nonetheless mysteriously knows that 
Something Is Wrong. True love is a handy plot device. 

Consequently the other player-characters always 
know to search for the one who has been taken by Agent 
Chip. They eventually fmd the laundry van parked in a 
secluded spot up the beach. The missing investigator is 
tied up there, as is Daddy-o. 

Dming the rescue, there is no sign of Agent Chip. The 
camera cuts to some nearby bushes, where Agent Chip 
radios his base: "That's right sir. A full alien attack! 
They're resCuing their fellows. Call in the Marines!" 

Chip may be overpowered after this point. At this 
stage he identifies himself as FBI. They are arrested as 
megal Aliens. Even if tied up, Chip interrogates the in
vestigators, demanding Just The Facts. 

The Marines 
The 1st Marine division from Camp Pendleton arrives 
just then-landing craft, helicopters, tanks, whatever ftle 
clips the editing department wants to splice in. Somehow 
the Pentagon major-general we met earlier has taken 
command, and has found Special Agent Chip. 

Chip advises that they detain all player-characters, in
cluding any who have been doppelganged. 

The Alien-teens are not arrested because they behave as 
adults thlnk teens should-like utter Nazis. The real teens 
are imprisoned in the Coco-Hut, whose walls are still just as 
flimsy as when Moose pushed one in during the pajama 
party. Outside, they hear the general talking about moving 
them to a top-secret lab. Nothing that the teens do convinces 
their captors that they are human. All are downcast. But 
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this incident gives a fme opportunity for Moon-Dog and 
Dee-Dee to Make Up and sing a love duet. 

Erik To The Rescuel 
The camera cuts to a hillside road where the real, disfig
ured Erik watches. Tom between cynicism and Doing the 
Right Thing, he finally slinks to the Coco-Hut, where an 
unsuspecting motorcycle cop chats amiably with Special 
Agent Chip. Erik swiftly hot-wires the cycle and roars 
off, amid cries of theft. 

In the next scene, Erik's cycle, lights and siren blaz
ing, tears down the beach and crashes into the Coco-Hut 
Erik pauses for a minute to look at the teens, who have a 
hard time recognizing him since he now looks like an 
authentic biker. "So whaddya you punks waitin' for?" he 
says softly, mocking his own pretensions, "Get outta 
here!" Then he revs up the bike and crashes through the 
other side. Choppers, squad cars and military jeeps race 
up the beach after him, leaving the Coco-Hut relatively 
unguarded and two teen-sized holes in the walls. 

As the teens escape, the Alien doppelgangers move to 
intercept them. We haven't noticed it before, but the Ali
ens move slowly and in step with each other. They move 
vacantly during this scene, and we see them only from the 
back-they're doubles in wigs now. Happy surf music 
swells triumphantly as the teens break free. 

Knowing that they are losing the fight, the Moon Dog 
doppelganger grabs the real Dee-Dee and drags her 
screaming down the beach. There two getaway surf
boards stand upright in the sand The Alien grabs one of 
them and paddles into the sea with Moon Dog's one True 
Lovel A quick cut establishes his destination as the 
pounding surf of Devil's Rock. 

This abduction costs Dee-Dee 3/1010 Sanity points. 
If temporary insanity results, she has fainted but some
how manages to keep her hair dry. 

Naturally the real Moon Dog sees all. grabs the other 
surfboard, and pursues. The climactic encounter is at 
~and. 

OneCahouna 
Marvin's telescope is still handy. and the Marines have 
lots of binoculars. Teens, Aliens and Marines, too watch 
spellbound as the two Cahounas settle each others' hash 
out by Devil's Rock. They roll and thrash in the water, as 
Dee-Dee wakes conveniently and poses attractively on 
the surfboard, reacting to every blow. 

The real Moon Dog should win this fight, so fudge it. 
A couple of pulled punches later, Zarko drops to his 
knees. Moon Dog's DEX is much higher, and his anger is 
so intense that he grimaces for a moment. 

Eventually Commander Zarko admits defeat and im
mediately turns into his old slimy self. "We thought to 
defeat you by attacking the young, but you are too mighty 

for us. We will leave Earth. What must the adults be like 
if the young are so strong?" 

At the mention of adults, the teenagers roll their eyes. 
Earth was lucky not to have to depend on the adults, who 
as usual had gotten everything wrong! 

Dee-Dee is thrilled at the outcome, but if she has lin
gering doubts about whether Moon Dog is the real one, 
she asks him to tell her some lover's secret Naturally he 
whispers the right answer. This being a family film, we do 
not hear what it is, but she flings her arms aroWld him and 
gives him a firm kiss-not a soul kiss, but of the lingering 
ten-coWlt sort: hot romance awaits. 

They surf back on the same board, singing a duet. 
Maybe it's An Alien Kicked Sand in My Face, since that 
is the title song. Whatever the song, all the teens on the 
beach break into the same tune, while the dejected Aliens 
one by one return to their true ugly forms, and dejectedly 
swim back to Devil's Rock. 

A young, earnest Marine asks the general, U Are they 
ours, sir?" 

The general beams. "Sure, son. Just listen to them 
sing!" 

Erik comes up to Moon Dog to shake his hand before 
he is taken to a reformatory for stealing a police vehicle, 
but with a successful Flirt roll Dee-Dee persuades the 
Highway patrolman to let him off with a warning. since 
Daddy-o says that there was no damage to the Hut, none 
at all. 

Erik apologizes to Moon Dog and Dee-Dee and asks 
if he can join the gang at the beach. They generously 
agree, we hope. 

Special Agent Chip comes up, carrying a surfboard. 
"Are these things much fun?" he asks, enthusiasm in his 
eyes. If assured that surfmg is fun, Chip loosens his tie, 
then daringly takes it off altogether. 

Moon Dog and Dee-Dee watch the flying saucer lift 
off from behind Devil's Rock and disappear into the 
stratosphere, never to return. The scene fades. 

It Was All A Dream 
Cut to a romantic night scene on the beach. Moon Dog is 
asleep on the sand, with a hula-hoop lying next to him. 
Dee-Dee is sitting over him, patting his hand. The teens 
are lighting a fue as evening approaches. There are no 
marines. no Aliens, nothing. A Fish Monster mask lays 
beside Moon Dog. Surely it w~ all a bad dream. 

The camera pans across the teens faces as they stare 
into the fIre and each other's eyes. The backdrop is lit up 
by an eerie light and a saucer-shaped object skims across 
the sea towards Devil '8 Rock. Cut to Marvin and Gidget 
chasing Marvin's battery-illuminated hula-hoop across 
the sand. Moon Dog loses 1/IDI0 SanIty points and 
faints. 

The words The End . .. ? roll up the screen. 



Statistics 

SPECIAL AGENT CHIP. He is smart and effi
cient, the youngest FBI man in service. Being the 
YOWlgest, naturally he is also the best. But he has 

worked so hard to be a fme agent that he has little sense 
of fun and no understanding of teen culture. Everything at 
Sandy Beach is new and confusing. The Pentagon has 
asked him to detennine if any of the teens have been 
affected by the Aliens. He tries to fit in and to protect his 
cover, but his black suit is easy to spot His grasp of teen 
language is very poor. He knows the words but not how to 
use them. He will never be tempted to French Kiss any of 
the girls since he is incorruptible on the job, and hence 
has no chance of being doppelganged. 

SPECIAL AGENT CHIP, Age 17, FBI Troubleshooter 
STR 16 CON 14 SIZ 14 INT 18 POW 17 
DEX 15 APP 16 EDU 17 SAN 85 HP 14 
Damage Bonua: +104. 
Weapons: Unloaded Pistol 70%, threatens but cannot fire 
Fist/Punch 60%, damage sore jaw or disorientation 
Skills: FBI Stuff 85%, Ignore Chance for Idea Roll 85%, Inte
grate with Teens 15%, Martial Arts 73%, Speak Teen 10%. 

Quote: "That Caucasian female approximately 5'5" In height 
and c:A about 108 pounds without other Identlfying marks must 
be chilled wearing such a skimpy swimming garment." 

E RIK von ROITWEILER. He is a Teen Rebel 
who wears T-shirts with the sleeves cut off, a 
Brando-style cap, and a leather jacket. He leads a 

biker pack consisting of two girls (Salt and Pepper) and 
two guys (Jail-Bird and Picasso). They dress mostly like 
Erik, and all five ride Honda 100s, since the studio gets 
that model at a special fleet rate. 

Among the gang at Sandy Beach, Erik makes passes 
at Dee-Dee to show up Moon Dog, his natural rival. In his 
heart, Erik would love to be in with the gang at the beach, 
but is too proud and too cool to admit it 

ERIK von ROTTWEILER, Age 18, Nearly Too Old 

STR 15 CON 14 SIZ 15 INT 13 POW 14 
DEX 12 APP 16 EDU 9 SAN 70 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: FIst 75%, damage 1 D3 +db 
Kick 75%, damage 1 D6 +db 
Switchblade 50%, damage 106 +db 
Skills: Comb Hair 65%, Chew Toothpick 60%, Flirt 70%, KIck 
Cans 55%, Ride Motor Bike 70%, Stare Moodily 88%, Surf 
60% (secret skl\~. 
Quote: "You beach kids are wimps.· 

E
RIK's TEEN GANG. JB (Jail-BIrd) is enor
mous and rather stupid; he can open soda bottles 
with his eye socket; he wears a leather WWI aviator 

cap with goggles. Picasso is smaller and lighter than Jail
Bird; he is cowardly when Erik or m are not around; he 
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wears a WWlI German infantry helmet. Salt is a blonde who 
always wears a ponytail and a blouse with a collar that can 
be pushed up in the back; she is sultry and poses a lot. 
Pepper is a tougher-looking bfWlette who wears steel skew
ers in her hair to keep it gathered and to use them as weap
ons; she is so Bad that she has a pack of cigarettes in her 
purse and wears heavy makeup; she sneers at Good Girls. 

D ADDY-O BUKOVSKY. He is the hip-cat owner 
of the Coco-Hut, the best teen hangout in miles, a 
combination burger spot, beat coffeehouse, and 

band stand where teens can dance and talk without encoun
tering adults. Daddy-o encompasses every poosible cliche 
for beatniks, except anything illegal or controversial. 
Daddy-o loves to spoil his teens, and does everything they 
want; hehas hip knowledge, but he's not a teen and there are 
no Negroes or deviants in this film. so that knowledge is 
unimportant He's the teens' equivalent of Stephen Fetchit, 
tolerated because he's a ridiculous doormat 

A NGELIQUE. She is a voluptuous French ex
change student with un-American mordis and na
vel-revealing bikinis. Her nationality could easily 

be Swedish in this era. She is new to the U.S., and works at 
the Coco-Hut as a waitress. Her purpose is to innocently 
make all the boys crazy, and all the girls jealous. As a native 
of France, Angelique makes the best fries in Malibu. 

T EEN EXTRAS. These may be used for color as 
needed. Their main function is to dance, surf or sit 
in groups smiling while the lead characters sing 

songs. The girls have names like Gloria and Bobbie, 
while the boys have names like Guppy and Hooch. 

A LIENS FROM OUTER SPACE. Most Alien 
functions are explained in the Doppelganger box 
near the beginning of the scenario. An alien in its 

fish-fonn is identical to aU other aliens, but takes on those 
characteristics and skills of that human who is doppel
ganged, except that DEX is halved and the Alien is igno
rant about how it uses and comprehends its skills. 

The Aliens do not like violence, and worry about the 
power of humans, but they are sneaky and want to get 
their way. It will not be funny or charming if any Aliens 
start to do much damage. 

ALIENS, Fish People From Planet Tlszorchlnol 

STR 14 CON 13 SIZ 14 INT 14 POW 16 
DEX 9 APP ·5 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Claw 40%, damage 106 +db 
Bite 25%, damage 104 
Armor: 4-poinl scales 

Skills: Act Woodenly 90%, Corrupt Teen Morality 55%, Ooppel· 
gang 95%, French Kiss 60%, Sneak 80%. 

Sanity Loss: It costs 0/1 06 Sanity points to see an Allen;. It 
costs 1 04/106 Sanity points to realize that you've kissed one. 
Quote: "What Is meant by this word-r 
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Player 
Characters 

C
ONNIE is a 
bleached blonde 
who wears eye 

shadow. She is almost as 
pretty as her best friend 
Dee-Dee, but friendship 
doesn't stop Connie from 
trying to steal her chum's 
boyfriends, but she is not a 
Bad Girl, either-teen rela
tions are complex! Deep 
down she is jealous of Dee
Dee, but they work together 
to keep Moose and Moon 
Dog in line. 

Marvin is a nice boy who blushes and turns away if 
Connie looks at him. He carries Dee-Dee's books, and 
this gets to Moon Dog. 

Gidget is one of those enthusiastic, sporty types. She 
surfs, which is rare yet for girls, who mostly keep their 
hair dry. Gidget is useful in some of Connie's schemes, 
but will never get a man. 

CONNIE STEVENS, Age 16, Teenage Best Friend 
STAg CONB SIZB INT10 POW 15 
DEX 12 APP 16 EDU 12 SAN 80 HP a 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Slap 75%, the blow makes the boy's ears ring 
Kick 75%, the blow makes the boy hop away In pain 
Skill.: Movie Trivia 35%, Fast Talk 45%, Alrt 60%, Get Jealous 
80%, Model SwImsuit 83%, Sun Tanning 70%, Pout 60%, 
Scheme 70%. 
Quote: "Oooh, Dee-Dee, look at his musclesl~ 

D
EE-DEE. She is an 
all-American good 
girl, and all talk and 

no action. She thrives on 
male attention; her heart be
longs to Moon Dog. She 
likes to make Moon Dog 
jealous because it keeps him 
on his toes and because he's 
so cute when he's jealous. If 
you think of Dee-Dee as 
looking like Annette 
Funicello, you would not be 
far wrong. 

Connie is her best friend Together they keep Moon 
Dog and Moose in line, and they do not tolerate any other 

girls moving in on their guys. Marvin is very sweet, and 
useful for making Moon Dog jealous, since he carries her 
books everywhere. 

Gidget is a pet project of Dee-Dee's. Gidget tries so 
hard to get a boy that she scares them off. If Dee-Dee 
could get her a boyfriend, then she wouldn't hang around 
Moon Dog anymore. 

DEE-DEE, Age 16, Chute Teen Queen 
STAg CON a siza INT 12 POW 16 
DEX 12 APP 17 EDU 13 SAN so HP a 
Damage Bonus: o. 
Weapon.: Slap 75%, the blow makes the ears ring 
Kick 75%, the blow makes the boy hop away In pain 
Skills: Art (Dance) 60%, Art (Sing) 40%, Fast Talk 45%, Airt 
60%, Get Jealous 65%, GOSSip 50%, Model SwImsuit 85%, 
Pout 60%, Scheme 45%, SUn Tanning 70%. 
Quote: "But I don't trust myself when we're alone, Moon Dog." 

G IDGET. She is ath
letic and enthusias
tic, and that seems 

to intimidate the guys. She 
wants to have a boyfriend 
and envies Dee-Dee be
cause she is so attractive and 
has the most popular boy in 
school. 

Moon Dog is attractive 
but Moose is her type
she's always gone for mus
cular men. Gidget gets 
along well with Moose and 
there may even be some 
budding romance. Certainly he enjoys taking her surfmg. 
It is disconcerting to Gidget the way he slaps her on the 
shoulder just like one of the guys. 

Connie is hard to figure out. One minute she likes 
Gidget, the next she doesn't. Marvin is a really nice guy 
and he's so smart but he's nothing to look at. 

GIDGET, Age 15, Tomboy 

STA 12 CON 10 SIZ6 INT 12 POW 16 
DEX 13 APP 14 EDU 11 SAN SO HP a 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Slap 75%, the blow makes the boy's ears ring 
Kick 75%, the blow makes the boy hop aW8:f In pain 
Skill.: Arm Wrestle 75%, Fast Talk 35%, Alrt 15%, Get Jeal
ous 30%, Movie Trivia 10%, Pout 45%, Sun Tanning 40%, Surf
Ing 60%, Scheme 25%. 
Quote: "ThIs boy's all mlnel" 

MARVIN. He is a technical whiz-kid and Brain. 
He is short, skinny, pale and wears thick Buddy
Holly-style plastic-rim glasses. He does the 

gang's homework while they surf. 
Marvin happily worships Dee-Dee. When he's not in 

the science lab, he carries her books. Connie is less in
timidating than Dee-Dee, but that only makes him feel 



less comfortable around her, 
since then he must take the 
initiative. Gidget is great, if 
only she wasn't so ath
letic-her shoulders are 
broader than Marvin's. 

It's so embarrassing to 
be a Brain. Later on, when 
Marvin has made a fortune 
in electronics, lots of attrac
tive girls will pay attention 
to him, but this summer not 
one gives him the time of 
day. 

Moose is Marvin's closest friend. Moose's head is 
100% muscle but he laughs at Marvin's corny jokes. 

MARVIN, Ag.16, Wimpy Intell.ctual 

STR 8 CON 14 SIZ 7 INT 17 POW 10 
DE>< 9 APP 9 EDU 16 SAN 50 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: ·104. 
Weapons: none. 
Skills: AASWf!K Question Corr8CUy 90%, Build SUperweapon 
This Afternoon 65%, Do Homework 80%, Electrical Repair 
65%, FallOff Surfboard 85%, Alrt 05%, Mechanical Repair 
65%, Surfing 15%, Understand Flying Saucer 50%. 

Quote: "Math homework costs extra.-

MOON DOG. He has dark, curly hair, a boyish 
face and a ready smile. He is the most popular 
guy in the gang, its 

natural leader and all the -~~ 
girls love him. He resem- ~ .... 
bles Frankie Avalon. 

He is an outrageous flirt 
but only loves Dee-Dee. 
She often tries to make him 
jealous, and Moon Dog al
ways falls for it. Moose is 
his best buddy; they often 
scheme to make the girls 
jealous, but usually Moose 
is such a bonehead that he 
ruins the plan. - . ",w oJ ... , ,~ 
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Marvin wants tips on how to be cool, and he hangs 
around Dee-Dee too much, but he's great with home
work. Gidget stands far too close and follows Moon Dog 
around, which annoys Dee-Dee. 

MOON DOG, Age 17, the Big Cahouna 

STR 13 CON 14 SIZ 13 INT 13 POW 10 
DEX 14 APP 17 EDU 9 SAN 50 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104 
Weapons: Ast 55%, damage 103 +db 
Kick 45%, damage 1 D6 +db 
Skills: Art (Dance) 30%, Art (Play Gtitar) 85%, Art (Sing) 85%, 
Comb Hair 80%, Drive Cute Jalopy 85%, Airt 85%, Fast talk 
40%, Get Jealous 60%, Sutf 85%. 
Quote: "Hey, Dee·Dee-let's go neck at the beachi" 

MOOSE is a football 
star at school. His 
best friend, Moon 

Dog, has been going steady 
with Dee-Dee since they 
were three years old. Moose 
often schemes with Moon 
Dog to make Dee-Dee arnl 
Connie jealous but some-
how things never go as ,/ 
planned and Moon Dog 
won't speak to him for " , .... 
hours afterwards. \\\,\~ /. 

Connie is really cute but . ( 
Moose's heart belongs to Dee-Dee. Marvin's a great 
guy-he does all of Moose's homework. He cracks a lot 
of jokes that makes Moose laugh but makes Moon Dog 
roll his eyes. Gidget is a nice girl and often surfs with 
Moose. Moose thinks of her as a sister. 

MOOSE, Age 17, Teenage Best Buddy 

STR 18 CON 14 SIZ 15 INT 8 
DEX 12 APP 14 EDU 9 SAN 50 

Damage Bonus: +106. 

Weapons: Fist 60% Damage 103 +db 
Kick 50% Damage 1 D6 +db 

POW 10 
HP15 

Skills: Art (Dance) 30%, Airt 30%, Football 70%, Get Jealous 
60%, Human Pyramid Formation 50%, Kick sand 55%, Musde 
Aex 50%, Sdleme 15%, Surf 70%. 

Quote: "I don't get itl- • 
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Alive And Kicking 
It's a dark, harsh, drunken life as a professional athlete, and a man's 
physical attributes are nearly everything he has to offer-sometimes 

more than he knows. 

T HIS ADVENTURE parallels an English-style 
horror movie. When presenting it, keeper and 
players are asked to imagine that they are playing 

to an imaginary audience of British movie-goers. The 
idea is more to terrorize the audience than to solve the 
mystery. Many of the player-characters may die in this 
game-nonetheless, the players are asked to allow their 
characters to do all the silly things that movie characters do 
(like ignoring obvious danger, or going out into the dark 
alone), that investigators would never think of doing. 

preferring weird symbolism, bleak characterization, and 
stark lighting to flashy special effects and graphic splat
ter. In the 1950s and 1960s, such ftlms typically were shot 
in black-and-white against actual exterior backgrounds 
and within actual rooms. There were few or no studio
shot scenes, which added to the realism if not the polish, 
and kept down costs. There might be no musical score at 
all, except that coming incidentally from radios and pho
nographs in the story. 

A low-budget, 'psychological' style of horror was 
often seen in British horror movies until the 1970s, one 

In this adventure, the keeper's narrative acts like a 
camera, and can linger on whatever it chooses-some
times the camera cuts to a view from an investigator's 

Detached Body Parts 
Several films have been made about body parts that detach from their 
owners and run amok: The Hand (1981). The Beast with FIVe Fingers 
(1946). The CraWling Hand (1963). and In a slightly different vein. Reani
mater (1985). Invariably. the body parts are bent on destruction; com
monly. they enact the subconsclous desires of their erstwhHe owners. 

Interastingly. these body parts tend to be stronger. SWifter. hardier. 
and mora agile than when they were attached. It Is not known how such 
things sense their environment and react to it. but their low-grade 
Intelligence seems to be coupled to an uncanny ability to attack when 
their victims are most vulnerable. Detached body parts also seem 
Imbued with a bizarre. earthy sense of humor. and their murders are 
often tasteless and garish. 

"Alive And Kicking" is an attempt to provide a Brifish perspective on 
this premise. British horror is quite different from the horror produced by 
Hollywood: British directors prafer to spend more effort on suggestive 
cinematography. overstated symbols. and rich characterization than on 
special effects and splatter. 

This game owes much of Its inspiration to The Hand, and to The 
Club, by Australian playwright David Williamson. Soccer Is a timeless 
tradition followed fanatically in much of Europe, in latin America, and In 
the United Kingdom. where it originated. 

The British soccer sub-culture is an alien world, in many ways at 
odds with stereotypical notions of the repressed British psyche. "Alive 
And Kicking" is about soccer gone mad. An aging player's soccer 
prowess becomes so important to him that his leg lakes over. ampu
tates Itself from him, and strikes oul on lis own. Just as the Watforth 
Wolverines Soccer Club is making a come-back. old Jealousies and 
bittemess explode into murders-all perpetrated by the right leg of 
Tommy Donachie, Centre Forward. 

eyes; sometimes it peeks behind him. Not 
everything described by the keeper will be 
noticeable by the player-characters. It is 
important to keep distinct the descriptions 
of what the player-characters see, and what 
the audience sees. The players will under
stand the point easily if the keeper uses a 
few film terms-cut, fade, pan, track, dis
solve, flashback-during the omniscient 
camera sequences. 

In Call of Cthulhu scenarios the scenes 
often advance at a pace determined by the 
players. In this adventure, the scenes 
should advance at a rate detennined by the 
keeper, because he or she is the director. If 
things get dull or pointless, cut to a new 
scene. Put the player-characters wherever 
you want them to be, and explain why they 
are there and what they are doing there, 
then begin the action again. 

This adventure may play out very 
quickly unless the keeper actually runs 
each Death Leg attack. That will require 
some beforehand consideration: rolls use
ful to ask of the player-characters include 
Listen, Spot Hidden, Sneak, and Track, as 
their understanding of the Death Leg in
creases, and of DEX rolls to tty to capture 
it-or at least knock it down. 

Interspersed through the game are some 
gratuitous references to legs-chicken 
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drumsticks, Sergeant Pins, River Gam. The keeper is in
vited to add to these, to create a run of 'leg' motifs. 

American players may feel a sense of dislocation from 
the beginning. Many may not have played soccer, or 
know anything about it except that it is a low-scoring 
sport something like field hockey without the sticks. 
They can relax-they play no games here, although there 
is a hot-tub scene where matters get rather friendly. 

Americans also may not approach the notion of the 
Death Leg too easily; Britains, Canadians, and Austra
lians tend to be more flexible in what they allow as possi
ble, and in what they can be amused by. Americans will 
have to play for laughs; other English-speakers can have 
it both ways. Our French, Gennan, Italian, Spanish, Japa
nese, and Finnish friends run the risk of total bafflement. 
Keepers be warned. 

Keeper's Information 
Do not read this infonnation to the players. The secret of 
Tommy Donachie's come-back was a consignment of 
Belgian black-market steroids, bought by Jackie Hyde. 
The steroids were cheap and very potent Against Coach 
Morgan's wishes, the drugs were administered to Don
achie, and his fonn temporarily improved. 

But his emotions were deteriorating. Donachie began 
to think that his right let, the one he nonnaUy used for 
kicking, was taking over; connected to that, he saw every
where people conspiring to applaud his leg and ignore the 
rest of him. Late on the night before the crucial Promo
tion I Relegation match, Donachie drank too much and 
fell under a train. His kicking leg was severed and appar
ently was carried away by the locomotive. The leg was 
never recovered. Donachie and his right leg missed the 
match, but the new young players won it for Watforth 
anyway. 

The Narrative 

NAINST A background of swirling mist, we read 
the following, rendered in two paragraphs as the 

rologue to the fIlm. (In the United States, the 
audience might not be expected to read so much text, and 
so a clip of someone like John Carradine might be substi
tuted: he would put on a lab coat and give the lines as 
though lecturing.) 

PARAGRAPH ONE: HORROR can be described as the art 
olmaking the familiar seem alien to us, and what could 
be more familiar to us than our own bodies? They are 
fundamental to our own sense of identity, and yet all our 
lives, our bodies do things over which we have no con-

scious control: they grow,' they mature; they age; they 
itch, twitch, and gurgle. 

PARAGRAPH '!WO: YES, every waking and sleeping mo
ment of our lives, our bodies busily perform functions 
numbering in the thousands of which we are unaware, 
junctions which scarcely anyone understands. Mtmy as
pects of our lives are tied to unconscious mental states
infact, there are so many that our bodies couldfairly be 
said to be independent of us .... 

Player-Character 
Information 
AU of this sub-section should be read to the players, to 
help orient them. 

The player-characters are professional soccer players 
from a Third Division team called the Watforth Wolver
ines, or else people close to the team. The Watforth team 
was quite good twenty years ago, but in recent times has 
not had the great players of its heyday. Until recently, 
Watforth's best player was its striker. Tommy Donachie. 

As the main goal-kicker, the Centre Forward 
('striker') is one of the most prestigious positions on the 
field. It is consequently a high-profile one, and often 
prone to great stress. 

Tommy Donachie was getting old, but his name still 
drew the crowds, and this meant money for the club, so 
they kept him in the star spot above more capable players. 

When Donachie began drinking and missing training, 
there was talk of sacking him at the beginning of the 
season. Morale was low, and some of the older players 
resented the Club's lavish purchase of talented new play
ers like Lou Donatelli and Ju-ju Brown to bolster the 
team. 

After coach Taffy Morgan and manager Jackie 
Hyde gave Tommy a talking-to, his form began to re
turn to its old brilliance. He still acted under stress, 
though, and his drinking worsened. It was obvious to 
everyone that something was going to snap. The most 
recent match was a crucial one against Shropshire 
United; ifthe Wolverines won, then they would be pro
moted to Second Division, and the club would get extra 
money. Tommy failed to turn up to the game and, after 
a hasty re-shuffle, the Wolverines won anyway, with 
two great goals scored by Lou Donatelli in the second 
half of the match. The scenario begins during the post
match celebrations after this game. Tommy Donachie's 
whereabouts are unknown. 

Opening Sequence 
This scene bas no player-characters, but should be read 
out The players may add the sounds, if they wish. 

It's a cold, windless night, dark and gloomy, but 
there's enough light to see the standing water left after 
fresh rain. A man staggers through an industrial waste-



land of rubble, brick walls, and piles of rubbish. Dark 
mist swirls. 

The man is thickly wrapped in a bUlky tweed coat and 
a checkered scarf, and wears a matching woolen cap. He 
limps, favoring his right leg, and breathes loudly. We see 
him splashing wetly through standing water. In the dis
tance, a steam locomotive hoots its mournful dirge. He 
staggers past a long, lamp-lit sign wreathed in filthy mist. 
It says Watforth Station. The train hoots again, louder. 

The man is muttering to himself. He sounds drunk. 
"Hate 'em all," he mutters. "Bloody writers, bloody 
coach, bloody manager, bloody players, bloody fans. 
What would they know?" He is silent for a moment. 
"Sack me, will they? I'll show 'em." 

From not so far away, we hear the metal wheels of a 
freight train squealing and rumbling along the track. The 
man continues to muttering without pause. " ... Best 
years of my life. But you're letting me down! Think you 
can take over? -well, I won't let you. I won't let you!" 
He kicks an empty bottle. It crashes like a bullet through 
a glass window. "I won't let you!" the man bellows. 

His right leg gives a strange jump, and the sound of 
the train gets louder. "I won't let you! I won't! I won't!" 

Cut to the freight train rushing past Watforth Station 
platform, and we hear a faint scream, just one. Laying in 
a puddle on the platform is half of his long checkered 
scarf. 

Our vision shifts to a soccer match. A huge crowd 
dressed predominately in shades reminiscent of the 
drunken man's hat and scarf are waving their anns and 
yelling, "You'll ne-verwalkA-LOHNEI You'll NE-VER 
walk AH-LOOOOOHNE!" 

After the Match 
It is Sunday night after the great two-nil victory against 
Shropshire United. The player-characters are celebrat
ing in the change rooms with Manager Jackie Hyde and 
Coach Taffy Morgan. The atmosphere is jubilant: Pro
fessore Donatelli scored two fine goals in the second 
half. The unspoken thoughts are clear-the Wolverines 
are better off without Tommy Donachie than with him. 
Tommy will get the sack. 

Fans and well-wishers fill the change-rooms. 
Margery Pryce has brought a big tub of fried chicken in 
sweet-and-sour sauce, and a case of lager from the lo
cal pub. Johnny Barkely and Duncan's sheepdog, An
gus, add to the confusion. 

Journalist Ronny Summers from the soccer maga
zine Footy Monthly enters to congratulate the team and 
to interview them on their victory plans. Ronny is a 
slick London stickybeak who gets copy by getting up 
player-characters' noses, so to speak. His deliberately 
annoying and provocative questions are purely of gos
sip value. It is clear that he doesn't think much of the 
Wolverines as a club. 
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Ronn". Questions, And Answers 
Everyone overhears the exchange with Jackie Hyde, then 
good old Ronny circulates among the players more pri
vately. Be prepared to have Ronny follow up on the 
player's responses to the initial questions. Remember that 
these interviews are not being recorded on audio or video, 
Ronny is scribbling key phrases by hand in a notebook. 

TO JACKIE HYDE: "Where was Tommy Donachie?" 
JACKIE HYDE'S REPLY: "Tommy has been having 
some personal problems, and has been'unable to give the 
club the type of performance that is expected of a profes
sional. In the light of this, we have agreed that this is the 
parting of the ways." 

TO DON STATHAM: "Is your promotion to Striker per
manent?" "Do you think that you can flll Tommy's 
shoes?" "How well do you think Lou Donatelli would do 
as Striker? 

TO DUNCAN MacLEOD: "The rumor is that you and 
Tommy Donachie had problems." "What about that 
punch-up between you and Tommy on the field early this 
season-what was all that about?" "Are you glad to see 
bimgo? 

TO WU DONATELU: "You are the hero of the hour, 
with those two cracking goals in the second half. It's well 
known that the Wolverines paid a hefty transfer fee for 
you. Tommy Donachie is quoted as baving said that they 
may as well have burnt the money as spend it on a pansy. 
How do you feel now?" 

TO WILUE PRYCE: "Were you involved in the decision 
to sack Tommy Donachie?" "TIlere's a rumor that Tommy 
was causing problems with some of the players' wives
does this have any bearing on his dismissal?" 

TO THEM ALL: "What do the you think of drugs in 
sport?" "How do you respond to the accusation of Tran
bath coach Gary Hinde that the Wolverines have been 
using performance-enhancing drugs?" 

Tommy Turns Up 
As the interview draws to a close, a policeman enters 
and identifies himself as Constable Pins. He tells 
Jackie Hyde that Tommy Donachie met with an acci
dent at Watforth Railway Station early this morning. 
His leg was severed when he fell under a train, and he 
is in Shropshire Hospital in critical condition. 

His landlady rang the police after Tommy failed to 
return home this morning. The camera zooms to a 
chicken drumstick covered in sweet-and-sour sauce 
slowly being eaten by one of the player-characters. The 
room goes silent as Pins exits. 

The camera follows Pins out the door and into a 
police car, where another officer sits at the wheel. The 
following exchange takes place. Have two players take 
the parts. 
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OFFICER: "'Ow'd they take it?'" 
PINS: "Pretty bad. And they'd 'ad such a great game 
too .... 
OFFICER: "Did you tell 'em about 'is leg?" 
PINS: "Nah. I mean it's ghoulish, innit? And the last 
thing we need is souvenir hunters lookin' for Tommy 
Donachie's missing right leg." 

Shropshire Encounter 
As the player-characters enter the parking lot to drive 
home, they see that the big 'Watforth Wolverines' bus has 
had its lights smashed in. Billy the Belly Bowles curses
the bus is his responsibility. 

Not far away, a man lays on the ground, being kicked 
by a dozen or so hooligan Shropshire supporters. More 
are smashing up his car. 

If the player-characters interfere, the Shropshire sup
porters recognize the player-characters and attack them 
with cries of "Cheaters! Dopers! Droggies!" 

There are roughly two hooligans for each Wolverine 
present; stage each set of fights independently. Unless 
there is special reason, no one will pick up a club or bottle 
as a weapon. A hooligan flees after losing four or more hit 
points, and the mob disperses when four or more hooli
gans have fled 

The man turns out to be Mort Hopper, who owns Mort 
Hopper's Hall of Soccer Legends. He is a local Watforth 
figure, and a devout Wolverine supporter. 

Re-use the sample hooligans as needed. 

SHROPSHIRE HOOLIGANS 
(Fine Lads, But Drunken All) 

STR CON SIZ DEX HP 
1 11 10 11 13 11 

2 10 11 10 13 11 
3 12 10 10 13 10 

4 10 9 10 12 10 

5 9 10 10 12 10 

6 9 11 11 12 11 

7 12 12 11 11 12 

8 10 13 10 11 12 

STR CON SIZ DEX HP 
9 14 10 9 11 10 

10 13 12 11 10 12 

11 12 14 9 10 12 

12 10 10 10 10 10 

13 8 10 9 10 10 

14 11 11 10 9 11 

15 15 9 8 9 9 

Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Fist/Punch 55%, damage 103 

Kick 30%, damage 106 
Head Butt 25%, damage 1 D4 

Skllls: Start FIghts 79%, Swear Foully 70%, Swill Too 
Much Beer 85%, Whine About Police Brutality 80%. 

Jackie's party 

I T IS A WEEK later. Jackie Hyde is having a party at 
his 'posh digs' (as Footy Monthly has it) on the banks 
of the River Gam. Snoozer Talbot has given the 

player-characters a lift in the Wolverines' tour bus-only 
Johnny. Lou, Jaws Woodcock and some other teammates 
have brought cars. 

Ronny Summers is present also, still digging dirt. 
Jackie's place is a large two-story dwelling, renowned 

for its extra-large hot-tub. 
From here on, the sequence of events is as the keeper 

wishes. Several non-player-character deaths should occur 
before any player-characters are attacked. It is up to the 
keeper to integrate these early deaths with player-charac
ter actions. The order of and locations of the murders 
should be changed as needed. 

Tommy And Jaws 
The party is not long under way when Tommy Donachie 
arrives in a taxi cab. He is sitting in a wheel-chair and 
looks gaunt and haggard, a blanket tucked over his lower 
body. He and his wheel-chair must be lifted up the steps 
into Jackie's house. Silence smothers the party. Embar
rassed, Jackie greets Tommy and makes him welcome 
and conversation begins again. 

Sometime later, Jaws Woodcock gets in a loud argu
ment with Tommy Donachie. Jaws defends Willie's right 
to sack Tommy, and Tommy says something low and 
quiet about Margery. Jaws draws back his fist, then stalks 
out of the house. Tommy stares after him coldly, his face 
twitching. 

The camera cuts to Jaws angrily striding down to his 
Austin. He smacks his fISt and swears when he see the flat 
tire. Fuming, he jacks up the car and changes the tire, the 
camera pans to movement in the driveway. Creepy music 
begins. Jaws turns round at a sound and inadvertently 
knocks a lug nut under the Austin. He curses yet again 
and crawls underneath the car to get it. The camera peeks 
out from under the car to see a single leg, silhouetted. It 
casually kicks the jack out from under the car, crushing 
Jaws and muffling his pathetic screams. A successful Lis
ten roll attracts the drunken attention of a random player
character inside. 

An ambulance arrives to take him to the hospital. 

Ronny's Scoop 
Ronny Summers is convinced that he has a lead on drug 
usage among the Wolverines. Tommy Donachie's very 
presence at the party only a week after his accident seems 
to confirm it. Ronny snoops and probes at all the Wolver-



ines until he gets what he needs. Snooping around 
Jackie's car, Ronny fmds an ampoule of the Belgian ster
oids. They are labelled. 

Steroidal. A-108 

DRNIHGI high concentration 

teat aam,ple-not to be adIIIiniaterec1 to humana 

Later, Ronny may be found dead in Jackie's garage, hav
ing choked to death. If Tommy Donachie has not been out 
to remove it, an athletic shoe inner-sole protrudes from 
his mouth like a bloated white tongue: the loss is I/lD8 
Sanity points to see this. 

In his hand he clutches the ampoule of steroids. If 
pressed. Jackie confesses to having given such drugs to 
Donachie 'for the good of the club.' Tommy denies this, 
and won't discuss the matter. But Ronny's body may not 
be discovered until after the bus crash, and then Tommy 
Donachie has had an opportunity to clean up the evidence 
before the police arrive. . 

The Hot Tub 
Though it makes a dent in it, Jaws' being crushed under 
the Austin is not enough to end Jackie's victory party 
outright 

Jackie's house is renowned for its enormous hot-tub. a 
fixture very rare in the early 1960s. It may be that 
Margery and Lou find their way to it during the night. If 
not them, then Billy the Belly, Boozer Talbot. and 
Snoozer Devonshire use lagers and groupies to entice a 
player-character or two into the tub. 

There are sufficient companions for every player
character who wants one, of course-Jackie always goes 
frrst class when it costs no money. We don't actuaUy see 
much as the clothes come off and the horse-play devel
ops. but the fumbling. splashing, and laughter sound ex
plicit enough to our ears. 

After a while, Tommy wheels his way into the hot-tub 
room, and fmds a path through the clothes and empty 
bottles right up to the edge of the tub, where he speaks 
easily. "Some things never change," he says. "Have you 
got a girl for me, Billy?" 

Donachie's sneers become more heated as the conver
sation progresses. "You lot disgust me," he says. "Losing 
my leg was the best bloody thing that ever happened to 
me. I'm glad to be shut of you." 

"Tommy, it was all good enough for you when you 
were on the top, though," Billy replies, trading jibe for 
jibe. 

Eventually Tommy spins his chair to leave. As he does 
so, he snaps out the light in the tub which has illuminated 
the bathers. "At least have some bloody decency." He 
then wheels out. Now the hot-tub room is quite dark. 

The camera follows Tommy out into Jackie's living 
room, where drunken players and drunken groupies are 
dancing and singing. "Knees up, Mother Brown! Knees 
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up, Mother Brown! Knees up, knees up, don't get the 
breeze up! Knees up MO-THER BROWN I " The camera 
cuts from Tommy's blanket-covered stump to his ex
teammates' legs pumping up and down. 

Back in the darkened hot-tub room, the door opens 
and closes briefly as the Death Leg enters. Its ominous 
step-step-step can be heard slapping on the wet slate as it 
nears the tub. 

"Who's that?" says Billy. "Hop in if you're getting 
in, " leers a groupie. The Death Leg enters the tub with a 
splash. 

For a while, the bathers' conversation indicates that 
the Death Leg is playing footsie with everyone. Then, as 
the tension builds, it suddenly jams Billy in his ample 
belly and holds him underwater, drowning him, though 
all we can see are dim black shapes. To wind someone by 
kneeing them in the belly, roll Death Leg Kick higher 
than the target's CON minus five. On a success, the victim 
is winded and his player must attempt to roll CON x2 or 
less once per round: the victim can do nothing until a CON 
roll succeeds. 

The Death Leg repeats this procedure as often as pos
sible until survivors panic and flee the hot-tub. Then we 
hear it leap out of the tub, through a window, and into the 
night. 

The Sanity loss to see any nwnber of nude bodies 
floating face down in the hot-tub is 1/1D6 Sanity points. 
Additionally, the Sanity loss for a player-character to re
alize that something was killing people while he or she 
was in the hot tub is another 1/1D4 Sanity points. 

Fleeing The Party 
It doesn't take long for news of a homicidal maniac on the 
loose to absolutely end Jackie's party. People flee in 
droves. Because a lot of Wolverines' players didn't bring 
cars, they pile into the bus-ooops, the keys are in Billy's 
pants back in the hot-tub room. 

Some brave player-character must go back and fetch 
them. He or she fmds Tommy Donachie sitting alone in 
the house, abandoned by the rest and uninterested in leav
ing. "I'm not afraid," he says. "I have accepted my pen
ance and am redeemed." 

The keys are found without incident. Now the bus can 
be driven off. It is the last vehicle left. The investigator 
who retrieved the keys now drives. As the bus hurtles 
along the frozen River Gam. we hear a step-step-step 
along the darkened aisle of the bus. The bus races toward 
a hairpin turn, and the driver slows down to take it. Call 
for a Drive Auto roll. Even if he succeeds, the bus does 
not slow down! CalI for a second roll: even ifit succeeds, 
it automatically fails! With a DEX x3 or less roll, the 
player-character reaches down and fmds something jam
ming the accelerator and brake-it's a foot, and it's not 
his own! Sanity loss to feel this is 1/106 Sanity points. 
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The bus plummets into the frozen River Gam, break
ing the ice and beginning to sink. Everyone loses ID6-1 
hit points from the impact. There are two exits from the 
bus-the door and the emergency window. A DEX x5 roll 
opens the front door and escapes, or a STR x5 roll pushes 
the window out, and escape. Two people per round can 
get out. Call for such a roll for each player-character who 
wants to get out of the bus. After ID4+ 1 rounds, the bus 
sinks beneath the ice. 

Those who have escaped the bus must receive DEX x5 
rolls to stay on the cracked surface of the frozen river. or 
drop into the water. Those player-characters who are 
trapped in the bus when it sinks each need a successful 
Swim roll to reach safety. Non-player-characters who are 
still trapped when the bus sinks are drowned. 

Keeper's note: there really shouldnt be any ice on the 
Gam toward the end of the soccer season-this device is 
a convenient continuity error. 

Tommy Cleans Up 
Once everyone else is out of Jackie's house, Tommy 
cleans up, giggling as he hops into Jackie's garage and 
removes the inner-sole from Ronny's mouth. Later, the 
police put Ronny's death to misadventure (he choked on 
his own tongue). Similarly, the sad hot-tub drownings and 
tragic plunge of the Wolverines' team bus into the River 
Gam are written off as drunken misadventure and mass 
hysteria. Tommy's alibi is sound, and the local police 
think that they are doing the club a favor by not investi
gating further. 

Later Attacks 

T:: PLAYER-characters may choose to try to pre
vent further deaths, or may wish to continue their 
everyday lives. If they wish to investigate, then use 

the following scenes on non-player-characters; if they 
choose to ignore their peril, then use the scenes on the 
player-characters. The keeper must select from among the 
following possible death scenes, and integrate them with 
the actions of the player-characters. 

The Clue 
After the events at Jackie's, Tommy Donachie reforms 
amazingly. He no longer drinks. He has become quite 
devout. Increasingly he is convinced that God is punish
ing the Wolverines for their licentious behavior, as God 
punished him with the train accident. He warns the soccer 
team against their lives of debauchery for the first time. 

Hereafter, each time Tommy makes such a warning, 
the death of one or more Wolverines follows soon after. 

Tommy's predictions always coincide with his subcon
scious desires. He is rarely at hand when the deaths occur, 
and always has a perfect alibi. For the most part, the 
police remain convinced that the Wolverine deaths are 
due to misadventure. 

While the scenes are written as though happening to 
non-player-characters, the keeper might consider them as 
attacks against player-characters. 

Ice Rink 
Ju-ju Brown and Mucker Mariner take two sisters ice
skating once a week. Tommy calls Mucker to tell him not 
to go: the women are cheap, and dress lewdly. Mucker 
calls the player-characters to invite them along, and men
tions Tommy's weird behavior. 

Later, at the ice rink the lights go out briefly and the 
Death Leg skates in, in the darkness its untied skate-laces 
whipped back by the breeze. During the confusion, doz
ens of skaters trip over each other in the dark. The Death 
Leg manages to knock down its victims and cut their 
throats with the blade of the ice skate. Ju-ju and Mucker 
are its first victims, and after them it goes for any player
characters on the ice, at the Keeper's discretion. The San
ity loss to view this scene when the lights come back on 
is 1/108 Sanity points. 

Bath Tub 
It's Snoozer Devonshire's birthday and he invites the 
team around for drinks. Tommy does not come, since he 
now disparages such behavior, and says that no good will 
come of it The scene cuts from a drunken cake-cutting to 
the cold light of morning, with soccer players sprawled 
on the carpet in drunken stupor. 

Boozer stirs and groans as he realizes that he has to 
get up. Snoozer runs a bath to sober up Boozer, and turns 
on the radio to keep him from falling asleep. 

As Boozer sits in his bath, we hear step-step-step, the 
telltale hop of the Death Leg, and the camera picks up a 
flash of movement in the mirror. In the next scene, the 
Death Leg is fully visible standing on the basin and, as 
Boozer gapingly realizes what is about to happen, it boots 
the radio into the bath, electrocuting him. 

Not long after Boozer's body is discovered, the phone 
rings. It is Tommy. He says "Oh, god. It's happened 
again. I warned you! I warned you!" But somehow he 
doesn't sound at all unhappy_ 

Foot Under The Curtain 
In this scene the Death Leg clumps around the house, 
stomping on roofs or in upstairs rooms. The player-char
acters are lead on a wild goose-chase until they become 
very frustrated. Finally, they see a single muddy shoe 
sticking from underneath the drapes of an upper floor 
window. As they cluster to investigate, the Death Leg 



scoots out from behind the door. plants its foot in the 
victim's back, and propels him through the window to fall 
to his doom. 

Gardening Fork 
This scene takes place on the Watforth pitch during train
ing. The team has been seriously depleted by the player 
deaths, and even Fourth Division players won't transfer 
to a jinxed team. Jackie Hyde and Taffy Morgan try to 
keep the players in fonn anyway. hoping for some press 
coverage. A few friends and spectators sit in the stands, 
yelling encouragement. 

After a while. a spooky event begins to re-occur: spare 
soccer balls whiz in from empty stands to hit random 
players in the back of the head. Investigation leads a soli
tary character into a gardening shed just outside the pitch. 
A large bag of fertilizer is knocked on his head from 
above. In the next scene. he is dead, a large gardening 
fork stuck through his neck. The Death Leg has done it 
again. 

If multiple characters enter the shed. the Leg hides 
until they go. and quietly attacks the last to leave. 

At this point, the police begin to suspect the work of a 
homicidal soccer fan. 

Hopper's Hall 
of Soccer Legends 
The finale takes place in Mort Hopper's Hall of Soccer 
Legends. half a mile away from the Watforth pitch. Mort 
Hopper owns and lives in a waxworks hall, which is filled 
with the effigies of local and national soccer heroes. 

Hopper contacts the player-characters, thanking them 
again for their aid in the car-park, and complaining that 
Tommy Donachie keeps breaking into his establishment. 
Tonight he found Tommy in the Hall with the lights off, 
and "acting funny." Hopper doesn't want to involve the 
police. but hopes that the player-characters will help. The 
Hall of Soccer Legends is a dingy. run-down building 
with faded billboards and a broken neon sign that flickers 
alternately "LEG" and "ENDS". 

Tommy Donachie is now in terror of his Ufe. and is 
hiding from the Death Leg in the most sacred spot he 
knows. He flees from anyone who comes near him, say
ing that none are safe. "It's coming! It's coming!" he 
screams. 

In this scene, the Death Leg concentrates on killing 
Tommy and avoiding capture by the player-characters. If 
necessary. it attacks player-characters in order to get to 
Tommy. A cat-and-mouse scene ensues between the fur
tive Death Leg. the fleeing Tommy and the player-charac
ters. in an eerily-lit hall of life-size soccer heroes. 

The scene culminates as Tommy takes refuge near a 
vat of bubbling wax. As the player-characters approach, 
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the Death Leg leaps out of darkness. striking Tommy in 
the chest, and catapulting them both into the vat. 

Player-characters who think that it's all over then get 
a shock as the Death Leg erupts from the walt, spraying 
anyone nearby with hot wax (106 hit points lost and 
1/106 Sanity points lost). 

As the Death Leg lopes after the player-characters, a 
brief fight ensues, during which some player-characters 
may be kicked to death. If the player-characters don't find 
a way to destroy the Death Leg. then it slowly becomes 
immobilized as its wax coating cools and hardens. Police 
sirens sound, and the scene fades to black. 

Post Climax 
Gentle music plays in the background. The surviving 
player-characters are part of a tour through Mort Hop
per's Hall of Soccer Legends, conducted by Mort him
self. The tour passes by Mort's newest acquisition, the 
wax effigy of Tommy Donachie. Mort proudly describes 
the life and death of the Wolverines' greatest striker; An
gus the dog sniffs inquiSitively at the figure. As the tour 
moves on, the camera pans back to the right leg of the 
dummy, and then zooms in as the right leg slowly. grace
fully, inevitably falls from the mannequin to the floor. 

THE END ... ? 

Conclusion 
Player-characters who slay the Death Leg recover 106 
Sanity points. but never truly free themselves of the nag
ging worry that it may return. If any player-characters 
died during the fUm, then the keeper should run the cred
its over scenes which silently re-enact each player-char
acter death: the players themselves should do the acting. 
if they're inclined. 

statistics 

DEATH LEG. This bloated. amputated leg is huge 
with knotted muscle. It was amputated at mid
thigh; the ankle. foot, and toes are intact. In fact 

we see nothing but toe or ankle until late in the picture. 
The Death Leg is intimately connected to Tommy Don
achie's subconscious. It lashes out at each source of his 
frustration and anger. If Tommy dies. then the Death Leg 
goes berserk, attacking everything in its path. If Tommy 
confronts it. the Death Leg attempts to destroy him, in a 
fit of morbid self-loathing. 

This tricky Detached Body Part obsessively hunts 
down every foe that Tommy Donachie imagines. It 
should not be seen whole until late in the fUm, and then 
should demonstrate a preternatural ability to outwit foes 
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who are by turn bumbling, drunken, and desperate. It's 
most characteristic element is its steady step-step-step on 
the sound track. 

DEATH LEG. Berserk Mobile Body Part 

STR 26 CON 25 SIZ 7 INT 7 POW 18 
DE>< 16 Move 12atthe lope HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +106 
Weapons: Klck 85%, damage 106 +db 
SkIlls: Dodge 85%, Hide 45%, Jump 95%, KIck Soccerball 
98%, Usten 70%, Sneak 45%, Swim 75%, Track 30%. 
Armor: 5 points of bloated gobbets of flesh. 
Sanity Loss: it costs 1/1 06 Sanity points to see the Death Leg. 

J ACKIE HYDE. He is medium height, and fat. 
Typical get-up includes a tweed jacket, pork-pie 
hat, cigar, and gold-plated jewelry. He is a failed 

'racing personality' and now manager of the Watforth 
Wolverines. He is a sour miser who earned his nickname 
because he never smiles. Jackie bought the black-market 
steroids that were given to Tommy Donachie. The drugs 
were very cheap, and he suspected that they were of bad 
quality, but a bargain is a bargain, after all. 

JACKIE "Chuckles" HYDE, Age 52, Wolverine Manager 

STR 9 CON 9 SIZ 14 DE>< 16 APP 8 
INT 13 POW 13 EDU 15 SAN 65 HP 12 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Knee 40%, damage 1 D4 
Skllll: Accounting 58%, Bargain 73%, Cheat 60%, Credit Rat· 
Ing 41 %, Fast Taik 74%, Hide 45%, Pick Pocket 23%, Psychol· 
ogy41%, Sneak 45%. 
Quote: 'But that costs money, lad.' 

TOMMY DONACHIE. He is of medium build, 
brown hair and eyes, and gaunt but flushed. A 
strange light burns in his eyes. Donachie has gone 

quite insane since losing his leg. He has come to believe 
that his misfortune is the result of Divine Wrath, and 
thinks that his team-mates are next In fact, he is bitter 
about losing his glory, and the Death Leg lashes out at the 
seeming causes of his bitterness and frustration. Don
achie knows this subconsciously, but only becomes of 
aware of it in nightmares, which he cannot remember 
when he wakes. When he fmds out that his leg is still 
alive and kicking, Donachie realizes his own self-loath
ing dooms him. At this point, he becomes terrified of 
everything around him. 

TOMMY DONACHIE. Age 31. Ex-Soccer Star 

STR12 CON20 SIZ9 INT13 POW 13 
DE>< 16 APP 11 EDU 9 SAN 0 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: none. 
Skill I: Be Depressed 85%, Drink Beer 45%, Fast Talk 29%, 
Have Horrible Nightmares 89%, Play Pointless Computer 
Games 55%. 
Quote: 'I have received my penance, and am redeemed.' 

Non-Player-Character Wolverine Names 
Dave "Nobby" MltcheU, Left Fullback 
Bobby "Boozer" Talbot, Right Fullback 
My "Snoozer" Devonshire, left Half 
Timmy "Jaws" Woodcock, Inside Left 
Paul "Mucker" Mariner, Inside Right 
laurie "Ju-ju" Brown, left Winger 
Bobby "Spaz" Burns, Right Winger 
Billy "The Belly" Bowles, SubstiMe 

Player 
Characters 

D ON STATHAM. 
He is of medium 
height, with light 

brown hair and a light build. 
He has a Yorkshire accent 
Statham used to play Right 
Half for the Wolverines be
fore Tommy's disappear
ance, and in the last game 
took the star position as the 
Wolverines' striker. Edith, 
Don's wife, left him eight
een months ago, and he's 
currently seeing a psychia
trist for impotence, depres
sion, alcoholism, and mild paranoia. He lives for soccer, 
and takes most of his frustrations out in the game. He 
despises Tommy Donachie, who held striker position 
long after his form had collapsed. He resents Willie for 
being so popular, he is jealous of Lou for being so tal
ented, and he is afraid of Duncan's and Johnny's vio
lence. 

DON STATHAM, Age 29. Centre Forward ('striker') 

STR 12 CON 15 SIZ 11 INT 11 POW 8 
DE>< 15 APP 10 EDU 10 SAN 35 HP 13 
Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Klck 75%, damage 106 +db 
Skills: Conceal 28%, Dodge 70%, Fast Talk 60%, Hide 35%, 
Usten 55%, Psychology 10%, Psychoanalysis 23%, Sneak 
25%, Spot Hidden 41 %. 

Quote: 'I 'eard that ... .' 

DUNCAN MacLEOD. He's tall, dark-haired, pale 
and freckled, and has a Scots accent. He's a long, 
lanky welder from Glasgow. Although he's not a 

great player, Duncan's innate aggression impressed the 
Wolverines' manager so much that he gave Duncan the 



goalie spot. Duncan is a 
rowdy, heavy drinker. He 
wears elbow guards at soc
cer, and uses them viciously 
in pub brawls with a style he 
calls "Dr. Put-ye-doon." 

He currently lives alone 
by the river Gam in a small 
flat He has a large sheep
dog, Angus, who drinks al
most as much liquor as he 
does. MacLeod's other good 
friend is the sports colum
nist Johnny Barkley. 
Johnny, Duncan, and Angus often go out drinking and 
"hurling" (rough-housing) together. 

In spite of his violent nature, MacLeod gets on well 
with the team, except for Tommy Donachie. Five yeaxs 
ago, Donachie borrowed £5 from the Scotsman and then 
forgot about it. MacLeod has never forgiven this over
sight, and has often come to blows with Donachie about 
it 

DUNCAN MaclEOD, Age 31, Goalie 

STR 12 CON 12 SIZ 13 INT 14 POW 13 
DEX 14 APP 13 EDU 8 SAN 58 HP 12 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Elbow Smash 65%, damage 1 D4 +db 
Kick 35%, damage 106 +db 
Grapple 65%, damage special 
SleHls: Jump 60%, Mechanical Repair 33%, Sing 15%, Throw 
45%, Verbal Abuse and Intimidation 55%, 
Quote: 'D'ye like hospital food?' 

J OHNNY BARKLEY, 
He's tall, heavy-set, 
and balding, with light 

brown hair. He has a small 
bulls-eye tattoo on the back 
of his right hand. Barkley is 
a sports columnist for the 
Watforth Crier. What he 
lacks in literary ability, he 
more than makes up for in 
genuine feeling. He loves 
the Watforth Wolverines and 
is completely biased about 
the club. He blames all their 
problems on their manager, L-.....;.. ______ ----' 

for in his eyes the players can do no wrong. 
Barkley is fond of his liquor and tends to get rowdy 

when drunk. He is great pals with Wolverines' goalie 
Duncan MacLeod, and often goes out drinking and 
rough-housing ('hurling') with Duncan and Duncan's 
sheepdog, Angus. 

JOHNNY BARKLEY, Age 38, Sports Journalist 

STR 14 CON 14 SIZ 16 INT9 POW 9 
DEX 11 APP 14 EDU 10 SAN 43 HP 15 
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Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Head Butt 45%, damage 104 +db 
Kick 60%, damage 106 +db 
Thrown Dart 55%, damage 1 D4 +1/2 db 
Skills: Accounting 15%, Dance 43%, English 50%, Fast Talk 
25%, First Aid 33%, Get Question Answered 45%, Persuade 
55%, Spot Hidden 45%, Wolverines' History 60%. 
Quote: 'Someone get the ref a pair 0' specsl' 

L OU DON ATELI. 
He is very short, = 
with dark brown 

hair, brown eyes, and olive 
complexion. Donatelli is the 
son of first-generation Ital
ian immigrants. He is work
ing on an MBA part-time, 
hence his club nickname. 
Lou was a substitute player 
for the Wolverines, pro
moted to Right Half when 
Don Statham was moved to 
striker position following 
Tommy Donachie's disappearance. Lou has some real 
soccer talent, and knows it. He hides a lot of contempt for 
his team-mates. 

Donatelli loves the attention that he gets from female 
fans. He has lots of casual romances, but nothing lasting. 
Lou knows that Willie's wife Margery is an ex-groupie, 
and is toying with the idea of seducing her. 
lOU "II Professore" DONATELLI, Age 23, Right Half 
STR 10 CON 14 SIZ 7 INT 13 POW 13 
DEX 17 APP 12 EDU 16 SAN 65 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Kick 68%, damage 106 
Skills: Accounting 47%, Bargain 40%, Credit Rating 30%, 
Dodge 65%, Drive Automobile 48%, English 86%, Fast Talk 
31 %, Italian 35%, Ubrary Use 34%, Persuade 55%. 
Quote: " .. And darling, I'm talking inches, not centimeters.' 

MARGERY PRYCE, She's slender, with bright 
red hair, and enjoys dressing provocatively. She 
is an enthusiast for men's sports, and a great 

admirer of sporting men, finding them very attractive. For 
the last two years she has 
been married to Willie 
Pryce, the Wolverines' cap
tain. The marriage wasn'l 
as romantic as she ex
pected, and she has been 
seeing other men. This an
gers Willie greatly. Before 
her marriage, Margery had 
gone out with boxers, cy~ 
clists, ice-skaters and 
rugby players, but cur
rently she finds soccer 
players the most attractive. 
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Recently she had been seeing the Wolverines' star 
Tommy Donachie, but she broke off their relationship 
when his erratic behavior began to scare her. Currently 
she is playing harmless flirt-games with the whole team, 
but she has her eye on Lou Donatelli. 

MARGERY PRYCE, Age 27, 
Captain's Wife and Soccer Groupie 

STR 8 CON 11 SIZ 9 INT10 POW 13 

DEX 15 APP 16 EDU 8 SAN65 HP 10 

Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Punch 65%, damage 103 
Kick 55%, damage 1 D6 

Skills: Dance 55%, Rlrt 60%, Ice Skate 50%, Ride Blcyde 
45%, Sports Lore 75%, Throw 45%. 

Quote: 'He's got plenty ci bottle.' 

WILLIE PRYCE. He's tallish, a blond with 
green eyes. He's got a broken nose, and has 
gone a little paunchy. He has a Cockney accent. 

Willie Pryce is an all-round sportsman, successful in box
ing, rugby, and cricket. He's been captain of the Wolver
ines for three years now, and done a great job of it. He is 
also renowned in the club for having bolted down twenty 
sausages, six pork pies, and nine pints of lager in seven
teen minutes. Pryce dislikes confrontations, and hated it 
when he had to threaten a recalcitrant Tommy Donachie 
with the sack 

Willie is married to 
Margery, a very attractive 
former boxing-groupie who 
is notorious for her roving 
eye. He suspects that 
Margery has been having an 
affair with Lou Donatelli, 
but has yet to confl11l1 this. 
He has been suffering bad 
chest-pains lately, but has 
been covering them up. 
Whenever he faces particu
lar stress, call for a CON xS 
roll. A success pennits him 

to act normally; a failure causes him to double up with 
pain for 1D6 rounds, able to do nothing; a result of 96-00 
brings on a full heart seizure which must be treated in a 
hospital. 

WIUIE PRYCE, Age 31, Centre Half & Captain 

STR 12 CON 8 SIZ 14 INT 14 POW 15 
DEX 14 APP 15 EDU 12 SAN 73 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Grapple 48%, damage special 
Kick 65%, damage 1 D6 +db 
Punch 60%, damage 103 +{jb 

Skills: Carouse 85%, Dodge 55%, Arst AId 35%, Jump 40%, 
Oratory 42%, Psychology 23%, Spot Hidden 55%, SwIm 45%, 
Throw 62%. 
Quote: 'Nobble this lot, lads, and the lager's on me.' • 
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El Tigre, y la Piramede 
de Destmccion 

In the 1960s, EI Tigre is the most famous professional wrestler In the 
world, and the national hero of Mexico: the player-characters 

are his guests for a thrilling adventure. 

THIS IS a light-hearted adventure. Investigators 
who behave idiotically should suffer for it, for a 
while, but everyone who avoids total stupidity 

will survive. This makes the scenario a handy one to 
spring on friends who may be intrigued by roleplaying, 
but reluctant to invest much time and energy in it They'll 
come away feeling positive, probably having not played 
much more than two boUlS. 

If there are not enough players for all the investigators, 
consider using the remainder as non-player characteIs. Each 
has a few unique skills conceivably valuable, especially if 
the investigatorts manage to escape while on the Moon. 

Keepers might consider accelerating hit point recov
ery in this adventure to one per hour, whether or not 
medical attention is given. 

The SeHing 
It's 1965. The investigators are undergraduates at Miska
tonic University. They are also members or associates of 
the Miskatonic University student wrestling team, and 
currently headed for a vacation in Mexico, where this 
adventure is set 

Develop the Mexican setting in any way possible. 
Use props-bottles of tequila, tortilla chips, serapes, 
cacti, and mariachi music, and use whatever outrageous 
accents you can manage-seek a 1960s view of Mexico 
as portrayed in that era's Hollywood and Mexican sci
ence-fiction films. Resemblance to the actual Mexico of 
the time should be purely coincidental, but it is a land 
happier then than now. 

Keeper Information 
The V'Iahulkai (pronounce it VUL-kay) are aliens who 
want to colonize Earth, modify its atmosphere, and inci
dentally eliminate its present inhabitants. V'kthulkai
forming will take decades and requires dozens of large 
processing plants on earth. These installations need 

guards, servicing, and regular supplies of chemicals and 
other raw materials. 

Most of the parts are supplied by saucer from their 
main base on the Moon. The aliens are short of plati
num, with which the huge catalytic converters proc
ess Earth's atmosphere. This the V'kthulkai gener
ally steal from human jewelers and industrialsuppli
ers. The crews of the visiting saucers also service the 
installations. 

But the aliens couldn't disguise themselves as hu
man guards, because they resemble horribly distorted 
three-armed and three-legged green pandas with eye 
stalks. They did capture a freighter-load of Nazis es
caping to South America at the end of the Second 
World War. Many belonged to an SS women's auxiliary 
unit. Guided by stereotyping learned from human radio 
serials, the aliens destroyed the men and brainwashed 
the women, who became guards for the air-conversion 
installations. 

These women believe that Hitler is alive and well, 
and that he has ordered them to help in the manufactur
ing of 'V5 gas,' a super-weapon which will eventually 
kill all of impure blood. Finding the brainwashing tedi
ous, the aliens also treated the SS-women with anti-ag
ing serum. All now appear to be in their twenties, but 
are chronologically much older. 

These installations have been hard at work for a dec
ade, spewing out pollutants for the aliens. They are the 
source for what humans call smog, which began to be 
noticed in the 1950s. One conversion plant is in Mexico, 
a few miles off the road to Acapulco, disguised as a pyra
mid. It is guarded by what claim to be a community of 
nuns, the Little Sisters Of Mercy. 

Unhealthy Investigators 
If the keeper wishes, three of the investigators have medi
cal problems which can affect how they are played. Re
view the boxed material titled Medical Problems. This 
entry is considerably later in the chapter. 
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. The Narrative 
ward Cuernevaca, the view is spectacular. Having cleared 
Mexico City, the truck turns back, leaving the car to glide 
on towards Acapulco. Raul turns on the radio. 

FOR THE first time ever, Miskatonic University'S 
wrestling squad won the national collegiate cham
pionships. Success has led to unexpected rewards. 

Among them, Inigo's father has invited the squad and 
their friends to spend the summer in Mexico at his ex
pense, and asks in retum only a few demonstration 
matches. He knows that collegiate wrestling is very dif
ferent in technique and attitude from professional tag
team events. The investigators will be staying in a fme 
hotel in Acapulco, all expenses paid. 

Occasionally a second-class bus careens past. the oc
cupants cheering when they see the famous limousine. 
Otherwise the road is mostly deserted. By late afternoon 
the car is about thirty miles from Acapulco, weaving 
along precipitous cliff roads. Usually there's a drop of 
several hundred feet to one side or another. Occasionally 
the car passes through tiny mountain villages; here, too, 
the car attracts fans ofEl TIgre. 

The Encounter 
Miles from any habitation, the travelers hear a high
pitched WooWoo! WooWoo! WooWoo! noise, gradually 
getting louder. A glowing pink dot appears in the eastern 
sky, brightening by the second. There's time for Leroy to 
take bearings and work out its course and speed: due 
west, descending fast, and moving at approximately 
SOOmph. There's also time to take a photograph. 

The airliner lands in Mexico City. As the investigators 
step down the boarding ramp, a huge tiger-striped, open
topped limousine skids to a halt, followed by a truck 
containing a small Mexican band and festooned with ban
ners reading i l1va Miskatonic! The car is new, but Inigo 
immediately recognizes Raul Hernandez, a chauffeur 
who has worked for his father for many years. 

The radio roars with static as it approaches and flies 
across the road a few hundred yards ahead of the car. An 

Raul embraces Inigo, and explains that the senior Ve
lasco has had to stay in 
Acapulco to take care of 
some business. It's a long 
drive to Acapulco, and unless 
the team object he'Uload the 
car and set off right away. 

If anyone asks about go
ing through Customs. Raul 
says that no one would 
dream of subjecting the son 
of EI Tigre and the brave 
Miskatonic wrestlers to such 
indignity. The car bypasses 
the airport buildings and is 
soon headed towards 
Acapulco, closely followed 
by the truck and a wave of 
music. As it passes through 
the outskirts of Mexico City, 
the car is spied by dozens of 
children chanting "El Tigre! 
El TIgre!" As they see who 
actually is riding, their faces 
are profoundly disappointed. 

The limousine is enor
mous, seating a driver, all the 
passengers, a small bar, a 
brimming hamper of Mexi
can delicacies. beer, bottles 
of a sweetish Spanish-style 
champagne, a radio, and re
clining seats. The suspension 
is superb. From the hills to-

Mexican Wrestling Movies 
In Hollywood, Abbot and Costello met the monsters. In Mexico, B-movies once showed 
wrestlers tackling such entities. There were dozens of these, each featuring some 
generic plot and starring some or other daring wrestler who remained masked throughout 
the 111m. (These seem to have been since replaced by violent epics about drug-deaRng.) 

The wrestling films formed a distinct Mexican genre. They generally included 
extended wrestling sequences, an attractive woman who might be kidnapped, and a 
plot Including science fictional or horror elements, or both, usually In combination with 
an evil master criminal. Plenty of aimless driving (Santo drove a IIHle MG sports car) 
extended the run-time of the films, the celluloid equivalent of Hamburger Helper. 

Most of these films are available only In Spanish, but their dialog and plots are so 
rudimentary and formalistic that understanding the words adds little to the enjoyment 
Some have been dubbed into Engfish. They do not sound better in Spanish. These epics 
were ground out fast, like the earlier Saturday matinee serials in the United States, and 
they have much 01 the same feekcreen movement nearly purified of meaning by a 
ritualistic and unchanging context. 

The most famous feature the wrestler Santo, but the Blue Demon and other masked 
heroes and villains existed. Represenlatlve tlUes Include Santo en el Hotel de /a Muerle 
(1961), Santo contra las Mujeres Vamplros (1962), Santo contra Blue Demon en 
Atlantlda (1968), AseSfnos de Otros Mundos (1971), Santo VS. la Hfja de Frankenstein 
(1971), and the tag-team Santo y Blue Demon contra Dracula y el Hombre Loco 
(1973). Between them, Santo and Blue Demon made scores of films over two dec
ades; comparatively, Las Luchadoras (the Wrestling Women) and Neutron were much 
less prolific, but also starred in limited series of similar content: the ladies shot topless 
versions as well. 

The Incredibly Strange Film Show, a TV series presented by Jonathan Ross, 
devoted an hour to these films. In the United States, this admirable show occasionally 
runs on the Discovery cable television channel. RE/Search book 12 parallels the TV 
series. 

While few wrestling films have ever been set off-planet like this adventure, that 
chiefly seems to have been because of restricted budgets. 
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object is now visible in the glare-a flying saucer about 
sixty feet wide, looking much like giant paper plates and 
table-tennis balls sprayed silver. Raul stamps on the 
brakes. The saucer continues on for a half mile or so, then 
abruptly turns and darts back towards the limousine and, 
as it approaches, projecting a violet beam which envelops 
the vehicle and surrounding road. The aliens have de
tected platinum in the car. 

The engine stalls, the picnic cutlery vibrates, and Joe 
gets a violent headache. Players should attempt CON x4 
rolls on 0100 that round, lowering the multiplier by one 
each round until the multiplier is zero, if need be. If a roll 
fails, the investigator instantly falls asleep. Raul passes 
out in the first round. 

The steel plate in Joe's skull partially protects him 
from the beam, and he is paralyzed rather than knocked 
out. Continue the attack until only Joe is conscious, then 
have his player roll three times more but continue to ig
nore the result. Eventually an iris in the bottom of the 
saucer opens, and something floats down to the car. 

Request a Sanity roll for Joe: 1/103 Sanity points are 
lost, and Joe then passes out whether or not the roll suc
ceeded. All are now unconscious. 

Waking Up 
Minutes later, everyone wakes up. Apart from Joe, no 
one remembers the incident. Joe remembers only the 
saucer, and nothing else, except a feeling that what 
came after was horrible. Everyone else obeys the 
V'kthulkai hypnotic suggestion that Raul swerved to 
avoid a goat and ran into a ditch, leaving them shaken 
but unhurt. 

If Joe tells his version, the other players should pre
tend that he must have a concussion. Joe should have to 
work hard to convince them, but there is some evi
dence on his side. 

o There was no sign of any goat, and the limo was 
stopped on the highway. 

o Everyone's watch has stopped, at approximately the 
same minute. 

o Every piece of iron and steel in the car (including the 
plate in Joe's skull) is magnetized. 

o Raul starts to light a cigarette. After a few seconds of 
search he asks if anyone has seen his lighter. It is one EI 
Tigre gave him, made of platinum. No one can fmd it. 

o Call for Spot Hidden rolls for Jerry and Mary. If either 
is successful, they notice that their platinum wedding 
rings have disappeared. Nothing else is missing, but 
there was nothing else made of platinum in the car. This 
discovery greatly upsets Jerry and Mary. 

o If Caroline tried to take a picture, she now hears glass 
tinkling inside her camera. With a successful Idea roll 
she realizes that the photographic lens has bee~ 
smashed, but that the roll of film might still retain an 
image of the saucer. 

o The radio is still playing music, interrupted by faint 
bursts of static every few seconds. With a successful 

Idearoll,Leroy or Joe thinks of bending the radio aerial to 
make a crude directional antenna which can pinpoint the 
source of the static. Asuccessful Electrical Repair roll is 
needed to do this. They get a positive result on a bearing 
of80degrees. 

Trying this again a mile further along the road 
suggests that the powerful source of electrical static 
is about five miles south of the point where the saucer 
was sighted. Raul's road map shows only mountains 
there. This point can also be deduced from the course 
and speed of the saucer. 

The investigators may receive Idea rolls to remember 
the real events, first when Joe tells his story, and again 
as each piece of evidence is discovered. Raul will 
never remember. 

Raul insists on carrying on to Acapulco. It's getting 
dark, and the road is dangerous at night. Any direct 
route to the source of the static would take the car 
down sheer cliffs and up mountainsides. If the investi
gators seem intent on tracking down the saucer, and no 
one else suggests it, Raul recommends coming back 
with horses or jeeps in the morning. 

Bl Tigre 

AT THE HOTEL, bell boys scuttle inside with the 
team's luggage, and the manager personally es
corts everyone to a suite with rooms for all the 

investigators. He explains that EI Tigre is wrestling to
night in the arena, and offers ringside tickets to the party. 
If they are too tired to attended, they can watch on televi
sion. EI Tigre will join the group in the hotel restaurant 
for dinner at ten. 

The Arena BaHle 
EI Tigre and his friend EI PefiOn de Oro are meeting Los 
Hermanos Malevolo in a tag-tearn match. The malevolent 
brothers wear identical black tights, boots, and leather 
masks covering the entire heads, except for eyes, nose, 
and mouth. Symmetrical punctures in the leather allow 
them to hear. Their masks are painted to look like skulls. 
EI Tigre's partner ('the golden boulder') wears a shiny 
gold cape, golden tights, black boots, and a gold domino 
mask over the eyes. 

El Tigre comes last to the ring, to thunderous acclaim. 
He wears a cape of some material made to look like tiger 
skin, black tights, black boots, and a tiger-striped, close
fitting leather mask that covers the entire head. 

Things go well for the good guys for a while, but then 
the ~ennanos Malevolo catch El PenOn in a comer, rip 
off hIS mask, and go to work on him. Nothing the referee 
can do causes them to stop their wicked forearm smashes. 
EI Tigre paces up and down, trying to fmd some legal 



way to rescue his friend-to no avail! Poor El 
Peii6n goes out on a stretcher. 

EI Tigre swears a great oath to avenge EI 
Peii6n, and invites both brothelS into the ring with 
him, waving the referee aside. The battle resumes. 

At fnt the brothelS prevail, baffling the refe
ree by using cunning illegal attacks to get an ad
vantage, then pummeling El Tigre while he is 
down. But from some reservoir of strength the 
greatest wrestler in the all the world frees himself, 
sends one brother into a turnbuckle and out cold, 
then turns his great anger against the quivering 
second brother. This second villain tries to flee, 
but El TIgre intercepts him. Soon both brothelS 
are unconscious in the ring, and the referee holds 
El TIgre's hand high-he has won! The crowd 
goes wild. 

Meeting EI Tigre 
In the hotel restaurant the investigatoIS are ush
ered to the best table, where bottles of French 
champagne and trays of beluga caviar are pro
duced almost instantaneously. 

Jose Velasco wrestles as El 7Jgre, The Tiger. 
He is 6'4" tall, powerfully built, and is currently 
wearing a business suit and his trademark tiger
striped leather mask In keeping with other heroes 
of free wrestling (lucha libre), El TIgre keeps his 
face covered at all times, and removes his mask 
only at home or in the company of close friends 
and relatives. No one ever seems to notice the 
mask, or to think that this is unusual behavior. El 
Tigre hugs Inigo, shakes hands with the other 
men, kisses the ladies' hands, then joins the team 
at the table. He is very cosmopolitan, and speaks 
much better English than Inigo ooes. 

After a few pleasantries, the first COUISe ar
rives, and EI TIgre says "So, what is all this Raul 
tells me about flying sauceIS?" 

Give the inVestigatoIS as much time as they 
like to explain events. EI TIgre consideIS for a 
moment, then leans forward and quietly says, 
"You will undelStand that I have many friends, 
and sometimes I hear things that are not public 
knowledge. There have been many saucer sightings in the 
west of Mexico, and the government is very concerned. 
Always these craft act strangely, but your story is stranger 
than most. I'm not fUming tomorrow. Maybe if we go 
back along the road, we will learn something. What do 
you think?" 

The investigatoIS probably agree. El Tigre :>uggesls an 
early breakfast, with a view to leaving tomorrow morning 
at about eight. He'll arrange transportation. 
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iHomicidios En Guerrero! 

Metal de PlatincS Robado 

T.CX>LO.GUER-Diez kilos de met
a1 de platina val0nd0 en diez 
millones de pesos fueron ro
badosayet: 

El metal eslllba de camino a 
Acapulco cuando un vchiculo 
armado esforzo el carnian del 
camlno. De acuerdo con autor!
clades locales, e1 cami6n Cue en
contrado sin lal diez kilos de 
platino Y lDI guardia y el conduc
tor muettos a sangre fria. HI 
carni6n parecen que fue de
struido con el(p1osivos. 

Un testfgo que encontro el 
accldente afmno excuchar ab
solutimente nada. por 10 con
trario dijo que vio en objeto 
volador no identificado 
rodeando e\ area poco antes de 
CncoDtrar el cami6n. 

Sin discutir 10 que el testigo 
vio, la policia confirm a la 
tmquecla de los criminales aqui 
dentro del territorio de plarJeta 
tierral 

Translated into English, 
the story reads as follows: 

Homicides In Guerrerol [a state In Mexico) 
Ten Kilos of Platinum Stolen. 
Ten kilos of rare platinum metal, worth 1.2 million dollars, 
were stolen yesterday. The metal was en route to 
Acapulco when daring thieves forced the annored car off 
the road. According to local authorities, the wreck was 
found with ten kilos of platinum missing and the guard 
and driver both murdered In cold blood. The enormous 
annored car doors were blasted open with explOSives. A 
witness who was first to find the accident reported hear
. ing nothing but rather says he saw a flying saucer In the 
area just before fincllng the wreck. Despite what the 
witness claims, the police have so far confined their 
search for the aiminals to the planet Earthl 

The Photograph 
Caroline Jenkins may want to use a darkroom to develop 
her film. The hotel photo shop has one; in return for an 
autograph by EI Tigre it is open to her day or night. The 
exposure is poor, however, and pushing the developer 
results only in a vague, grainy outline of the saucer sur
rounded by a hazy halo. A glass splinter has cut through 
the image of the saucer. The picture isn't of much use as 
evidence, but it is certain to fmd its way into dozens of 
flying saucer books and be an embarrassment to Miss 
Jenkins in later years. 
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Weapons 
experienced players may wish to step outside the film, 
and try to ann their characters, even though this would 
be Inconsistent with most characters' personalltles. 
None of the Investigators has a Mexican firearms li
cense, and It Is theoretically Impossible to buy a gun 
without one. B l1gre can speed the process, but even 
he needs several days. Naturally EI TlQre always 
obeys the law. 

If the players Insist on weapons, acquiesce since 
the abductions win occur anyway, but require that the 
players come up with some scenes of their own In 
which this Is accomplished, scenes which are consis
tent with the rest of the film. 

Newspapers 
Significant research in Acapulco's limited libraries re
quires the ability to read Spanish. There are dozens of 
newspaper stories about flying saucers in the last few 
months. 

One attracts special attention. Dated four months ago, 
it describes an armored car that was found crashed en 
route to Acapulco, with ten kilos of platinum missing and 
both guards slain. A witness claimed he saw a saucer 
shortly before finding the wreck. The police say that 
thieves forced the van off the road, then blew it open with 
explosives. They dismiss the idea of alien involvement 

If the investigators approach the police, they are 
treated politely because they are educated and have an 
influential friend, but the authorities privately regard 
them as time-wasters. Lately there are dozens of loco 
hombres telling flying saucer stories-why should they 
take these young Yanquis more seriously? 

Explorations 

THE NEXT morning, Raul is dozing in the front 
seat of the flfSt of several battered jeeps. They are 
painted olive drab. One bears somewhat shabby 

lettering proclaiming Cinema Milagroso S.A. on the 
driver's side. Raul's military-looking vehicle has a 3.5" 
recoilless rifle mounted in the rear, but it's a fake, made of 
painted scaffolding, a pole, and bits of hardware. The 
jeeps are being used in EI Tigre's latest film, and he has 
borrowed them. 

El Tigre has changed into skin-hugging wrestling 
tights, high-topped wrestling boots, a tiger-skin cape, and 
of course he wears his leather tiger-mask. As in his films. 
his bare chest is shaved and oiled. 

The Ride Inland 
The ride north from Acapulco is uneventful, apart from an 
encounter with a national police patrol, armed to the teeth 
and naturally interested in what seems to be a paramili
tary convoy. They ask for El Tigre's autograph, poke 
through the baggage, look round for movie cameras, 
shrug, and drive on. 

Some time later, the jeeps are passed by a motorcycle 
ridden by a nun. Raul is vaguely aware that there is an 
medical order of nuns in this area, but he knows nothing 
of their secret. Investigators recall seeing similar motor
cycles in war movies. This one is glossy black, and the 
sidecar is loaded with boxes bearing Red Cross labels, 
but the make is unmistakable. With a successful Spot 
Hidden roll, painted-over Wehrmacht markings on the 
sidecar are clearly visible. The bike is faster than the 
jeeps, and much more maneuverable, so it soon disap
pears from view. 

If the Spot Hidden result was half or less of the inves
tigator's Spot Hidden skill, he or she feels Wleasy about 
something but isn't sure what: subconsciously. the inves
tigator noticed that the nWl's feet were just visible under 
her habit, revealing leather boots with moderately high 
heels, not the flat sensible shoes a real nWl would wear. 
This detail is remembered after the nuns have been re
vealed as imposters. 

At flfSt no road seems to lead toward the saucer's 
apparent landing point. After some search, the group 
fmds a dirt track a mile further north. It heads down into 
a canyon in roughly the right direction. The track is rutted 
with fresh tire marks, some of which are comparable to 
jeep tires. With a successful Spot Hidden roll, faint tracks 
like those made by a motorcycle and sidecar are also 
noticed. The route winds between trees, and is barely 
wide enough for the jeeps. 

At The Pyramid 
After four miles, the track dips into a narrow valley. If the 
team has been using a radio for direction fmding, they 
start to pick up a hum of static. The route fords a shallow 
stream, then rounds a bend to emerge in a clearing about 
a half-mile wide. In the approximate center is a small 
pyramid. festooned with creepers and weeds. Parked 
nearby is a battered Land Rover, which happens to have 
the same tires as a jeep; beside it are a tent and a woman 
who is busy sketching the pyramid. 

The woman is Dame Eleanor Hackett, a British ar
chaeologist. She doesn't mind taking a break to talk to the 
team. She's delighted to show off her pyramid. and tell 
them all about it. 

"I think that it's very late Aztec, fifteenth or sixteenth 
century, in a remarkable state of preservation. It probably 
isn't of significance, maybe a local shrine. Though I can't 
imagine why they'd build it here, since we're well away 
from Aztec population centers. Perhaps it was a refuge 



from the conquistadors. Aerial survey only found it last 
year-goodness knows how they managed to miss it 
when they built the highway." 

A successful roll of !NT x4 or less notices a scrap of 
white on a nearby bush. It is not a blossom but a rough 
sketch of the pyramid. with the beginnings of an odd 
disk-like object above the pyramid. If Dame Eleanor is 
confronted with the picture she'll say "That's odd," then 
change the subject back to the pyramid. If investigators 
stimulate her memory (for example, by showing her 
Caroline's photograph of the saucer) she'll suddenly re
member: the saucer flew over the pyramid the previous 
evening, and attacked her with its ray. She remembers 
nothing else, waking with a headache this moming. 

Inspecting The Pyramid 
The pyramid is odd. Although the stone looks weathered, 
close examination reveals faint tool marks on some of the 
cracks and weather-wom areas. At ground level, careful 
study shows that the texture of the stone continues un
changed from. block to block; in other words, the entire 
pyramid seems to be one solid piece of stone, carved and 
etched to look as though it is made of separate blocks. 
Dame Eleanor hasn't been able to identify the stone. It 
looks like granite but seems to be much harder. Her pick
axe only scratches the surface. A successful Geology roll 
declares it to be no substance natural to this planet. A 
successful Archaeology roll indicates that the entirestruc
ture is a fraud. It is relatively new construction. 

The pyramid is also the source of the faint radio static 
investigators may have detected. It seems to come from 
the entire structure, rather than any isolated part of it. 

Starting about ten feet above the base the gaps be
tween the 'blocks' are a little wider, and spaced with sus
picious regularity. Air steadily flows into the pyramid 
through these gaps. 

Some of the vines on the pyramid are realistic plastic 
fakes. Many genuine weeds and vines grow in patches, 
but they overgrow many more which are phoney. This 
detail is noticed only if someone states that he or she is 
examining them, or requests a Biology or Natural History 
roll. 

The flat top of the pyramid is made of something that 
looks like pumice, but seems to be immensely strong, and 
is impossible to damage with anything the investigators 
are carrying. It also feels unnaturally warm. If someone 
kneels to examine the surface, oppose his or her CON to 
POT 10 poison on the Resistance Table. If unsuccessful, 
the target inhales too much of the gas the pyramid is 
producing, and starts coughing. In a couple of minutes, 
everyone starts coughing anyway. There's no obvious 
smell, just a tartness in the air. 

From the top of the pyramid it's possible to see faint 
marks in the earth not noticeable at ground level. They 
start at the base of the pyramid and head into the trees on 
the far side of the clearing. These prove the prints of 
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several pairs of high-heeled boots, partially obscured by 
earth brushed into them. They lead in both directions. 

Little Sisters Of Mercy 
The guards have been watching the team from the edge of 
the trees, knowing that another saucer is due to land in a 
few minutes. Once the investigators climb down, the 
guards attack. There's a sudden roar of engines, then three 
bikes bolt from the trees, each equipped with a machine 
gun and gunner in the side car, followed by a truck full of 
nuns and more on foot. All brandish LugeIS and other 
weapons. The vehicles and nuns fan out to encircle the 
investigators. 

A leader shouts "Hiinde hoche!" (hands up). The in
vestigators see: that they have no choice but to obey. EI 
Tigre says "I think we'd better do what they want. I don't 
think we can fight all of them." He raises his hands to 
shoulder height. 

Dame Eleanor says "I am a British citizen, I protest 
this outrage!" and reluctantly raises her hands. 

Raul wakes, sees what's happening, and frantically 
guns the engine of his jeep, the wheels spinning as he 
tries to get it moving. There's a burst of machine-gun fire 
from one of the bikes and he slumps over the wheel, his 
body pressing on the horn. Inigo and El Tigre Lose 1/104 
Sanity points to see their old friend murdered. 

If the investigators reSist, fire until they surrender. 
There is no hope of escape. The nuns are alert and 
homicidal. 

EI Tigre Makes His Move 
An unarmed nun steps forward to disarm and search the 
party. El Tigre grabs her and throws her into the line of 
nuns, then uses the confusion to spring up and over the 
pyramid. Bullets whistle around him, but as usual he 
leads a charmed life and gets away. 

Some pursue El Tigre. The rest sneer at what they 
think is his cowardice, or perhaps they intimate that he 
has been slain, to dishearten the captives. They ftnish 
confiscating weapons and equipment from the investiga
tors. If the keeper wishes, they fmd Joe's knife, but not 
other small concealed weapons. 

After any fighting, the Nazis spend a few minutes 
explaining their plan for a new thousand-year Reich, and 
for the enslavement and eventual extinction of all non
Aryans. The women laugb at investigator suggestions of 
an alien plot: they know that the saucer is a new Heinkel 
design, a product of Aryan science, and that the crew are 
gallant members of the Luftwaffe resistance. 

The same %oWoo! WooWoo! WooWoo! noise is 
heard. A glowing dot appears on the horizon. Some of the 
nuns whip off their habits, revealing black SS uniforms 
and black leather go-go boots undemeath. All take up 
neat military stances, weapons at the ready. The saucer 
slows, then hovers a few dozen feet above the pyramid. 
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A circle in the base of the hull irises open, 
and a horrible human-size green creature 
with three legs and three eye-stalks floats 
down in a pillar of blue light. The Nazis sa
lute the creature and shout "Sieg hell! Sieg 
heil!" Joe need not receive a Sanity roll. but 
the rest of the party lose 1/1D3 Sanity points 
for their first sight of a V'kthulkai. A Nazi 
with Lieutenant's insignia moves to the foot 
of the pyramid, salutes again, and shouts 
"Mein FUhrer! Ve haft' captured some spies! 
Shall ve shoot zem?" The green alien consid
ers for a moment. Then everyone 'hears' a 
booming telepathic voice. 

All About The V'kthulkai 
These repulslw creatures are six-foot-tall aliens resembnng horribly 
distorted three-anned and three-legged green pandas with three eye 
stalks each. They are telepathic amongst themselves, and can send 
thoughts to humans, who will hear those thoughts as H spoken in their 
native languages. The aliens can only receive human thouitIts H a 
ht.man concentrates on putting an Idea &::I'OSS. 

The Invaders can breathe Earth's atmosphere, but make a point 
of occasionally whiffing gas from smaH cyRnders containing a pungent 
mixture rJ radioactive sulphur dioxide, fluorocarbons, carbon dioxide, 
and methane. They need occasional sniffs to stay alert, but can live 
without them for several hours. 

NO. BRING THEM TO ME. 
WE WILL INTERROGATE THEN FURTHER. 

The V'kthulkai don't dislike humanity, but they do want vacant 
possession of the Earth, preferably with a home-Uke atmosphere. 
They'd also like the gravity to be a little higher, but you can't have 
everything. 

YOU HAVE DONE WELL Despite their motives, the V'kttlJlkal have a rigid code of conduct. 

The Nazis force the investigators to the top 
of the pyramid, a few feet from the alien. At 
this range a dark blue defensive force field is 
visible around the creature. 

Once their scheme is discovered they are honor-bound to give hu
manity a fair chance to win back the planet In trial-by-combat. 

ACl1VATE THE TRACTOR BEAMI 

Everyone on the top of the pyramid, including the inves
tigators and the Nazis, rises smoothly into the air and into 
the saucer. In the confusion, anyone receiving a success
fulINT x 1 roll seems to notice that one guard has sud
denly changed into a tiger-striped costume, but when the 
investigator turns for a better look, nothing is there at all. 

I Was Abducted 
By Aliens! 

I NSIDE the saucer is a circular chamber, made of a 
gray metallic substance. There are no windows; 
large lockers line the walls. With a successful roll 

OfINT xl or less, an investigator notices that one locker 
door is slightly ajar. 

The huge iris valve in the center of the floor 
squishes closed underneath the last person to beam up. 

The floor everywhere floods with jelly, then the 
blue ray disappears and everyone drops a few inches to 
the floor. Feet sink into the jelly to the depth of an inch, 
the surface underneath feeling firm but rubbery. The 
jelly doesn't cling to feet or shoes, and footprints van
ish within a few seconds. Female investigators are no 
doubt wearing sandals with high heels, as befits the 
time, and feel a texture and temperature something like 
lello salad. 

Curved ramps lead up to a second, similar floor, 
where the captives are taken. The only furnishings are 
a semicircle of five incredibly-complicated control 
panels, each operated by an alien, and three curved 
rows of airline-style seats, finnly fixed to the floor. 
Each chair has a peculiar dome-like device above it, 
like a beauty-parlor hair drier; these are the alien brain
washing machines. A few portable units were used on 
the investigators the previous night. 

The SS-women force the investigators to sit in the 
chairs. Strong metal clamps click out of the seat anns 
and legs, locking the captives firmly in place. No 
amount of struggle or Locksmithing can open them. 
Next the Nazis sit down and lower the domes over their 
own heads, seeming to relax into a deep trance. 

PREPARE FOR TAKEOFFI 

All the aliens start pushing and pulling levers, pressing 
buttons, and turning knobs in coordinated ways. All of 
them seem to be busy, and on an Idea roll everyone 
should realize that it isn'l going to be possible to figure 
out the controls and hijack the saucer. 

The upper dome of the saucer becomes transparent, 
revealing the sky and a few wispy clouds above. 
Abruptly powerful G-forces push everyone into their 
seats, and the sky turns dark blue, then black with hun
dreds of stars. The saucer smoothly swings around and 
surges toward the Moon. The flight lasts only long 
enough to watch the earth get smaller and smaller, then 
the view jumps to the Moon, getting bigger and bigger. 

Landing, the Nazis abruptly wake and move to 
guard the team, then the clamps click open and the 
investigators are free to get up. One calls out, "Schwe-



inhunden!Get down the ramp and into the beam! Mach 
schnell, schnellr 

The beam takes the adventurers three hundred feet 
down a long shaft, emerging in a round chamber with 
nine corridors radiating from it The walls and ceilings 
are covered with pipes and cables, the floor is covered in 
the orange goo. Led by the aliens, stem-faced Nazis 
march the team through a maze of tunnels, eventually 
emerging on a circular gallery overlooking a huge Merca
tor-projection map of the Earth. 

Below, more SS-women use long rods to push saucer
shaped markers around the map, looking for all the world 
like wwn fighter controllers. Investigators notice pyramid 
markers in several Central and South American countries, 
Egypt, India, and Africa. Other markers that look like 
industrial complexes are in Britain, Europe, North Amer
ica, and the Communist bloc. There are even iceberg
shaped markers near the north and south poles. If 
Caroline has kept her camera, she fmefs an opportunity to 
snap photos of the map after a successful DEX x4 or less 
roll on D 100. 

Half way around the gallety the leading alien stops, 
and turns to face the Nazis and the team. The Nazis salute, 
and the alien waves a green arm in reply, then begins to 
broadcast to the investigators. 

SOl YOU WERE ABLE TO REMEMBER SEEING OUR 
SAUCER. OUR CONDITIONING WAS INEFFECTIVE? 

Let the team boast about their superior mental abilities, 
threaten the aliens, make futile escape attempts, and so 
forth. When they are done, it speaks again. 
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word is vloogle, a general term signifying that advantage 
is where one fmefs it) may lodge a formal objection. 

I UNDERSTAND. YOU WISH A 
GLORIOUS TRIAL-BY-COMBATI 

If the team does object, they may fight for the fate of the 
earth. Some might want to fight an armed duel, but the 
aliens wouldn't dream of such a thing. The only true test 
of valor to these aliens is unarmed combat, eye-stalk to 
eye-stalk. As soon as the team are ready, they can move to 
the arena, and the fight can begin. The investigator team 
must include everyone present, including the women in 
the party. 

HONOR REQUIRES THAT WE WILL FIGHT BY RULES YOU 
UNDERSTAND. WE WILL FIGHT BY THE WRESTUNG 

RULES OF YOUR OWN WORLD. 

The V'kthulkai have seen lots of professional wrestling 
from earthly telecasts, so they're ready and able. The 
shows are favorites of theirs-they especially like the 
way that the cheating team usually wins. The investiga
tors will have to forget what they know about collegiate 
wrestling, and get ready for the apparent free-for-all of 
the professional matches. 

If the investigators want time to prepare, a successful 
Idea roll points out that they have no proper costumes. an 
important part of the game. This brought to their atten
tion, the V'kthulkai apologize abjectly and offer robotic 
costumers to design and create whatever the investigators 
want. This process takes another day or so. Perhaps the 

AS YOU ARE AWARE OF OUR PRESENCE, 
I WILL EXPLAIN WHY WE HAVE COME. Medical Problems 

It represents V'Zloznik Technologies ('Bet
ter Air and Better Weather, Through Planet
Forming'). Its mission is to prepare Earth for 
V'kthulkai colonization, which must await a 
warmer and wetter habitat, one whose at
mosphere is freshened with sulphur dioxide, 
methane, radioactives, and fluorocarbons, 
and one whose ozone layer has been stripped 
to let in adequate ultra-violet radiation. 

IT'S NOTHING YOU WOULDN'T 
DO YOURSELVES. 

Prompt the investigators to reply if they say 
nothing. 

YOU MEAN THAT YOU HAVE OBJEcnONS? 
HMMM. 

The SS-women never objected, since they 
believe that they have heard the FUhrer de
scribe his master plan for Aryan supremacy. 
If the investigators dislike the idea, the voice 
says that under V'kthulkai law whoever is 
smart enough to become aware of surrepti
tious planet-forming (the actual V'kthulkai 

At the keeper's option, three of the Investigators have medical prob
lems which may affect their behavior In the ring. 

• JOE KLOPZlK should have listened to his doctor; he really 
shouldn't be wrestDng. If he succeeds with a head butt attack, 
oppose his CON to the damage the attack causes. If he Is unsuc
cessful he takes half the damage himself (round clown). 

• JERRY STRONG has a brain tumor, which degrades his dexterity, 
causes bOnding headaches, and will eventually kill him. This 
should be used for dramatic effect; he'll feel dizzy and faint during 
any prolonged exertion, such as climbing a pyramid, and must 
stop and sit clown for a few minutes. Optionally the condition also 
affects his Dexterity and use of skills, preferably at awkward mo
ments. 

• MARY STRONG takes tranquUizers. Again. they should be used 
mainly for dramatic effect; at any moment of stress, point out that 
she wants to take one. Each tablet lasts 203 hours, and If another 
Is taken before the first wears off, the effects will be cunulative. 
Mary should not be Informed of their effect In advance. Reduce 
DEX by 1 04, and make all skill rolls at a 5 percentile penalty per 
tablet taken.Three tablets cause extreme drowsiness; Mary can't 
dodge or perform any DEX·related skill. Four tablets cause 206 
hours deep sleep. There Is one benefit; while under the Influence 
of tranquilizers, Mary loses the minimum amount of Sanity points 
If her player fails any Sanity roll. 
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players will have fun describing what each investigator is 
wearing. 

Meanwhile 
Meanwhile, we see scenes of EI Tigre stowing away in 
the locker aboard the saucer, sneaking along passageways 
on the Moon, knocking out guards and stealing their uni
forms, and watching over the kidnaped investigators to 
make sure that they are safe for the moment EI Tigre is 
alive and on the Moon, searching for a way to foil the 
V'kthulkai and save his friends. 

If robots create costumes for the investigators, EI Ti
gre sneaks in and reprograms them to create a life-like 
V'kthulkai costume for him. Thereafter, he is undetect
ably one of the aliens, until he judges the moment to be 
right to reveal himself. The scenario hereafter assumes 
this to be what happens. 

EI Tigre contra 
los ISaucer-Men' 

WHEN the investigators have been costumed and 
the great match announced, a dozen SS-women 
lead the investigators to a huge arena, equipped 

with a regulation ring, an alien announcer wearing an 
approximation of a tuxedo, an alien referee in black
striped shirt and black three-legged trousers, and burly
looking aliens in their own tentacled, spotted, caped, 
fanged, gloved, and leotarded get-ups. 

The arena is crowded with green aliens, their eye-stalks 
waving excitedly, and as well as by black-unifonned stonn
trooperettes. Amunnur of anticipation sweeps the hall as the 
human team walks down to the ring. 

As the fighters take up their position, the announcer 
telepathically intones, 

IN THE BLUE CORNER, REPRESENTING 
EARTH, THE HUMANS! 

Plenty of mental jeers and cat-calls follow this. 

AND IN THE GREEN CORNER, THE V'KTHULKAI. 
REPRESENTED BY V'ZLOZNIK TECHI 

Enormous applause and cheering ensues from this en
tirely partisan crowd. 

Alien-Combat Wrestling 
As in earthly arena-style professional wrestling, that tag
team wins which first takes two falls. To take a fall, an 
opponent's shoulder's must be pinned to the mat for a 
count of three by the referee. Assume that such wrestling 
combines the Grapple, Kick, FistfPunch, Head Butt, 

Dodge, Throw, and Jump skills in any way the combat
ants wish. (Note that because of their eye-stalks, V'kthul
kai cannot Head Butt.) Keep track of DEX ranks: the 
faster combatant has the initial advantage. Here are some 
general rules for the grudge match that follows. 
o Application of the Martial Arts skill is cause for a foul or 

the ejection of the wrestler. But ejections seem to occur 
only to build up a grudge match for the next meeting. 

o A fall cannot be taken by employing a foul. After five 
fouls, that team forfeits the match. 

o Strangling an opponent beyond what is needed to win a 
fall is considered bad form, and cause for a foul or an 
ejection, as is smashing his bead into the turnbuckles, or 
throwing the victim out of the ring. 

o To obtain a fall, the attacker must succeed with a Grapple, 
force the opponent to the floor, then maintain the Grapple 
for the next two rounds, while the referee slowly counts 
1-2-3, one count for each round. After a fall, new wres
tlers must enter the ring. A wrestler can submit to a hold, 
and thereby grant a fall even without the shoulders touch
ing the mat 

o Only one wrestler per side can be in the ring at a time. 
o To get out of the ring, a wrestler must be able to move and 

touch the hand of another wrestler. To be tagged, a wres
tler must be touching his home corner. 

o Certain areas (groins, eye-stalks, spines, etc.) must be 
avoided, and attacking such places are grounds for a foul 
or ejection. 

o Since the referee is an alien, any of the alien wrestlers can 
try to Fast Talk the referee into issuing a foul for illegal 
blows and holds. The investigators can try, too, but since 
they're not telepaths, their Fast Talks are reduced to one
tenth of normal. Nonetheless, the referee attempts to be 
fair and impartial. 

o As a special rule for this match only, all the wrestlers on a 
side must have entered the ring and done combat before 
any wrestler on that side can re-enter the ring. 

o Finally, if reduced to zero hit points in the ring, wrestlers 
do not die, but are merely unconscious. 

The Point Of Play 
The idea here is to allow each investigator some time in 
the ring before EI Tigre makes his surprise entry against 
Mutoid. Cause the aliens to cheat enough to win one 
round, but the investigators should also win a round, in 
order that EI Tigre's entrance decides matters. 

Everyone, aliens and humans alike, should posture, 
boast, show off their costumes, bounce off the ropes 
around the ring. shout, thrust their noses against any cam
era lenses, beat their fISts on their chests, and so forth. 
The keeper should try to keep the contest moving and to 
keep the general flow of the match uppermost, and not 
bog down in rules applications. 

The Third Fall 
If we assume that most professional wrestling matches 
are scripted in advance, then there is nothing unfair in 
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having it happen here. The most dramatic sequence will be 
if the aliens win the flI'St fall, and the investigators win the 
second. All the player-cbaracters should spend some time in 
the ring during the ftISt two rounds. At least some should 
experience V'kthulkai cheating, so that the tmexpected situ
ation at the start of rotmd three is foreshadowed. 

The famous wrestler languidly tosses his tiger-skin cape 
aside, and climbs into the ring. 

When round three begins, the investigators see that 
the weakest of the aliens has been replaced. The referee 
explains that he was too injured to continue. In his place 
is a giant alien whose name translates as Mutoid the Mur
derer. Whoever first confronts Mutoid should promptly 
be beaten to a pulp, but allowed to make it back to the 
friendly comer. He or she should just be stretching out a 
hand for help, when the unexpected happens. 

Though he stands taller than El Tigre, Mutoid shrinks 
away, knowing that he is no match for this legend of the 
ring. He stretches out a hand for a tag, but no tag comes 
from his cowardly teammates. Extend the description as 
you wish, but El Tigre quickly mops the floor with him, 
and throws him out of the ring. The match is over. 

THE HUMANS HAVE WON. WE SHALL DISASSEMBLE 
OUR OPERATIONS ON THEIR PLANET AND DEPART. 

At this point, EI Tigre rips off his V'kthulkai costume, 
or else swings down to the ring on some dangling rope. 
Naturally he still wears his own unmistakable wrestling 
costume. To an individual, the V'kthulkai are entirely 
taken aback, cowed, and silenced. A great gasp goes up. 
EI Tigre is known to them all, from his many earthly 
telecasts, but the thought most often heard is: 

The SS-women wish to interfere, but the V'kthulkai are 
true to their word, and return the humans home without 
incident. The departure from the Moon is slowed only by 
the hordes of aliens who surround EI Tigre, seeking his 
autograph. Graciously, he complies without stint, con
gratulating them on their sportsmanship. 

EI Tigre, Our Savior 

IN COLOR, THATS A GREAT COSTUMEI 

Since Earth is not yet ready for contact with galactic civi
lization, the V'kthulkai want to return the humans se

cretly. The return trip is a mirror image of the 

Alien Cheating 
The V'kthulkal correctly perceive that the ethos of arena-style wres
tling reflects their own alien philosophy of life, summarized in the word 
vloog/e. This is why the televised events are so popular on the Moon. 
The favorite allen tactic is the vloogle; that is, to divert the attention of 
the referee In some fashion, and then to meanwhile deliver a blow or 
take hold In a fashion that otherwise would provoke a call of foul. The 
following are possible ways to characterize these interplanetary 
cheats; keepers should invent others, as well. 

EYE-STALK STRANGLE: though delicate, their eye-stalks are sup
ple and strong enough to strangle a human to unconsciousness. Use 
regular suffocation damage; each trio of eye-stalks has STA equal to 
the alien's printed STA. 

DIVERSION OF THE THIRD KNEE: the alien slips in between the 
legs of the male human then, unimpeded, slams Its third leg upward 
against the unprotected groin. This stuns the human for two rounds. 

BREATH OF DOOM: the allen empties all three lungs toward the 
nose of the human, unleashing a scent as powerful as cat urine. This 
special exhalation is thick enough to be seen by the referee. The 
human automatically releases his or her hold the first time, and each 
time thereafter needs a successful POW x4 or less roll to refrain from 
spasming in disgust. 

Just how aliens distract Is for the keeper to decide. A group of them 
might broadcast, 

LOOK OUT BEHIND YOUI 

for instance. If the referee turns his eyestalks, then combatant alien 
gets In a low blow. Or an allen might complain about human en
croachment on a neutral comer, and eye-gouge while the referee 
attends to the complaint. Or an allen might catch his third boot In the 
human's trunks, and then bash him when his guard dropped. Three 
eyes, three hands, and three feet should keep matters fairly easy. 

outward journey, except that the investiga
tors aren't locked into their seats. 

The chastened SS-women, having 
learned that their leader is long dead, decide 
to accompany the V'kthulkai to the stars, 
since the aliens are the next best thing to 
Nazis: even if their blood isn't Aryan, their 
triple hearts seem to be in the right places. 

But as the saucer approaches Earth, 
there's a loud bang from one of the control 
panels, a long silence, and then the aliens 
start shrieking at each other. 

EMERGENCYI 

EMERGENCYI 

RADAR CLOAKING DEVICE HAS BLOWN A 
FUSEI 

EARTHLING FIGHTER AIRCRAFT IN 
PURSUIT! 

The saucer makes repeated violent maneu
vers, then jerks to a stop. It hovers, the iris 
slams open, and the blue beam appears, to 
take the investigators back to the surface. 

GET OUT QUICKLY-
OUR NEXT STOP IS SATURNI 

Whoever stays to argue is in for a long one
way trip. His arm around his son, Inigo, El 
TIgre leads the way into the beam. As the 
humans float down, they get a confused im
pression of hundreds of pigeons, screaming 
crowds scattering away from under the sau
cer, and buildings on all sides. They splash 
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down in the basin of a large ornamental fountain. 
The saucer spins and rises into the air, narrowly 

misses the roof of a red London double-decker bus, clips 
the top of Nelson's Column, snaps the head off the body, 
and flashes away into the sky. A helmeted policeman eyes 
the team, pulls a notebook from his pocket, walks over, 
and says "Now then, I must caution you that it's an of
fense to bathe in these fountains, and that Her Majesty's 
government takes a severe view of the defacement of 
monuments. Do you have an address for the owner of that 
aerial vehicle?" 

If Dame Eleanor is still with the investigators, she 
identifies herself, vouches for the team, and invites them 
round to her town house for tea. If she was killed or left 
behind, they must do their own explaining. Later EI TIgre 
pays for rooms at the Savoy, and treats everyone to a 
weekend in London. 

Shortly thereafter, the investigators read of unusually 
clear skies all over the planet. The saucers have disap
peared. Each player-character mentally salutes his or her 
own autographed photo of the valiant super-wrestler. El 
Tigre has saved the world again. 

Bstadisticas 
RAUL HERNANDEZ, Age 32, Chauffeur 
STR 10 CON 10 SIZ 10 INT 9 POW 9 
DEX 11 APP 11 EDU 5 SAN 45 HP 10 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Machete 10%, damage 108+1 
Equipment: tool kit, tow rope, machete. 
Quote: 'Why hurry, senor?" 
Skills: Drive Auto 30%, Pick Nose 45%, Speak English 25%. 
Description: Raul looks like Mickey Rooney with a black mous
tache, chain smokes, and picks his nose. His fate In this adven
ture Is to be cannon fodder. 

EL TIGRE (Jose Velasco), Age 43 
STR 18 CON 15 SIZ 16 INT12 POW 15 
DEX 16 APP 13 EDU 10 SAN 75 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: F1st/Punch 85%, damage 103 +db 
Grapple 95%, damage special 
KIck 50%, damage 106 +db 
Head Butt 85%, damage 1 D4 +db 

Skills: Acting 35%, Credit Rating 90% On Mexico and on 
Moon), Dodge 75%, Drive Auto 30%, Fast Talk (Mexican) 35%, 
Martial Arts 35%, Pick Pockel45%, Ride 35%. 
Equipment: tiger mask and cape. 
Quote: We need to have a plan,' 
EI Tigre Is Mexico's foremost professional wrestler, and also ap
pears as himself in many low-budget movies. In them he 
smashes drug smugglers, zombies, vampires, and other ene
mies of decent people. II is the proposition of this scenario that 
his real life and his films are equally true. While EI Tigre adds 
color 10 this adventure, he needn't dominate it. If the Investlge-

tors walt for him to do everything, arrange for him to disappear 
even earlier than he does as written. 

TWO IDENTICAL MEXICAN FEDERAL POLICEMEN 

STR13 CON 12 SIZ 14 INT13 POW 12 
DEX14 APP10 EDU8 SAN 65 HP13 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Thompson SMG 40%, damage (burst) 1010+2 
.45 Revolver, damage 1010+2 

Skills: Dodge 35%, Drive 30%, English 10%. 

Quote: 'Your papers, please, sel\ors. It is routine: 

SAMPLE LmLE SISTERS OF MERCY 

one two three four 
STR 10 11 9 10 
CON 11 11 11 10 
SIZ 10 11 11 9 
DEX 15 14 13 13 
POW 12 13 11 15 
HP 11 11 11 10 

Ove six sewn eight 
STR 12 11 12 12 
CON 11 10 11 14 
SIZ 10 9 12 10 
DEX 12 12 11 11 
POW 9 13 15 12 
HP 11 10 12 12 
Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Luger 9mm Automatic 35%, damage 1010 
Machine Pistol 40%, damage (burst) 1010 
light Machine Gun 40%, damage (burst) 206+3 

Skills: Dodge 45%, Drive Auto 35%, First Aid 35%, German 
60%, Ride Motorcycle 40%, Speak English 10%, Speak Span
Ish 25%. 

Equipment: motorcycles, SS uniforms uncler nun's habits, ra
dios, leather boots, etc. 

Quote: "Hiinde hache, schwe/nhund." 
They pretend to be nuns in an Austrian medical Order. Most 
have first aid and midwifery skills, and they really do help poor 
peasants In several villages around the area. This activity Is a 
cover used to explain their ownership of a small fleet of ex
Wehrmacht motorbikes (with sidecars) and trucks, which were 
cargo on the frelghler the Nazis used to escape to Mexico. The 
vehicles have been sprayed black, but German military mark
Ings are still faintly visible through the paint. All the vehicles 
have mounts for machine guns; guns and belts of ammunition 
are stored In the convent. 

Under their habits they wear SS uniforms with short skirts and 
high-heeled leather boots. All have been brainwashed to be
lieve that the V'kthulkal are eUte SS officers, and that 
Vlaskuttkor Is Hitler. For the purposes of this adventure they 
speak a mixture of German and English with ridiculous German 
accents. Naturally all these women are blonde, blue-eyed, and 
have the bodies of stariets. 

VLASKUlTKOR, V'kthulkai Construction Manager 

STR 18 CON 16 SIZ 11 INT1B POW 12 
DEX 15 EDU 21 SAN 60 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons·: Blaster"* 40%, damage Incineration 



lWO-l.sgged Kick 35%, damage 2D6+db 
Grapple 45%, damage speciaJ 
AstiPunch 35%, damage 1 D6+ db (x3) 
-rile allen vloog/es are not normal attacks. 
.. only usable by V'kthulkal, also has a 'stun'setting that 
causes unconsciousness for 1 hour. 
Skllla: Arl9n logic 55%, Appreciate Wrestling 40%. Pilot sau
cer 65%, VJoogIe 79%. 
Equipment: defensive screen, plus any sort of Improbable 
gear you can Imagine. 
Sanity Loss: 1/103 sanity points to see. 
Quote: "Clv8lzatlon Is not without Its costs.· 

SEVEN TYPICAL V'KTHULKAI. PLUS MUTOID 
one two three four 

STR 16 16 15 16 
CON 14 14 14 13 
S1Z 13 14 13 14 
DEX 15 14 13 13 
POW 11 14 12 14 
HP 14 14 14 14 

nve six sevel! Mutold 
STR 18 17 18 21 
CON 12 13 14 15 
SlZ 14 15 13 22 
DEX 13 13 11 10 
POW 11 12 14 11 
HP 13 14 14 19 
Damage Bonus: +104. dbls+2D6 

Weapons·: Blaster"" 30%, damage Incineration 
Two-Legged Kick 35%, damage 2D6 +db 
Grapple 50%, damage special 
AstiPunch 35%, damage 106 +db (x3) 

-rile allen vloog/es are not normal attacks. 
.. only usable by V'kthUikai, also has a 'stun'settlng that 
causes unconsciousness for 1 hour. 
SkIlls: Dodge 30%, Jump 55%, Operate Incomprehensible 
Allan Device 55%, Vloogle 70%. 
Equipment: might have defensive screens it the investigators 
start shooting. 
Sanity Loss: 1/103 sanity points to see. 
Quote: 'Resistance Is useless, earthHngs.' 

Player 
Characters 

D
AME ELEANOR BACKETf. You are a wiry, 
outspoken woman with keen eyes, salt-and-pep
per hair. a dedicated archaeologist who has been 

forced to bypass ordinary academia because of sexist 
prejudice. You have specialized in Mayan antiquities, and 
now have begun to investigate the spread of Aztec culture 
and influence. You set up camp ncar the pyramid yester
day, but confusingly you seem to have wasted the whole 
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day, and yet you can't re
member what you did. Very 
odd indeed. 

DAME ELEANOR 
HACKETI, Age 45, 
Archaeologist 
STR 11 CON 15 SlZ 9 
INT18 POW 17 DEX 14 
APP9 EDU19 SAN58 
HP12 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Fencing Foil 65%, 
damage 106+1 
Grapple 35%, damage special 
.45 Revolver 50%, damage 
1010+2 
Sklll~ Archaeology 85%, Cthulhu Mythos 2%, Dodge 55%, 
Fast Talk 85%, Jump 60%, Mayan Mythos 67%, Navigate 20%, 
Occult 32%, Painting 34%, Aide 55%, Spanish 60%. 
Equipment: jeep, camping gear, spades, tea, etc. 
Quote: °Miskatonlc? I lectured there once. I think.· 

INIGO VELASCO. === =--=:... -~ 
You are a dark-haired, ---
dark-eyed young man of -

unusual strength for your 
size. You are an exchange stu
dent at Miskatonic Univer-
sity, studying theology. Even
tually you hope to become a 
priest. Your falber is El 'TIgre, 
a professional wrestler made 
famous by his films. He su~ 
ports you in whatever you do, 
and your ties to him are 
strong. 

The unexpected success of the Miskatonic team has 
been an embarrassing diversion from your profounder 
studies. As a native of Mexico, you have a good general 
knowledge of the country. You read and speak Spanish 
fluently; your English is accented, but passable. 

INIGO VELASCO, Age 19. Student Wrestler 

STR 16 CON 14 SIZ 13 INT 15 POW 11 
DEX 16 APP 12 EDU 13 SAN 55 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Flst/Punch 75% damage 103 +db 
Grapple 72%, damage special 
Kick 35%, damage 106 +db 
Head butt 23%, damage 1 D4 +db 

Skills: Credit Rating 35% in Mexico, Dodge 45%, Drive Auto 
33%, english 55%, Martial Arts 22%, Philosophy 32%, Spanish 
75%. l11eology 53%. 

Equipment: chest expander, silver crucifix, rosary. 

Quote: °1 theenk we are in trouble.' 

J OE KLOPZIK. You are an ex-Marine. a big blond 
guy with a square jaw, enonnous hands. and hard 
muscles. Your post was accidentally hit by friendly 
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artillery fire, which cost __ _ 
you your right eye and put a ?' 

steel plate in your skull. 
You miss military life, and 
compensate by taking part 
in all the violent sport you 
can fmd. Your doctor ad
vised against wrestling, but 
what do doctors know? You 
hope to work in television. 
When drunk you have a bad 
habit of taking your glass 
eye out and rinsing it in 
whatever you happen to be 
drinking. Because of your last name, because you have 
only one eye, and because you are big and tough, your 
friends call you 'Cyclops.' Only your friends get the 
chance to. 

JOE KLOPZIK, Age 23, ex-Marlne & Student Wrestler 
STR 18 CON 16 SIZ 17 INT 14 POW 15 
DEX 10 APP 9 EDU 16 SAN 55 HP 17 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: Fls1IPunch 55% damage 1 D3 +db 
Grapple 65%, damage special 
Kick 25%, damage 106 +db 
Head Butt 41%, damage 104+db 
Handgun 45% (not carried) 
Rifle 46% (not carried) 
Large Switchblade Knife 55%, damage 104+2 +db 
SkIlls: Dodge 50%, Drive Auto 32l1A1, Electrical Engineering 
52%, Electronics 40%, Fast Talk 35%, Martial Arts 32%, Phys
Ics 37%, Spanish 11%, Vietnamese 14%. 
Equipment: 3 spare glass eyes, knife, steel plate in skull. 
Quote: "Shape up, college boys.' 

LEROY ISHIHARA. 
You are an orphan, 
the son of a Japanese 

father and a Negro mother. 
You look vaguely negroid 
and vaguely Asian, and pho
tos always show you with 
your brow furrowed in 
thought. You always feel 
like an outsider, though you 
find yourself relaxing with 
the other members of the 
wrestling squad. Learning to 
fight amost as soon as you 
could walk, you could have 
become a street punk, but your intelligence drove you to 
education and got you the scholarships you needed. Now 
you dream of participating in the space program. You've 
become an expert wrestler and especially enjoy humiliat
ing braggart opponents. 

LEROY ISHIHARA, Age 18, Student Genius & Wrestler 

STR 14 CON 17 SIZ 11 INT 19 POW 13 
DEX 18 APP 16 EDU 17 SAN 65 HP 14 

Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Fls1IPunch 75%, damage 103 +db 
Grapple 75%, damage special 
Kick 55%, damage 10S +db 
Head Butt 63%, damage 1 D4 +db 
SkIlls: Astronomy 57%, Astrophysics 44%, Dodge 60%, Elec
tronics 65%, Jump 61%, Martial Arts 55%, Mathematics 75%, 
Nuclear Physics 37%, Physics 65%, Spanish 21 %, 
Equipment: Slide rule 
Quote: "I can take you, big mouth." 

J ERRY STRONG. You are justly proud of your 
gridiron feats for Miskatonic, and you have long 
been happy teaching at the university and coaching 

the wrestling tearn. You're 
pudgy and balding, but still 
strong and able. Recently 
you have begun to tire eas
ily, and occasionally have 
severe headaches. Your 
doctor says it's age catching 
up with you, but you think 
it is something more. After 
this vacation you plan to 
fmd another doctor. In the 
meantime you'll do your 
best to ensure that this trip 
is enjoyable for the students 
and adds luster to the name 
of Miskatonic university. 

JERRY STRONG, Age 50, Wrestling Coach 
STR 16 CON 10 SIZ 13 tNT 14 POW 12 
DEX 6 APP 6 EDU 14 SAN 60 HP 12 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Ast/Punch 55% damage 1 D3 +db 
Grapple 55%, damage special 
Kick 35%, damage 106 +db 
Head Butt 33%, damage 104 +db 
Skills: Drive Automobile 45%, Arst Aid 43%, Martial Arts 15%, 
Ride 32%, Ride Motorcycle 45%, Ski 35%. 
Equipment: skipping rope, set weights. 
Quote: "Let's win this one for old M.U.I" 

MARY STRONG. 
You are the blonde 
wife of Jerry 

Strong, and have kept your
self trim and supple to 
please him. You are trying 
to cope with the secret of an 
impending tragedy by re
maining cheerful whatever 
happens. That's why you 
take so many tranquilizers. 

Jerry has an inoperable 
brain tumor, one perhaps 
caused by pre-war boxing 
injuries. His doctor gives 

.-



him no more than a year to live. You have decided that he 
not be told mtil you return to Massachusetts; you want 
him to enjoy this last trip with you. It is going to be 
perfect, and anyone trying to spoil it wiD answer to you. 
And when you want something, you usually get it
you're amazingly lucky, and you have locomotive-like 
wiD-power. 

You're also modest, and rarely mention your own 
gynmastic experience or other abilities, which Jerry has 
encouraged you to continue to practice. 

MARY STRONG, Age 40, Jerry" Wife 

STR 13 CON 17 SIZ 11 INT 15 POW 18 
DE>< 16 APP 12 EDU 12 SAN 75 HP 14 
Damag. Bonus: O. 
Weapon: Knitting Needle 35%, damage 1 D3 
Cattle Prod 55%, damage stun for one roood 
SkIlls: Aaobatics 65%, Climb 55%, Dodge 50%, DrIve Automo
bUe 35%, ElectrIcal RepaIr 45%, FarmIng 39%, Arst Aid 37%, 
JLrTlP 55%, Natural History 40%, Spanish 18%. 
Equipment: knitting needles, cattle prod, first aid kit, tranquiliz
ers. 
Quote: "Oh. I'm just a housewife .. 

C
AROLINE JENKINS. You wanted the trip to 
Mexico, but who could have imagined that wres
tlers could be so dull? Each one seems to harbor 

some kind of sullen secret that gets in the way of fun. If 
only they even knew how to fight. Your mentor, Dr. Soo, 
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has taught you much more 
than these boys know, but 
there's no ladylike way to 
show it off-Coach Strong 
is is too stuffy, and the boys 
too immature. You doubt that 
this El Tigre wiD be any dif
ferent. Just be polite, 
Caroline, and write flattering 
stories for the Crier, the 
school newspaper. 

You're cute and dark
haired. Friends say you look 
like Debbie Reynolds, but 

secretly you imagine yourself as Emma Peel. 

CAROLINE JENKINS, Age 21, Martial Artist Ie Student 

STR 15 CON 14 SIZ 12 iNT 15 POW 15 
DEX 13 APP 16 EDU 16 SAN 65 HP 13 
Demage Bonus: 104. 
Weapons: Ast/Punc:h 65%, damage 103 
Grapple 55%, damage special 
Kid( 55%, damage 106 
Penknife 30%, damage 103 
Skills: Drive Automobae 45%, Journalism 45%, Martial Arts 
72%, Photography 58%, 24%, Spanish 22% 
Equipment: 3")(5" press camera with plate-film slide holders, 
flash gun, flash bulbs, portable typewriter. 
Quote: "Grow up'· • 
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The Evil Gun 
From out of the barren, cold, wIndswept desolate hIgh plaIns of the 

Old West, a stranger comes. Will he put the town aright, or 
challenge Its exIstence? 

I T'S SOMETIME in the 1870s, just early enough that 
men still tote long-barreled Colt single-action six
shootels. All the player-characters are residents of a 

small desert town. 
Nearly any number of players can enlist in this sce

nario: the keeper's main concern should be in how to shift 
scenes rapidly enough that the many different player
characters can all get adequate play time. 

This film's run-time will vary with the number of gun
fights and encounters the keeper promotes. h's possible 
to complete it in an hour or so, though rushing will not 
present this adventure to its best advantage. 

If the keeper is uncertain how to deal with the gun
fights, or not wholly in sympathy with them, it would be 
best to have a second feature on hand, in case the reels for 
this one are bent or if the sound-track is defective. Those 
who love the Western film may fmd a full evening here, 
one perhaps spilling over into a second night 

Summary 
A mysterious drifter comes to Yellow Flats, a small iso
lated town. He rides no horse, and has apparently walked 
a great distance through the surrounding deserts to get 

Standard Weapons 
For simplicity's sake, weapons of a particular type are 
assumed to be the same model. 

• All revolvers are .45 single-action Coh Peacemak
ers: S bullets In gun, 1 shot per round, damage 
1010+2. 

• All rifles are .44-40 Winchester carbines: 11 bullets 
In gI.I'I, 1 shot fired per round, damage 206+1. 

• All derringers are .41 calber Remington double
barrels; 2 bullets In gun, 2 shots could be fired per 
round, damage 1010. 

• Though none have been indicated In the scenario, 
shotguns can be Introduced If their absence be
comes an Issue: use the standard double-bar
reled, 12-gauge weapon from the rulesbook. 

here. On his way into town he has a run-in with a pair of 
doomed ranch-hands-the first of many tragedies he is 
to cause. 

The Drifter never offers a name. He is an unexplained 
supernatural force invulnerable to most attacks. He has 
the power to resurrect those whom he has shot and killed. 
During the course of the adventure, The Drifter arranges 
events so that he can take over the town. The player char
acters must find a way to stop his reign of terror. 

TbeTown 

T HE MAIN points of interest in town are shown on 
the nearby map. The keeper should add others as 
they come up in play. The keeper also can assign 

homes to player-characters as they seem to need them. A 
dozen and more big ranches exist off the map, outside of 
town; Lome White's Bent-R spread is the biggest and the 
nearest 

Town buildings are either of wood or adobe. Their 
rooms are relatively small, with few windows, and are 
frequently dirty. Instead of adding a story to expand, rooms 
are added to the sides or back of the present structure. 

Bank of Yellow Flats 
This is a stout adobe building with iron bars on all the 
windows. It takes care of most of the capital of the town. 
There's about $10,000 in BOYF notes and U.S. coin most 
of the month. but nearly twice that when the ranchers 
meet their monthly payrolls. 1\vo tellers stand behind a 
caged front, with a metal vault behind them. There is no 
guard. The tellers have guns at hand but will be no match 
for the McGoohan Gang. 

Blacksmith'. Shop 
Karl Mowden owns this business. It's a small shop with a 
furnace, stalls for horses, lots of tools, metal-working 
gear, etc. Mowden could make any fancy devices the 
player-characters might think of to deploy against The 
Drifter. 
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Church of Yellow Flats 
A frame building with a large cross above the front door. 
Reverend Yates has a Bible-thumping, hell-fire-spouting 
style, but is also the only man in town with substantial 
Occult knowledge, and the only one who might think of a 
way to successfully attack The Drifter. 

likes to keep the card games low-stakes and friendly-like, 
and is very impatient witlt cheaters. 

Ford'. stable 
A big barn-like place where visitors' horses can be kept 
There's an upper-story hayloft handy for gunfights and 
ftres. Horses and carriages are also rented out of here. 
Below are stats for a typical horse if needed. Doc Mac Kenna's Office 

Doc fixes gunshot wounds, sets limbs, tends to the sick, 
pulls teeth, delivers babies, and plays checkers. A small 
room in back sometimes holds corpses until burial can be 
arranged. Doc's a crusty guy who hates all the violence
he wants Yellow Flats to be more civilized. 

TYPICAL WESTERN SADDLE HORSE 
STR 28 CON 13 SIZ 26 
POW 10 DE>< 10 HP20 
Damage Bonus: +206. 

Weapons: Bite 15%, damage 1010 
Kick 20%, damage 108 +db 

Move 12 

Eastwood Saloon and Hotel 
The quieter of the town's two saloons. Mostly a hotel, but 
the bar draws drinkers of a philosophical bent. Van Cleef 
spends a lot of time in here. Doesn't get crowded like 
Leone's, and no women work this bar. The proprietor 

Rear and Plunge 35%, damage 208 +db 
Trample (downed foes only) 25%, damage 206 +db 

Armor: 1 point of muscle. 
Skills: Dodge 45%, Hide 25%, Jump 40%, ScenlJFear Dead 
Things 75%. 

A New Sort Of Western 

T he spaghetti westerns of the 
1960s and 1970s were studloed In 

Italy, hence the derisive mod~ier 'spa
ghettl.' Outdoor scenes were often shot 
In Spain. In terrain that to U.S. eyes 
Invoked the plodding grandeur of John 
Ford epics, but was Intentionally wilder, 
more Jagged, more desolate, and sub
tly allen and mythic. 

U.S. westerns had been patriotic 
happy-endlng exercises for the most 
part; occasional exceptions like Treas
ure of the Siena Madre ( 1948), or High 
Noon (1952) only proved the rule. Even 
estimable films like Rio Grande (1950) 
sought as much to preserve illusions of 
Manifest Destiny as to present an hon
est vision of the West. 

Drawing sometimes on fhe Japa
nese films like Sanjuro (1961) and Yo
limbo (1961), spaghetti westems fea
tured no Indian wars, cattle drives, or 
white-hatted heroes. Instead, the Ital
Ians offered stylishly violent opuses of 
revenge and greed, tales of Mafia-like 
bandits In feudal strongholds, arrogant 
and double-crossing cattle barons, and 
women who could hate and lust as well 
as make coffee. Everyone is passion' 
filled, sulien, calculating, and relent
lessly motivated by an impoDteness en
tirely new to American film: in a spa
ghetti western, anyone who makes a 
point of Being Nice dies for it a few 
seconds later. One only needs to con
trast the sunny. evenly-lit Intenors of 

American films of the time and the dark, 
filthy, smoky holes where people slept 
or drank to see that something very 
different was being attempted. 

But lhe spaghetti westem also In
troduced an anti-hero, a man as willful 
and ruthless as the villains of traditional 
westerns. He was always male, often a 
nameless drifter: friendless and not 
needing friends, SOlitary and not need
ing company, stoic and needing no 
morals, mysterious and needing no 
truth. He endangered his alles and 
threatened and tortured his foes. 

Though that character seems to 
derive from a fusing of the traditional 
lone hero with film noir's amoral pro
tagonists. Clint Eastwood's limited act· 
Ing range was so appropriate here that 
the character seems to spring up fully 
realized and entirely new. Eastwood, 
whose acting career reflects a percep
tive man willing to take risks, went on to 
translate that anti-hero into the contem
porary lone policeman, Dirty Harry. 

The villains of spaghetti westerns 
were psychopathic murderers and 
thieves all, killers of women and chil
dren, remorseless, greedy, and blood
thirsty. These villains never have the 
sense of justice or balance which 
haunts the anti-hero, and against which 
he frequuntly struggles. 

The ultimate gunfight remained the 
conclusion of most films, but the spa
ghetti westerns deliberately distorted 

the realism of the final duel, to mytholo
gize it: opponents might face each 
other for several minutes, squinNng Im
passively, before drawing their guns. all 
the while glorified by soundtrack trum
pets and choruses. Then .In a flash the 
guns were drawn, the hammers 
fanned, and the losers looked for 
places to fall. That done, the stone
faced Omter rode off as enigmatically 
as he came. 

The most authoratiVe and Original 
of the spaghetti westems Include A 
Flsdul of Dollars (1964), Fora Few Dol
lars More (1965), The Good, the Bad 
and the Ugly (1967), Once Upon a 
Time In the West (1969). and High 
Plains Drifter (1973). In comparison, 
films attempting to fuse the westem 
with conventional horror motifs have 
been unlnfluentlal and sometimes self
parodying: Curse of the Undead (1959; 
a neglected film), Billy the Kid vs. 
Dracula (1966), Jesse James Meets 
FrankensteIn's Daughter (1966). 
House II: The Second Story (1987), 
Ghost Town (1988), and Grim Prairie 
Tales (1990). Except for Curse, all of 
these films have been released on 
video. 

Genuine weStem horror Is stillbom 
yet. perhaps awaiting retellings of Na
tive American talee with the senelbllity 
of a Kwaidan. 
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Kasdan's Boarding House 
This is a two-story boarding house with many rooms to 
rent. Larry will serve family-style meals to non-boarders, 
too, a quarter for breakfast and six-bits for supper. Quiet 
and as clean as the West ever seems to get. 

Lansdale's Dry Goods 
Carries ready-made clothes, cloth bolts, tarpaulins, and so 
forth, along with a few sticks of furniture and smaller 
musical instruments, mostly cheap violins. 

Leone's Flve-5tar Saloon 
This is the only wild place in town. On Saturday nights, 
lots of gambling and drunkenness happen here; the later 
the hour, the more frequent the fights. This establishment 
is bigger and more crowded than the Eastwood. Half a 
dozen women work the place, dancing, serving tables, 
and entertaining private guests. The bartender pushes 
beer and whiskey, trusting to two bouncers to keep the 
customers in line. 

GAMBLING: if the player-characters want make money 
rather than pass time, this is the place to try. 

o Each character either has a Gamble skill indicated or has 
a default skill equal to a Gamble of POW xl or lNT xl, 
whichever is higher. 

o Each round of gambling, request a DIOO roll for each 
participant The character with the lowest result wins the 
poker hand, gaining that number of dollars equal to the 
DlOO result. For ties, re-roll, then double the winnings. 

o To cheat, a character plays at either at his Cheat skill or at 
half his Gamble skill (round up any fraction). AD 1 00 roll 
is made: if it equals or is less than the Cheat number, the 
character wins, whether or not some honest person had a 
better hand. If two players cheat in the same round, the 
lower cheat result wins. 

o A failed Cheat roll allows other participants (and any 
spectators present) to attempt a halved Spot Hidden roll to 
see if they saw the cheat; if they did, the cheater is ex
posed. 

Morricone's Funeral Parlor 
Morricone is a thin, short, hollow-cheeked man, married 
to a silent, sullen, hollow-cheeked wife. The two do a 
good business carving tombstones, building and selling 
caskets, and holding funerals. Their tiny belIows-organ 
often sends weird music echoing across town. 

Neff Hill Graveyard 
A big lonely hill where Yellow Flats buries its dead. 
Towns always bury the dead on bills because the drainage 
is always good there. In one comer is a banging tree 
surrounded by the graves of convicted murderers. If The 
Drifter raises any of the buried dead, those fmding the 
opened graves and receiving successful Idea rolls realize 
that the graves were fIrst opened from below: lose I/ID6 
Sanity points. 

Pecklnpah's General Store & Post Office 
Opens about seven every day but Sunday. Here you can 
buy hardware, guns and ammunition, new saddles and 
other tack, dynamite, rope, barbed wire, canned goods, 
beans, bacon, and flour. Sam keeps ice packed in the 
cellar, but it's all melted this late in the year. The post 
office is open whenever Sam is. 

Schoolhouse 
A small one-room affair with two dozen students of vary
ing ages. Woe be to any kid who gets in The Drifter's way 
when he comes to call on the school-marro. The school 
was donated a big book of ghost stories which includes 
information about things like The Drifter. The single 
schoolteacher is Alice Pemberton. 

Stage Depot & 'IB'egraph Office 
A small building with a big porch and a ticket window. 
The spindly little old man in the office acts as porter, 
telegrapher, and ticket salesman. Stages to Yellow Flats 
come infrequently and leave quickly. 

1'bwn Jail 
This is a small one-story adobe building. There is an of
fIce and three cells. Each cell holds two bunks. The sher
iff and deputy each have a set of keys. A chained and 
locked gun rack holds four loaded rifles. ConfIscated 
handguns are stuffed into a desk drawer. Normally the 
sheriff or Deputy Jake will be in and out of here around 
the clock-the sheriff mostly roaming the town in the 
days, and the deputy mostly patrolling at night 

Van Claef, Gunsmith 
A quiet, thoughtful man, he spends a lot of time perfect
ing trigger-spring pulls, smoking a briar pipe with a 
curved mouthpiece and silver chasing, and squinting into 
the sun. He has become so philosophical that it's impossi
ble to get him to join in a gunfight, at least before every
one else is dead. But he has lots of bullet molds. 



Outside Of Town 
Dozens of large and small ranches are not shown on the 
town map. RancheIS don't always get along, and this goes 
for their ranch hands too. The Ranch Hand statistics can 
be used in bar fights or in shoot-outs with the player-char
acteIS or The Drifter. They can also be used as townsfolk 
during the bank robbery, or as needed. 

The Day 
Approaches 

THE PLAYER-CHARACfERS live in the small 
Arizona town of Yellow Flats. Flagstaff is a day's 
ride distant-two days' ride when the wind blows 

hard. Yellow Flats is small enough that it has no mayor or 
town council: the property owneIS get together and pass 
the hat when something needs doing. The sheriff takes 
care of day-to-day problems. The rancheIS outside of 
town answer to no one and pay no taxes: their hands 
cause most of the trouble, but also bring into town most 
of its money. 

Let the playeIS choose from among the player-charac
teIS, then show them the map of Yellow Flats and have 
them state where they want to begin the adventure. You 
can hint that the saloons are open for business. Alter
nately, have one or more of them automatically begin in 
Leone's Saloon, to witness The Drifter's arrival there. 

If player characteIS start elsewhere, they notice The 
Drifter coming into town: horses rear and throw rideIS, a 
dog howls, dust swirls, and haunting music echoes. The 
player-characteIS then begin the scenario with the Bar 
Room Stand-off sub-section. 

The playeIS should understand the sort of ftIm they're 
enacting. Some or all of their characteIS will probably die in 
the comse of this adventure. and should be prepared to ac
cept new characters as replacements: Doc Mackenna, Rev. 
Cletus Yates, saloon gal Marly Hopkins, typical cowboys, or 
surviving membeIS of the McGoohan gang are suitable. 

Enter The Drifter 
The Drifter is youngish and always appears unshaven and 
dusty from the road. His eyes are small and mean-look
ing. His voice is a husky near-whisper, but somehow it 
carries across wide rooms and far down dusty, wind
blown streets. He always WealS the same dusty clothes, 
with a long coat over everything to block the wind and 
shed the min. A half-bumed, unlit cigarillo habitually juts 
from the left corner of his mouth. He WealS a brace of 
pistols, and carries a rifle. 

The Drifter is mysterious, offeIS no name, and never 
smiles or shows much emotion, but he observes keenly. 
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He exists to cause and savor death and destruction. He is 
dangerously Wlpredictable. He is a supernatural creature, 
but exactly of what sort the keeper must decide-ghost? 
demon? sorcerer? 

Whatever he is, The Drifter can be harmed only by 
silver, magic, or fIre. Other forms of damage leave no 
mark on him. The keeper may choose whether holy water 
hurts The Drifter. (For the nearest priest, ride to Flag
staff.) PrayeIS and crosses have no effect. 

Animals hate The Drifter: horses whinny and rear; 
dogs slink away; cats hiss and retreat whenever he passes 
by. If he wants to frighten someone, he lights up his eyes 
so that they tum into glowing yellow orbs beneath the 
brim of his hat. 

The Drifter's actions are left largely to the keeper. 

The Film Begins 
If the keeper desires, the opening episode can be played 
out by two of the playeIS. Give each a typical Ranch Hand 
from the statistics section. They'll be armed with revolv
eIS. Their entire motivation is to snigger at and bully the 
helpless stranger, and maybe get some money off him. 

The Drifter is walking down a long slope toward 
town, visible a mile or two distant in a wide valley. He 
carries a rifle and a bedroll. The land is dry, rocky, and 
desolate. All we hear is the unceasing wind and the 
crunch of The Drifter's boot heels in the rocky soil. 

Not far off the trail, a well stands between the road 
and some ranch buildings. The stranger walks to it, past 
an old sign that reads Bent-R Ranch, and sets down his 
gear beside the well. A hound at the ranch house starts to 
bark, then retreats whining instead. The Drifter draws up 
a bucket of water, and takes a long drink from the dipper. 
He takes a second drink. He is as dry as the land. 

1\vo hands at the ranch swagger over. Let the short 
scene play out They should inform him of trespass, for 
instance, and they should try to charge him for the 
water-a humiliating thing to do in the West, where shar
ing water is an expression of brotherhood. The Drifter 
seems to ignore their jibes and threats, until the situation 
is fully undeIStandable to the other playeIS. Then the gun
play can begin. 

The Drifter automatically swprises the two hands, get
ting one unanswered shot at each while the other two are still 
drawing their gWlS. Play out any later roWlds normally (see 
the earlier gunfight rules). Since The Drifter is immune to 
ordinary bullets, he always wins and walks off unscathed. If 
they asked him for money, he does not neglect to pay for the 
water-he puts a penny on each eye. 

As he walks on, the title comes up, and the credits roll. 

Stranger In Town 
Now we are in the town, watching The Drifter stride in. 
Wherever he goes, the town falls silent, and even strong 
men hesitate. The tall, dark, ominous figure enters 
Leone's for a drink. 
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Gunfight Rules & Flourishes 

I f the keeper thinks it appropriate, he or she might photo
copy these notes and pass out a copy to each of the 

players. 

DRAWING: to determine the order of fire In combat, espe· 
cially face·te-fight gunfights, each player rolls 1 D1 0, adds to 
the result the character's DEX, and adds as well the charac
ter's Revolver attack percentage divided by 10 (round up 
any fraction). 

Use this total to establish an order of fire, the highest 
total firing first, then the next highest. and so on. Those with 
more than one shot per round go through the same order 
after the IIrst shots are fired. 

SUrprised combatants don't add their DEX, and other 
situations may call for other keeper-determlned mod Hiers. 

FANNING: slngle·actlon revolvers, used exclusively In this 
adventure, require the hammer to be pulled back manually 
and the trigger then Is pulled to release it. This makes for a 
relatively slow rate of fire. With the double·action revolvers 
which would come, the hammer Is automatically puned back 
and released when the trigger is pulled. 

To speed up the rate of fire with a single-action revolver, 
the gunman can fan, keeping the trigger pulled and quickly 
fanning the other hand across the hammer, pulling the ham· 
mer back and releasing It quickly. This allows a rate of fire 
per round equal to one·quarter of DEX, any fraction rounded 
up. These shots are at half normal chance to hit, since the 
fanning hand Is physically clipping and Jerking the pistol with 
each fan. 

A gunman needs two hands to fan one pistol. 

OOH-VA-GOT-ME Rule: a character at zero or fewer hit 
points is allowed a few lingering rounds of life. The first 
round of zero or minus hit· points, his player must roll CON 
x5 or less to be able to make one simple action (lire once, 
light a fuse, curse, stagger a few feet, and so forth). The 

He is there an hour or more, standing quietly, drinking 
and paying, drinking and paying, never speaking except 
to the bartender. Then the sheriff enters, looks around, 
and heads toward The Drifter. 

As with the Bent-R bullies, a third player can operate 
the sheriff. Only the keeper ever should run The Drifter. 

The sheriff needs to question The Drifter about the dead 
ranch hands, whose bodies have been brought in to Doc 
Mackenna. With quiet menace The Drifter calmly responds 
that he was defending himself. So long as the sheriff politely 
seeks information, The Drifter pmes no threat. 

With a successful Idea rol~ another player-character 
can point out that everybody knows that the dead men 
were hot-heads and bullies. 

The bartender or another player-character can add that 
the stranger has been real peaceable since he came in. If 
the sheriff fails a POW x3 roll, he seems frightened of the 
man's bearing, and quickly leaves. Allow the player-char-

next round It's CON x4, then CON x3, until CON x1 has 
been roOed, and he actually dies. Failing any CON roll, the 
gunman dies Immediately. All his skills are halved during 
these CON rolls. 

SHOOTING WITH TWO PISTOLS: when firing with 2 pis
tols, the ·off" hand's attack is ·5% for every point of DEX 
less than 18 (down to a minimum of 05%), and the normal 
hand Is ·5%. Firing with the off hand only (due to Injury, etc.) 
reduces attacks by -10%. 

WILD FIRE: Characters wishing to fire wildly may do so, 
firing three times the normal rate of fire at 20% of their 
normal skill, with at most a 05% chance of impaling. 

HIT LOCATIONS: If desired, hit locations can add realism. 
If a wound does more than half the character's original hit 
pOints, the location stnuck Is useless until fully healed (head 
wounds call for c;omas, abdomen and chest wounds se
verely hamper movement, other effects should be obvious). 

1020 result locllUon 
1·3 right leg 
4-6 left leg 

7·10 abdomen 
11-15 chest 
16·17 right arm 
18·19 left arm 

20 head 

SHOOTING FROM HORSEBACK: when firing from horse
back, use the attacker's Ride or Gun skill as the attack 
percentage, whichever Is lower. 

ACTING OUT GUNFIGHTS: If the players wish, act out the 
gunfights. Glare at each other for long moments before 
drawing, jerk In slow·motlon when hit by bullets, fall over 
furniture, have long drawn·out death·scenes, and so on. 

acters to interact with The Drifter here if they like. Then 
The Drifter pays for his last drink, says 'Much obliged' in 
a way that somehow communicates that he is not, and 
leaves the saloon. 

He takes a room at Eastwood's place that night. He 
refuses to sign in, and even Mr. Eastwood does not press 
the matter. 

A Murder 
With successful Listen rolls, player-characters staying at 
the Eastwood (and those whom their players say are out 
that night) hear The Drifter's strange whistling. Call for 
another Listen roll when the dead nmch hands break out 
of Doc MacKenna's place. Everyone hears the third set of 
sounds, when the dead men frod the sheriff alone on a 
dark street and gun him down. 

The same player who ran the sheriff before can play 
him now-the keeper runs the dead men. Though the 



dead men might not survive the exchange, the sheriff 
either must die or be wOlmded so seriously that he is 
unconscious and out of play. 

Surviving dead men wander out of town for now, Spot 
Hidden rolls might allow player-characters a chance to 
pursue the culprits. Yellow Flats is spooked if and when 
the community leams who the murderers actually were. 

The Next Day 
The next morning, Deputy Jake goes around town in
forming people of the tragedy which happened the night 
before, and introducing himself as the new sheriff. 

If the dead men are known to be the killers, a special 
prayer service is held, and every man in town arms him
self to the teeth. 

If the dead men have not been understood to be the 
killers, rum<lrs begin to fly that The Drifter did it, since 
The Drifter has not been seen since the night before. 

If Doc MacKenna has seen that the two bodies he was 
keeping have vanished (Luck roll to go into the back 
room), then the notorious McGoohan gang gets the 
blame, since the two dead men were thought friendly with 
him. McGoohan must have taken them for special burial. 

Tbe Bank Hold-up 
Every afternoon in Yellow Flats is either deathly hot or 
bitterly cold: this one is like a red-hot oven. Not a leaf or 
puff of dust stirs. Storekeepers roll down their shades and 
take siestas, or gather in one of the bars to relax. No one 
in their right mind goes riding. or even goes out. 

But just before two o'clock, when its doors are being 
locked up, there are three gunshots at the bank. The 
player-characters can show up or not, according to their 
players' understanding of the characters. Sheriff Jake 
will, and Lome White and Karl Mowden should; if 
there's no one but Jake to start with, say that the sheriff is 
being helped out by some unnamed townsfolk. They meet 
the McGoohan gang hurrying out of the bank, canying 
bundles of money. One bag of silver dollars is dropped, 
and new-minted cartwheels roll and ring across the 
wooden porch and into the dust of the street 

Withering gunfire develops. The MeGoohan gang is 
pinned down. But their return rile is furious and accu
rate: several townspeople go down immediately. 

There are at least three gang members per player-char
acter, and 104 townspeople on hand to even up the battle. 
One-third of the gang have rifles and all have revolvers. 

In order to run the gun battle, make advance prepa
rations. VISualize the area around the bank as you see 
it. There are two front windows and one door to the 
bank, and a boardwalk in front. There's also a hitching 
rail and a horse trough in front. Somewhere nearby is 
an alley with a rain barrel at the comer, maybe full. At 
least one horse dies early in the fight, and also can 
serve for cover. 
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The din and whine of bullets in the still afternoon is 
deafening. To keep things simple, player-characters can 
say whether they want to shoot covering fife, or stand out 
and engage one of the bad guys in single combat. The 
latter is the only way that they get to hit someone, or risk 
more than a graze. The point here is to introduce The 
Drifter, nol to kill the player-characters. 

Whatever their choices, the townsfolk should feel that 
they're losing: if they do well at first, ten more outlaws 
ride in from around the comer, six-guns blazing. Kill the 
non-player-character townspeople frrst, before the player
characters. For appearances' sake, one or two of the 
townsfolk should plunge off rooftops or out of windows 
when shot. Sheriff Jake should be among the last to fall. 

Just when it looks like the remainder of the MeGoo
han gang is going to slaughter everyone and get away 
clean (one or two do escape on horseback), The Drifter 
comes striding down the street, his spurs ringing like 
lightning. He calmly shoots down the gang members one 
after another, perhaps with the player-characters' help. 
Soon all the McGoohans, McGoohan relatives, and 
MeGoohan friends are dead, the player-characters saved, 
and The Drifter unhanned. 

He walks over to Sheriff Jake's body, rips the star off 
his chest, and declares himself to be sheriff until the 
town gets a new one. Anyone who objects had better 
have a good reason. 

As The Drifter turns to leave, one of the McGoohans 
weakly stirs and prepares to shoot him from behind, but 
The Drifter swivels coolly and blows off the man '8 head 
from 12 feet. Then he lights a cigar. 

"Dry work," he muses to himself. "But I am always so 
damned dry." He shakes bis head and ambles toward 
Leone's, dropping empty cartridges into the dust and re
loading his pistols as he goes, the gathering crowd si
lently parting for him. 

The Dead 
Any time The Drifter wants help, he whistles up a few 
dead men; see their characteristics in the statistics 
section at the end of this adventure. Each must be 
someone whom he has killed with his magical silver 
bullets. Anyone nearby Is allowed a Usten roD to hear 
The Drifter's strange whistling, which always colnddes 
with a sighting of the risen dead. 

The dead men are slower than when living, and 
speak in slow monotones. They appear exactly as they 
were when they died (bullet-holes and all), and are 
under the complete control of The Drifter. 

The dead ralsed by The DrIfter's magic take dam
age normally from all sources. They cannot fan their 
guns. Horses and other animalS will not go near them. 

Each dead man can be raised only once by The 
Drifter, and lasts only 104+1 days before dying agaln, 
this time for good. 
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The Reign of 
The Drifter 

THE FLESH of the rest of the adventure is left 
largely to the keeper and players to create. Hour by 
hour, The Drifter extends his authority more and 

more, and hour by hour the player-characters see more 
and more clearly that The Drifter is a disaster for the 
town. The classic Western challenge is whether they dare 
step forward to put things right 

Bach of the days and nights that follows is one further 
step. At the end of seven days, the town and the surround
ing territory will be his, and effectively will be destroyed. 
These events are not necessary, however-they represent 
only the sequence of events which takes place if the 
player-characters do not intervene. 

The Harse 
That night the player-characters get their fust inkling that 
The Drifter is no mortal man. Even The Drifter isn't a 
perfect shot, and he accidentally shot and killed a horse 
during the shoot-out at the bank. That night he drinks a 
lot, then wanders out to the edge of town where the beast 
has been carted. He chases away the whining coyotes and 
uses his whistling magic to raise the horse from the dead. 
It will serve as his mount 

He leaves the thing tied up in front of Eastwood's, 
where everybody sees it next morning. It draws flies, has 
ragged patches of hide hanging off it, and its bones are 
exposed. The Drifter's magic doesn't work as well on 
horses as on men. Other animals loathe the unnatural 
thing; children are fascinated by it, but ultimately re
pelled-nothing is lovable about an undead horse. 

The Dead Horse obeys The Drifter. Its statistics are 
found just after The Drifter's own, in the statistics section. 

Asked about the strange creature, The Drifter nods and 
says only, "I reckon it ain't much to look at" He looks about 
and saatches his stubbly chin. "It don't never get tired." 

The Firat Day 
Since nobody wants to tell The Drifter differently, he ends 
up sheriff by default, taking the keys off Jake's body, and 
setting himself up in the office. 

That afternoon he tours the town, inspecting every 
building, peering in classrooms, back rooms, bedrooms, 
stable stalls-it's all the same to The Drifter, who silently 
views, digests, and leaves without comment, whether the 
activity is illegal, disgraceful, commonplace, or down
right dull He says nothing, and makes no reply or re
sponse if ordered out By that evening, though, he has 
been almost everywhere in Yellow Flats. Only locked 
doors and the bank vault have kept him out. 

The First Night 
That evening, The Drifter gets into a card game at Leone's, 
one with Slick Jack Pettit and as many other player-charac
ters as want to get involved. Anyone with money is welcome 
to sit in. Use the gambling rules from the earlier description 
of Leone's; give everybody a hWldred dollars. 

Eventually The Drifter decides that somebody's cheat
ing-probably the character who's winning the most; if it's 
The Drifter, roll randomly for a suspect. The Drifter accuses 
this person, then waits to see ifhe nulS. If the player-charac
ter stands his ground, The Drifter draws on him from f». 
neath the table. If the character retreats instead, only a suc
cessful Luck roll for him keeps The Drifter from following 
him out and gunning him down in the street. 

The Second Day 
He spends most of the moming sleeping on a tilted-back 
chair propped against the front door of the jail. At about 
eleven o'clock, he starts to wander the town again, taking 
food, a saddle for his new horse, bottles of whiskey, and 
so forth from merchants. He pays for nothing. 

The Second Night 
The Drifter takes up with a saloon gal at Leone's. Her 
name is Becky. Everyone thinks she's mighty young for a 
scowling gunman like The Drifter, but they don't think it 
out loud, and she's only a whore anyway. Much later that 
night two random player-characters see her running sob
bing from the jail, back to Leone's. Everyone in Leone's 
sees Becky's bruised and bloodied face. If Leone or one 
of his boys goes over to talk to The Drifter, he is shot dead 
in front of the jail. 

The Third Day 
The Drifter spends most of the day asleep on a tilted-back 
chair propped against the front door of the jail. Nobody 
dares wake him, unless a player-characters wants to. 

If anyone approaches him, The Drifter remains 
slouched in the chair, his hat pulled down to cover his 
face. Before the approaching person says a word, The 
Drifter calmly greets him or her by name, but without 
looking. He listens to whatever is said, then mumbles, 
"I'll look into it." but does not move. 

If no one wakes him, The Drifter sleeps until sundown. 

The Third Night 
After sundown, The Drifter begins his rounds. Tonight he 
levies dollar fines on whoever spits on the street, or 
curses intently, or is clearly drunk. These and other trivial 
offenses must be paid for immediately, to The Drifter. By 
the end of the night, his pockets bulge with silver doUIIIS. 

The Fourth Day 
The Drifter spends most of the day sleeping in his chair in 
his accustomed place, but wakes in the heat of the day to 
pull a blanket around himself, as though cold. 



The Fourth Night 
It's Saturday night, so all the ranch hands have the day off 
tomorrow. They worked all day. but they can drink and 
carouse tonight. and then sleep late. But tonigbt they 
don't come into town-a lot have already been faced 
down by The Drifter. Thrught the bars are mostly empty. 
but The Drifter still stalks through town, patrolling, 
watching, fining. He beats up Becky again. 

A fined ranch-hand calls out The Drifter for a fight in 
the darkstreet.1\vo ofhis friends lurk in the backgrOlmd. 
When the gunftre starts, they draw too. All three go down, 
a bullet through each heart. 

The Drifter turns to the bystanders. "Go wake up 
Morricone. Tell him to make three more boxes." Scowl
ing, he strides into the night. 

The Fifth Day 
Today is Sunday. The Drifter is not on his usual chair, nor 
is he in his office, if anyone looks. Someone looking in 
can see stacks of silver dollars and all sorts of booty he 
has acquired, laying in piles on the cell floors. 

Attendance at the church is unusually heavy, and the 
collection plates oousually full. Worry and fear grip the 
townspeople. Reverend Yates preaches the passage lOB 

2:6, "And the LoRD said unto Satan, Behold, he is in thine 
hand; but save his life." If someone is playing Yates, have 
him or her summarize his sermon. If not, convey that it is 
a dark message, but that it manages to bring the people 
roood to hope. 

As he is concluding, however, the simple cross on the 
wall above twnbles free, drops heavily to the floor below, 
and shatters. Everyone sees it fall, and everyone guesses 
some version of what the portent means. 

That afternoon, a number of families begin to pack up 
belongings, planning to leave Yellow Flats before day
break while The Drifter sleeps. 

The Fifth Night 
The Drifter appears at the edge of town at sundown, 
standing beside the Hanging Tree up on Neff Hill From 
there he preaches his own sermon in his own soft voice, 
but the winds carry his voice into every street in town, 
and his words are like wonns that enter everywhere. 

Paraphrase some of the following for the speech style the 
keeper has evolved for The Drifter: do not read it verbatim. 

The Drifter declares himself to be the law of all things, 
the discerner, the judge, and the jealous guardian. In the 
seven days to pass, he says that all here will come to certain 
justice. Justice is like a box within a box, and within another, 
and another yet inside. He is all those closed and opened 
things, as well as that which remains when all boxes are 
crumbled and broken. He is a narrow and a jealous law, and 
has come to sift and weigh this town. 

If any dare climb the hill to see him, at his speech's 
end The Drifter steps behind the hanging tree. With a Spot 
Hidden, Know, or other appropriate roll, the watcher rea1-
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izes that The Drifter has disappeared into the gmve of a 
stranger beaten and killed long ago. 

The Sixth Day 
The Drifter does not appear in town this day, but travelers 
who attempt to leave are met by him on the roads. He orders 
each wagon, carriage, or horseman back to town, but just 
once. If the driver or ridez argues, or presses ahead, The 
Drifter draws his guns and fires. If the driver or rider turns 
around, no harm comes to him. Travelers who come to town 
enter normally, but they'll find it hard to leave. 

The Sixth Night 
Tonight The Drifter does not appear in town. Everyone 
can hear him on Neff Hil~ standing beside the Hanging 
Tree, whistling strange and terrible notes. Tonight he 
whistles for a very long time. 

The Seventh Day 
If the player-characters have waited until now to act, they 
probably have waited too long. The Drifter whistled up 
all his Dead Men last night, and has now armed them with 
the weapons he took from them when they fell to his 
bullets. Who knows how many zombie-like gunmen he 
musters-at least twenty, maybe as many as fifty. They 
methodically load their weapons, and stalk down the hill. 
He has instructed them to shoot every living sinner in 
Yellow Flats, and that means even the babies. As usual, 
The Drifter himself rides the town's perimeter, magically 
intercepting anyone trying to escape. 

If the player-characters manage to kill The Drifter, all 
his gunmen fall and go still, as corpses should, and some 
part of the town can be saved. 

stopping The Drifter 
This would be simple enough for investigators to solve, 
and the player-characters have adequate clues: the ques
tion is whether or not they understand the threat soon 
enough to not be demoralized by it. 

Once they understand his uncanny invulnerability and 
his control of the dead, the players may feel they can 
achieve little. 

Hopefully the player-characters will turn to the more 
learned townsfolk for assistance: Alice Pemberton, Doc 
MacKenna, or Cletus Yates should be able to fmd hints 
toward combating this evil. Whatever the source they 
consult, silver, magic, or f1l'e are suggested as weapons to 
use. 

If The Drifter learns what they're doing, then the 
show-down comes earlier than the seventh day. The vil
lain should have a few dead henchmen on hand to help 
even things up if necessary. Play out the fmal battle as 
dramatically as possible, with long stares, slow-motion 
bullet-hits, and lingering deaths. If The Drifter is killed, 
he crumples to the ground, bursts into smoke, and dies, 
only bleached bones left on the dry, dry ground. 
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Happy Trails 
If the player characters brought down The Drifter, award 
them each 2D6 Sanity points. If an individual faced him 
down in a fmal gunfight, double the award. Each Dead 
Man killed yields a Sanity point. Each player-character or 
potential player-character killed during The Drifter's 
reign costs the others 103 Sanity points each. 

statistics 

T HE DRIFTER. He looks a lot like Clint East
wood in A Fistful of Dollars. Like an Eastwood 
character, his motives and plans are opaque to us; 

unlike those characters, The Drifter never lets us come 
along to watch. This villain is supernatural, and should be 
played slightly larger than life. Years before (only Lome 
White might remember this, and only with a successful 
Idea roll), the town let a man like The Drifter die at the 
hand of a bully in a gunfight. Still, The Drifter is clearly 
an independent agent, not a ghost or haunt. 

THE DRIFTER, Looks Age 28, Nameless Villain 

STR13 CON 14 SIZ15 INT14 POW 17 
DEX 16 APP 13 EDU 10 SAN 0 HP 15 

Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Revolver 80%, damage 1010+2 
Rifle 60%, damage 206+1 
Rst 80%, damage 103 +db 
Kick 60%, damage 106 +db 
Thrown Knife 55%. damage 104+2 +1/2 db 

Armor: loses hit points only to attacks with silver, fire, or magic. 

Magic: besides being able to disconcert people by making his 
eyes glow, The Drifter is able to raise from death anyone whom 
he has killed with his magical bullets. These bullets are silver, 
and The Drifter carries a generous supply of these, along with 
normal bullets. 
Any time after he has killed someone, he can whistle a weird 
tune which brings those he wants crawling from their graves. 
(Choose a suitable theme from 1V or film to whistle for 
eff8Ct-one by Ennio Morricone Is recommended.) It costs The 
Drifter 5 magic points to raise a corpse. 
If shot with one of his silver bullets, he takes normal damage, 
and his resurrected dead tum on him as well. 

Equipment: as many magic bullets as he wants; black hat with 
silver conchos; black boots with silver spurs that ring slowly 
when stalking down lonely streets; long duster-style coat worn 
when entering town; weapons which always gleam when 
drawn, even at night. 

Skills: Climb 55%, Dodge 65%, Hide 60%, Usten 60%, Occult 
50%, Ride 65%, Sneak 75%, Spot Hidden 65%, Throw 60%, 
Track 45%. 

Sanity Loss: If someone shoots at and hits The Drifter with a 
weapon c;A other than silver, fire, or magic, call for an Idea roll to 
be sure of the shot If that roll succeeds, the shooter loses 
0/1 D3 Sanity points, since the shooter knows that his accurate 
shot did nothing. 

The Drifter decides to make his eyes glow with an unnatural 
luminescence, a viewer loses 0/104 Sanity points. 
Quote: "You got a problem, friend?" 

THE DRIFTER'S DEAD HORSE, Vivified 
STR 42 CON 20 SIZ 26 POW 1 
OEX 5 Move 9 HP 23 
Damage Bonus: +306. 
Weapons: Kick 25%, damage 10S +db 
Rear and Plunge 45%, damage 2D8 +db 
Trample (downed foes only) 25%, damage 2D6 +db 
Skills: Dodge 20%, Jump 25%. 
Sanity Loss: 1/106 Sanity points to see. 

DEAD MEN REVIVED. These can only be men 
whom The Drifter has killed with his magic bul
lets. Only The Drifter can raise them. They are 

something like zombies, but they use revolvers and don't 
eat people. They return to the grave after ID4 days. When 
a Dead Man goes back to the grave or if loses all his hit 
points again, he is dead for good. 

REVIVED DEAD MEN, Various Ages 

1 2 3 
STR 23 24 23 
CON 19 18 20 
SlZ 12 13 12 
POW 1 1 1 
DEX 8 8 7 
HP 16 16 16 

5 6 7 
STR 20 21 22 
CON 20 21 22 
SIZ 15 14 15 
POW 1 1 1 
DEX 6 6 5 
HP 18 18 19 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: Revolver 40%, damage 1010+2 
Claw (x2) 40%, damage 1 D2 +1/2 db 

4 
21 
21 
14 

1 
7 

18 

8 
22 
20 
14 
1 
5 

17 

Strangle 35%, damage as per drowning procedure, but STR 
against STR to break the hold 
Skills: Dodge 10%, Hide 55%, Usten 25%, Sneak 50%, 
Spot/Sense Hidden 50%. 
Sanity Loss: 1/106 Sanity points, or 1 D312D4 Sanity points if 
well·known to the viewer. 
Quote: 'Urr: 'Arrrghl' 'Uuhnl' 

DAN McGOOHAN GANG. These are generic Bad 
GuYS. without much ambition, conscience, or even 
important skills. Eight is probably plenty for the 

player-characters to handle, but use these over as needed. 

THE McGOOHAN GANG, Various Ages 

STR 
CON 
SIZ 
POW 
DEX 
HP 

123 
13 13 12 
14 13 13 
14 
14 
13 
14 

13 
10 
13 
13 

13 
10 
12 
13 

4 
15 
13 
12 
11 
12 
13 



5 6 1 
STR 14 14 12 
CON 13 12 12 
SlZ 14 12 14 
POW 11 13 11 
DEX 11 11 10 
HP 14 9 13 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: R8'VoIver 60%, damage 1010+2 
Rifle 60%, damage 206+1 
Fist 75%, damage 103 +db 
Knife 45%, damage 104+2 +db 
Grapple 50%, damage special 

8 
13 
15 
15 
16 
10 
15 

Skills: Dodge 40%, Hide 25%, Jump 40%, Listen 35%, Ride 
60%, Sneak 20%, Spot Hidden 35%, Throw 40%. 
Quote: 'Jest open the damn safe, Grandpa.' 

D
ANCE HALL GALS. Their employability de
pends on a certain minimum of intelligence and 
sex appeal, but if they were very smart or very 

beautiful, they would not be working here. Some are 
probably well under legal age in the Territory, but nobody 
has ID in these parts. 

DANCE HALL GALS, Ages 16-35 
1 2 

STR 12 11 
CON 13 12 
SlZ 10 9 
POW 14 11 
DEX 13 13 
HP 12 12 

5 6 
STR 12 12 
CON 10 9 
SIZ 11 9 
POW 12 14 
DEX 11 11 
HP 11 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Kick 70%, damage 106 
SmaB Knife 40%, damage 104 

3 
11 
12 
9 

11 
12 
11 

7 
10 
10 

8 
12 
10 
9 

4 
13 
12 
10 
12 
12 
11 

8 
9 

11 
9 

17 
10 
10 

Skills: Dodge 45%, Fast Talk 55%, Flirt 45%, listen 50%, 
Psychology 15%, Sneak 50%, Spot Hidden 50%, Spot Fellow 
with Money 65%, Wear Skimpy Costume 40%. 
Quote: 'How:jy, stranger. Wanna buy a girl a drink?' 

~
ANCH HANDS, DEPUTIES, EXTRAS. Any 
number of these characters can be created. as the 

eeper needs. These sorts of characters keep the 
saloons ful~ ride at the back of posses, and make Yellow 
Flats just a little less lonely. 

RANCH HANDS" HANGERS-ON, Various Ages. 
1 2 3 4 

STR 14 12 13 14 
CON 13 10 12 15 
SIZ 13 13 12 13 
POW 10 14 11 9 
DEX 13 13 12 12 
HP 13 11 12 14 
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5 6 7 
STR 13 13 11 
CON 14 12 12 
SIZ 14 12 14 
POW 16 11 13 
DEX 11 11 10 
HP 14 12 13 
Damage Bonus: 104. 
Weapons: Fist 75%, damage 103 +db 
Grapple 45%, damage special 

8 
14 
15 
15 
12 
10 
15 

Club(Broken Bottle/Chair/etc. 65%, damage 1 D6 +d> or 1 DB 
+db 
Knife 40010, damage 106 +1 D4 
Revolver 60%, damage 1010+2 
Rifle 50%, damage 206+1 

Skills: Dodge 35%, Fan To Bathe 75%, Hide 20%, Jump 45%, 
Usten 35%, Ride 70%, Sneak 25%, Spot Hidden 45%, Throw 
35%, Track 25%. 
Quote: 'I got me a hankerin' fer a good drink, a good fight, an' 
a good woman-Iet's go to town, boysl' 

Possible pes 

S HERIFF BILL MORTON. Due to the plot, the 
Sheriff will not be around long, but he might not 
die-just hover near death for a few hours, then 

revive quickly, helped by his incredibly rugged western 
physiology. If SheriffBiU goes down, change the name of 
this character to Sheriff Jake, as his deputy takes charge. 

Sheriff BILL MORTON, Age 45, Sort of Up to the Job 

STR 12 CON 12 SIZ 13 INT 13 POW 13 
OEX 13 APP 12 EDU 11 SAN 65 HP 13 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Revolver 65%, damage 1010+2 
Rifle 55%, damage 206+1 
Fist 65%, damage 103 +db 
Grapple 45%, damage special 

Skills: Dodge 35%, Law 40%, Usten 50%, Sneak 25%, Spot 
Hidden 40%. 
Quote: 'I don't allow fer none 0' that In my town, stranger.' 

DOC MacKENNA. He's a crusty fellow who 
served in the Civil War, then came west. He 
doesn't much hold with guns, but he might pick 

up one at a crucial moment. He's always complaining 
about not having the right medicines. 

DOC MacKENNA, Age 40, Only Doctor this Side of 
Flagstaff 

STR 10 CON 12 SIZ 14 
OEX11 APP11 EDU16 
Damage Bonus: O. 

INT 16 
SAN 65 

POW 13 
HP13 

Weapons: FISt/Punch 55%, damage 103 
-continued next ...-.. e 
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DOC MecKENNA, CONTINUED 
WelPOl1s, continued: Grapple 40%, damage special 
Revolver 25%, damage 1010+2 
Skills: Chemistry 30%, Drive Carriage 30%, Rrst Aid 75%, U
brary Use 55%, Usten 35%, Natural History 50%, Pharmacy 
35%, Psychology 35%, Ride 15%, Spot Hidden 45%. 
Quote: 'It's only a flesh wound.' 'Now this'll hurt a little.' 

~
• CLETUS YATES. The Reverend started out as 

a COD man. dodged service in the Union aony, then 
k up preaching for the sake of the ready cash in 

the collection plates. Oddly enough, he's been transformed 
by the job, reformed into an honest man despite himself. But 
his past misdeeds are a secret that haunts him. 

CLETUS YATES, Age 34. Minister With A Past 

STR 8 CON 9 SIZ 12 INT 14 POW 12 
DEX 8 APP 10 EDU 12 SAN 50 HP 11 
Damlge Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Bible (as emergency club) 45%, damage 104 
Skills: Be Pompous 55%, English 60%, Rrst Aid 40%, History 
35%, Ubrary Use 35%, Occult 35%, Oratory 70%, Quote Scrip
ture 75%, Tolerate 15%. 
Quote: 'The LORD shall strike down those who live by the gunl' 

MARLY HOPKINS. She's no better than she 
oUght to be, but she doesn't go out of her way to 
be bad, and she knows how to pitch songs that 

remind drunken men of their mothers. It's a rare night 
when she doesn't make $10-15 just in silver dollars 
pitched up onto the stage. Still, she longs for a Real Man 
who would take her away to some exciting city. 

MARLY HOPKINS, Age 24. Dance Hall Chanteuse 

STR10 CON 13 SIZ10 INT13 POW 13 
DEX 14 APP 14 EDU 7 SAN 65 HP 12 
Demlge Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Klck 70%, damage 106 
SmaD Knife 40%, damage 104 
SkIlls: Art (Bawdy Song) 30%, Art (Sentimental Song) 70%, 
Dodge 45%, english (Read) 20%, Fast Talk 55%, Rirt 70%, Us
ten 50%, Psychology 15%, Sneak 50%, Spot Hidden 50%, 
Spot Fellow with Money 65%. 
Quote: 'Oon't be shy, honey.' 

Player 
Characters 

~ 
MOWDEN. He is a big, shy. quiet fellow, 

who makes his living shoeing horses, fixing wag
• and doing other metal-work. He's a widower. 

and lives in town near his shop. An easy-going man, he is 
hard to rile but is like a grizzly bear when finally roused. 
He has anns the size of wagon tongues, and hands almost 
too big to shake with. 

KARL MOWDEN, Age 3D, 
Blacksmith 
STR 17 CON 15 
INT12 POW 11 
APP9 EDU7 
HP16 

SIZ16 
OEX13 
SAN 55 

Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: Hammer 65%, 
damage 106+1 +db 
Revolver 55%, damage 
1010+2 
Rifle 45%, damage 206+1 
Fist 80%, damage 1 D3 +db 
Grapple 65%, damage special 
Skills: Bargain 15%, Dodge 
40%, Drive Carriage 40%, Eng-
lish 30%, First Aid 35%, listen 

30%, Mechanical Repair 85%, Natural History 55%, Ride 65%, 
Smithy 65%, Spot Hidden 35%, Throw 45%. 
Equipment: blacksmithy, buckboard wagon and two horses. 
Quote: 'Hmmm.' 'Uh-huh.' 'Right nice day today.' 

flANK BEARD. 
He's just passing 
through. tracking a 

desperado he's been after for 
weeks. Frank's a lean, 
mean-looking hombre, un
shaven and dusty. an unlit 
cigarillo stub hanging out of 
his mouth. He wears a black, 
broad-brimmed hat that 
could actually shield him 
from sun and rain. Frank 
Beard takes no guff, espe
cially from bad guys. He 
does not need to worry 
about hurting good people, since he meets a fresh bad guy 
every three or four minutes, and they take up all his time. 
He is not so much bad as decisive-the film always 
proves that he did the right thing, though the right thing 
may involve shooting down half a dozen men. 

FRANK BEARD. Age 29, Bounty Hunter 

STR 12 CON 15 SIZ 14 INT 13 POW 13 
OEX 16 APP 10 EDU 9 SAN 60 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Rifle 75%, damage 206+1 
Revolver 80%, damage 1010+2 
Rst 75%, damage 103 +db 
Grapple 45%, damage special 
Knife 40%, damage 104+2 +db 
Thrown Knife 55%, damage 104+2 +1/2 db 

Skills: Dodge 55%, English 30%, Fast Talk 25%, Rrst Aid 35%, 
Hide 40%, Jump 40%, Law 20%, Usten 50%, Natural HiStory 
45%, Navigate 35%, Ride 70%, Sneak 45%, Spot Hidden 60%, 
Throw 55%, Track 45%. 

Equipment: horse and saddle, trail gear, wanted posters, fresh 
box of cigarillos. 

Quote: 'The poster says 'Dead or Alive: amigo. Your choice.' 



J ACK PETTIT. An 
eastern dandy on his 
way to San Francisco, 

Pettit got sidetracked here, 
stopping in the middle of 
nowhere. He's well-dressed 
and debonai~ and has 
enough tricks up his sleeves 
to help Lady Luck when she 
needs it. Slick Jack has a 
spring-loaded derringer up 
his right sleeve, effectively 
doubling his DEX when he 
needs to draw it, and he a1- L..-___ ;...;....;;.....;.....;;....==.i 

ways keeps his valise packed and ready to travel. 

JACK PETTIT, Age 33, Gambler 

STR 9 CON 12 SIZ 14 INT 15 POW 14 
DEX 16 APP 15 EDU 12 SAN 65 HP 13 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: DerrInger 45%, damage 1D10 
Revolver 55%, damage 1D10+2 
Fist 55%, damage 1 D3 +db 
Kick 60%, damage 1 D6 +db 
Skills: Bargain 35%, Cheat at Cards 65%, Conceal 55%, 
Dodge 35%, Fast Talk 55%, Gamble 75%, Hide 40%, Usten 
40%, Pick Pocket 65%, Psychology 35%, Ride 35%, Sneak 
35%, Spot Hidden 65%. 
Equipment: decks ~ cards (some marked), pairs of dice 
(some loaded), fancy clothes, $2000 In gold in a money belt. 
Quote: 'Three jacks, eh? Too bacl-l got three pretty ladles.' 

ELI SUTCLIFE He is 
a leering, slow-witted 
yokel bunking at 

Lorne White's Bent-R 
ranch. Sutcliff's cocky, 
high-spirited, and young. He 
keeps looking for trouble, 
and fmding it. He drinks too 
much, and certainly will be 
dead by age 30, but he in
tends to have fun before he 
dies. 

EU SUTCUFF, Age 22, 
Bent-R Ranch Hand 

STR 14 CON 13 SIZ 13 
DEX 15 APP 11 EDU 6 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

INT12 POW 11 
SAN 55 HP 13 

Weapons: Fist 80%, damage 1 D3 +db 
Grapple 45%, damage special 
Revolver 70%, damage 1D10+2 
Rifle 55%, damage 206+1 
Lasso 50%, damage 104 +entangles on an Impale roll (STR 
against STR to get free) 

Skill.: Olmb 40%, Dodge 50%, Gamble 15%, Hide 25%, Jump 
50%, Usten 35%, Natural History 40%, Ride 70%, Sneak 40%, 
Spot Hidden 40%, Throw 45%, Track 45%. 
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Equipment: horse and saddle. 
Quote: 'Looks like we got us a stranger In town, eh boys? Haw 
hawl' 

LORNE WHITE. His 
ranch is one of the 
biggest in the state, 

and he is a pretty powerful 
guy around Yellow Flats. 
He's proud, and ill-tempered 
with those who cross him. 
He's got a lot of hired men 
to work for him, but his 
pride makes him do things 
himself to prove what a big 
shot he is. 

LORNE WHITE, 
Age 54, Rancher 

STR 12 CON 13 SIZ 15 INT 13 POW 15 
DEX 11 APP 12 EDU 12 SAN 70 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Rifle 60%, damage 206+1 
Revolver 50%, damage 1 D10+2 
Fist 60%, damage 103 +db 
Skills: Bargain 50%, Credit Rating 65%, Law 40%, Usten 35%, 
Natural History 50%, Navigate 40%, Ride 45%, Spot Hidden 
40%. 
Equipment: the Bent-R ranch Ondudes lots of horses and 
ranch hands), money hidden In locations allover his house. 
Quote: 'Dammitl Those were MY men he killedl' 

ALICE PEMBER
TON. She is a pretty 
young woman, inde

pendent and unafraid to 
speak her mind, but very 
much a lady. She lives alone 
in town, and is constantly 
fighting off suitors. 

ALICE PEMBERTON, 
Age 23, School Marm 
STR 8 CON 11 SIZ 11 
INT 15 POW 13 DEX 14 
APP 16 EDU 15 SAN 65 
HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Kick 60%, damage 106 
Derringer 20%, damage 1 D1 0 
Skills: Accounting 35%, Debate 35%, Drive Carriage 35%, 
English 75%, First Aid 45%, History 50%, Ubrary Use 65%, Us
ten 30%, 0caJ1t 20%, Psychology 30%, Sing 55%, Spot HId
den 50%. 
Equipment: School, schoolbooks, horse and buggy. 
Quote: 'Mind your handsl' • 
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Dead On Arrival 2 
The Dead Next Door just came to call. They have odd dietary 
requirements, and you shouldn't turn your back. Do try not to 

upset them. 

TIs ADVENTURE is a sequel to "Dead on Arri
val," which appeared in the fust Blood Brothers. 
D.O.A.2 is set a couple of months later. It occurs in a 

different city, and has a different cast of characters: keep
ers can present it with no knowledge of the previous ad
venture. All materials necessary to play are included here. 

Unlike the original adventure, the motives of the pre
sent player-characters are not neatly parallel. Conflict and 
disagreement break out. as is traditional in apocalyptic 
zombie ftlms. If player-characters die, encourage players 
to switch sides and operate their dead characters as part of 
the advancing zombie hordes. The keeper should also 
consider whether all players can be comfortable in such 
roles-some people just don't like zombies. 

The scenario is really written for three players, so that 
each can operate one soldier and one scientist There is no 
reason that more players, and hence more scientists and 
soldier player-characters, cannot be added; however, ad
ditions should be made in the same kinds of symmetrical 
pairings. If there are six players, each could run a player
character, and alternately operate the zombies. 

When distributing the player-characters, each soldier 
also should receive a copy of the zombie-mobile's stats. 

Since so much of it is made in zombie films, the keeper 
should consider how to present a long set of variations on 
zombie appearances. This is especially important in zombie 
mass combats, where many approach simultaneously. Call
ing this zombie A and that zombie F amounts to a narrative 
failure, though an understandable one. We, of course, have 
cheeIfully shirked the problem of individually descnbing 
forty or so rotting, shuffiing ghouls. 

The run-time of this film may be shorter than normal 
unless the players savor the zombie-attack scenes; the 
keeper may want to have prepared a second feature, just 
in case. On the other hand, why else would players want 
to enact a zombie film? 

The keeper should state early in play that all of the 
player-characters in the scenario are already used to see
ing zombies, and thus lose no Sanity points because of 
them, except in situations specified in the adventure. 

What's Happening 
It is the near future. Companies, cities, and national gov
ernments allover the world have dumped toxic materials 

everyWhere. However, these substances did not melt the 
icecaps, destroy the rain forests, disintegrate the ozone 
layer, or do anything else which people of good will 
might eventually correct and learn from-no, nol Instead, 
these poisonous mixtures have reanimated the recently 
dead in such numbers that there is now no way for hu
mans to do anything except to try to survive by looting 
deserted malls. 

The zombies know only hunger. They have no recog
nition of family or friends-they exist only to hunt down 
and eat the living. Even if an attack does not kill a victim 
outright. these ghastly things produce a venom which is 
transmitted though their bites, with the result that even 
small wounds cause the victims to die and rise again as 
new zombies. 

The handful of living humans have little hope, for 
these things "keep coming back in a bloodthirsty lust for 
human flesh, .. as the ad slogan for the original Night of 
the Living Dead stated 

The Narrative 

1:; ADVENTURE mostly takes place inside a 
walled compound, a small part of a former urban 
area in what was once the United States. The 

player-characters were placed here by the federal govern
ment, which since seems to have evaporated, or else gone 
off-planet. The staff includes three scientists who are sup
posedly working on ways to stop the zombie plague or to 
contain it. and three soldiers who protect the compound 
and who go outside it to gather fresh zombie specimens. 

A non-player-character government agent oversees 
the entire operation, and can give the keeper a direct voice 
in the game. He is the keeper's wild card, and has little 
necessary role in the adventure. 

Progress Goes Plooey 
SLOW FADE IN: at first we are focused on electrical 
generators; we'll hear their background hum for the rest 
of the ftlm. Then we raise vertically through the ceiling 
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and onto the next floor. Footsteps approach. A medical
sounding conversation between two men and a woman 
begins. We raise higher, passing their lab-coated backs as 
they discuss the patient before them. Then they step aside, 
and we see what it is as the fear-notes of the music strike 
at the same moment-a zombie! 

cavities hollowed out of enormous, grotesque blocks of 
lucile, completely isolated. More can be seen in the back
ground, prowling around individual holding cells. 

As the main credits roll, the scientists continue to dis
cuss their work. The hideous zombie, his face tattered and 
peeling off his skull in shreds, is strapped to a table in the 
center of the room. He gnaws at the air as anyone comes 
near, and struggles ineffectively at his leather and steel 
restraints. A few others can be seen locked in body-fitting 

Whatever the art director imagined necessary to a lab 
is present here: filing cabinets, dissection benches, big 
binocular microscopes, some micro-computers, lots of 
glass slides, radio gear, and so forth. 

Mention that the soldier characters are out collecting 
new zombie specimens in the zombie-mobile, the spe
cially-fitted armored personnel carrier the lab owns. If 
different players are operating scientists and soldiers, it 
may be a good idea to send the soldier-players out of the 

Zombies 

T he zombie film is cinema at its 
purest visually and contextually 

most base. The ritualistic story is re
liably the same from film to film: 
some external force which science 
or technology may have prompted 
(but cannot alleviate) causes the re
cently dead to rise, wander, and 
seek to eat the living. The Interest In 
the films is essentially the contrast 
between what Is moving and what 
should be stili, an idea precisely 
suited to film and video. 

The zombies grimly parody hu
man existence, reducing It to mobility 
and foraging. Reductlonist, the films 
argue for human worthlessness and 
the non-existence of the human soul: 
these versions of the final resurrec
tion are not ones any Christian could 
desire. 

During the films we also discover 
that new victims of the zombie on
slaught become zombie converts, 
multiplying the forces of the dead at a 
horrendous rate. The zombie film 
generally contains at least one scene 
where one of the protagonists gets 
Infected and turns on the other char
acters. At the end of the film, we dis
cover that there Is no way to contain 
the ever-Increasing horror, and thus 
the zombies will triumph. Humanity Is 
doomed. 

These films are as devoid of 
moral or ethical Implication as the 
film-makers can devise: zombie films 
are Intentional nightmares, and they 
end In screams and wakefulness as 
nightmares must. Nonetheless, the 
better films contain nuggets of dark 
humor and psychological observa
tion; those scenes (and the special 

gory effects) are what zombie-film fans 
talk about. 

Many low-budget films are made 
with zombies as the monsters: zom
bies are monsters which don't need 
expensive and complex cable-con
trolled monster suits. According to 
one astute observer, "the walking 
dead bear a striking resemblance to 
the walking live." Some white powder, 
a little latex, a few gallons of Karo 
blood, and you've got zombies-lots 
of zombies. 

Not all zombie films are penuri
ous. The recent remake of Night Of 
The Living Dead featured the only 
zombies to actually look like real walk
Ing corpses. Only five gallons of fake 
blood were used In the filming, as op
posed to upwards of 50-50 gallons In 
the average Hollywood-produced hor
ror film. The Return of the LIving Dead 
also featured an assortment of ex
tremely realistic zombies, Including 
one beautifully-done puppet of a com
pletely withered animated corpse. 

Decent cannibal zombie moves 
Include Night of the Living Dead 
(196B), Dawn of the Dead (1979), 
Zombie (1979), Day of the Dead 
(19B5), Return of the Living Dead 
(1985), Redneck Zombies (1988), 
and Night of the Uving Dead (1990). 
Other films of some interest include 
Hard Rock Zombies (1984). The Dead 
Pit (1990), Bikers vs. The Undead 
(1989), Fear No Evil (1981), City of 
the Walking Dead (19BO), and Break-

fast at the Manchester Morgue (1974). 

And Other Post-Apocalypses 

As influential as some cannibal zom
bie films have been, the Idea's apoca
lyptic rationale has tended to merge It 
with several other approaches. 

A slmOat sort of film also uses a 
small band of hll1lans holding out In a 
science lab, but this time they are done 
In one by one by a single allen creature, 
often of a protean nature. (The adven
ture "Metarnorph- In this book explores 
that setting.) The situation derives from 
the brilliant adventure film Alien, but 
normally we are on the ground, not in 
space, and the art direction is out of 
the Star Wars dirty-plastic school
but not nearly as good. 

Another style of apocalypse de
rives from The Road Waffior. These 
also are set in the desert after the 
collapse of civilization, and features a 
(frequently sword-wielding) hero who 
destroys and out-smarts a succession 
of human and humanoid opponents of 
fairly low individual merit. 

The roleplaying cliche of a Jungle
like megalopolis where brutal gangs 
wander at will stems from Blade Run
ner. Knock-ofts of that film are nonex
istent, presumably because creating 
and populating such sets can be quite 
expensive. 

All of these apocalypses used to 
be caused by global thermonuclear 
war. That being unlikely at present, 
the rationales have changed to some 
sort of global contamination without 
missing a beat. In the United States, 
several such films (in bowdlerized 
versions) seem to run weekly on the 
USA cable channel. 



room at this point, and call them back for the next se
quence, Hell On Wheels. 

Having described the setting somewhat, take time 
now to field questions from the players, and help them 
understand the film and how it is set. Perhaps the movie 
poster can be of help. If the keeper likes, he or she might 
offer a sort newsreel concerning the lightning progress of 
the zombie plague. 

Once all the player questions are settled, shift back to 
the mm, and the scientist characters. Remind the players 
that their scientists are half-unhinged by the horrible 
events of the past months, and state clearly to all that each 
scientist has a secret which he or she is just crazy enough 
to conceal. Then ask each player-character to give his or 
her presentation of the week's past work. 

Keepers, be sure that you understand each player
character's secret. 

This sequence is for orienting the players, introducing 
the player-characters, and to give the player-characters 
reason to suspect each other. Once the scientists have 
dealt with each other, continue on to the next sequence, 
Hell On Wheels. 

Hell On Wheels 
CUT TO: it's night. A huge many-wheeled armored vehi
cle passes a bumt-out vehicle and cruises slowly down a 
deserted, debris-laden city street. As it comes toward us, 
we see sharp teeth and an open mouth painted across its 
nose. As it passes, we read Zombie-Mobile on its side. 

Like the scene with the scientists, this sequence serves to 
introduce the characters, set the tone, and allow some idea of 
how zombies operate. The team. must come home with at 
least one intact zombie. If they end up killing the four here, 
they'll have to find some more somewhere else. 

Play it quick and play it gross, but complete the entire 
round-up procedure. Sample zombie stats occur in the 
statistics section at the end of this adventure. 

On top. a turret slowly swivels. We cut to the entirely
dark interior, where a combat-ready soldier stands, using 
a night-vision-fitted periscope to survey the surrounding 
area: this is Corporal Leary. Private Williams is the 
driver; his face is hidden by passive surveillance goggles 
that make him look like a huge insect In the right-hand 
seat is Sgt. Connors, also wearing night goggles, studying 
a street map of the city. The camera shows us green im
ages (with superimposed technical-looking calibrations) 
of what each man sees. 

"Multiple geeks at nine o'clock," Leary murmurs. 
"They're pretty bright, too. Putting off a lot of heat-they 
maybe ate somebody this week." Connors takes a last 
puff on his Cigarette and puts it out 

Williams wheels the vehicle to the left, passes under 
some yellow plastic arches, and into the parking lot Here 
the team gets out and locks the vehicle. It's zombie 
round-up time: read that boxed information to the play-
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ers. It is important that they understand that they're to 
bring back zombies intact Now they're on their own. 

All carry the weapons mentioned in their statistics, as 
well as with the zombie hoods, handcuffs, and nets men
tioned in the zombie round-up information. 

There is no map given for the restaurant. Assume it is a 
rectangle, and that one-third of the space is given over to 
each of three rooms: public eating area, kitchen, and storage. 

Within are four zombies. They wander aimlessly 
around the place, tripping over the stools, falling into the 
garbage cans, etc. When the soldiers come in, they all 
begin to move toward the fodder. Ask the players what 
their characters are going to do, then have to zombies try 
to close with them, and try to eat anything living. Give the 
players a few moments to make a very speedy plan, then 
advance and bite. 

One of the zombies is extremely ripe, and will burst if 
shot by the soldiers, he will split open, rancid guts and 
fluid spilling out of the wound and creating a sticky, 
loathsome mess on the floor of the restaurant. Seeing this 
disgusting display costs O/ID4 Sanity points. 

Dinner, And A Show 
DISSOLVE TO: the scientists and the soldiers are having 
dinner. They sit across from each other at the same table, 
three and three. At the head of the table is the leader of the 
facility, B. James Terwilliger, the keeper's non-player 
character. Terwilliger is the only one wearing a khaki shirt 
with epaulets; we always see him like this. 

Terwilliger compliments Dr. Witwer on the new ver
sion of her always-tasty stew, then nods to Dr. Smith, "So. 
I am given to understand, Dr. Smith, that you have made 
a break-through?" 

Tell the player of Dr. Smith that he may now talk 
about and demonstrate his secret device. From now on he 
controls the direction of the gathering. 

Let the player handle things as he wishes. The player 
needs a demonstration zombie, and the RCZ equipment that 
is in his lab. Presumably the other player-characrers will be 
willing to help him, or Terwilliger will want to mow why 
not. Terwilliger should also explain to the soldiers that be
cause of Dr. Smith's success, he thinks they will need sup
plies from town to create more of the devices. 

Soon the demonstration is set up. Joslyn might wheel 
in a struggling zombie restrained on a gurney. Smith will 
enter with his RCZ device, a small square of black plastic 
about the size of a baseball, with wires and lights on one 
side and a wicked-looking barbed spike on the other. Get 
reactions from all the player-characters. 

Smith advances on the strapped-down zombie. The 
zombie looks in his direction and snarls as Smith steps 
closer. Photocopy the statement below and have Smith's 
player read it and respond to questions from the other 
player-characters. One of the other players can pretend to be 
the zombie for the moment, reacting to what Smith does. 
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Terwilliger at least is standing and applauding. "By 
George, Dr. Smith, that's marvelous! I've never seen any
thing like it! Now by God we'll have something to report 
to headquarters!" Terwilliger instructs the soldiers to be 
ready to fomge for Dr. Smith tomorrow rust thing, before 
sunrise by George. 

through a guard rail and park parallel to and blocking the 
emergency entrance doors. Williams does, with· a suc
cessful Drive APe. (If he fails, the door is impossible to 
close off with the vehicle, but stacked fumjture can also 
be a difficult puzzle for zombies.) 

"Maybe we can keep the ones in the cars outside," Con
nors explains. "It takes a zombie days to figure out how to 
go over or under something," he adds. 

Tbe Hospital 
CUT TO: bright morning sun streams over rooftops in the 
deserted town as the zombie-mobile eases down the street 
towani the hospital. The team has gone into the hospital 
only once before, when the lab was desperate for medi
cines. Zombies are abundant here, where so many people 
succumbed to the zombie plague. 

Leary and Williams nod. This is not quite true, they 
know, but maybe it is true enough to help them for the next 
hour or so. Williams smiles thinly. "Hell, Sarge, eventually a 
zombie can fmd anything, because all it does is try. n 

Beneath the dark walls of old St. Tenebrous Hospital, 
the parking lot is filled with rusting cars, already covered 
in patches of dust and dirt. Here and there plants grow out 
of hood or trunk seams. Vehicles with open doors or brer 
ken windows can be assumed to be concealing zombies. 

Their mission is to get into the pathology lab and bring 
back everything on Dr. Smith's list. As the soldiers search 
out the lab, they pass through various areas. Keepers should 
add to or change these as they wish. 

Emergency Room 

The main-entrance drive is still clear. With a successful 
Idea roll, Connors directs Williams to smash the APC 

In the reception booth a mostly stripped skeleton sags in 
a swivel chair. The skeleton still has bits of hardened 
cartilage, muscle, and flakes of dried blood on it. It is 
completely harmless. 

Smith's Speech 
Ladles and gentlemen, you are 01 course the first to witness what, in 
OIdInary times, would be considered 8 miracle. 

First we take the zombie's forehead, and hold It stlll-4hen we In
sert the barbed, spiJce-liJce control probe direetJy Into the prefrontal 
lobe, through the thinly covered temple areal 

I 8SSIJfe you: though the zombie does not like this happening, 
he feels no pain. No zombie feels paln-hah, hah, hahl 

WeH. I now throw the switch on the side of the control unit. The 
zombie skNdy becomes less and less hostile, as you see, until It Is 
soon passive and amenable. 

This other device Is the relay /.lilt. You see It Is smaller, and 
could be worn on a beft or carried In a pocket I now activate It. 
Hmmmm. And you see the shudder passing through the zombie's 
body In response, and you see again that the zombie has become 
passive. He Is awalt/ng my command! 

Colleague Witwer, please remove the zombie's restraints. 
There. As you see, the zombie Is now entirely free, yet does 

nothing. Now watch what happens. 
The relay unit I hold has on It a small control rod, very much like 

that once used for computer games. I need only tap the joystick 
and-voilaJ-the zombie srandsl 

Now I shall direct It fotwarrJ one-two-three steps, and stop! 
Now It backs up ~ steps and stops! Wen, ladles and gen

tlemen, what do you think 01 that? 
Wen. Hmmmm. He also can go left as )IOU see, but not right I 

don't know why yet. But, as you sse, I can bring him back to the gur
neyand-aha/-down he lays! 

That Is my triumph, ladles and gentlemen/ To proceed further, I 
require additional sophlsticateclsuppUes. Sergeant Connors, perhaps 
you and your men can oIilge me on the morrow? 

CustOdians Only 
As they spread out silently to recon
noiter the hall beyond, ask Leary's 
player for a Listen roll. A success de
tects muffled blows coming from be
hind a door marked CustodiaL The 
door is unlocked, but blocked from in
side. If Leary fiddles with the door 
knob, he hears louder, more frantic 
blows begin. 

Make an Idea roll for Leary. but 
keep the result covered 

If Leary succeeded with his Idea 
roll, he recognizes the stupid, brutal 
rhythms of zombies that have gotten 
caught somehow in something, and 
that can't get free. 

If he failed, tell his player that 
Leary is sure that survivors are inside, 
and that he can now detect a very 
weakened voice from within. Have 
him signal to the others, and now ask 
his player for a Fast 'Ihlk roll. If he 
succeeds. they all move to communi
cate with the survivors. 

The door is blocked by only STR 
20 of piled furniture, but all the zom
bies have been able to think to do is to 
push on the pile, not to pull it away. 
Now the soldiers do their work for 
them. A chair jostles aside, within, and 
the soldiers pushing on the door must 
receive rolls of DEX x3 or less, fall flat 
on their faces. The third soldier can be 



Continuity Breaks 
o A zombie surges and stumbles toward the camera, 
greedy hands reaching out 

.. A band of zombies surge against the stout walls of 
the compound. They do not affect the thick, high 
walls, but they keep pounding against it with their 
fists. 

., A man opens a venetian blind. We do not see his 
face, but we see thai he wears a khaki shirt with 
epaWtts. We look out from several stories up. Out
side, beyond a high wall, zombies wander. One spies 
the man, then another, then another. In minutes a 
mob of zombies surges again and again against the 
waY. 

o A zombie man slowly kneels beside the Wall, and 
starts to scoop out one palm-fu" of dirt,then an other, 
then another. 

., Along a different part of the wall, a zombie woman 
slowiy kneels beside the waD. and starts to scoop out 
one palm-fun of dirt, then another. then another. 

holding a flashlight or aiming a gun, his choice. When the 
choice is made, set the new scene. 

In front of them stand three zombies, beginning to 
lurch toward them. One has had Ihe skin pulled off of the 
top of his head, and is dressed in a surgical gown with a 
hole cut out over the chest. His chest has been opened, 
and his heart hangs out between cracked ribs. The second 
has been completely devoured from the abdomen down 
and pulls himself towards the soldiers with his hands. The 
third is dressed as a surgeon, but his throat has been 
gnawed out, and the end of a scalpel protrudes from his 
ruined eye-socket. 

These zombies cost no Sanity to view, but they get to 
move to attack on the first round, while the soldiers on the 
floor can only Dodge. If the standing soldier has his gun 
in hand, he can fue-otherwise he must drop his flash
light and swivel his rifle to the ready, which means he 
opens fIre only after the zombies attack. 

The Pathology Lab 
The soldiers come to back stairs and elevators. The eleva
tors are unworkable since the electricity is off. An orien
tation plan of the hospital is between the elevators and the 
stairs, and shows that the pathology lab is two floors up, 
not far from directly overhead. 

If the player-characters want to look around some 
more, the keeper must invent those new encounters. If 
they cautiously take the stairs, they ascend without inci
denL As they near the third floor, they all hear the shuf
fling movements and grunting which they have come to 
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associate with zombies. At the third floor, ask if anyone 
wants to peer through the fire door window. 

If someone does, he sees that the hallway beyond is 
filled with zombies. And, beyond the dozen lurching 
zombies, at the far end of the hall, is a door clearly 
marked Patlwlogy. 

The soldiers can fight their way through, or go up or 
down a flight to try to break in through a floor to gain 
access from above or below. The player-characters may 
come up with other ways to get into the lab. 

If they try to fight their way through the zombies, run 
a combat between the soldiers and 12 zombies blocking 
the way. The hall is 15 feet wide, and the door to the 
pathology lab is 30 yards away. Even a dozen zombies 
should not be much of a match for three experienced 
soldiers anned with automatic rifles. The zombies plod to 
the attack in ragged ranks of three; each bullet that hits 
also has the same chance to hit the rank behind. Unless 
the players say otherwise, assume that the soldiers fife 
high, for head shots; each gun fIres in bursts of three; each 
clip holds 30 rounds; each soldier carries ten clips . 

Use of phosphorous grenades indoors risks burning 
the building down. 

If they try to enter through the floor above, have them 
make some appropriate skill rolls (Climb, Mechanical 
Repair, etc.) in order to do so. In either case, as soon as 
they enter the lab go on to the next encounter. 

Inside The Lab 
The pathology lab is dark, quiet, fairly orderly. The 
shades are closed. As the soldiers shine their lights around 
the room, they see many racks and shelves filled the sorts 
of things Smith wanted-solutions, diagnostic and surgi
cal tools, medical references, and other medical items. 
The soldiers must carefully refer to the list given to them 

Dr. Smith's Short Speech 

I hope neither of you at9/9aIous of my success. 
It has taken much personal sacrfflce on my part 
to achieve It 

I have been able to fit an twenty zombies 
in the holding oans with my controlling de
Vices. 

When Connors and his men get back, I'n 
have enough equipment to complete another 
hundred devices. 

I dream of the day when we can fit all 
zombies with seH-contafned units, as natural
ists once fitted animals with radio monitors. 

In that great future, mankind wDl re-estalr 
IIsh itself, and when clvNlzation recovers, we 
shall rats our engines in zombie-power, as we 
once did with reference to horses! 
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Continuity Breaks, cont. 

CD We cut momentarily to the generators In the base
ment, to remind us that they produce the dominant 
background sound in the lab complex. 

8 In the darkness, the male zombie continues to dig 
at the base of the wall with Its hands. It Is now nearly 
head deep. 

.., In the darkness, the female zombie Is covered up 
with dirt as her pit collapses. It makes no difference to 
the zomble-she keeps on digging, almost swimming 
through the soil, to where fresh blood awaits. 

by Smith, the actual contents of which are of no signifi
cance to this scenario. 

It takes them twenty minutes to fmd all the stuff he 
wants. Under the circumstances, this is fast work-Special 
Forces, were any of the rest of it around, would be proud. 

Also in this room, if a successful Spot Hidden is 
made, the soldiers fmd six jars, each with a human fetus 
in it. As they watch, the soldiers can see the fetuses 
slowly begin to move-they are zombies, too! This costs 
1/103 Sanity points. 

A cabinet in this room contains a zombie which at
tacks the soldiers whenever the keeper feels it is appropri
ate. If they have done well so far, let them off-they're 
doomed anyway. 

Once the soldiers have the items they need, they leave 
the hospital the same way they carne in. The zombie 
nurses, doctors, and orderlies in the hospital may have 
sensed their presence, or not, as the keeper wishes. Once 
they get to the APe they are home free. 

Closing the door, Connors lights a cigarette, takes a 
deep puff, and says, "Okay, now let's hit Radio Shack!" 

Radio Chaos 
DISSOLVE TO: It's night. DIS. Smith, Joslyn, and Wit
wer are in Smith's lab, all looking very tired. A zombie 
lies strapped to the operating table. Dr. Smith is shoving a 
remote control device into the thing's head. As he fiddles 
with it, he talks. The other scientists should speak and 
reply as they see fit. 

This is another subdued scene between the scientists. 
They should ask questions, make comments, and discuss 
relations with Terwilliger and the soldiers. 

As they get the new test subject ready, Smith drops the 
control probe. After examining it intently, he shrugs and 
decides that there is nothing wrong with it. 

The probe inserted, the zombie is activated. It suddenly 
lurches toward the nearest scientist-roll randomly to see 
who it is. The zombie has a 75% chance to grapple in the 

cramped space. If it grapples successfully, it tries to bite 
in the second round. At the end of that round, it jerks and 
stands still. Suddenly a hail of pus, bone fragments, and 
brains showers the room as the zombie's head explodes. 
coating the scientists with the disgusting stuff. Each sci
entist loses I/lD3 Sanity points from this sudden shock. 

Ask each what he or she wants to do, or wants to say. 

No Snacks Between Meals 
This scene takes place outside the player s action of the 
story. Read this sub-section to the players .. 

QUICK CUT TO: It's night. Terwilliger, the leader of the 
mission, walks down a long hallway, and then another, 
and then another. He wears his trademark khaki pants and 
shirt, and beams with his trademark enthusiasm. He whis
tles "Camptown Races." It does not occur to him that he 
may be the only human left in the world who knows that 
song, or who is able to whistle. 

He reaches the mess kitchen and looks around. No 
one is here, although a new cauldron of meat stew sim
mers on one of the stoves. He sniffs appreciatively, but 
puts the lid back on. He wants something different. 

(Dr. Witwer, who usually cooks in the mess, is cur
rently covered with zombie brains, and is dealing with an 
entirely different kind of mess.) 

He opens the refrigerator slowly. We, perhaps like him, 
half-expect a zombie to jump out, but nothing's inside but 
food. He pulls out a loaf of bread, a jar of mayonnaise, and 
some fresh lettuce from the emergency garden that Witwer 
has created on the roof. He doesn't fmd any meal 

He rummages through the cupboards and pantry, but 
finds nothing there either. He turns towards the walk-in 
freezer, still whistling. "Okay, I'll cook something up." 

Zombie Round-Ups 
Standard equipment at the base are leather zombie 
hoods which seal closed In the back-the soldiers 
prefer the ones with wide velcro closures, because 
they're fast to seal up. The hoods are solid leather, 
restricting vision. hearing and smell. Zombies don't 
need to breathe. 

But first they need to capture the zombie. That Is 
done by Isolating a single zombie, drawing the zombie 
to a motionless target man, and then the two wing 
men each grabbing an arm and twisting It back to lock 
together with handcuffs. Then the target man helps 
whichever wing man is having more trouble, or he 
applies the cuffs. 

Then the team shoves the zombie Into a strong 
nylon bag. ties the whole bundle closed. and hangs It 
In the transport compartment of the APe. The only 
predictable problem arises if one of the zombie's 
hands drops off-then the team has to kill that zombie 
and find a new one. 



He peers into the freezer, and screams. Fright notes 
start on the sound track. 

Three zombies hang on meat books in the locker. One 
has been stripped of all the muscle on its arms, legs, and 
torso. On a table is piled wrapped bundles of the stripped 
meat Our hero slams the door shut, doubles over. and 
vomits onto the mess kitchen floor. 

In the distance, we hear the zombie-mobile pull in and 
tum off. Cargo doors open and slam shut. Terwilliger 
stumbles toward the noises. "'Connors!" he shouts. "Con
norsl" The scene fades. 

Tbe Dead March Home 
SWISH PAN TO: as the soldiers enter the lab with large 
boxes full of the gear that Smith requested, they are stunned 
to see the scientists covered in zombie goop. If Smith is still 
alive, he says something to explain what happened or else 
tries to evade responsibility for what happened. 

It takes a successful Idea roll for each soldier not to first 
think that zombies stand in front of them; anyone who fails 
drop; his box and brings his M16 to bear, but does not fire. 

Then Terwilliger rushes in, crying and vomiting. 
"Connors", he screeches, "Connors, there is no meat! 
These bastards have been feeding us geekf' 

Have everyone but Witwer lose 1/1D6 Sanity points. 
The soldieIS now must quickly make a choice. Before 
they can consult, have each player write down whether 
his character talks or shoots. 

If Someone Fires And Hits 
Should a soldier shoot and hit a scientist, the bullets go on 
to strike the large electrical board behind them. Sparks 
fly. current arcs, and circuit breakeIS slam shut The whir 
of the electrical generators dies, and the lab is quiet for 
the first time since the f"tIm began. 

"Good lord!" Joslyn exclaims. "The generators! 
We've got to get the generators started!" This is the only 
important speech that Joslyn is scripted for. We hope he 
makes the most of it. 

Remember all of those zombies which have the remote 
devices in their heads in the holding pen? When the gener
ators go down, they go berserk just like the one with Smith's 
faulty probe. They do not explode, though-they manage to 
burst their cell doors: now zombies even more maddened 
than ~ are inside the lab, and the darkness is complete. 

II None Fire, or None Hit 
If none of the soldiers fire. or if all miss, no immediate 
harm is down. Terwilliger babbles on about what he 
found. Everyone but Witwer, of course, is totally sur
prised. She makes a speech. 

1his is the only major speech that Witwer gets. We hope 
she makes the most of it. See Witwer's Speech below. 

Let everyone respond as they will. There is a chance 
here for some upbeat feeling. Then undercut the result by 
commenting that they hear breaking glass and the shuffle 
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Witwer's Speech 
Yeah, you've been eating geek. It does you no 
harm. I thought it would make you strong, as 
mBn need to be. I can't give you blood, and as 
warriors you deserve it, but still you've feasted 
on the corpses of the enemy, and lived to boast 
abolltit. 

If they can live off us, we can live on 
them. They're not human, rhey~ not as smart 
as hogs. They're g9lJks. God has taken away 
everything else, bUt /eft us them. 

Eatl Eat with mel I eat with knowl
edge-so should youl I thought you weak. 
Prove me wrong. 

of zombies in the compound. The zombies outside the 
wall have broken in. 

Suddenly the generators inexplicably fail, leaving the 
humans in darkness. Describe to the players the sound of 
creaking wood in the distance as the holding pen door 
crashes down. They can hear the sounds of the dead 
marching through the compound, knocking things down, 
and getting closer. 

The End Of Humankind 
No matter whether the soldieIS fired or not, the end is the 
same. The lab compound is now crawling with zombies. 
The rest of the scenario is a blood bath in favor of the 
zombies. If the players are interested, continue to run 
combats until all the player-characters are dead. There are 
not ten or twenty or forty zombies on the loose, but hun
dreds, maybe thousands, who have finally broken 
through the compound's unpatrolled outer wall. 

A depressing end. The keeper may have any player-char
acters who can make it to the APe get in and smash through 
the freight door of the compound, to be pmsued until cor
nered in the desolate wasteland of the Dead New World. 

Or perhaps there are so many zombies that even the 
APe cannot make headway. It stalls. The force of bodies 
gradually pushes it over. Hundreds of z.ombies writhe 
against the turtled vehicle like snakes in some deep hole. 
The zombies cannot get in. But the survivors cannot get 
out. They're trapped here until they die. 

Continuity Breaks, concluded 

4D The female zombie stands at the window where 
TelWiIIiger once stood, and looks out. Beyond is a sea 
of zombies, gory faces without end. The camera 
tracks. pans, fades out. RoY credits. 
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The Zombies 

11: FLESH-eaters in this scenario differ from those 
fOWld in the Cau of Cthuihu rules in a few ways. 
FJISt, they are not created by magic, but by a toxic 

radioactivity and chemical contamination. This mixture has 
created a condition like a disease which is present in zombie 
saliva, and is transmissible by bite. 

A zcmbie's tactic of attack is to grab and bite. The victim 
may squirm away, but the bite tmnsmits the zombie poism. 

The bitten victim must resist a poison of POT equal to the 
zombie's CON. If the victim resists, he takes half of the POT 

as damage to hit points; if he fails, he takes the full damage 
to his hit points. Anyone killed by the wmbie poison rises as 
a zombie after a number of minutes equal to 20 minus origi
nal CON. If a player-character is killed by a zombie, let the 
player continue to play the zombie, who can then chase 
down the other investigators who let him die. 

When someone is killed by more than one zombie, lx7 
fore he can rise again as a zombie he may be pulled apart and 
eaten alive by several. Then that character will not return 
except as a zombie, and is otherwise out of play. 

Once zombies grip a victim, they tIy to eat, and are oblivi
ous to alI else. It is easy to sneak up 00 a feeding zombie. 

To kill a zombie, cut off the brain from the body. Any 
zombie part cut off from the whole ceases to function. If the 
brain is destroyed, the zombie collapses. If using hit loca
tions, 5 points of damage to the head destroys the brain. 

Most weapons do half rolled damage against zombies; 
impaling weapons do only 1 point of damage per hit. 

Most zombies little about their former lives: me who was 
in the militaJy may salute anyone wearing a unifonn, for in
stance, and they congregate in places they were fond of in 
life-malls, theaters, homes, rarks, and so forth. All the same, 
nothing diverts them from a nice meal of human walking by. 
clNHacrerlsUcs averages 
STR 306 xl.5 15-17 
CON 306x1.5 15-17 
SIZ 306 10-11 
INT 206+5+3 4 
POW 1 1 
DEX 206 7 
Move: 6. 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Hit Points: 13-14 
Weapons: Grapple 45%, damage special 
BIte 70%, damage 1 D3 +zomble venom 
Armor: none, but ImpaDng weapons do only 1 point of damage 
per successful atIaCk, and all others do haH rolled damage. 
Sanity Loss: it costs 1/1 DB Sanity points to see a zombie. 

ZOMBIES AT HAND 

zombi. sm 
1 19 
2 20 
3 18 

CON 
18 
12 
22 

S/Z 
12 
15 
16 

DEX 
B 
4 
6 

HP 
15 
14 
19 

zombi. 
4 
5 
8 
7 
8 
9 
10 

sm CON S/Z DEX 
16 16 9 4 
19 13 12 5 
22 13 11 6 
16 16 13 7 
18 18 14 6 
19 15 11 4 
17 16 12 4 

Player 
Characters 

HP 
13 
13 
12 
15 
16 
14 
14 

TIOUGH THERE are only six player-characters, 
the keeper can arrange to make the research facility 
to be of any size. Still, the classic situation involves 

only a handful of people, proving just by their small num
bers that their cause is doomed or nearly doomed. 

CARL JOSLYN, Dr. 
He is searching for 
a cure to the zombie 

plague. He dislikes having 
soldiers underfoot, but they 
are pretty handy to fight ~ 
zombies, so he keeps his 
opinions to himself. As has 
become routine, you and 
Joslyn and Witwer are 
meeting today to discuss re
sults for the last week, but 
as usual no one will reveal 
anything. Smith has gone 
mad, and Witwer has lost all 
hope. These meetings are just a way of making sure they 
are not becoming criminally insane. Though Smith is the 
titular head, he has become the actual leader: so far, he 
has everything under control. 

HIS SECRET: he's discovered a serum which defeats the 
venom in zombie saliva. Three days ago he injected himself 
with the anti-venin, and then with ghoul saliva. So far, no ill 
effect-not even a rash! The next step is to use the clues in 
the anti-venin to construct an agent which defeats the reac
tion which sustains the geeks-er, zombies. If brain damage 
hasn't been excessive, humanity will be saved. 

Dr. CARL JOSLYN, Age 29, Not So Mad Scientist 

STR 12 CON 13 SIZ 15 'NT 17 POW 13 
DEX 12 APP 10 EDU 22 SAN 45 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: Scalpel, 35%, damage 103 +db 
Skills: Biology 65%, Chemistry 75%, First Aid 65%, Medicine 
85%, Pharmacy 75%, Toxicology 75%, Zoology 45%. 

Quote: 'Hold stili, now-! just need a sample.' 



CHRIS WILLIAMS, Pvt. He joined the anny to 
get money for college, and joined Special Forces 
because it was the toughest duty he could find 

(and it couldn't bun to have r---------.., 
it on the old resume later 
on). The rest is history. The 
Dead Walk! screamed the 
newspaper headlines. And 
then it was allover. Now he 
drives the zombie-mobile, 
the APe the team uses to col
lect zombies for the scien
tists. He thinks that his fam
ily, his friends, and every
thing he ever wanted has 
been inexplicably con
sumed. He also thinks that 
the scientists are wacko 

--. . 

. , 

wimps who haven't a prayer of ever finding an answer to 
all that has happened. Still, they are human, especially 
Witwer. But the other guys have noticed, too. He watches 
everyone, in case somebody makes a serious mistake. 

HIS SECRET: if things get really bad, he'll take Wit
wer-at gun-point, if need be-out in the APC. There's a 
sky-scraper downtown that they can make into a redoubt 
that'11 be impregnable to zombies forever. 

CHRIS WILLIAMS, Age 21, Private, APe Driver 
STR 14 CON 15 SIZ 15 INT 17 POW 16 
DEX 16 APP 12 EDU 14 SAN 67 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: M16A2 Assault Rifle 45%. damage 208 
Combat Knife 35%, 104+2 +db 
Punch 25%, 1 03 +db 
Zombie Hood 75%, covers a zombie's head with a leather bag. 

Other Equipment! ten 30-round clips of ammunlUon, four phos
phorus grenades, amphetamines. one MRE. handcuffs, nylon 
containment net. 
Skills: Drive APe 85%. Fast Talk 55%, First Aid 45%, Herd 
Zombie 75%. Hide 45%, Usten 55%, Mechanical Repalr 55%, 
Slap Cuffs 75%, Sneak 45%. 
Quote: 'How do I get out of this chicken outfit?' 

D AVID SMITH, Dr. 
When civilization be
gan to collapse, the 

government drafted him be
cause of his impressive work 
in knowledge of cybernetic 
prostheses and cerebral im
plants, and placed him in this 
military research camp to 
work on solutions to the zom
bie crisis. Unfortunately, the 
shock of the zombie plague 
has completely unhinged 
him: he mis-buttons his lab 
coat, no longer shaves, mum- ~ ___ ";";'_';"""_--1 
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bles to himself, and keeps his research entirely secret 
from Dr. Joslyn. He knows that he is behaving oddly, but 
only he can save the world-it's a stressful assignment 

HIS SECRET: he has constructed a device which can be 
plugged into a zombie's head to control the zombie at 
short distances. However, so far the zombie will only go 
forward, backward, and left: what does this mean? He 
ponders mental bicameralism, admitting to himself that a 
few bugs need to be worked out. He has one RCZ (Re
mote Control Zombie) prepared for a demonstration. 

Dr. DAVID SMITH, Age 43, Fairly Mad Scientist 
STR 12 CON 11 SIZ 10 INT 18 POW 13 
DEX 15 APP 10 EDU 24 SAN 23 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: ScaJpeI60%. damage 103 
.45 Revolver 40%, damage 1010+2 

Skills: Bargain 25%, Biochemistry 75%, Electrical Repalr 65%, 
Electronics 90%, Rrst Aid 65%, Medicine 75%, Pharmacy 65%, 
Spot Hidden 75%. Zoology 20%. 

Quote: 'The zombies are not evil, just very stupid: 

J
ULIA WITWER, Dr.. Her career at Livennore went 
down the tube like everyone else's when the dead 
started to walk. She's still alive when most people are 

long-dead, but the future r------------, 
doesn't exactly look bright 
She's stuck here with mili
tary puds and two fellow 
scientists who make Dr. 
Frankenstein look like Cap
tain Kangaroo. She no 
longer has any faith in the 
research being done here, 
and has simply withdrawn 
from it She putters around 
with the radio equipment, 
cooks big pots of stew for 
everyone, and throws out 

-. 

the worst of the garbage L-____ --.:....:...._..:.;:.J 

every other week or so. She still radios out reports on the 
assigned frequency once a week, but there have been no 
replies-no stations on the air at all-for a month and 
more. She spends a lot of time fussing with her cactus 
garden on the roof. Cacti are her models now, tough and 
hardy, not needing much to stay alive, and full of thoms. 

HER SECRET: the canned and frozen meat ran out weeks 
ago. She did her own research, and discovered that cooked 
zombie could be eaten safely. She hasn't mentioned this. 
figuring correctly that the guys might get upset at chewing 
geek. A practical soul, she thinks that doing so is only just
the geeks have chewed a lot of hwnans. 

Dr. JULIA WITWER, Age 25, Relatively Sane Scientist 

STR 13 CON 13 SIZ 11 INT17 POW 17 
DEX 14 APP 15 EDU 21 SAN 61 HP 12 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: .45 Revolver 75%, damage 1010+2 
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Ast/Punch 65%, damage 1 D3 
Kick 75%, mmage 106 
Crescent Wrench 60%, damage 1 DB 
SkIlls: Bargain 45%, Drive Automobile 35%, Electrical Repair 
75%, Electronics 85%, Fast Talk 75%. Martial Arts 65%. Me
chanical Repair 55%, Operate Heavy Machinery 65%, Photog
raphy 65%, Physics 85%, Psychology 65%. 
Quote: 'Screw off, jar-headl' 

MIKE CONNORS, Sgt. He joined the anny for 
patriotism and a job. Now both motives seem 
pointless. The geeks are everywhere. A pack of 

them tore apart his wife and son, right before his eyes, but 
he was too dnmk to do anything but run back to base in 
his van. What rotten luck. His assignment is to baby-sit 

people looking for a way to 
.... . - ':." ~ slow down or reverse the 

"," ~" ... 
....... .. - plague. The only cure he's 

-.. seen that works are a couple 
of rounds right between a 
geek's eyes. He craves the 
days when the APe goes out 
to collect more geeks for the 
scientists. They always 
bring back the number the 
docs want, but they're able 
to waste dozens more. That 
makes him feel good 
enough to want to get drunk 
again. 

HIS SECRET: sometimes he takes out the APC at night, 
along with a quart of whiskey. He parks it near some zom
bies, lets off a round or two to get their attention, then hums 
tunelessly while the zombies pound impotently on the metal 
and he drinks himself into a stupor. 

SgL MIKE CONNORS. Age 29, Team Leader 

STR 18 CON 16 SIZ 15 INT 15 POW 12 
DEX 14 APP 10 EDU 17 SAN 48 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: M16A2 Assault Rifle 90%, damage 208 
Combat Knife, 85%, damage 104+2 +db 
Punch 75%, damage 1 D3 +db 
Zombie Hood 75%, covers a zombie's head with a leather bag. 

Other Equipment: ten 3D-round clips of ammunition, four phos
phorus grenades, amphetamines, one MRE, handcuffs, nylon 
containment net. 

Skills: Astronomy 15%, camouflage 85%, Climb 85%, Dodge 
60%, Drive APe 85%, Electrical Repair 55%, First Aid 65%, 
Give Rousing Speech 75%, Herd Zombies 75%, Hide 75%, Us
ten 75%, Mechanical Repair 40%, Natural History 35%, Slap 
Cuffs 75%, Sneak 65%, Stash Liquor 75%, Track 75%. 
Quote: 'If you kDl for pleasure, you're a murderer. If you kill for 
profit, you're a mercenary. If you kill for both -you're Special 
Forces. H()O-rahl Alr-BORNEI' 

STEVE LEARY, Cpl. He's stuck in hell like every
one else, but in this hell there are plenty of cigarettes, 
cases of whiskey, and drugs. The scientists think 

they're going to learn what makes dead people get up and 

walk don't understand
this is the end of days, and 
everyone must die before 
Judgement Day. The com
pound hasn't heard squat 
from the outside in months: 
going out to catch more 
geeks for the scientists is 
pointl~. He'll continue to 
do his job as long as Sgt. 
Connors does-Connors is 
a good soldier, and worth 
protecting. 

HIS SECRET: if Connors 
dies and things get really bad, Leary has prepared a large 
closet with multiple locks on the inside. He'll retreat 
there, take a lethal overdose of opium or MDMA3

, and 
then hallucinate off to death. The zombies will never get 
him. 

STEVE LEARY, Age 26, Corporal and Medic 

STR 16 CON 15 SIZ 14 INT 15 POW 15 
DEX 16 APP 10 EDU 15 SAN 60 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: M16A2 Assault Rifle 75%, damage 208 
Combat Knife 65%, 104+2 +db 
Punch 55%, 1 D3 +db 
Zombie Hood 75%, covers a zombie's head with a leather bag. 
Vehicle-Mounted Flame-Thrower* 85%, damage 306 per hit or 
per round played on same target plus shock. 
• effective range Is 50 yards; less Into the wind. Shock causes 
the zombie to collapse, but unless all hit points are consumed, 
It soon recovers and continues to roam, although with lessened 
hit points. 

Other Equipment: ten 3D-round clips of ammunition, four phos
phorus grenades, amphetamines, one MRE, handcuffs, nylon 
contairment net 
Skills: camouflage 85%, Climb 55%, Dodge 60%, Drive APe 
45%, Fast Talk 45%, Arst AId 85%, Herd Zombie 75%, Hide 
75%, Usten 75%, Mechanical Repair 30%, Medicine 65%, 
Natural History 55%, Persuade 45%. Slap Cuffs 75%. Sneak 
65%, Track 75%. 
Quote: 'And then do you know what Mom said?' 

ARMORED PERSONNEL CARRIER, Modified 
Crew: 1 driver, 1 passenger In right-hand seat, 1 man operat
Ing roof-mounted flame·thrower turret Rear compartment has 
wide, rear-openlng doors and is rigged to hold up 10 six netted 
zombies or up to 10 soldiers on the bench seats. 
Weapon: Turret-Mounted Aamethrower, damage 306 per hit 
or per round played on same target, plus shock. 
Effective range Is 50 yards; less Into the wind. The shock of 
burning causes the zombie to collapse, but If not aU hit points 
are burned away, the zombie soon recovers and continues ro 
roam, although with lessened hit points. 
Speed: faster than any zombie can move. 
Armor" Hit POints: withstands any attack by any number of 
zombies. 
Damage: squashes any zombie with a successful Luck roll for 
the driver. 
Notes: this vehicle Is wheeled, not tracked. It is a protective 
transport vehicle, not a tank. • 
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Carnival Knowledge 
The Nomlls one of the finest circuses In the world. Even callow 

youths, attracted only by sex or alcohol, are sure to have stimulating 
times there. 

TI CIRCUS is a dazzling spectacle of colorful 
lights, elaborate costumes, remarkable performers, 
and tantalizing treats-human and animal wondexs 

from around the globe. Alas, the famed Nomi Circus bas 
also brought with it a dark and terrible secret the circus's 
clown troupe, composed of perfonners from many differ
ent lands, are murderous cannibals. These killer clowns 
prey on hapless innocents who visit the circus: victims 
are savagely butchered and eaten by the painted-faced 
madmen. As the troupe travels from town to town. the 
maniacal jesters seek to butcher and eat tender young 
people, lured to horrible deaths by the prospect of inno
cent fun. 

"Carnival Knowledge" is set in the mid-1980s and 
after. Run-time of this film may be very quick, under two 
hours, unless the keeper is a good word-painter and en
joys setting up a succession of interesting murders. In that 
case, the adventure will run perhaps twice as long, up to 
four hours, a very full evening. 

Keeper Considerations 
This scenario is a relatively difficult one for the keeper. 
'!\vo problems need special consideration. First, no rea
son exists, outside of the game challenge to the players 
themselves, that their characters should continue to inter
vene in an obvious police matter or that. when the player
characters start to die, that they all should not run home 
and hide. 

In consequence, the keeper should play the police as 
unusually arrogant, obnoxious, overbearing fools who 
need showing up. Try to arrange that the player-charac
ters are able to put them down easily, easy enough that the 
teens can be enticed to investigate the circus. And, if the 
player-characters run home to their parents, choose one at 
random to be welcomed by the clowns, promote a desper
ate phone call communicating that fact to the rest, and 
then seriously set loose lD6 clowns on the victim. Mur
der is a time-honored way of promoting group action. 

Secondly, the action of the scenario is mostly con
cerned with the tactics of murder, but the scenario does 
not provide supply much tactical information: there are 
no plans of rooms, for instance, through which targets 
can maneuver, or lists of potential weapons ready to be 

picked up. For that reason, most clown attacks should 
initially fail. This would often happen anyway, for killer 
clowns love to tease, but here most of the targets deserve 
clear warning that doom is near, for the sake of fairness. 

In allowing player-character responses, the keeper 
might also call mostly for characteristics rolls to figure 
out solutions, for attacks, or for choosing courses of ac
tion-these teenagers are not reliably skilled in anything 
except sex, an endeavor for which killer clowns seem to 
make little provision. 

Try to keep all six player-characters active, even if 
some players must operate two each for a while: as the 
clowns begin to strike, the spares will be handy. At the 
same time prepare the players for inevitable deaths, and 
try to make those deaths a key part of the fun. As players 
run out of characters, give them killer clowns to play. 

The story is written as though only the clowns are 
murderers. It may be-in fact, it is likely-that the 
clowns have accomplices and fellow gourmands among 
other circus personnel. It would make a nice touch to 
expand the scope of the conspiracy just when the player
characters are convinced that the clowns are the sole 
threats. 

Finally, keepers can play this adventure either 
straight, as a slasher-style film, or somewhat archly, as a 
parody. Study the scenario carefully: parts of it are clearly 
realistic, and need to be pulled back from if parody is the 
aim, while other elements (such as the jail-break) are eas
ily bent to parody and cannot ever be very realistic. 

About The Playe .... Characters 
Be sure the players understand that their characters are 
mostly sleazy sorts who might in some sense deserve to 
die. They are horror-movie-style teenagers: handsome 
and beautifu~ acne-free, with trained and toned bodies 
and hyperactive libidos. All have perfect teeth. precision 
tans, and hundred-dollar haircuts. It is hard to argue with 
the film's premise that these unsympathetic fools should 
meet their doom. Billy and Wendy are more decent, but 
also culpable if only because they associate with such 
amoral trash. 

Except for Billy, a button-down type, the guys wear 
tight jeans and tight muscle shirts. Dawn wears skimpy 
shorts and colorful clinging tops; Wendy wears white 
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shorts and blouse, and a white sweater that buttons up the 
front: she should be among the last to die. 

Favorite activities of the player-characters seem to be 
skinny-dipping and walking in pouring rain. or whatever 
allows the guys to take off their shirts, and for the girls' 
clothes to get wet, clinging, and more transparent. There
fore player-characters tend to fall into streams and ponds, 
have their cars break down during cloudbursts, get 
stranded in leaky barns, take lots of showers, and enjoy 
dunking each other with buckets of water. 

Continuity Breaks 1·3 
o We switch to a young teenage couple driving 
alone In the night, talking about how much fun It will 
be to see the gang at the pond. 

o Headlights close in from the rear. The girl looks 
back and remarks that the car is driving too close. 

e In a dim, confused struggle, the girl cries out, 
'Mitchl Mitchl Helpl Help!' 

Some of these characters also enjoy games, such as strip 
poker, strip monopoly, strip go-fish, strip twister, etc. 

The Narrative 
The player-characters spent the earlier part of the eve

ning at the Nomi Circus, and then retired to the pond for 
a midnight swim. Two usual members of the group, 
Mitch and Sandy, haven't been seen since earlier in the 
evening when everyone left the circus. It is not un
usual, however, for love-birds to steal away to some 
dark, private spot. I T IS JUST past midnight on a clear, wann swnmer 

night The player-characters have gathered at a favor
ite swimming hole for some drinking, skinny-dip

ping, and fooling around. The night is calm and quiet, and 
the sky bursts a full, ripe moon high above, and twinkling 
stars. A bonfire crackles, and a car radio plays loudly. 
Every character has a can of beer, and empties litter the 
ground nearby. Teenagers lay in the grass, or splash about 
in the pond, in their underwear or nothing at all. 

Request a DIOO roll for each player-character: on a 
result of POW x3 or less, the teenager gets a weird, tingly 
feeling on the backs of the neck-they're being watched! 
But nothing unusual can be seen. Tall grass rustles in the 
wind, and somewhere in the distance a dog howls. All 
else is quiet and still. An eerie calmness hangs over the 
field and the pond. 

Killer Clowns 

C lowns are unsettling. their faces 
are usually painted white, the 

color of death, yet thelr lips and noses 
may be as Incarnadine as dripping 
blood. Those cadaverous faces with 
wide, exaggerated mouths, big red 
noses, and weirdly-painted eyes are 
clearly dead-but not quite. These are 
Images of doomed mortality. 

Young children, whom we Imagine 
to be the natural audience for clowns, 
recognize the awfulness of these fig
ures. A child, If given any chance, typi
cally runs frightened and screaming 
from the spasming, alien, Inflated 
shapes who loom above on stilts, or 
who flap after them In enormous inhu
man shoes and pants baggy enough to 
hide •.. well, who knows what? 

Perhaps our confusion is prompted 
by clowns belng child-like: clown vio
lence is followed by tearful remorse 
succeeded by new violence; clown lust 
and clown erNY are punished violently 
but never stifled; clowns wllifuly mis
construe and mis-perceive; a clown Is 

most alive when taking advantage of 
someone else. And, once wronged, a 
clown never forgives. 

Almost all clowns are male, or 
made up to look male; roles of clown 
females are rare, usually vindictive, 
and almost always acted by men. Nei
ther clown nor killer clown can remove 
paint and makeup and stay a clown. 

Killer clowns usually exceed real
ity: In KJIIer KJowns from Outer Space, 
for instance, one uses his hands to cast 
remarkable shadows on a wall, the last 
of which becomes a tyrannosaur which 
eats the onlookers. Klller clowns al
ways wink or leer at the audience, to 
remind us that they know things without 
needing to deduce clues or overhear 
information. 

Killer clowns share with the equally 
protean and deathless (and masked) 
Jason the uncamy ability to be in the 
right place with the right weapon to en
act a timely murder. Killer clowns hover 
at the edge of the camera's frame; they 
are an Ideational force, divorced from 

reality. They are never bewildered or 
baffled, and they do not tire: if one gets 
dirty, It Is not from sweat or dust, but 
from whipped cream. 

The pettiness of clowns chronicles 
the humiliations of human life; killer 
clowns transform the fear of death Into 
laughter aI Its lack of consequences, 
since humans so lack wit and style that 
they seem no better off alive than dead. 

Films featuring killer clowns In
clude Funhouse (1987), KiUer KJowns 
from Outer Space (1988), Clowrmouse 
(1990), and Stephen King's It (1991). 
We note also Jack Nicholson's role as 
The Joker in Batman (1989), the sure
to-be-cu/t-classlc Shakes The Clown 
(1992), and an Avengers' TV episode 
(ca. 1963) In which Steed and Mrs. 
Peel track down two clown assassins. 
The clowns in Dumbo were torturers. 
Even Krusty the Kiown on TVs The 
Simpsons is an unreliable sort who 
knows what lurks beneath any down's 
painted sm/e? 
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Suddenly, a horrible scream comes from somewhere 
not far away. A successful Listen roll detects insane 
laughter in the distance. A successful Spot Hidden roll 
sees several weird, human-like silhouettes dart across the 
moon-lit field and disappear. Then all is deathly quiet: 
tension hangs thick in the air. The night wind blows warm 
across the field, the cool water laps at the edge of the 
pond, and the eerie calmness returns. 

Let the characters react fully and decide if they want 
to try to do anything, then have Mitch appear. 

Mitch'. Problem 
When nerves have settled and decisions made, it's time to 
upset the player-characters again: a horrible bloody figure 
suddenly lurches up out of the tall grass! The figure 
moans, and staggers toward the teenagers. Arc lights hid
den in the field illuminate the human silhouette, hunched 
and lurching, framed by beams of cold blue light stream
ing out around it, and casting long, ominous shadows at 
the player-characters' feet. Each loses 0/1 D2 Sanity 
points. Anyone not swimming sees this. 

Whether the player-characters do anything, the figure 
stumbles and falls in the grass at their feet, motionless. 
'fuming it over. someone produces a flashlight, and with 
its powerful beam the teenagers identify their missing 
friend, Mitch. 

All the teens gasp and back away. Mitch is naked and 
bloody: portions of his skin have been stripped away, 
exposing muscle and bone. His left eye and ear are miss
ing, and his left arm has been ripped off, just below the 
shoulder! With a shudder, Mitch stops breathing. No ac
tion the teenagers take brings their friend back to life. He 
is dead. 

Witnessing this costs 1/lD8 Sanity points. Anyone 
who loses five points or more becomes violently ill for 
several minutes, vomiting, shaking, or losing control of 
bodily functions. 

With a successful roll of POW x4 or less for courage, 
examination of Mitch's mutilated body reveals that his 
remaining hand is clutching a shred of purple silk. An
other character can notice that a length of broken rope is 
lied around Mitch's right ankle, and a third character can 
point out that his left ankle and right wrist show rope
burns. 

Ominous quiet returns to the pond. Fog drifts in. 

Mitch's Car 
Presumably no one wants to stay at the pond. As they 
leave the pond and begin to drive along the dark, forebod
ing country road, the player-characters' headlights reveal 
Mitch's father's Cadillac, abandoned in the ditch beside 
the road. 

The auto is dirty, battered, and blood-stained. The 
windshield is smashed, and there are several violent
looking jagged gashes in the hood and doors: a successful 

Idea roll guesses that the gashes were cut by a chain saw. 
Of Sandy, Mitch's steady girl, there is no sign. 

A successful Spot Hidden roll detects a smear of a 
thick, white substance on a window: the stuff is smooth 
and paint-like but, though it is makeup-like, both women 
are positive that it is not-who would wear this chalky 
stuff? The interior of the car is torn, battered, and blood
stained everywhere. 

If the player-characters search the area around the bat
tered automobile, a successful Spot Hidden roll discovers 
a set of weird tracks: they are enonnous shoe prints, eas
ily eighteen inches long, very definite at the heals but 
often very dim at the toes. These strange prints lead from 
Mitch's battered car onto the dusty road, where they end. 
Whoever or whatever made those tracks then got into 
another auto and drove off. 

The Police 
Surely the teenagers go to the police. Without bringing in 
Mitch's body, the pompous night sergeant shows little or 
no interest in what the teenagers say, especially if they 
start talking about killer clowns. If the player-characters 
produce Mitch's body, the police immediately investi
gate, but grill the player-characters as possible suspects 
until police investigation proves otherwise. They also 
roundly damn the teenagers for moving the body and 
generally making a mess of the area. 

Depending on how the keeper plays them, the police 
may nor may not take seriously the disappearance of 
Mitch's girlfriend, Sandy. Everyone is alarmed, however, 
once she has stayed out all night 

If the keeper wishes to push things to absurd lengths, 
have police accuse the group of murder, and put them in 
holding cells. The player-characters will have to break 
out. Though this risks turning them into genuinely heroic 
people, movie scripts routinely make bigger U-turns than 
that. 

The player-characters can lure an officer close to the 
cell, hold him or knock him unconscious, and take the 
keys (all presumably being in one large cell). A friend or 
could cause some sort of distraction at the jail while an
other sneaks in and steals the keys. 

Player-Characters At The Circus 
Lacking transport and hampered by searching patrol cars, 
escaped teens frod that they cannot get into the circus 
until the next evening, when the crowds are greatest. 

Teens still on good terms with the police also find that 
they stand out earlier in the day: early even provides the 
cover of crowds and of darkness as well. 

Police At The Circus 
Any police officers who go to the Nomi circus to follow 
up the teenagers' story end up gruesomely murdered in 
some grisly, theatrical manner: chain-sawed in half, de
capitated, dismembered, swollen from cobra venom, etc. 



They can be discovered late in the game, just when the 
player-characters are hoping for rescue. 

The Hours After 
During the play, the keeper should take every opportwlity to 
make good use of slasher-movie tricks, a few follow. 

A Corpse Through the Window 
If an investigator is home alone, or takes home his or her 
date, the power goes out. Rustling noises are heard from 
outside. Investigating, the player character is startled 
once or twice by the rustling of leaves, or the creaking of 
a rocking chair on the front porch. As the investigator 
gives a sigh of relief, a cat screeches, and pounces: this 
calls for the loss of 0/1 Sanity points. 

Tension dispelled, the player-character returns to the 
house, where the silence is soon shattered when a muti
lated corpse (perhaps that of a policeman or of a fellow 
teenager) smashes through a large nearby window. Sanity 
cost is 0/106 Sanity points. 

Creeping Shadows 
While the player-characters are sneaking around, weird, 
creepy clown shadows follow and menace them. No 
source is ever found for these shadows! This calls for the 
loss of 011 Sanity points. 

The Laughing Doll 
If you want to force a clue on the teenagers, this cliche 
seems to work. Concentrating on some task, or else sleep
ing, the player-character suddenly becomes aware of ma
cabre laughter, so flat and mechanical that it is horrible. 
After scary searching, the person fmds the source: a 
clown doll perched on some high place, leering down, the 
laughter from a sound chip within it. The laughter will not 
stop until the doll is broken. 

The Circus 

TIE NOMI International Circus has set up in a 
lonely field, outside of town. A caravan of trailer 
trucks, buses, and R-v campers transport the circus. 

More than a hundred vehicles are neatly parked behind 
the big central tent, while numerous smaller tents and 
booths have been put up as a midway beside the main 
tent. The three-ring show is performed in the big-top, the 
huge main tent, while the smaller tents house games of 
chance, concession stands, strong men, hoochie-coochie 
dancers, and so on. Further back, other tents house the 
animals and the performers and crew who do not have 
their own vehicles. 

During the day, the circus throngs with visitors and 
show-people, but after the final evening performance it be
comes like a quiet village. As people fall asleep, the place 
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Continuity Breaks 4·7 
e We see a policeman at the cirrus, looking into the 
camera and saying, 'And so you remember seeing 
neither young Mitch nor young Sandy?' 

e Two downs play patllcake, then put their arms 
around each and watch someone out of camera 
range go past. 'That looks tasty.' Very tasty.' 

CD A clown shadow stealthily moves across a canvas 
tent panel. 

• A clown hand appears and stealthily advances 
around a comer. 

becomes an eerie, spooky world of odd noises and weird 
shadows, at last abandoned to dreams and to the ghosts. 

The rest of this section assumes that the player-char
acters visit the circus in the early evening, when they are 
least likely to be noticed, in order to gather clues. Presum
ably they then return at night, to investigate further and 
perhaps to rescue Sandy. 

The player-characters can gather clues and be teased 
while the circus is open, but their early-evening attempts 
to go behind the scenes and search non-public areas 
should be stymied by guards, frowning strong-men, and 
angry roustabouts, unless the keeper is certain of being 
able to get the effects of isolation-particularly in the Fun 
House-that will be needed. 

The Midway In Evening 
In town, posters are plastered on walls, advertisements 
flood newspapers and television, and garishly-costumed 
perfonners walk the streets, heralding the arrival of the 
circus, and enticing all to come see the show. Whether or 
not the player-characters suspect that the circus harbor's 
Mitch's murderer and Sandy's kidnaper, the coincidence 
of its arrival and activity seems suggestive. A successful 
Idea roll can prompt the player-characters to go there. 

Once there, they do not go to the big-top show 
again-they were there last night. The midway seems like 
a place where clues might be found. 

The idea of a midway is to compact the audience be
tween two rows of attractions, and thereby raise the ex
citement of the crowd. This presentation provides com
peting diversions, so that the customers are overwhelmed 
with choice, and produces enough variety that the area 
can cater to diverse tastes. 

The following are sampJes of what might be discovered: 
keepers should add incidents and enCOlmters as possible. 

Madame Zodiac 
Madame Zodiac is the circus' fortune teller. Her tent is 
decorated with candles, crystal balls, tarot cards, and 
other occult trappings. The elderly gypsy woman gazes 
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Playing The Clowns 
Killer clowns are supernatural In their capacities: beaten, they continue 
to pop UP. to menace the teenagers. Apparently dead. they revive for a 
while. Escaped at one end of the midway, they suddenly appear ahead, 
at the other end. They are also Intelligent and vicious, and lack all mercy. 

Take advantage of classic situations: for example. one of the clowns 
might play dead, allowing the player-characters to tI1ink that they have 
klUed him, only to suddenly Jump up and grab one of them. Or the 
player-characters might continually Infilct damage upon one of the 
clowns, only to have him come back time, after time ~ike Kinko). 

Try to split up the player-ct1aracters, so that each has to deal with a 
particular clown. The killer clowns would find it bad theater to attack In 
a group too soon during play-what else would they use for a climax? 

Killerclowns do not attack in mundane ways: what a disappointment 
it would be for one to pull out a handgun or a switchblade knifel ~ot 
enough bizarre drama: the aesthetics would be all wrong. 

Better are chain-saws, wtlips, acid-squirting flowers, sickles, ven
omous snakes, pits crawling with hideous snakes, capturing and dan
gling a tied teen like a carrot from a rope In the lion cage, chaining one 
to the ball which is then hit and rises during the test of strength-these 
are the sorts of methods killer clowns would choose 

The clowns should be horrible, nasty, weird, surrealistic. A clown 
always teases first, to make the Joke better when he later strikes to kill. 

Be theatrical, with broad gestures: clowns are dressed for show, and 
act as playlets within the flow of ordi nary life. Without a sense of theater, 
they are merely vicious. 

a response, a friendly clown who says that 
she is nearby, but need<; Dawn's help. 

If Dawn follows, the clown first aban
dons her in a quiet place, then tries to kill 
her. The keeper must decide how serious 
his effort is, and whether or not Dawn 
learns anything about the clowns. 

The Pie Fight 
At the height of the evening, four clowns 
stage a pie fight Each carries a small pie 
rack about the size of a hat box, and they 
begin to smack each other with gooey 
cream pies. Kinko, in his white-and-silver 
suit is one. He soon gets the worst of the 
fight, and poses languidly as pies from the 
other clowns smack home. 

When Kinko raises his hands in sur
render, one clown chortles and says, "Now 
you're acting like Sandy!" and all the 
clowns exit laughing. When the player
characters try to follow, the clowns inex
plicably have disappeared. 

Be My Guest 
A clown waves Wendy or Billy over to a 
scales, and with a sweeping gesture offers 
the proper coin to operate it. The ticket 

into their eyes, and urges one of the young men to sit at a 
small round table. The withered crone hands a deck of 
dog-eared tarot cards to the player-character, instructing 
him to shuffle the deck and then to pick out twelve cards. 
Madame Zodiac takes up those chosen, laying them out in 
a circle on the table. 

which comes out reads the right weight, 
but the additional wording on it is oddly phrased. 

The fortune-telling begins with typical quasi-occult 
mumbo-jumbo, but as the woman surveys the cards she 
gasps. The gypsy looks into the seated investigator's 
eyes, and makes some sort of weird gestures around her
self; the hag rises from the table, backing away. "Be
ware!" she croaks in her deep Rumanian accent, "A great 
malevolence hangs above you. The cards have shown me 
signs: the mark of evil is upon you I Beware, beware!" 

Madame Zodiac hands the teenager a small black 
pouch, and commands them to leave and not return. In
side the pouch are a few small crystals, a bundle of herbs, 
a piece of fur, a length of red silk, and a few coins: this is 
an amulet of protection. 

The keeper may do with this amulet what he likes: add 
+25% to the holder's Luck, give the player-characters one 
miracle, tum hot and start smoking whenever a clown 
comes near, do some other neat trick, or do nothing at all. 

Lost And Found 
With a successful Idea roll, Dawn decides that maybe she 
can find Sandy by inquiring for her at the Lost & Found 
booth. The call for Sandy to report to the booth soon brings 
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The Circus Manager 
The circus manager is very pleasant, and eager to listen, 
concerned about the shocking murder and the ominous 
disappearance. Klaus Neuburg is the owner-manager of 
the Nomi, a suave, well-dressed man. He also is Kalvin 
Clown, the leader of the cannibal clowns. 

Neuburg chooses to talk with the player-characters, to 
discover what they mow. If he decides that they mow too 
much, the flesh-eating harlequin will try kill the player
characters in some outlandish manner, or else capture and 
then eat them. 

He keeps a pistol in hi<; desk drawer. If the player-char
acters steal it, they discover, when they attempt to use it, that 
it is only fires a flag that pops out and says BANG/ on it. 

The Midway At Night 
This sub-section assumes that it is late enough at night 
that ordinary circus folk have gone to sleep. There are at 
least two hundred people sleeping nearby. 



The keeper must think about roles for these people. 
Do they not wake up when the screaming starts? Are they 
silent accomplices of the terrible clowns? Are they un
willing slaves of the clowns? Do they refuse to get in
volved? Do they rescue the teens at the crucial moment? 
Or should their presence be entirely ignored, as needless 
complexity? 

Did You Hear That Maddening Laughter? 
At a crucial moment the player-characters hear maniacal 
laughter near or around them, although there is no sign of 
the source. This costs 011 Sanity points. This laughter is 
probably the simplest way to lead the teenagers into the 
Fun House. 

Sudden Surprises 
When an investigator opens a closet, trunk, or other door, 
something springs out at him or her-a cat, a doll, a jack
in-the-box, etc. Loss for this is 011 Saruty points. It usu
aUy happens twice, in different ways, in a film. Both 
times the device releases a tension of expectation that has 
been built up carefully: without the tension, the effect is 
pointless. 

Cadaver Theater 
The Doodie Puppet Theatre commands the attention of 
children with its hand-puppet shows. If the player-charac
ters stumble in here at night, they are treated to a special 
puppet show: copses strung up on wire, like macabre 
marionettes! These gruesome puppets have painted 
smiles and rosy cheeks. They are made to dance and sing 
for the player-characters. Witnessing this costs 0/106 
Sanity points. 

The Nightmare Hall of Fame 
This sideshow is a waxworks rogues' gallery, portraying 
such infamous characters as Frankenstein's monster, 
Count Dracula, the Phantom of the Opera, lack the Rip
per, Lizzy Borden, Bluebeard, and other villains from 
history and literature. A clown might hide in this cham
ber, to ambush the player-characters, perhaps adopting 
some of the style, clothing, and gesture of Dracula, the 
Phantom, the Golem, etc. Alternately, one of the figures 
might come to life. 

In no case would the style of Nightmare Hall pursue 
the player-characters beyond the tent walls which sur
round it. A clown in pursuit, for instance, would magi
cally revert back into his normal clown suit. 

Hell's Kitchen 
The clowns practice their gruesome gastronomy in a 
long, luxurious recreational vehicle. This vehicle is kept 
tightly locked at all times, and the player-characters will 
have to pick the lock, pry open the door, or smash a 
window to gain entry. There are two rooms and a toilet. 

THE KITCHEN: here the player-characters discover por
tions of mutilated bodies, thick stews of human organs 
and vegetables simmering on the stove, haunch or thigh 
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roasts in the oven with garlic and spices. Heads, hearts, 
various organs, and other body parts are found in the 
small freezer and in the refrigerator. 

Inspecting the cannibal camper costs 1/106 Sanity 
points for all present. Roll Dl00: a result of CON x3 or 
less must be received, or the character becomes nauseous 
and vomits. 

Mitch's missing left arm (still wearing his class ring) 
is found marinating in a pol of wine and spices in the 
refrigerator: this costs an additionall/1D6 Sanity points. 

THE DINING ROOM: the table and six chairs have a de
cent amount of space. A sideboard contains fme crystal, 
silver, and china. On the wall are mounted several stuffed 
and preserved human heads. A large ring-binder contains 
photos of many victims, along with notes concerning in
dividual preparation and the accompanying dishes and 
wines served. 

Don't Forget The Police 
If local police went to investigate the circus, the player
characters should stumble upon the corpses of the cops 
somewhere along the Midway, just when the teenagers 
are especially trying to be quiet. 

The discovery of the first dead officer costs 0/104 
Sanity points. In this circumstance, anyone who loses 
Sanity points must also receive a D 100 roll of CON • POW 

or less, or scream, gasp, stumbled back, bolt in fear or 
otherwise made his or her presence known. 

The Clown Car 
The merry mad mob of murdering mimes hunt prey by 
traveling the darkened countryside in a garish clown car. 
This jestermobile is a small German auto with darkened 
windows, painted in an array of brilliant colors. Thick 
smoke pours out of the exhaust pipe as they go, and half a 
dozen honking, blaring, squeaking horns on the driver's 
side, to be operated by hand out the window. 

The vehicle is bullet-proof, and can withstand an 
enormous amount of damage: the clowns can ram the cat 
head-on into trees, walls, etc., and simply back up and 
drive off, battered and dented, but otherwise unharmed! 
Remarkably, all six of the clowns can squeeze into the cat. 

This automobile is as fast as any car the player-char
acters have: in a chase, the clown car always keeps up 
with the player-characters (Drive roll against Drive roll). 
Using the chase rules in Fearful Passages, the clown-car 
stats are always equivalent to that which the player-char
acters drive. 

These flesh-eating harlequins can squeeze any single 
captured investigator into the cramped trunk of the car. More 
can be tied, gagged, and strapped to the auto like deer. 

Speeding along back roads or town streets late at 
night, with clowns hanging out the windows and teenag
ers strapped to the roof and fenders, this bizarre car is 
noticed only by player-characters, or by other characters 
fated to die. 
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The Fun House 
In this location occur the crucial encounters of the sce
nario, as the clowns and player-characters stalk each 
other in the darkness. Plan this portion of the scenario 
more closely: for instance, certain areas of the fun house 
are more appropriate than others for the deaths of particu
lar player-characters, an idea that a clown attacked might 
mockingly use. 

Sandy is still alive, held here in a secret room in the 
center of the Tunnel of Terror, where much of the electri
cal workings and generators for the fun house are hidden. 
It is up to the player-characters to find and rescue her 
before she becomes a main course for the clowns' next 
dinner. 

The Maze 
The maze is dimly-lit It is small, but designed to disori
ent by repeating the wall shapes and by a trick of sliding 
panels which are triggered to randomly open or close as a 
player-character approaches. To stay together, each 
ptayer-character needs a successful roll of POW x4 or less 
occasionally. There exist a few panic-buttons, by means 
of which people can call for help to be guided out of the 
maze. Using them summons a clown, of comse 

The maze is shaped like two stick men side by side, 
joined at hands and feet. The player-characters enter at 
the right foot of the first and exit at the left foot of the 
second. To walk through the maze takes 1010+5 minutes. 
A clown might stalk a player-character who has become 
separated in the maze,. 

The clowns might tum off the dim lights in this area, 
slowing exploration of the maze. 

The Dark Corridors 
These hallways have moving floors, flashing lights, 
creepy sound effects, air gusts from the floor, etc. There 
are also a few dark niches along the halls where people 
dressed like monsters jump out or grab at guests of the 
fun house. A clown might hide in one of the niches, grab 
an investigator, and pull him into the alcove where he is 
murdered. 

The Tunnel of Terror 
This is the ride portion of the fun house: guests sit in 
smalltwo-seat cars which glide along tracks in the floor. 
The 'I\mnel of Terror is a bumpy, wild ride through the 
darkness, with monsters, flashing lights, and other star
tling things appearing along the tracks. 

A clown could easily hide along the tracks, to attack 
player-characters (the buzz of a chain saw would give due 
notice) as the car went by. If all the player-characters have 
survived, it should certainly happen. 

Sandy is being held in the center of the surrounding 
Tunnel of Terror: see the sub-section The Secret Room. 
To discover the door to the secret room, the player-char
acters must make a successful 0100 roll ofINT x3 or less. 

and be drawn to the right spot by poor Sandy's screams or 
tears. This cannot be done by riding in one of the cars
the line must be walked. 

The Hall Of Mirrors 
This small maze is intended more to amuse than disorient. 
Mirrors and glass cover the walls, ceiling, and floor. Pass
ing through this place takes only a dozen or so combat 
rounds, but more clowns could lurk concealed here and 
spring out for the attack. 

Failing INT x3 rolls, separated player-characters bump 
into walls and go in circles. A clown might follow, teasing 
and taunting, always just out of sight. 

Due to the multiple reflections, the player-characters 
could be faced with a dozen or more clowns, and (at least 
the flfSt time) would always attack mirror, not clown. 
Prolonged cat-and-mouse hunts in this area might call for 
minor Sanity losses, as the player-characters' nerves be
come frazzled by the illusions. 

The Secret Room 
This room holds most of the generators, and mechanical 
and electrical workings of the fun house. It is a long, 
narrow room, full of gears, tangled electrical cords, and 
other mechanical and electrical organs and arteries. 

Inside it, the sounds of the working machines, along 
with the special effects sounds of the fun house, are 
nearly deafening, and steam and smoke from other spe
cial effects cloud the floor and the far ends of the room. 

Sandy is bound and gagged against a post in the center 
of the room, held captive by Hollywood-style bonds 
meant more to symbolize than to actually restrain. The 
player-characters should encounter clowns in this room, 
easily hidden among the machines and fog. 

The player-characters may be led to Sandy in a num
ber of ways: perhaps they smell her perfume while in the 
fun house, or maybe they discover a piece of her jewelry 
on the floor or stuck in some fun house prop. The player
characters might hear her calling for help, or they could 
even just bumble upon her while snooping around the 
circus, or hiding from the clowns. 

If the player-characters wait too long to look for 
Sandy, or otherwise fail to fmd her, she is savagely mur
dered and gleefully consumed by the cannibal clowns. 

Conclusion 
Award any survivors 106 Sanity points each if they res
cued Sandy. Each player-character also receives an addi
tional point for each clown they killed (in the movies, the 
villain is never just arrested). If they failed to save Sandy, 
each loses 106 Sanity points. 

IT any of the clowns got away, they and their new 
clown friends return one dark, stormy night to menace the 
teens anew, in Carnival Knowledge II! 



F'mally, as the player-characters head away from the 
circus of blood, they spot something on the road ahead: a 
clown doll. If an investigator picks up the doU. a stream 
of acid squirts from the open mouth. Unless the Keeper 
wishes to be kind and allows a Luck roll, the acid hits the 
investigator in the face, doing 1D2 points of damage, and 
reducing the player-character's APP by 1D4 points. He or 
she is forever disfigured, causing him or her to suffer the 
loss of 108 Sanity points. Perhaps this disfigured investi
gator goes insane, and dons the make up and costume of 
a clown, to stalk other youths in Carnival Knowledge m 

As the credits begin to roll, a laugh box begins to 
cackle from within the clown doll. 

Killer Clowns 

Every clown has his or her own style-the handiest 
way to identify a clown in the darkness that occurs 
for most of this adventure is for him or her to have 

a characteristic laugh or saying. 

~
ABUKI. He wears an elaborate jester costume of 
purple and green silk, complete with curly-toed 
hoes and bells. Kabuki is a small, stealthy man, 

fond of kung fu films and human sushi. Kabuki's fllSt 
language is Japanese; his English comes mostly from 
English-dubbed Kung Fu movies. 

KABUKI, Age 37, Jaded Jester from Japan 

STR 14 CON 16 SIZ 12 INT 15 POW 13 
OEX 18 APP 10 EOU 12 SAN 0 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Blackjack 40%, damage 108 +db, or for knock-out 
attack leaves victim unconscious 
Jo Stick (small club) 55%, damage 106 +db, or parry 
Aghting Knife 30%, damage 1 04+2 ~db 
Rat/Punch 75%, damage 103 +db 
Kick SO%, damage 1 D6 +db 
Head Butt 35%, damage 104 +db 
Skills: Art (Kabuki Dance) 80%, Camouflage 50%, Climb 80%, 
Conceal SO%, Dodge 40%, English 30%, Arst Aid 40%, Hide 
60%, Japanesa 60%, Jump 50%, Usten 50%, Locksmith 33%, 
Martial Arts· SO%, Pick Pocket 33%, Sneak 7S%, Spot Hidden 
SO%. 
Quote: 'Sol You dare test your skill against MINE?' 

CALVIN KLOWNE. He wears the classic ruffles 
and red bulbous nose of the clown. He leads the 
cannibal clowns, and owns Nomi International 

Circus. Calvin hates getting dirty, but he enjoys preparing 
extravagant gounnet meals from the victims his murder
ous band brings home. He is a fussy, picky prima donna 
His original language is Gennan, but he speaks English 
with a stereotypical Middle European accent, sounding as 
much like Bela Lugosi as Erich von Stroheim. 
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CALVIN KLOWNE, Age 53, Sharp Dresser 

STR 13 CON 16 SIZ 13 INT 18 POW 18 
DEX 10 APP 15 EDU 18 SAN 0 HP 15 
Damage Bonus: +104 
Weapons: P-08 Luger Pistol 40%, damage 1010 
Umbrella Sword 45%, 1 D6 
Acid-Squirting Aowe'" 35%, 102 
,. on an Impale, the victJm has taken the acid directly In the 
face, and suffers a loss· 01 1D4APp, as well as the 1D2 hit 
points. 

Skills: Credit Rating 7S%, Dress Suavely 7S%, Drive Automo
bRe 4S%, Etiquette 60%, Arst Aicl45%, German 90%, Gourmet 
90%, Usten 35%, Pilot Balloon 60%, Psychology 80%, Ride 
SO%, Slight of Hand SO%, Sneak 33%, Snobbery 5S%, Spot 
Hidden 45%. 
Quote: 'You Amaricans have no culture.' 

KINKO. He wears the typical clown white-face 
makeup and the floppy shoes; his sleeves are 
ecorated with silver silhouettes of sheep, trees, 

barns, and other simple figures with which he can strike 
up conversations with youngsters, for this perverse young 
man craves degenerate encounters with partners of many 
less years than himself. 

Up to the loss of half his hit points, attacks only whip 
him into a frenzy, adding + 102 as a second damage bo
nus and increasing his Move to 9. When he has lost 9 or 
more hit points, he bellows something like "Oh! Ow! Ow, 
that hurl!" and loses his advantage. Thereafter he is a 
stealthy, implacable foe. 

KINKO, Age 31, the Kid-Keeping Komedlan 

STR 18 CON 17 SIZ 18 INT12 POW 11 
DEX 12 APP 14 EOU 11 SAN 0 HP 18 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: Bullwhip 75%, damage 103 +db (entangles on im
pale: successful STR against STR to break free) 
FistiPuncll65%, damage 103 +clb 
Skills: Climb 50%, Deviant Sex 50%, Dodge 2S%, Lure Child 
7S%, Prepare Deadfall Trap 4S%, Sneak 83%, Stupid Clown 
Tricks SO%, Throw SS%, Track 70%. 
Quote: 'Have some candy, little girl.' 

~
KO. She wears the starkly-beautiful black-and

white makeup and clothes of the classic harlequin. 
oko is a beautiful, alluring woman who has 

trained as an African tribal warrior. She is the fiercest of 
the killer clowns, and the most daring: she always volun
teers for the hunt. 

KOKO, Age 29, Hellish Harlequin Harpy 

STR 16 CON 16 SIZ 12 INT 14 POW 14 
DEX 16 APP 17 EDU 13 SAN 0 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: Bow 50%, 106+1 +db 
Fighting Knife 4S%, 104+2 +db 
Skills: Climb 60%, Conceal 3S%, Dodge 40%, English 2S%, 
Hide 35%, Jump 45%, Kikuyu 70%, USlen 7S%, Sneak 60%, 
Spot Hidden SO%, Swim 35%, Throw 3S%, Track 50%. 
Quote: "I go first." 
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~
RMUDGEON. He dons the white-face 

makeup, and red and yellow baggy pants. Kur
udgeon is the messiest of the gang of killer 

clowns, preferring to use chain saws and hatchets for the 
hunt This old clown is a master of the barbecue, famed in 
cannibal circles for his barbecued ribs. 

KURMUDGEON, Age 71, Fiendish flailing Fool 
STR 10 CON 13 SIZ 14 INT16 POW 15 
DEX 8 APP 12 EDU 11 SAN 0 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: o. 
Weapons: Chain saw 40%, damage 208 
Hatchet 35%, damage 106+1 

Skills: Barbecue 40%, Bargain 25%, Drive Automobile 35%, 
Fast Talk 55%, Leer 60%, Make lasciVious Comment 45%, 
Make Rude Noise 50%, Mechanica/ Repair 25%, Sneak 20%. 

Quote: none. 

K:URRL He dresses in the stripped shirts, and black 
suspenders and bowler hat of the classic mimes, 

mplete with black and white makeup. Kurri is a 
deaf mute, adept in the ways of thuggee. He sometimes 
doubles as the Nomi International Circus' snake charmer, 
and his pet is Kali Ma, the king cobra. 

KURRI, Age 35, the Mad Murderous Mime 

STR15 CON 17 SIZ15 INT15 POW 14 
OEX 14 APP 10 EOU 15 SAN 0 HP 16 
Damage Bonus: +104 +db 

Weapons: Sickle 40%, damage 106+1 +db 
Garotte 60%, damage strangle (drowning procedure) 

Skills: Dodge 30%, EngUsh 85%, Hide 35%, Hindi 75%, Jump 
50%, Usten 50%, Mime 80%, Mind Over Matter (walk on hot 
coals, rest on a bed of nalls, etc.) 60%, Pick Pocket 75%, 
Snake Charm 50%, Sneak 90%, Spot Hidden 85%. 

Quote: 'By the ineffable blood of the Goddess Kalil' 

KALI MA, King Cobra 

STR 2 CON 8 SIZ4 POW 6 
OEX 17 Move 10 HP 5 
Weapon: Bite 40%, damage pOison POT 15 

Skills: Hide 75%, Sneak 75%. 

Player 
Characters 

B ILLY. He is a small, dark-haired youth with 
smooth features and a swimmer's build. Because 
he is quiet, Billy is sometimes picked on by bigger 

guys, and teased by girls (although he is well-liked and 
watched over by the rest of the player characters). Be
cause he has been bullied for so long, Billy is a coura
geous young man, not quick to run from trouble. 

BILLY, Age 17, 
Cute Quiet Boy 

STR 14 CON 16 SIZ 10 
INT 16 POW 14 DEX 17 
APP 16 EOU 12 SAN 70 
HP13 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Fist/Punch 55%, 
damage 103 
Skills: Astronomy 25%, CUmb 
45%, Computer Use 30%, 
Dodge 35%, Electrical Repair 
15%, First AId 35%, UbraryUse 
35%, Usten 55%, Physics 25%, 
Sex 20%, Spot Hidden 55%, 
Swim 40%, TV Trivia 75%. 

Quote: 'Uh, gee, I don't think we should do that.' 

DANNY. He is a hairy-chested blond with deep 
blue eyes, and Apollo-like features and build. 
Girls melt at Danny's gaze, and he is the most 

sought-after boy in town. Danny is a smooth-talking 
young man, driven by his over-active hormones. 

DANNY, Age 17, 
Arrogant Stud 

STR 15 CON 15 SIZ 14 
INT 13 POW 14 OEX 13 
APP 18 EDU 12 SAN 70 
HP15 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: FistJPunch 70%, 
damage 1 03 +db 
Club 30%, damage 106 +db 

Skills: COmb 45%, Dodge 
30%, Drive Automobile 35%, 
Drug/Uquor Use 35%, Fast 
Talk 45%, Usten 30%, Me
chanical Repair 45%, Per
suade 35%, Pose and Strut 
50%, Preen 75%, Psychology 

35%, Sex 75%, Sneak 25%, Spot Hidden 30%, Swim 35%. 
Quote: 'My folks are gone for the weekend.' 

D AWN. She is a beautiful, curvaceous red-head, 
with an amazingly-developed body, and daddy's 
credit cards. Dawn is desired by most of the local 

boys, who consider her a 
goddess, and despised by 
the local girls, who consider 
her a slut! Dawn is a mate

rial girl, using boys to "take 
me, buy me, give me" in re
tum for her favors. 

DAWN, Age 17, 
Rich and Beautiful Tease 

STR 10 CON 15 SIZ8 

INT 13 POW 10 OEX 17 

APP 18 EOU 12 SAN 50 

HP12 

Damage Bonus: O. 



Weapons: Rnger Nalls 75%, 1 D3 
Kick 35%, 106 

Skills: Art (Sing) 40%, Credt Rating 35%, Dodge 35%, DrIve 
Automobile 35%, DrugfUquor Use 25%, Fall and Scream 40%, 
Fast Talk 35%, Usten 30%, Pose and Strut 50%, Preen 75%, 
French 30%, Ride 25%, Sex 60%, Shop 75%, Sneak 25%, 
SWIm 35%, Tease Boys 85%. 
Quote: "Can me-maybe we can go out sometime.' 

~
RICK. He is rugged-looking, with a sinewy body, 

hairy chest, pouting features, and brown puppy dog 
eyes. He always has shadowy stubble on his face, 

enhancing his craggy profIle. Patrick is never seen without 
his milined leather jacket, which he usually wears open and 
without a shirt. Tom jeans and biker boots complete his 
wardrobe. If he anticipates a fight, sometimes he wears a 
belt with a heavy metal buckle. 

PATRICK, Age 19, 
Tough Young Man 

STR 15 CON 15 
INT14 POW 17 
APP17 EDU12 
HP14 

SIZ13 
DEX 11 

SAN 85 

Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: FIst/Punch 85%, 
damage 1 D3 +db 
SWItchblade 40%, damage 
104 +db 
Club 35%, damage 106 +db 

Skills: ClImb 50%, Dodge 
25%, Drive Motorcycle 50%, 
Drug/Uquor Use 60%, Fast 

L-.....;;;;..;..... ____ ...;....--I Talk 40%, Hot·Wlre Car 50%, 
IntImidate 50%, locksmith 

35%, Mechanical Repair 35%, Pickpocket 25%, Play GuItar 
40%, Psychology 20%, Sex 50%, Sneak 50%, Swim 30%. 

Quote: 'Get In my w8!f, and 111 step on your facel' 

ruDDY. He is a boyish-faced young man, with rip
pling muscles and sandy hair. Robby's boyish 

ood looks give the impression of innocence and 
vulnerability; girls shower him with attention. Robby is 
fitness-conscious, staying away from liquor, tobacco, and 
drugs. He knows be's good-looking, and cannot resist 
flaunting his body at every opportunity. 
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ROBBY, Age 18, 
Vain Athlete 
STR 16 CON 17 
INT14 POW 11 
APP 18 EDU 12 

SIZ16 
DEX14 
SAN 55 

HP17 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: RSt/Punch 75%, 
103 +db 
Baseball Bat 35%, damage 
108 +db 
Skills: Climb 60%, Dodge 
33%, Drive AutomoblJe 25%, 
Rrst Aid 35%, Jump 40%, lift 
Weights 65%, Mechanical Re
palr 45%, Nutrition 60%, Pose 

and Strut 50%, Sex 65%, Swim 40%, Throw 40%. 
Quote: 'Check out these pees, dudel' 

WENDY, She is a pretty, fragile-looking girl, 
with black hair and delicate features. Wendy is 
a book-worm, who hides behind her glasses. To 

the boys she is just one of the guys, but she has a secret 
crush on Robby. When she loses her glasses late in the 
picture (heroines often have such suspense-making prob
lems), she may have trouble telling friend from foe. 

WENDY, Age 17, 
Bl'lliny Young Woman 
STR 9 CON 17 SIZ9 
INT 18 POW 16 DEX 11 
APP 16 EDU 12 SAN 80 
HP13 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Kick 30%, damage 
106 
Skills: Accounting 25%, Bot· 
any 25%, Debate 35%, Dodge 
25%, Fall and Scream 45%, 
FB'st AId 40%, Geology 25%, 
German 25%, HistOl)' 35%, 
latin 40%, Law 15%, Ubrary 
Use 65%, Occult 15%, Sex 
10%, SwIm 30%, Zoology 25%. 

Quote: 'Old you know that clowns pre-date the Roman Empire?' 

• 
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Simply Ked 
We end our festival of fun and terror with a bloody trail, A typical 
suburban family goes out for a weekend and ends up, , . simply 

splattered. If you liked D.o.A.2, this Is for you. 

TE scenario takes a happy suburban family on 
their holiday, then puts them through hell. Con
fronted with horror and violence on an ever-in

creasing level, the keeper should strive to maim and kill 
all the player-characters. By the time the conclusion is 
reached, there should be only one investigator left alive, 
as is traditional with f.t1ms of the splatter genre. The ftnal 
sequence should drive this last survivor mad or, less ele
gantly, prepare the way for a sequel. 

Six player-characters have been provided. If would be 
best if all were played, though Joey could be omitted 
This may mean that some or all of the players must play 
two characters at ftrst If another character is needed, 
bring along Heather's best friend, Janeesha, whose statis
tics are identical to Heather's. 

This adventure will play relatively quickly to begin 
with, but then the actual pace will slow somewhat, as 

Splatter Movies 
The Texas Chalnsaw Massacre was perhaps the first 
film of the genre. It is devoted to the successive and 
successively bloodier deaths of its characters. While 
'Saw was itself low In graphic violence, it forged a 
style of mutilation murder and right tension that is with 
us still. Alms of this style are often loW-budget (with 
the exception of the effects), and have been em
braced by film-makers around the world. Many con
centrate on the image of the serial killer, stalking his 
or her victims before slaughtering them in gory detail. 

Splatter movie formulas have been embraced in 
a number of different ways, from the out-and-out su
pernatural horror of Evil Dead to the pedestrian vio
lence 01 science-fiction action films such as Total 
Recall. There Is no one style of splatter movie, save 
for the central feature of visually graphic violence: i'I 
the words of splatter-director David Cronenburg, 
"More bloodl More blood'" 

Recommended viewing Includes The Texas 
ChainS8W Massacre (1974). Evil Dead (1983). Scan
ners (19B1). The Hills Have Eyes (1977). The Fly 
(1986), Re-anlmator (1985), Night of the Living Dead 
(1968), Dawn of the Dead (1979). Susplria (1977). 
Tenebrae (19B2). 

each player-character's death evolves. If the players are 
willing and the opportunity arises, one might play Dolo
res while the keeper completely becomes the camera. Jas
mine, though, should probably be reserved for the keeper. 

Based on the exceptionally violent style of gross-out 
horror movies affectionately known as splo.tter, this ad
venture is not recommended for all players or all keepers. 
The unfolding story is brutal, the story swiftly paced and 
always active. Player-characters should be kept on edge, 
and never quite in control. 

This scenario, like the films upon which it is based, is 
effective only during violence or when it threatens. Mur
der scenes should be described in bright, visceral detail. 
Keepers unfamiliar with human anatomy will want to take a 
look at an anatomical handbook in order that their descrip
tions are more plausible. Books with cut-away charts in livid 
color will be more suited to the task at hand. 

Some keepers may be better served by considering 
themselves not so much as The Keeper but as The Pa
thologist or The Coroner, who comes along to describe 
the action in precise clinical detail. Others, especially 
those fascinated by blood and viscera, will want no 
mediation between the knife blade and quivering flesh. 
Spilled organs and severed limbs should not be ig
nored, nor the gruesome value of lovingly describing 
the feel of warm blood spattered on a player-charac
ter's face, nor the hot copper smell of offal spilled on a 
table. 

Keeper's Information 
Once the Clairmont family depart on their weekend 
camping trip, the road carries them into danger and death. 
Lost on some back road in empty, abandoned country, the 
Clairmonts fmd themselves in the territory of a deranged 
killer, a madman who haunts the roads in search of prey. 

On this particular night, the killer meets his end, dis
abling the family car in the process. Forced to walk to a 
nearby house in search of aid, the Clainnonts discover the 
killer's lair, to their everlasting horror. 

Gregory and Jasmine Hancock have lived alone in 
their house for the last thirty years. Unknown to the 
world, this pair of mad, malevolent twins killed their 
mother at birth, and their father when they were ftve. The 
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last inbred scions of a perverse and superstitious heritage, 
the Hancock children survived by cannibalism, preying 
on tramps, hitch-hikers, and other transients. As they 
grew older, they grew less cautious, and soon their house 
became littered with the remains of their unnatural meals. 

Hopelessly insane, Gregory and Jasmine grew more 
evil with the passing years. Gregory, the younger by five 
minutes, became a clever and merciless hunter, ranging 
far to search out prey. Jasmine retreated into the red-lit 
horror of her mind, never talking, rarely speaking. She 
now sits in her rocking chair for months at a time. Gre
gory must dress, feed, and change her, which he does 
tenderly and with reverent love. 

On the night the adventure begins, something snaps in 
Gregory's brain. Functioning as he does becomes com
pletely pointless to him, so alone is he, and his notion of 
himself dies. His body lives on, a machine, functioning 
numbly. Loading his shotgun as he always does, Gregory 
picks up the weapon and shuffles out into the night 

The Narrative 

I T IS FRIDAY after work, on a hot, muggy summer 
day. The forecast is for cooler temperatures and brief 
showers late tonight, followed by warm, clear 

weather tomorrow. Tonight the Clairmont family leaves 
for a weekend camping trip into the hills. It is their first 
holiday together for some time, and all are excited. 

Keepers should describe the Clainnonts' rush as they 
pack and put things in the car, their reliable old station 
wagon. They are helped by Joey's best friend, Tony, who 
is coming away with them for the weekend Last-minute 
things to do include returning a video to the shop at the 
mall (which Joey could do on his BMX bike), asking Mrs. 
Bailey next door to feed TIbbles the cat, and, just after 
they leave, going back to make sure the iron is turned off. 

Their camping gear includes sleeping bags, tents, a bar
becue, food for the weekend in two coolers, fishing tackle, 
several flashlights, a camera, and lots of sunscreen. 

They anticipate a three to four hour drive into the 
mountains, where they'll camp beside a lake stocked with 
trout The fresh air and open spaces are sure to do them all 
good. Little do the Clairmonts know that they face a night 
of blood, horror, personal loss, and special prosthetic ef
fects in abundance. 

Road Kill 
After an hour's drive through snarling traffic jams, the 
Clairmont station wagon turns off the freeway onto the 
fll'St of several back roads. At first the trip is scenic, with 
picturesque views of pine trees and mountain peaks rip
pling in the heat haze, and steep valleys dropping away 

beside the road. The heat continues, and the humidity 
rises. Black storm clouds loom on the horizon like great 
stone cliffs floating impossibly in the sky, promising cool 
times to come. The sunset is spectacular and early, sink
ing behind the mountains. Dusk lingers for a time, then 
abruptly dies. It is night 

Sooner or later, somewhere in the darkness, Brian 
takes a wrong tum. The family drives on, perhaps with 
Joey's latest Metallica tape blaring out from the speakers, 
or a Madonna tape of Heather's, not noticing that the road 
is leading them into wild and unknown territory. 

After perhaps half an hour, player-characters with 
successful Idea rolls notice that they've seen no other cars 
for some time-unusual for the road to the lake. There 
seem to be no houses in the area. They stop and switch off 
the car engine. Apart from crickets and the rustle of 
leaves, not a sound can be heard. It is hot, humid, and 
oppressive. The Clairmonts are lost. 

Presumably bickering, they turn around or go ahead
in either case, shortly after they resume driving, a figure 
steps into the illumination of their headlights on the road 
ahead. He is carrying a shotgun. Even as the occupants of 
the car react, he frres the shotgun at almost point-blank 
range directly at the hurtling car. 
D If Brian receives a successful Drive Auto roll, he manages 

to swerve the care to one side. Instead of hitting the gun
man full on, the car clips him, spinning him around and 
into the air, b01Dlcing off the hood before slamming into 
the ground. 

The shotgun blast shatters the hood and windshield. 
Everyone loses 102 hit points from flying glass. All 
must receive sanity rolls: loss is 1/104 Sanity points. 

D If a Drive Auto ron for Brian fails, the car strikes the 
gunman head-on. Those with successful Listen rolls hear 
a wet, bursting soood, like over-ripe watennelon being 
crush, as the skidding wheels crush the man's head. 

The shotgun blast shatters the windshield as the 
gunman's body is dragged beneath the chassis. The oc
cupants lose 1D2 hit points from flying glass. AU must 
receive sanity rolls: loss is 1/106 Sanity points. 

Once the car has stopped, it will not start again. The radia
tor is holed, and the right front wheel has been jammed by 
crumpled frame and snapped. A successful Mechanical 
Repair roll can only calculate the cost of the repairs, a 
four-figure sum which does not improve Brian's mood. 

The Gunman 
Gregory Hancock lies in a spreading pool of blood, black in 
the glow of the tail lights, on the road behind the car. The 
shotgun, thrown aside and undamaged, lies on the road. 

If the Drive roll for Brian succeeded, the man is barely 
alive. If it failed, Hancock is already dead. 

If he still lives when the player-characters reach him, 
they are just in time to hear his labored breathing and last 
gurgled word, "Jasmine." 



That word refers to his sister, unknown to the player
characters. Having spoken this one clue, Hancock dies-a 
burst of crimson arterial blood flowing from his slack lips. 

The Gunman's Belongings 
Hancock's tattered overalls contain two 12-gauge shot
gun shells, matches, a half-empty pack of unfiltered ciga
rettes, and a leather wallet 

The wallet contains seveml dirty htmdred-dollar bills 
(none with dates later than 1972), a dead moth, and a 
folded black-and-white photograph. 

The photograph is of two smiling children in the anns 
of a thin man whose face is deeply lined by suffering. The 
children are a boy and a girl. about five years old: they are 
almost identical in age and appearance, obviously twins. 
Hamet or Heather can, with a successful Idea roll, note a 
resemblance between the dead man and the boy. All three 
are dressed in clothing of the 1930s. On the back of the 
photo are words written in brownish ink. 

Gregory and JasmlTIII, age 4 7/2 

For confirmation. any player-character receiving a suc
cessful Spot Hidden roU notices that on the inside of the 
man's collar is embroidered the name G. Hancock. If the 
man's head has been pulped, the words are not covered by 
spattem of blood, lumps of hair and bone, or globs of 
brain tissue-just surrounded by them. 

PrInce's Clue 
As soon as Prince is let out of the car-mostly to stop his 
barking and whining-a successful Scent roll for him 
leads to a grassy area near the point in the road where the 
gunman stood. The grass is trampled as if someone had 
stood and paced there for some time. Seven fresh unfil
tered cigarette butts can be found there. 

If any player-characters come to see what Prince has 
found, the thought that Hancock stood here for some 
time, waiting for a car to shoot at costs each player-char
acter one Sanity point. 

Keepers, Hancock has carefully hidden his old truck 
behind trees on the far side of the road. Had things gone 
normally, he would have kiUed or bound and captured 
any survivors of the wreck, then used his truck to drag car 
and occupants back to the house. Since this film is 
guided, like movies are, the player-characters never get to 
search the far side of the road and find something that 
would otherwise let them fetch the police in half an hour. 

The House 

STANDING on the silent roadside, player-charac
ters presumably drag Hancock's bodyoff the road, 
shove their inert station wagon off the road, tum 
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off the lights to conserve the battery, and wait with flash
lights to wave down a passerby. 

Harriet can clean and tape up the cuts inflicted on her 
family by using her fimt-aid kit Heather has an unfortu
nate cut on her nose which persists in bleeding: Harriet 
can get it to stop (and stop Heather's sniffles and whines 
as well) only with a successful First Aid roll. 

The Light 
After they turn off all their lights, or the batteries die, the 
player-chamcter with the lowest Spot Hidden roll seems 
to see a distant house light. It's dim, but steady, and it 
seems to come from a hilltop a mile away. 

Likeliest reason to go to the light is the chance to use 
a telephone to report the assault and the death. get the 
police, get a tow-truck, get out of this wilderness, be safe, 
go home, and get a good night's sleep. 

The classic human problem in splatter movies is 
whether to stay together, or to split up. The victims in 
splatter movies always split up, but this film assumes that 
all the player-characters make the trip. Since no other 
vehicle will ever use this road again until after the fdm 
ends, everyone will probably end up there anyway. If the 
rest of the party wants to wait by the road, make some 
scary noises to send them scurrying toward the light 

If no one states he or she is taking it, presumably the 
shotgun remains at the edge of the road. 

To either side of the road are thick trees, low shrubs, and 
knotted weeds. It is a 20-minute walk to the driveway of the 
house, hard to find because no mail box marks the over
grown dirt ruts leading in. Bark and moss shower down 
from above, slipping down COllaIS and itching. Twigs and 
branches clutch at clothes and hair, scratching Wlprotected 
skin. In the sticky stillness, the player-d\aracters sweat and 
grumble. Nothing can be seen in the tree-shadowed dark
ness except for glimpses of the light ahead, and now and 
then the put-put-put of a small engine. 

Aetuming To The Car 
If the player-characters return to the car after having gone 
toward the light, they fmd to their horror that Hancock's 
body has gone. Whether it has been stolen or whether it 
has walked off by itself they cannot know. Cost to dis
cover this is 1/103 Sanity points. 

Some last animating spark, undetected by the investi
gators, has sent the man crawling and staggering through 
the night toward home. He does not reach it until the 
conclusion of this adventure. Refer there for a summary 
of his acts and intentions. 

At The House 
A small clearing surrounds the weathered wooden two
story house. It stands gray and bleak against the looming 
blackness of the night Its boards have long since lost 
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their paint. Holes gape in the roof where wind has pulled 
the shingles loose. Ivy and other vines chew at the walls. 

A low creaking comes from a wicker-work rocker on the 
front porch, caught by a sudden breeze. Were it not for the 
reassuring electric glow coming from one up;taiIs window, 
and the confinnatory electrical and telephone lines running 
to the house, it might seem completely abandoned. 

The Engine 
The player-characters might knock at the door, or they 
might go around the side of the house to where some sort 
of light engine is running. Passing around an enormous 
clump of blackberry vines, the player-characters stumble 
into a field jammed with old and some not-so-old cars, 
and more apparently pushed over the edge of a ravine not 
far distant Most show signs of serious accident. 

Only if a player-character declares a specific intent to 
carefully impect a dozen or more vehicles does it begin to 
seem obvious that most of the windshields have been shot 
out, just as Hancock attempted to do to the Clairmont station 
wagon, and that blood stains most of the driver's side seats. 

Whether or not they have this information, the player
characters soon fmd the source of the engine noise-it's a 
little gasoline-powered electric generator in the back of a 
Toyota pick-up, hooked up to the house with a single 
long, dangling wire. Its output is rated at 1500 watts. 

The Pig 
A successful Scent roll for Prince attracts him to an ani
mal odor drifting over from not far away. It's mingled 
with the smell of mud and waste. Successful Listen rolls 
for the player-characters detects a faint, high-pitched 
squeal or cry, carried on the warm, fitful breeze. The 
sound is not distinctive enough to determine whether its 
source is animal or human. 

Exploring, the player-characters come across a low 
stone-walled animal pen, a pig sty. The walls enclose a 
sea of mud and liquid ordure. A wooden hut is at the rear 
of the sty; a choking miasma drifts from its dark opening. 
Nothing can be seen within. 

Spot Hidden rolls notice disturbingly familiar pieces 
of bone jutting from the mud-should they be retrieved, 
they are too well-gnawed to tell whether they are animal 
bones, or human. 

Whoever steps into the pig-pen risks more than filth. 
The pig which lives within has been fed on human flesh 
by its insane owner, and she is hungry. Her stats are in the 
statistics section at the end of this adventure. 

Why anyone would climb into ankle-deep filth is un
known, but if someone does, Dolores explodes out of her 
hut like an express train, her vast flabby bulk taking only 
a few seconds to cross the pen and slam into the player
character preoccupied in trying to save his or her shoes 
from the mucky suction. A successful Idea roll communi
cates that the character should forget about his or her 
shoes, and run. Luckily, due to the slipperiness of the pen, 

her large slZ, and her low DEX Dolores is not too nimble. 
The player-character needs a roll of DEX x5 or less to keep 
standing, and a successful Climb or Jump roll to scramble 
back over the sty's wall. 

Entering The House 
Mounting the creaking front porch, the family sees that 
the rusting screen-door hangs ajar, and that the wooden 
door behind it is half open. If the player-characters knock 
or call, there is no response. 

Inside the house, conditions are similar from room to 
room. Every room is dusty, ill-kept, and old. With one 
exception, magazines are at least ten years old. Furniture 
and design are either from the mid-fifties, as Heather's 
Fashion Sense roll shows, or seem relatively new. Cur
tains on all windows are nailed shut, except for the one 
window upstairs. There are two telephone extensions in 
the house: both are dead, their connections seemingly 
gnawed from the walls. 

THE HALL: the carpet a threadbare and stained patter of 
lilacs on a green background; wallpaper dappled with 
more flowers lines the hall; here and there stand a hat 
rack, a chest of drawers, an old straight-backed chair. A 
successful Listen roll here detects a faint crackling hiss 
from the first door on the right, to The Parlor. 

THE PARLOR: a portable television and armchair domi
nate this room. The television is on, though receiving 
only static. A video recorder is plugged into the televi
sion; it contains a video cassette. Many other video cas
settes are scattered about the armchair, as are a lot of 
junk-food wrappers. 

The cassette rewound and played, the television 
erupts with red screams. It is a gruesome depiction of the 
dismemberment of a young man about age 20. The screen 
shows a slow progression of static shots, until fmally the 
twitching limbs have been severed, the blood pumps in 
crimson spurts from the ragged stumps, and the victim's 
agonized screams end once and for all. 

Despite the realism of the special effects, the camera 
work and lighting are amateurish, and Joey and Tony will 
disparage its quality, at least until they look behind the 
door and fmd the video camera, squatting on its tripod 
like a mechanical spider. 

There is a dial telephone in this room, on a table near 
the door. But it is dead; there is no dial tone. 

THE STUDY: this room is lit by a single 6O-watt bulb. 
Bookcases line all the walls, even blocking the curtained 
window. A large, leather-covered annchair sits in the cen
ter of the room. Even from a distance the bookcases look 
askew; they are roughly made, with crooked supports, 
jutting nail heads, and slumping shelves. 

Every book here is tattered and dog-eared, many with 
the names of former owners crossed out. All the books 
have the themes of horror and death. Authors include 



Edgar Allen Poe, Mary Shelly, Bram Stoker, Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, H.P. Lovecraft, Shirley Jackson, Stephen 
King, Anne Rice, John Skipp, and Craig Spector. One 
section is concerned with famous serial killers and mass 
murderers, such as Jack the Ripper, John Christie, Lizzie 
Borden, Fritz Haannann, Leopold and Loeb, Ed Gein, 
John Wayne Gacy, and so on. 

THE BATHROOM: mold grows in patches on the painted 
walls, and in places the paint and plaster has peeled away 
to show the lath beneath. Mildew covers a shower curtain 
so old that it will tear free from its rings if pulled along 
the shower rail. The tub is long and deep, large enough to 
drown in, with feet like lion's paws. In the cupboard and 
in boxes on the floor are hundreds of different packs of 
razor blades, electric razors, safety razors, straight razors, 
soap, foamy gel, deodorants, toothpaste tubes, and so on. 
Many packages are open, or show signs of use. Many are 
crusted with age. 

THE KITCHEN: a huge wooden table dominates the 
kitchen, its wide surface crisscrossed by deep scars and 
gouges. Accounting for these marks, a collection of 
knives and cleavers from large to deadly hang on the wall 
above a long bench. Cupboards above and below the 
bench hold cooking utensils, dried ingredients, and 
crockery. A telephone (dead) old enough to have no dial at 
all is mounted on the wall above the bench. The refrigera
tor holds milk and vegetables, while the upper freezer 
compartment is fully of cling-wrapped portions of un
identifiable meat. 

Keepers will no doubt notice the number of potential 
weapons present here. They include carving knives (25 % 
base chance), cleavers (25%), frying pans (20%), paring 
knives (25%), and so on. 

THE CUPBOARD UNDER THE STAIRS: at fIrst try this 
cupboard seems locked. It is only stuck, and any player
character who forces it open is thrown off-balance as it 
spills open on the second try, showering magazines eve
rywhere. 

Inside are shelves, now mostly bare except for a small 
chainsaw (blood-splattered) and a can of fuel. There are 
pornographic magazines of a tasteless sort, and fIlm 
magazines about splatter movies, with full-color photos. 
Many of the pages are stuck together. 

The chainsaw is in poor condition. A successful Me
chanical Repair roll is needed to start it, and a successful 
Luck roll to keep it running each round it is used or at
tempted to use to cut. If it quits running, a new Mechani
cal Repair roll is needed to start it once again. A chainsaw 
has a base chance of 20%, and does damage of 2DS per 
round. 

The House Upstairs 
The creaking stairs, covered by a threadbare, dirty red 
carpet, lead to another dingy hall, also lined with peeling 
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wallpaper. The four doors off this hall should be explored 
in the order with which they are presented here. No light 
shows under any of the doors, and the player-characters 
cannot be sure which room might be the one from which 
the light comes. 

This simple progression of revelations simulates that 
found in many splatter films, generating tension by inti
mating not only that things are getting worse but that only 
a few doors away is some major horror or evil. 

BEDROOM ONE: clothes litter this room, heaped in scat
tered piles acIO$ the floor. The closet is also packed to 
overflowing with gannents. Clothes for all sizes, all ages, 
and both sexes are found bere, some expensive, some cheap. 
There are shoes, handbags, watches, rings, eyeglasses, and 
so on-heaps of every common personal article. 

The garments are often torn, or stained with rusty splat
ters. The cost to view this room is 1/lD3 Sanity points. 

BEDROOM TWO: unlike the previous room, the contents 
here are all neatly arranged. All the skulls are stacked 
along the window side, vertebrae over here, and fmger 
bones over there. Here are the skeletons of several dozen 
people. Many of the bones bear tooth marks, or signs of 
having been gnawed clean. The cost to view this room is 
1/1D6 Sanity points. 

BEDROOM THREE: investigators who Listen outside 
this door before opening it hear a constant buzzing hum. 
Prince can Scent something even more upsetting than 
what they have so-far encountered. 

The light is on in the room, but the windows are cur
tained and boarded closed, so that no light escapes to the 
outside. Clouds of flies buzz about the room, the sound 
heard on the other side of the door. 

A flayed, gutted corpse lies in a position of frozen 
agony upon a bare and bloodstained mattress on the 
floor. The rib cage has been broken open, stubs of bone 
unfolded like some calcified flower. The corps's eye
balls have been removed, leaving empty sockets 
pooled with blood. Its fingernails crunch underfoot, 
while its intestines drip from where they have been 
hung in glistening loops along the picture rail around 
the walls. All is a red, raw charnel. The blood axe (base 
chance 20%, damage IDS+2) used to create this horror 
still lies besmeared upon the floor. The cost to view this 
room is 1/1D6 Sanity points. 

BEDROOM FOUR: it is this room from whose window 
shines the electrical light, steady and reassuring, that 
drew the family here. It is this room in which the 
crowning horror awaits the player-characters. Even 
from outside the door the player-characters will easily 
smell the reek of decay, and the sour odors of incense 
and formalin. 

The door opened, the investigators can see a grandfa
ther's clock, its pendulum a human skull. The face of the 
clock is a human face, stretched and tanned. Flayed and 
framed tattoos grace the walls, fIngers and toes fringe the 
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lamp shade, while the light bulb which casts its stark 
illumination over this room is held in a severed hand. 
Then there are the inhabitants. 

A dried and wrinkled baby's corpse lies in a cradle 
made from bones, suckling its withered thumb, dust thick 
upon its open, sunken eyes. Stretched out on the double 
bed is the mummified cadaver of some ancient crone, her 
eye-sockets empty. The eyeballs float in a glass of for
malin beside the bed. 

Opposite the bed, supported by the wall. leans the 
dried body of a middle-aged man. wires. hooking open 
his eyes and drawing back his parcbment lips in a deathly 
grin. His claw-like hand is also wired into position, hold
ing up a crystal wine glass of drying blood, as if to toast 
this conglomerate of corpses. • 

Finally, stiff and awkward in a rocking chair of pol
ished bone sits a skin-covered skeleton in a floral night
gown, knitting needles placed in its unresponsive hands. 
A dirty yellow wig has been placed at a jaunty angle atop 
the head, white greasepaint smeared across its face, the 
mouth a clumsy slash of crimson lipstick. 

The cost to view this room is 2/204 Sanity points. 

Meeting Jasmine 
Though just barely, of the corpses positioned in this mu
seum of the macabre, one still lives. Jasmine Hancock sits 
unresponsive in her rocking chair, where she has been 
tended by her mad brother for the last ten years. The 
presence of strangers in her sanctum, in Gregory's and 
her bedroom, is the spark needed to bring Jasmine flaring 
back to her active psychopathic state. 

Just when the player-characters have assured them
selves that everything in here is dead, and perhaps tended 
to those present whom the view of so much death has 
pushed over the edge of insanity, Jasmine wakes up and 
shrieks her brother's name. 

The shock of seeing what was thought to be a corpse 
suddenly jerk to its feet, grinning insanely, costs 1/lD4 San
itypoints. 

Lights, Camera, Action 
The thunderstorm that has been brewing while the 
player-characters explored the house finally breaks. As 
Jasmine leaps from her rocker to her feet, there comes 
an enormous crack of thunder, a titanic explosion 
above the house, and then the power goes off and does 
notretum. 

Plunged into darkness, the room is briefly lit by 
another flare of lightning, revealing the skeletal 
woman lurching forward, knitting needles raised. 

The idea of this section is run a furious fight 
throughout the house with whatever weapons come to 
hand. In the film, this part of the show might last as 
long as half an hour. The fight is in semi-darkness, the 

only illumination frequent, blinding flashes oflightning. 
Jasmine Hancock knows the house well, and needs no 
light to move confidently. As the combat rages, so does 
the storm, winding howling, rain lashing the house, and 
thunderregularlydetonatingoverhead. 

Many possible weapons exist throughout the house, 
and outside it Weapons noted in the narrative have in
cluded base chances and damages. Perceptive player
characters picked up the shotgun and found the two shells 
to reload its twin barrels. There are no more shells. 
Knives, the chainsaw. and a variety of potential clubs 
have probably been noticed and picked up already. 

Wounds inflicted by or on the player-characters 
should be described graphically. Blood spurts, flesh tears 
with horrible steaming hisses, organs dangle drip and 
burst, digits are severed and twitch helplessly. This is a 
splatter movie, and almost everyone has to die, preferably 
gruesomely. Do I hear requests for a knitting needle 
through the eye? 

Once she wakes up, Jasmine Hancock's insane feroc
ity gives her seeming immunity to pain and injury, repre
sented here by the doubling of hit points in her stats. She 
just keeps on coming. When she has lost 14 hit points, she 
keels over, as if dead, only to explode to her feet, shriek
ing and attacking when the player-Characters relax. She 
attacks until another 14 hit points have been lost. 

The Pig From Hell 
Asswning that the player-characters have not killed it ear
lier in the film, once the storm begins, any player-charac
ter looking out a window and getting a successful Spot 
Hidden roll notices the great white slug-shape of Dolores 
the man-eating sow cross the yard in the rain. Her goal 
seems to be the house. 

Perhaps a bolt of lightning has broken the wall that 
shut her in, or perhaps panic (or hunger) has sent her 
squealing and scrambling over the stone barrier. 

A few moments later, the sound of breaking wood and 
shattered glass comes clearly, as she forces her way into 
the house. She will squeeze slowly up the stairs, blocking 
them, as she wittingly or unwittingly comes to her mis
tress' aid. The player-characters may confront her here, 
and have to climb over her bloated, bristled carcass once 
the sow is dead. The shotgun fIred at point-blank range 
would tear away most of her head, drenching everyone 
and everything in gallons of thick, sticky blood and gob
bets of still-fluttering flesh. 

But it is likely that the shotgun already has been spent 
against Jasmine, and it is very hard to kill a hog with a 
knife unaided. Prince may helpfully launch himself at the 
enemy in a baying, biting frenzy, but even a Gennan 
shepherd is no match for an angry adult hog. 

Player-characters trapped on the stairs with Dolores 
edging slowly upwards, tusks bared, and Jasmine cack
ling on the landing above, would be unhappy indeed. 



Conclusion 
By the time Jasmine Hancock and Dolores are both dead, 
ideally there is one player-character left alive and sane. 
The family lies dead or gibbering. 

When the survivor goes to the front door, perhaps to 
wash off the blood in the powing rain outside, a flash of 
lightning silhouettes the dripping figure of Gregory Han
cock standing just outside. Even as the door is opened, he 
lunges forward to grasp the player-character: the cost is 
1/106 Sanity points. 

Gregory's weight knocks the player-character to the 
floor, unless the character can hold back Gregory's weight 
with his or her STR vs. Gregory's SlZ on the resistance table. 
If knocking down the player-character, Gregory does not 
move again. He is dead, some last desperate spark of life 
only enough to drag him to his hidden truck, and to drive his 
truck here, where he truly died. The door held Gregory Han
cock's corpse upright; opened, he toppled in. 

Hopefully this last shock is enough to drive the sole 
survivor mad. The scene freezes on the screaming face, 
and the credits begin to roll. 

THE END 

statistics 

G REGORY HANCOCK. He is an ugly, heavy-set 
man with small angt}' eyes and a red face topped 
with a tangle of black hair, and even less attractive 

after he has been nm over. Dressed in blood-stained overalls, 
he stinks, and has not washed for months. 

GREGORY HANCOCK, Age 48, Insane Cannibal 
Murderer 

STR 16 CON 13 SIZ 15 INT 8 POW 9 
DEX 12 APP 7 EDU 2 SAN 0 HP 14 
Damage Bonus: +104. 

Weapons: 12-Gauge Shotgoo 30%, damage 406/206/1 OS 

Skills: Hide 65%, Ltxch 95%, Usteo 70%, Plod Mechanica1ly 
95%, Track 85%. 
Quote: 'Jasmlnel' 

D OLORES. The pig is full-grown, and has come 
to be Gregory's pet. He remembers occasionally 
to feed it. Dolores does not get meat all the time, 

and must make do with mash, fruit, milk, and vegetables, 
but she prefers meat, and is happiest with it. 

DOLORES, Age 6, Cannibal Sow 

STR 15 CON 19 SIZ 22 INT 3 POWS 
OEX 10 Move 10 HP 21 
Damage Bonus: +106. 
Weapons: Trample 80%, damage 206 +db 
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Bite 50%, damage 1 DB 

Skills: Scent 75%, Sneak 35%, 
Quote: 'Gmmmnntl Grmnmmntl' 

J ASMINE HANCOCK. She is less alive than dead. 
Only her mind is active, and in it she stays locked 
away, surfacing only rarely to receive food from her 

brother. Gaunt and skeletal, she is cared for by Gregory, 
who dresses her and puts on her makeup. The appearance 
of strangers in her room is enough to launch Jasmine 
from catatonia to homicidal frenzy. 

JASMINE HANCOCK, Age 48, Maniac Recluse 

STR 18 CON 1S SIZ 10 INT 10 POW 12 
OEX14 APP8 EDU2 SAN 0 HP 14 (28)* 
• simulates hysterical stamina. 
Damage Bonus: +104. 
Weapons: KnIttIng Needles 50%, damage 1 D6 +db 
Chair 50%, damage 10S +db 
FIst/Punch 50%, damage 1 03 +db 
Large Knife 25%, damage 104+2 +db 
Small KnIfe 25%, damage 104 +db 

Skills: Cackle 95%, Shriek 95%, Wheeze 95%. 
Quote: 'Gregoryl' 

Player 
Characters 

BRIAN CLAIR
MONT. Banking 
cerUUttiy keeps you 

busy. Why, this is the filst 
holiday you've had time for 
since last Thanksgiving. A 
pity life isn't more orderly. 
Still, you're sure everything 
will be fine, as long as the 
children don't fight, and if 
that young Tony isn't a bad 
influence, and it doesn't rain. 
BRIAN CLAIRMONT, 
Age 43, Assistant 
Bank Manager 

STR 12 CON 12 SIZ 12 INT 15 POW 9 

OEX 14 APP 12 EOU 16 SAN 45 HP 12 

Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: Small Club 30%, damage 106 

Equipment: pipe tool, vaoo-actlvated tape recader, spa"8 glasses. 

Skills: Accounting 60%, Banking Procedures 65%, Credit Rat· 
ing 45%, Drive Auto 35%, Fast Talk 60%, Hide 65%, Usten 
15%, Mechanical Repair 20%. 

Quote: 'Now walt a minute.' 'Quiet down, everybody.' 
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HARRIET CLAIRMONT. Growing up in the 
Girl Scouts was not only jolly fun, but it taught 
you to be prepared for any eventuality in married 

life. Life as a banker's wife has been wonderful, even 
though the children are an 
armful. Brian may be a little 
dull sometimes, but he looks 
after his family. So do you. 
It's a dangerous world out 
there, and if you don't look 
after the children, no one 
else will. Someone has to 
protect them from drug
pushers, molesters, and sa
tanists. They may not know 
it all the time, but a child's 
best friend is their mother
even for headbangers and 
cheerleaders. 

HARRIET CLAIRMONT, Age 39, Just A Housewife 

STR 13 CON 10 SIZ 11 INT 13 POW 15 
DEX 14 APP 15 EDU 13 SAN 65 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Slap 65%, damage 103-1 
Kick 60%, damage 106 
Equipment: first aid kit, string, needle and ttvaad, flashlight on 
key ring. 
SkIlls: Cook 80%, Clean-Up 75%, Arst AId 65%, Ustan 75%, 
Spot Hidden 70%, Psychology 65%, Track 50%. 
Quote: 'Pay attention to your father, children' 

HEATHER CLAIR
MONT. Oh gag. A 
camping trip with 

the folks, and some geek 
friend of Joey's. Just great. 
Who wants to go camping, 
anyway? It's so childish. 
You can only hope that 
there might be some hunky 
dreamboat up at the lake to 
sweep you off your feet 
and take you away from 
this. That's the sort of life 
for the most popular girl in 
school. 

HEATHER CLAIRMONT, Age 16, Cheerleader 

STR 10 CON 12 SIZ 12 INT 12 POW 14 

DEX 16 APP 16 EDU 10 SAN 60 HP 12 

Damage Bonus: O. 

Weapons: KIck 55%, damage 106 

SkIlls: Cheerlead 65%, Fashion Sense 60%, Alrt 45%, Jump 
45%, Usten 30%, Pout 95%. 

Quote: 'More Metallica and I barf.' 

J OEY CLAIRMONT. 
So we're going on 
some stupid camping 

trip to some stupid lake, 
where we'll just sit around 
being bored all the time. At 
least you convinced Mom 
that Tony should come 
along. Things are never 
dull when Tony's around. 
Dad wants you to be a 
banker, just like him. 
You'd rather be a mechanic, 
and do some real work in
stead of push paper. Mom 
would say that's below you, and so would Heather. But 
everything's below Heather, that stuck-up. 

JOEY CLAIRMONT, Age 14, Headbanger 
STR 12 CON 10 SIZ 11 INT 13 POW 13 
DEX 14 APP 12 EDU 8 SAN 55 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Ast/PU'lch 60%, damage 103 
Kick 50%, damage 106 
Slingshot 45%, damage 104 (missile can Impale) 
Equipment: sHngshot, Indelible marking pen, MetaJllca alblJ'll 
on CD, AC/OC Interview Issue of RoIRng Stone. 
Skills: Mechanical Repalr 35%, Pick Snot 85%, Swear 20%, 
Tag Graffiti Everywhere 55%, Throw 40%. 
Quote: 'Bogus.' 

TONY WILSON. 
Okay. a camping trip 
with your best pal 

Joey and his folks may not 
be the most fun in the 
world, but it beats sitting at 
home watching MTV. You 
managed to snag some spe
cial gear from your folks
that should lighten things 
up. Heather is pretty foxy
too bad she's so stuck up. As 
long as you hang out with 
Joey things should be cool. 

TONY WILSON, Age 14, Headbanger and Best Friend 

STR 13 CON 9 SIZ 10 INT 11 POW 13 
DEX 16 APP 13 EDU 8 SAN 55 HP 10 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: Ast/PlJ'Ich 65%, damage 103 
Kick 45%, damage 106 
Equipment: Issue of Penthouse, very old joint cadged from par
ents, tiger tattoo on left arm v.tllch upsets all adults 1ns1antfy. 
Skills: Annoy Parents 80%. Belch/Talk SImultaneously 65%, 
Cnmb 50%, Dodge 40%, Fast Talk 25%, Usten 60%, Roll Up 
Cigarette Pack In Sleeve41%, Sneak 40%, Spot Hidden 65%. 
Quote: 'Totally bitchln'l' 'Coon' 



F;INCE. You're a 
large German shep- --
herd, and proud of it. 

You know you're smarter -
and faster than the humans 
you help out, only once in a 
while you get preoccupied 
with Really Important 
Scents, which even humans 
with big noses can't pick 
up. And you can hear 

Everything, Everywhere. ~i!~~III~ Still, you're happy enough. 
Doing tricks is kind of fun. 
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And barking lets everyone how big and powerful you are. 
You like to do that a lot But this family sure is stingy with 
the bones-even when you fmd a lot of them, they won't 
let you have even one. 

PRINCE, Age 6, Family Dog 

STR 16 CON 14 SIZ 8 INT3 POW 10 
DEX 12 Move 12 HP 11 
Damage Bonus: O. 
Weapons: BIte 30%, damage 1 DB 
Knock-back Attack" 45%, damage knock back six feet. 
• only works on humans. 
Skills: Hang Head Out Car Window 95%, Uck 45%, Scent 
75%, Spot Hidden 40%, Track 70%. 
Quote: WoofI' 'Grrrmrl' 'Huh-uh-huh-uh-huh-uh·huhl' • 
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Movie Passes 123 

G"uESOMEI 
CoNfJf°VERSIAU _ 
DlsGUSDNGf 

Eltlere ~ 0\ 
Y La Piramede ~f~"O 
De Destruccion \si * 



124 Blood Brothers 2 
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-Til DEAD IIXT DOOI 

~Dl1!il[P~W RE D 
• rsrcc:;J HAVE IT HIS WAYI 
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tU ~ ..... 
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Investigator Name ____________ _ 
Occupation ________ Sex Age __ 
Colleges, Degrees ____________ _ 
Birthplace ______________ _ 
Mental Disorders _____________ _ 

Sanity I'oinls 

InsanltyO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 26 29 30 31 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Q~ 

~~~~~M$~~~~OO~~~M~ 

~~~~ronn~M~MnnN~~~ 

~M~~~~~OO~~~~~~~~~ 

o Accounting (10%) 0 Listen (25 %) 
o Anthropology (00) 0 Locksmith (00) 
o Archaeology (00) 0 Martial Arts (00) 

STR 
CON 
SIZ 

Cha.-acterislics & Rolls 

DEX 
APP 

SAN 

INT Idea ----I 
POW__ Luck ____ 

1 
EDU Know ___ 

1 
99-Cthulhu Mythos __ Damage Bonus ____ _ 

Nagic Points 

Unconscious 0 1 2 

3456789 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 37 

tlit Points 

UNCONSCIOUS 

Dead -2 -1 0 +1 +2 

3456789 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 ~ ~ 35 ~ 37 

Art (05%): 0 Mechanical Repair (20%) 
0 0 Medicine (05%) 
0 0 Natural History (10%) 
0 Astronomy (00) 0 Navigate (10%) 
0 Bargain (05%) 0 Occult (05%) 
0 Biology (00) 0 Operate Hvy. Machine (00) __ 

0 Chemistry (00) Other Language (00): 
0 Climb (40%) 0 
0 Computer Use (00) 0 
0 Conceal (15%) 0 0 Spot Hidden (25%) 

0 Credit Rating (15%) Own Language (EOU x5%): 0 Swim (25%) 
Cthulhu Mythos (00) 0 0 Throw (25%) 

0 Dodge (OEX x2) 0 Persuade (15%) 0 Track (10%) 

0 Drive Auto (20%) 0 Pharmacy (00) 0 
0 Electrical Repair (10%) 0 Photography (10%) 0 
0 Electronics (00) 0 Physics (00) 0 
o Fast Talk (05%) Pilot (00): 0 
o First Aid (30%) 0 0 
o Geology (00) 0 Firearms 
o Hide (10%) 0 0 Handgun (20%) 
o History (20%) 0 Psychology (05%) 0 Machine Gun (15%) 
o Jump(25%) 0 Psychoanalysis (00) 0 Rifle (25%) 
o Law(05%) 0 Ride (05%) 0 Shotgun (30%) 
o Libmry Use (25%) 0 Sneak (10%) 0 Submachine Gun (15%) 

lIand-To-tland Weapons Fireanns 

Attack or Cumtnt Attack 
Weapon SklU" Damage 

o Fist/Punch (50%) __ 

o Head Butt (10%) __ 

o Kick (25%) 

o Grapple (25%) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Aft8ck3 Hit 
/Round PoInts Rreann 

----
----
----
----
----
--
--
----

Current 
Skill % 

Attack 
Damage 

Base Shots Shots In Malfunct. Hit 
Range Per Round Gun Number PoInts 

---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------
---------



Titles still available 
as of July, 1992 

19205 Adventures 
The following titles 1¥8 all set In the era of 
the RoarIng Twenties, fie time during 
whIdl1...cMtaalt wrote most d his stories. 
TtE GREAT OLD ONES2321 $17.95 

Following the trail of the Great Old Ones. 
Independent adwInIIns take the Inves1I-
gators to New MaIdc:D. Mississippi. New 
England, and old England. Six difrerant 
looks at partiaJIar Graal ad Ones or their 
Influences. 

MANSIONS OF MADNESS 2327 $17.95 

FIve frighlering adYentures: an aged wid-
CNI9r v.ith a frightful seerst living In his 
basement; two brothelS struggling for 
power on a decaying plantation; a sanato-
rIum lui of deranged Inmates and a mur-
dered IiIafI; a BoI*ln gangsler v.ith a tan!-

. bIe secret; and a nea!Iy-empty house with 
an unwanted basement tenant. 

FATAL EXPERIMENTS 2328 $18.95 

Three advenl\Ies take the Investigators to 
a Iavtsh ball In New York for an enOJUnter 
with the King In Yellow; to Faral Island In 
the MecIterranean when! ev\Ils afoot; then 
back m New York where a centurJes.old 
breeding program Is being corducted In 
the sewers beneath the cily.lndudes Infor-
matIon for unusual weapons of the past 
and present. 

ORIENT EXPRESS 2331 t39.95 

01J' Isrgest adIIenture pack ever. 12 am-
pIeIe episodes Inked to fonn a relentless 
campalgn set on and along the route of the 
Orient Express. Includes scuce Infonna-
tion. train car plans, PQSIBr. I\JOOIIOII stidc-
elS, and OII9r a hundred hotn of mystery 
and honor. Weighs In at 2.3 poundsl 
Travel In luxury from England aaoss 
Europe to ancient Constsntlnople aboard 
the workI's most famous train. 

TERROR AUSlRAUS 2319 $17.11S 

A soume book for the Land Down Lnfer. 
Includes badcground information, hIsIo-
ries, Aboriginal Oreamtime, and Ihree ad-
ventures Including ·CIty Beneath the 
Sands." which can be merged with MasI<s 
of Nyarlathotep. Indudes a fotw-color map 
0/ the CXlntinent. 

FEARRJL PASSAGES 233S $18.95 
Call of Cthulhu InY9Stigators are con-
SIsI\\Iy on the mow. Felllful Passages Is a 
ooIIectIon d advenlUres fa:uslng on trans-
porUIIIon In the 1920s. Some are cJeslgned 
to be Invoked whenever the invesligalors 
undertake what woUd be an otherwise 
I'OIAIne journey while others 1¥8 complete 
8!M!nILres In themselves. BadqJound In-
formalIon on passenger planes. molllrcy-
des. automobiles, dMng suits, horse 
sledges. airships, elephants. paradlut8s, 
canal boaIs. and more. 
THE lHlNGATTHE 
THRESHOLD 2339 S18.9S 

A campaign from ArI<ham to England to 
the Dead Sea, following the trail of the 
ThIng ThaI Should Not Be. Produced en-

If you eJUoyed this book, ask your retailer 
for these otber fine call of ctbulhu titles. 

tlrely out of house and published by TALES OF THE MISKATONIC cancfldal8 Is more than she appears III 
Chaosium. (Summer 1992) VALLEY 2334 $18.95 be; plus three more. 

Reprints, 1920s 
Six adYentIJ'es aJong the banks of the GOATSWOOD AND 
Ml&kaIonIc Riwr. Follow a carnival from LESS PLEASANT PLACES 

Classic adventures reprinted fmm earlier AI1dlam to BolD! to AyIestuy; rsRve the Based on the crsalions of popular Btitlsh 
Chaosium publlallions IIa.Y out of print horrolS of the Civi Wet v.ith a denInged aulhor Ramsey Campbell. this book 
THE DREAMLANDS 3308 $14.95 AItdlarn veteran; join an ardlaeoIogical takes Investigators to the haunted 

team 8XC1M11ing an Indian mound; stalk a 
Long out of print, The Dreamlands source- serial killer through the misty streets cI 

Sevem Valley In England, Explore the 

bookelCplores the lands beyond the wall of KingspoII; plus two more. Includes a large 
mythology that brought you Y'go/onac, 

sleep. lovecraft's cities and villages are map showing lowaaft's North Shore and 
Glaakl. Oaoloth. and the Insects from 

explored, and many new monsters de- the upper reaches of the Miskatonic RIver. 
Shagghal. (Spring 1993) 

scribed. Includes low dream-basecl ad· 
ventlJr9s written for this book. (Fall 1992) eSCAPE FROM otherTiUes 

INNSMOUTH 2338 121.115 
ClHULHU CASEBOOK 3305 $19.95 BLOOD BROlHERS 2329 $18.95 A complete description of shadowy 
Nine tarTifylng adventures reprintBd from 

InnsmouIh. the decaying S98OJ8St town 13 one-nlght scenarios. all based on 
The ~m and Curse of the OIthonians. 

whose Inhabitants have long bred v.ith movie themes and each v.ith a selectiOn 0/ 
Also Indudes the Ten Commandments of 

aeePes !rom the sea. Save the Innooent Pr8l1eneraled charaders typical of the 
CthlAlu Hunting. Death Reports, Insta-

gllXBry boy from the clulches d the town's kind found In B-movles. Elq)Iors the land 
Plots. and the Infamous Sinister Seeds 

degeneral8lnhabilants then take part In the that tima Ignored, escape from a town In· 
CURSE OF ClHULHU 3306119.95 glganllc federal govomment raid SIIlgOd fest8d with living dead, spond the _k· 
Includes the full.Jength canpalgn Fungi against the town in the late 1920s.lndudes end In a haunted house. fight the mummy, 
from Vuggoth as well as two introductory a large map of the town. (Odobar 1992) meet an anImaIed scsreaow, IIack doM\ 
scenarios newr before In print Visit Egypt, a vengeful villain. and tangle v.ith midget 
Transylvania. the moon. and the allen i- 18905 Victorian nazi shamans. A IIght-heartBd break from 
brary at Celaeno. The huge "Haunled Adventures the grim woIfd 0/ the Cthultw Mythos. 
House" from Trail of lSathoggua rounds BLOOD BROlHERS 22340$18.95 
out this pad<age. GASLIGHT 3303 $18.95 

They're B-movies, they're bad, and they'rs 

Lovecraft Country 
A con1IlIete source book for playing call of back. 9 more aconarios wNdl hew more 
CthlAhu In Victorian England. Indudes in- to do v.ith bad horror films than H.P. !..Ow-

Series, 19205 fonnaIIon on travel, politics. socIeIy. Sher- aaft. Miaowll'l8 the popIXlfll, get your 
These books explore the Massachuselts 

lock Holmes. Jack the Ripper, time travel, tlckeIs. take yoor seats. and ~ such 

norih shore as described by H.P. lrNecraIt and many other topics. Indudes the large cinematic classics as "The Evil Gun." 
and ndude the cities, people. and crsa-

scenario, "The Vorlcshlre Horrors." "CamIvaI Knowledge: "Dead on Antva 
turesdescribed In his New England stories. DARK DESIGNS 2332 $18.95 2," "ChalBalJ of Blood."" Alive and KickIn'" 

ARKHAM UNVEILED 232S $17.95 Three adYentures exploring the. oo:ult In "Nightml¥8ln Silence." plus more. UghtsI 

A compl9t8 guide to Loveaatt's most fa- 1890s England. Thorough background Camara! Sanity roIlsl 

mous aeatIon. Visit M\skalonic University. notes and unusual plots help keep Invest!· S. PETERSEN'S FIELD GUIDE TO 

the WItch House. BIllington's Woods. and gators on their toes. Streamlined Investi- ClHULHU MONSTERS 510S $15.95 

many others. Describes many personaIl- gator CI9IIIion for the era; it Is not neces- Not a book of adv9ntutes but a reference 
ties Including Dr. AnnItage. PrdessorWiI- sary to own Gasrlght to use this book. glide to 27 horrible monsters found In the 
11l8IIh, the wItd1 KezIah Mason, Asenath Cthulhu Mythos, Fully.<IeIaiIad talC! de-
WaIIB. and dozens of olhers. " complete 19905 Modern scriptions leaturing full-coIof plates axe-

. New England town featuring a large loki- Adventures wled by renowned artist Tom SUlivan. 
out players' map and a 1928 edtion of the 

ClHULHU NOW 3307 $14.95 S. peTERSEN'S FIELD GUIDE TO 
Ar1IhMl Advertiser newspaper. Four S09- CREATURES OF THE DREAMLANDS 
narioS are Included. A SCXI'09 book for the 1990s. this new. 

5107$15.85 
RElURN TO DUNWlCH 2330$18.95 

revised edition Includes Infonnation on 
computers, helicopters. and survellanoe Another guide to the horrors of the 

Explore HPL's aa:used backwoods tlWn. equipment. Four scenarios designed es- Cthulhu Mythos. 27 more creatures de-
the \iliage of Dunwich. Induded are de- pecially for this book allow InvesIiga10rs to saibed. these from beyond the Wall 01 
scr!ptIons d dozens of charactets Includ- explore a dream-researth laboraIoIy. a Sleep. FeatUleS sln1clng lull-mlor plates 
Ing the most Infamous of the Bishop and crashed space shutUa, a rock band, and a by artist Tom Ferrari. 
Whalliley dans. Statistics for Wilbur research submartne. KEEPER'S KIT 5108 $14.95 
Whaleley and his hideous twin brother are 

AT YOUR DOOR 2328 $17.95 Induded. A large fokH>ut map shows the Includes a gamemaster screen with 

whole of DunwIch TO'Mlshlp. A lulHength canpalgn concantratlng on charts, a full-oolor poster. book Jackel. 
KINGSPORT, crrv IN the west mast of AmerIca with a brief visit sticker. and nola pad. Also includes "The 

lHE MISTS 2333 $18.95 to Toronto, Canada. Uncover the secret Dead-Man Stomp: a scenario V«itIen es-

ThIs book describes l!Mtcraft's ancient 
agenda of the Full WiIdemess envlron- pecially for this package. 

seaside town and its strange relationship 
mental organization and Its shadowy Hnks ClHULHU FOR PRESDENn 

to the world of dreams. Visit the Terrible 
to outageous biological researth projects. 5109$14,95 

Old Man and the Strange High House In THE STARS ARE RIOHn 2337 '18.95 Why sellle for the lesser evil? Go all the 
the Misl. or brave the tunnels that riddle Separaf8 adventures sat In the modem W'it;I and join 1he Elder Party today. help 
ancIenI Central HIR. Three scenarios Intra- er&. A radio telescope deteds the pres- your favorite giant green bad guy aIIaIn the 

duce Investigators to Kingsport and the ellC8 of 811 allen body; the murder of a presidency and put a stop to fle madness-
effect It has on the sensitive. the artistic, prostitu\II leads to an encounter with a -pennanently. Indudes bumper sticker. 
and the Insane. A 181g9 map depicts the Great Old One; a trail of mystarioul fires campaign button, and all the necessary 
town In its entirety. uncovors a secret firemen's a.dt; a poiltlcai equipment. Vrxe Cthulhu In '921 



STR 
DEX 

CON 
APP 

SIZ INT POW 
SAN_ EDU_ HP_ 

Idea __ % Luck __ % Know __ % 

HIT POINTS MAGIC 

99 - Cthulhu Mythos __ Damage Bonus: __ lJHCOHSCl 
Dead -2 ·1 0 +1 +2 3 Unconaclocla 0 1 2 3 

o Accounting .......... (10) __ 
o Anthropology ....... (00)_ 
o Archaeology ........ (00)_ 
o Art (dance) .......... (05)_ o Astronomy ........... (00)_ 
o Bargain ................ (05)_ 
o Biology ................ (00)_ 
o COnceai ............... (15)_ 
o Chemistry ............ (00)_ o Credit Rating ....... (15) __ 

Cthulhu Mythos ... (00)_ o Dodge .......... (DEX x2)_ 
o Fast Taik ............. (05)_ 

SANITY POINTS 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 

Jnunltyo 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 18 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 30 31 

~~M$~~~~~~~~~~~Q~ 

~~~~~M$~~~$~~~~M~ 

M~M~ronn~Nn~n~rooo~~ 

~M~M~OO$~~~~M$OO~~~ 

12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 

INVESTIGATOR POINTS 

o First A1d ................ (30)_ 
o Geology ............... (00)_ o Hide ..................... (10)_ 
o Hlstory .................. (2O)_ o Jump .................... (25)_ 
o Law ...................... (05)_ o Ubrary Use .......... (25)_ 
o Usten ................... (25)_ 
o Locksmith ............. (oo)_ 
o Mach. Repair ....... (20)_ o Medicine .............. (05) __ o Natural History ..... (10) __ 
o Occult ................... (05)_ 

o O.L. ( ) .... (00)_ 
o O.L. ( ) .... (00)_ o Persuade ............. (15) __ 
o Pharmacy ............ (00)_ 
o Physics ................ (00)_ 
o Photography ........ (1 0)_ o Psychoanalysis .... (00) __ 
o Psychology .......... (05)_ 
o Ride ..................... (05)_ 
o Sneak .................. (10)_ 
o Spot Hidden ......... (25)_ o Swim .................... (25)_ o Track ................... (10)_ 

0 ............................ _ 
o o 
o 
o o o 
o 

Firearms 

o Handgun ......... (20)_ 
o Rifle ................. (35)_ 
o Shotgun ........... (30)_ 

Following each skill name Is the Investigator base chance In parentheses. 

STR_ CON 
DEX APP 

SIZ 
SAN 

INT 
EDU 

POW 
HP 

Idea __ % Luck __ % Know __ % 

HIT POINTS MAGIC 

99 - Cthulhu Mythos __ Damage Bonus: __ UNCONSC1 
Dud ·2 ·1 0 +1 +2 3 Unconaclocla 0 1 2 3 

o Accounting .......... (10)_ 
o Anthropology ....... (00)_ o Archaeology ........ (00) __ 
o Art (dance) .......... (05)_ o Astronomy ........... (00)_ 
o Bargain ................ (05)_ 
o Biology ................ (00)_ 
o COnceal ............... (15)_ 
o Chemistry ............ (00)_ o Credit Rating ....... (15) __ 

Cthulhu Mythos ... (00)_ o Dodge .......... (DEX x2)_ o Fast Talk ............. (05)_ 

SANITY POINTS 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 

JnunllyO 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1516 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 2S 27 28 29 30 31 

~~M$~~~~~~~~~~~Q~ 

~~~~~M$~~~$~~~~M~ 

M~M~ronn~Nn~nnrooo~~ 

~M~M~OO$~~~~M~OO~~~ 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 

WEAPONS 

WNpon sldn " Damage Range Sho/¥Rnd 

--------
--------

INVESTIGATOR POINTS 

o First Aid ................ (30}_ 
o Geology ............... (OO)_ 
o Hide ..................... (10)_ o Hlstory .................. (20)_ 
o Jump .................... (25)_ 
o Law ...................... (05)_ 
o Ubrary Use .......... (25)_ 
o Usten ................... (25)_ 
o Locksmlth ............. (oo)_ o Mech. Repair ....... (20) __ 
o Medicine .............. (05)_ o Natural History ..... (1 0) __ 
o OccuIt ................... (05) _ 

o O.L. ( ) .... (00)_ 
o O.L. ( ) .... (00)_ 
o Persuacle ............. (15)_ 
o Pharmacy ............ (00)_ 
o Physics ................ (00)_ o Photography ........ (10) __ 
o Psychoanalysis .... (00)_ 
o Psychology .......... (05)_ 
o Ride ..................... (05)_ o Sneak .................. (10) __ 
o Spot Hidden ......... (25)_ 
o Swim .................... (25)_ 
o Track ................... (10)_ 

0 ............................ _ 
o o 
o o 
o 
o 
o 

Firearms 

o Handgun ......... (20)_ o Rifle ................. (35)_ 
o Shotgun ........... (30)_ 

~ 
E 
.~ 

8 
~ 

~ 
o 

I 
I 
~ 

i 
l! 

I 
s 

I 
Following each skill name Is the Investigator base chance In parentheses. I ___________ ----11 



Chaosium Inc. * 
AVAILABLE BOOK & GAME TITLES CHI1?Jr.Ur'1 

KNIGHTS ADYI!NTUROUS _127f17 
Rules expanaIons and lddltonal types oIla1lgh1s. 
Includes map 01 southam Britain. $1 8.95 

THE BOY KING 127D1 
A oomp/ate guide 10 an Arlhurlan campaign. 
Manila 01 pay.yalue. $18.95 

These are currenUy titles sUII available as of July, 1992 
SAVAGE MOUNTAINS 12710 
foil' adventures seI i1 W ..... FoId-out map of 
the region. $18.95 

aHULHU FOR 
PRESIDENT 

tiOVELTY KIT - The poiIicaIl3'IlP8IlJ1 season 
Is lllderway. We .. bombanled daly wllllIOIow 
p'cnQes and meaninglesa IOU1d bites. ChdIlJ 
IIId the Elder Par¥ Is your best aIIama1IYe \0 the 
band poIIc:aJ lara bekIg oIIelld. Why sell8 for 
tile lesser 8Yi1 when you can have the bestl 
Great Clhuhl IIIIkeI no hollow promiIes, and 
lis bites .. mate IIan ;1St nolle. 

this Idt contains IVIIrylling you need to 
help CllIAIIJ conquer Ih8 pl8Sklency. Included 
IllS items thai prove your membership n the 
Elder PaIt{, a new poIiIIcaI CNgII1IzaI1on IIBt Is 
sponsoring lie most ~ &nay of card
dUes n the nalkIn. 

Become one with Clhullu and the Elder 

01HIII HORROR mus BLOOD & LUST _____ #2711 
CTHULHU CASEBOOK __ 13305 
Nina I8nif)ing advWJres. Also ildudes the Ten 
Cornmanlmenls of Chlihu Hunting, Death Re
ports, Insta·Plots, and the inlamous Sinister 
Seeds $19.95 

BLOOD BROTHERS iI232II Four adwnluras set across BrItain. Hllldouts 
----' and player map. $18.95 

13 one-night scenarios, an based on familiar 
themes typical of lie kind found In 8-movIas. 

CURSE OF CTHULHU __ 13306 $18.95 
Inc;ludea the fuD·length campaign Fungi from BLOOD BROTHERS II 12340 
yuggoth u well u two IntroduCi'lly scanarlos n...J bad 
l18W1r before In print. $19.95 ""'1 re 1Hnovies, lleyre , and Iley're back. 

13 more scenados. Ughtsl Cameral Sanity rolls! 

LOVKIWr caUN'I'RY. 19. 
The. bookl explore lie Musadlusells north 
shore as detailed by H.P. LovecraII and InciIde 
Ile cIIes, people, and aeakJres described In his 
New EnGland SbIas. 

ARKHAM UNVEILED 112325 
A oom~ele guide \0 Loveaaffs most lamous 
creation. A foId-out playtlS' map; lea~19S a 1928 
edition of the Arldlarn Advertiser ntwspaper. 
$17.95 

$18.95 

FIELD GUIDE TO 
CTHULHU MONSTERS __ 15105 
A I8l1118noe guide ~ '0 of the most honille rmn
aters lound In lI1e Cthulhu Mvthos. FuHoQ)lor 
pialBs by Tom &J1Iivan. $15.95 

FIELD GUIDE TO CREATURES 
OF THE DREAMLANDS __ '5107 
'0 frightaring craatures from beyond lI1e Wli 01 
sleep. Feat/res Rikilg lukolor p!aIes by 8Itist 
Tom ferrari. $15.95 

PERILOUS FOREST 12712 
Three major advenUes and dozens of ahara 
ones. 0eIIIII of Hadrian'. Wall. $18.95 

SWORDS & 
SORCERY 

STORMBRINGER Is a heroic swords & IOI!l8IY 
rdeplayilg syatam sal In lie Young Ki1gdoms, 
the world ollie hero EIrIc as creGId by ~ 
autlor Mk:hael Mooroock. 

Par1)o: 
15109 $14.95 RETURN TO DUNWICH __ #2330 

------- Expiolll HPI!s amllsed badwoods lIMn. the vll-
KEEPER'S KIT _____ 15108 

STORMBRINGER 12110 
The basic Mesbook, ildudes badlground, .. 
narios, and gamemaster aids. Evetythilg you 
need b play Is here, except cice. $21.95 

HORROR 
CALL OF CTHULHU Is a hoIIor roleplaying game 
sat In the world 01 Ihe CllUhu Mythos, as de
scribed by the lather 01 modem honor, H. P. 
Lowaalt 

CALL OF CTHULHU #2338 
ThIs book oonans a llIIapIaying sysI8m based on 
lie horrot sbIes of aufIor H.P. I..cMIaat H c0n

tains elll!lylliv Il8l you need b play, except cb. 

1920. ADVDmIRIS 

The following titles are III selin fl. 818 01 fie 
roaring IW8nies, the line when most 01 HPCs 
mries were wriIIIn. 

THE GREAT OLD ONES __ #2321 
FoIow hi lid of the Great Old Ones. $17.95 

MANSIONS 01' MADNESS __ 12327 

FrI~ advenuel kMIMnQ soma abode of 
madness. $17.95 
FATAL EXPERIMENTS __ #2328 
Thtae arMKIUres; Indudea ilformaUon and &Ia. 
tistcs for uruual weapons of Ihe past and pre
sent. $18.95 

ORIENT EXPRESS 12331 
Our largest adventure pede ever, a relenlass 
C8IJ'4III1gn sal on and along the route 01 the on. 
enl Expresa, the world's mOil famous train. 
$39.95 

TERROR AUSTRALIS 412319 
A ~IB source book for \he I.Bnd Down Un
der. Includes backgrollld Inlotmalon, h/stJrles, 
~ Oreamtime. $17.95 

FEARFUL PASSAGI;S __ f2335 
A ooIadion of advenUes focusing on transpmt· 
Ion In the 19205. Background Information on 
~,autJmobIas, ~s, and 1IlOnI. $18.95 

"RIllS. 1910. 

Classic adventures reprinted Irom earlier 
Chaosium publlcalions now ext 01 print. AI eel
Ibns Inc1Ide color plalBS. 

lage of DIIIWIdI. A \aIge foId-out map shows the GamemasIer s:ruen wf1h many uselJl dlarts, luI-
whole 01 DII!wlch Townsh"'. $18.95 color poser, book jacket, sicker, note pad, s:e-

ROGUE MISTRESS #2111 
A major, clmansIon-slifting advenlure aboard • 
magic ship. $18.95 

.. nario. $14.95 
KINGSPORT #2333 
Loveaatr. ancient seaside !own and is smga 
relUonship \0 lie wOlld of dreams. A IaJge map 
deAicts lie tMn In lis enlrety. $18.95 

TALES OF THE 
MISKATONIC VALLEY __ 12334 

Advenuea along lie MIsIcatonIc River. Indudes 
a r.ga loki out map showing LoYeaafl's North 
Shore and lie ~r reaches of \he MlskalonIc 
RiWlr. $18.95 

ESCAPE FROM INNSMOUTH _ #2338 
A oomplete description of haunted, shadowy 
Innsmouth. Indudes a large Iold-out map 01 the 
1oWn. (SUMMER 1992) $21.95 

GASUGHT ___________ f3~ 

A oomplele 8lIft8 book lor VicDian Ef9and. 
Includes a large soenarlo, "The YorksIil8 Hor· 
rors." $18.95 

DARK DESIGNS ____ #2332 

Explore the OCQJIt In 1890s England. Thor· 
wgh bacIcg/OUnd noa Snamlined Jnvesti. 
ga~ cnalion for the era: ownilg Gaslght Is 
1180eaaty tI usalhls book. $18.95 

1990s MODERN ADVENTURES 

CTHULHU NOW _____ 13307 

A II)IICe book for the 19905 tndudes Informa. 
tion on oompulefs, helooplers, IIId survei~ 
lance 8CJipmenl. Four scenarios. $14.95 

AT YOUR DOOR 11232. 

A IuIJ.length ~ on lie wast coast of 
AmerIca will a brlel vIslt \0 Toront!, Canada. 
$17.95 

THE STARS ARE RIGHTI __ 12337 

SeparaII, IIIInbd advenIuTes set In lila mod
em era. $18.95 

KING ARTHUR'S 
KNIGHTS 

PENORAOON Is a roIep1a)ing game baaed on 
the legends of KIng Artlur, Lancelot, Gu8ll8l'8t', 
and \he Knlghtsollhe Round Table. 

PENDRAGON 12709 
BasIc rulesboot ildudlng backgfOllld and s:e
narlos. Everyting you need Is here, elCC8Jlt doe. 
$21.95 

About Chaosium 

SORCERERS OF PAN TANG _ 12112 

Evil badlllliS for Slambtinger, Indudel baclc· 
ground and adventures. $18.95 

PERILS OF THE 
YOUNG KINGDOMS #2113 
FIve advenlufas iI the world ollie Yoooo King
doms. $18.95 

SEA ICINGS 
OF THE PURPLE TOWNS __ 12114 

Mercantile center ollie YOIIIII Kilgdoms, a he. 
veil lor advenuars. BadIground, scenarios, and 
elememat maole e~s. $18.95 

"Chaosium" is a name coined by Greg Stafford, It means place of 
chaos. a coinage that Is still true whenever the Chaosium publica
tion schedule needs revising. 

It is now and always has been a very small company. never 
employing at any time more than 12 full-time staff, and sometimes 
many fewer. It has an enviable reputation for quality roleplaying 
materials--writing. editing, and physical design-which has been 
maintained over many years, despite personnel changes. 

Most aeation occurs in a few smal rooms in an old ware
house near the Oakland-Berkeley city line. There is quiet there, a 
feeling of intimacy and craftsmanship, and often a sense that eve
ryone has more freedom than anyone coukf handle. Each perSon 
is responsible for and effectively controls an important area of 
business or aeative work-there are no secretaries, gofers. assis
tants. or yes-men. 

We are flattered that you have looked at or purchased this 
book, and earnestly want your comments about it 
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Simply Red 

AN AliEN KickEd 
SANd iN My FACE 

~hotunvpfr/iood 
E.~TIGI~E 
,,- In .·Irlii ...... c d c 
d~~ D c !'!'Otru.,ctoli 

W~ 
(A~~I~Al ~~~Wlf~G~ 
Alive & Kicking 
THE EVIL GUN 

9 terrifying tales for use with the 
CAll OF CTHUlHU roleplaying 

game, Each lale explores a horror 
genre depicted on the Silver Screen, 

and is specially constructed to be 
completed in one or two evenings . . - .". . 
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